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This dissertation is about knowledge, power, and identities in North America.  It 

practices and develops borderlands history of science as a method for exploring the 

interplay between these factors during the earliest period of the United States’ territorial 

expansion, the 1780s to the early 1840s.  Approaching science in the early United States 

from a borderlands perspective and decentering the thirteen original states on the nation’s 

eastern periphery reveals a new picture of the knowledge, practices, individuals, and 

networks that comprised American culture on the whole during its formative years.  

Multinational individuals within borderland regions, entanglements with neighboring 

empires, and the imperial dimensions of the early republic were all constitutive of 

national science and culture.  The southeast borderlands—the Gulf South territories that 

would become the states of Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida—is an ideal 

region for decentering the history of the United States: it was as much a part of the 

Caribbean, Spanish, and French worlds as it was of Anglo-North America and it was 

central to the worlds of Creeks, Seminoles, Choctaws, and other Native groups.  

Scientific practitioners, ideas, and techniques in the southeast borderlands were integral 

to the development of both national identity and imperialism in the early United States.  

U.S. officials and men of science did not simply create the scientific perspectives and 
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practices used to dominate the former Spanish, French, and British colonies of the Gulf 

South.  Instead, they incorporated the region’s multinational scientific experts, drew on 

the examples of other empires, and used the Gulf South as an experimental space in 

which they could perfect more advanced methods of exploiting the land and its peoples.  

Science and culture in the United States were multinational, multiethnic, and inextricable 

from the imperial context in which they developed. 
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Introduction 

This dissertation is about knowledge, power, and identities in North America.  It 

practices and develops borderlands history of science as a method for exploring the 

complex interplay between these factors in the early United States.  This approach 

emphasizes that multinational individuals within borderland regions, entanglements with 

neighboring empires, and the imperial dimensions of the early republic were all 

constitutive of American science and culture.  This perspective enables a reinterpretation 

of the interconnected histories of science and empire in North America during a period of 

immense change, the 1780s to the early 1840s.   

During these years, geopolitical developments centered on the Gulf South—

especially the Louisiana Purchase of 1803 and the transfer of West and East Florida to 

the United States in 1821—reconfigured continental power dynamics and engendered 

large scale demographic, economic, and cultural transformations.  A North America in 

which Spain and Native groups claimed the Gulf South and most of the trans-Mississippi 

West was increasingly dominated by a continent-coveting United States whose expansion 

was, to a great extent, powered by a slave empire centered around the former Spanish, 

French, and Native territories of the Lower Mississippi Valley.1  Territorial acquisitions 

made the United States the home—willingly or not—of a potentially volatile compound 

of peoples.  As one Anglo-American migrant to Louisiana observed during the War of 

1812, “The American party differ as to the policy of the War.  The French Party as to the 
                                                
1 Walter Johnson, River of Dark Dreams: Slavery and Empire in the Cotton Kingdom (Cambridge, Mass: 
Belknap Press, 2013).  On Anglo-American continentalism, see James David Drake, The Nation’s Nature: 
How Continental Presumptions Gave Rise to the United States of America (Charlottesville: University of 
Virginia Press, 2011). 
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right of our Government to the Country—The Spanish Party curse everything.  The 

Creoles discontented—The Negroes insolent.  The Indians sulky.  What political Chemist 

will ever unite us?”2 

The United States was thus a large and diverse place by the early nineteenth 

century, yet this basic condition of U.S. history has done little to overturn the established 

perspective that American science and culture were primarily the domain of Anglo-

Americans in the former British colonies along the Atlantic seaboard.3  But what did 

science look like among the various peoples living throughout the continental territories 

claimed by the United States?4  How did knowledge circulate between these territories’ 

inhabitants and Anglo-Americans in places like Philadelphia and how did this knowledge 

affect peoples’ lives and both national and international geopolitics? In short, what new 

picture of early America emerges when we decenter the eastern states and focus instead 

on knowledge production in the messy, unstable, and multicultural regions that made up 

the majority of the United States’ territorial claims?  These are some of the questions I 

seek to answer by focusing on one particularly complex part of the United States, the 

southeast borderlands, by which I mean the Gulf South territories that would become the 

states of Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida during the early 1800s.  This is an 

                                                
2 John Windship to William Plumer Jr., Sates of Louisiana, Parish of Rapide, 1 Nov. 1813,” in Everett S. 
Brown, ed., “Letters From Louisiana, 1813-1814,” The Mississippi Valley Historical Review 11, no. 4 
(March 1925): 571,  emphasis in original. 
3 “American” is an ambiguous term in borderlands histories involving the United States.  I use “American” 
to emphasize the ambiguity of American-ness as a national category and “United States” or “U.S.” when 
discussing the political entity itself.  I do, especially in the later chapters, use America and United States 
more interchangeably when context makes the intended meaning clear.  
4 On the significance of location and movement to histories of science, see David N. Livingstone, Putting 
Science in Its Place: Geographies of Scientific Knowledge (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003). 
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ideal region for decentering the history of U.S. science: it was as much a part of the 

Caribbean, Spanish, and French worlds as it was of Anglo-North America and it was the 

center of the worlds of Creeks, Seminoles, Choctaws, and other Native groups.5        

Scientific practitioners, ideas, and techniques in the southeast borderlands were 

integral to the development of both national science and imperialism in the early United 

States.  At a basic level, a large part of the reason why the United States could 

incorporate the Gulf South so successfully was that the region already had a well 

established and thoroughly multinational scientific community.  Planters, naturalists, and 

physicians in the southeast borderlands focused on extracting wealth from the region’s 

hot and humid environment, surviving its tropical diseases, and actualizing European 

domination.  These were effective tools for controlling the Gulf South, a semitropical 

frontier with a high population of blacks and Indians.  Individuals—largely but not 

exclusively white men—in these former Spanish, French, and British colonies established 

intellectual connections with officials and men of science in the eastern United States, 

especially Philadelphia, that were in many ways similar to their previous colonial 

relationships with Madrid, Paris, and London.  With the incorporation of the Gulf South, 

                                                
5 Amy Turner Bushnell, “Review: Borderland or Border-Sea? Placing Early Florida,” The William and 
Mary Quarterly 60, no. 3, 3rd ser. (July 2003), 643–653; Bradley G. Bond, ed., French Colonial Louisiana 
and the Atlantic World (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2005); Richmond F. Brown, ed., 
Coastal Encounters: The Transformation of the Gulf South in the Eighteenth Century (Lincoln: University 
of Nebraska Press, 2007); Gene Allen Smith and Sylvia L. Hilton, eds., Nexus of Empire: Negotiating 
Loyalty and Identity in the Revolutionary Borderlands, 1760s-1820s (Gainesville: University Press of 
Florida, 2010); Daniel H. Usner, Indians, Settlers, & Slaves in a Frontier Exchange Economy: The Lower 
Mississippi Valley Before 1783 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1992); Shannon Lee 
Dawdy, Building the Devil’s Empire: French Colonial New Orleans (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2008); Greg O’Brien, Choctaws in a Revolutionary Age, 1750-1830 (Lincoln: University of 
Nebraska Press, 2002); Claudio Saunt, A New Order of Things: Property, Power, and the Transformation 
of the Creek Indians, 1733-1816 (Cambridge, U.K: Cambridge University Press, 1999). 
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the United States became the latest imperial power to use circum-Caribbean science to 

bolster metropolitan knowledge and power. 

Drawing connections between science in the southeast borderlands and the U.S. 

East is important because it allows us to better understand one of the central facets of 

United States history: imperialism.6  Imperialistic behaviors—especially racialized 

oppression and territorial expansion—and their consequences had been essential to U.S. 

power on the continent and diplomatic recognition abroad since the nation’s inception.7  

United States imperialism was, in some ways, unique.8  But the ways in which U.S. 

officials and other Anglo-Americans elaborated and employed imperial practices were 

neither fully exceptional nor isolated from the influences of colonized peoples or other 

empires.9  Nowhere was this clearer than in the shaping of American science.  Historians 

of science and Anglo-American expansion have argued that U.S. explorers, technological 

imperatives to “civilize” other peoples, and geographic conceptions of imminent 

                                                
6 As Paul A. Kramer has argued, the usefulness of the imperial as a lens for interpreting U.S. history 
outweighs quibbles over whether the United States was an empire in some essentialist sense.  Kramer 
defined the imperial as “a dimension of power in which asymmetries in the scale of political action, 
regimes of spatial ordering, and modes of exceptionalizing difference enable and produce relations of 
hierarchy, discipline, dispossession, extractions, and exploitation.”  Paul A. Kramer, “Power and 
Connection: Imperial Histories of the United States in the World,” American Historical Review 116, no. 5 
(Dec. 2011), 1349.     
7 D. W. Meinig, The Shaping of America: a Geographical Perspective on 500 Years of History, vol. 2: 
Continental America, 1800-1867 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993), 23, 192–203; Eliga H. Gould, 
Among the Powers of the Earth: The American Revolution and the Making of a New World Empire 
(Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2012); Jeffrey Ostler, The Plains Sioux and U.S. Colonialism 
from Lewis and Clark to Wounded Knee (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004).  
8 Thomas Jefferson, for example, dreamed that a shared sense of nationhood, and not metropolitan 
coercion, would bind far-flung Americans together into a center-less and periphery-less “empire of liberty.”  
Peter S Onuf, Jefferson’s Empire: The Language of American Nationhood (Charlottesville: University 
Press of Virginia, 2000). 
9 Joyce E. Chaplin, “Expansion and Exceptionalism in Early American History,” The Journal of American 
History 89, no. 4 (March 2003): 1433, 1444–5; Kramer, “Power and Connection,” 1358–1362.   
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continental dominion motivated and justified expansionism.10  These Anglo-centric 

perspectives are only partially correct: Anglo-Americans did diffuse science throughout 

the continent, but so did Indians, French and Spanish Creoles, and free and enslaved 

blacks.  U.S. officials and men of science did not simply create the scientific perspectives 

and practices used to dominate and profit from the southeast borderlands.  Instead, they 

developed them by both incorporating and othering local experts while also drawing on 

the examples of contemporary empires.   

Science, technology, and medicine were central to creating, promoting, and 

challenging imperial power.11  Imperial science was polycentric—that is, it followed 

complex itineraries and did not simply diffuse from a “center” to its “peripheries”—and 

relied on a wide variety of actors.  Distance, translation, and power relations, moreover, 

mediated the production and circulation of knowledge in continental imperial contexts as 

                                                
10 William H. Goetzmann, Exploration and Empire; the Explorer and the Scientist In the Winning of the 
American West (New York: Knopf, 1966); Michael Adas, Dominance by Design: Technological 
Imperatives and America’s Civilizing Mission (Cambridge, Mass: Belknap Press of Harvard University 
Press, 2006); Martin Brückner, The Geographic Revolution in Early America: Maps, Literacy, and 
National Identity (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2006), chap. 7; Drake, The Nation’s 
Nature, chap. 6.  However, Peter J. Kastor has made the important point that geography actually did much 
to discourage Anglo-American expansion into the trans-Mississippi West.  Peter J. Kastor, William Clark’s 
World: Describing America in an Age of Unknowns (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2011). 
11 James Delbourgo and Nicholas Dew, eds., Science and Empire in the Atlantic World (New York: 
Routledge, 2008); Antonio Barrera-Osorio, Experiencing Nature: The Spanish American Empire and The 
Early Scientific Revolution (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 2006); Londa L Schiebinger and 
Claudia Swan, eds., Colonial Botany: Science, Commerce, and Politics in the Early Modern World 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2005); Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra, Nature, Empire, and 
Nation: Explorations of the History of Science in the Iberian World (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
2006); Joyce E. Chaplin, Subject Matter: Technology, the Body, and Science on the Anglo-American 
Frontier, 1500-1676 (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2001).  On how African medicine 
challenged imperialism throughout the Atlantic world, see James H. Sweet, Domingos Álvares, African 
Healing, and the Intellectual History of the Atlantic World (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 2011).  
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much as Atlantic ones.12  As in European empires, U.S. officials and men of science were 

particularly keen to know, rule, and profit from the circum-Caribbean, and thus both drew 

on the local knowledge of its diverse inhabitants while also developing the region into an 

experimental space, one in which they could perfect more advanced methods of 

exploiting the land and its peoples.13   

Local science in the southeast borderlands—like American science on the 

whole—was the product of several cultural encounters, a multivalent body of knowledge 

derived from European, Caribbean, Amerindian, African, and, eventually, Anglo-

American ways of knowing.14  Scientific exchanges in the Gulf South did not merely 

impact this border region.15  I use an entangled history perspective to emphasize that core 

                                                
12 Simon Schaffer et al., eds., The Brokered World: Go-Betweens and Global Intelligence, 1770-1820 
(Science History Publications/USA, 2009). 
13 Sidney Wilfred Mintz, Sweetness and Power: The Place of Sugar in Modern History (New York, N.Y: 
Viking, 1985); James E. McClellan, Colonialism and Science: Saint Domingue in the Old Regime 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992); Stuart George McCook, States of Nature: Science, 
Agriculture, and Environment in the Spanish Caribbean, 1760-1940 (Austin: University of Texas Press, 
2002); Londa L. Schiebinger, Plants and Empire: Colonial Bioprospecting in the Atlantic World 
(Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2004); Russell R. Menard, Sweet Negotiations: Sugar, 
Slavery, and Plantation Agriculture in Early Barbados (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 
2006); Dawdy, Building the Devil’s Empire, chap. 1.  If we include South Carolina, Georgia, and British 
Florida as part of the Greater Caribbean, and we should, this literature would also include Joyce E. Chaplin, 
An Anxious Pursuit: Agricultural Innovation and Modernity in the Lower South, 1730-1815 (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1993); S. Max Edelson, Plantation Enterprise in Colonial South 
Carolina (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2006). 
14 On some of the ways that Caribbean and Spanish American precedents influenced Anglo-American 
literature and science, see Christopher P. Iannini, Fatal Revolutions: Natural History, West Indian Slavery, 
and the Routes of American Literature (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2012); Ralph 
Bauer, The Cultural Geography of Colonial American Literatures: Empire, Travel, Modernity (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2003). 
15 Historians since Frederick Jackson Turner have emphasized that frontiers and borderlands were not 
remote peripheries with idiosyncratic histories but had wide ranging impacts for nations, continents, and 
the wider world.  Frederick Jackson Turner, The Frontier in American History (New York: H. Holt and 
Company, 1920); Brian DeLay, War of a Thousand Deserts: Indian Raids and the U.S.-Mexican War (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 2008); Michael Witgen, An Infinity of Nations: How the Native New World 
Shaped Early North America (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2011); Paul W. Mapp, The 
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national processes—the development of American science and imperialism—were 

inextricable from extra-national connections formed through U.S. expansion into the 

southeast borderlands.  The American science of the continent’s multinational 

borderlands was historically, and is historiographically, inseparable from the American 

science of eastern Anglo-Americans.  American science—and the ways it established, 

bolstered, and undermined U.S. imperialism in North America—depended on 

connections with the circum-Caribbean, North America’s borderlands, and adjacent 

Atlantic empires.16  Individual scientific practitioners in the southeast borderlands were, 

moreover, often the go-betweens who made the power-promoting scientific practices of 

other empires, particularly the Spanish Empire, known and accessible to eastern U.S. 

officials and men of science.   

Scientific ideas and practices both reflected national identities and shaped them.17  

This was particularly apparent in borderland encounters and the knowledge generated 

                                                                                                                                            
Elusive West and the Contest for Empire, 1713-1763 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
2011).  
16 The influence of the Spanish and French empires on how Anglos combined science and empire was not 
limited to the United States.  As Richard Drayton has argued, the inter-imperial circulation of Spanish and, 
especially, French ideas and policies in which science and empire overlapped was also central to how 
officials and men of science in the British Empire developed institutions and practices through which 
imperialism and science reinforced each other.  Richard Drayton, Nature’s Government: Science, Imperial 
Britain, and the “Improvement” of the World (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000), 67-81, 106-24.  
On entangled history and how the Spanish Empire contextualized Anglo-America, see “AHR Forum: 
Entangled Empires in the Atlantic World,” The American Historical Review, 112, 3 (June 2007), 710-99.  
As Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra has suggested, an entangled history perspective can challenge nation-centered 
American historiography, particularly when it “grapples with quintessentially ‘American’ narratives.”  The 
development of national science and imperialism are two such narratives.  Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra, 
“Entangled Histories: Borderland Historiographies in New Clothes?,” in ibid., 787-99.    
17 Carol E. Harrison and Ann Johnson, eds., National Identity: The Role of Science and Technology, Osiris 
24 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009). 
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through them.18  For example, the national attachments and identities that scientific 

practitioners in the Gulf South chose were closely tied to their efforts to fashion 

themselves as credible men of science, and the boundaries between the national scientific 

community of the United States and those of the other polities competing for the region 

both formed and blurred in the borderlands.  U.S. and Spanish officials tried to define 

who could be an “American” or “Spanish” man of science by limiting their patronage to 

individuals they deemed both credible and loyal, but their efforts collided with those of 

scientific practitioners in the borderlands who sought to achieve personal advancement 

by transcending those boundaries.  Science, identity formation, and imperialism were not 

only interconnected among Euro-American men of science residing in the borderlands.  

Anglo-Americans defined themselves as a scientific people partially in relation to Gulf 

South Creoles and the knowledge generated through borderlands violence led to new 

ideas of ethnic difference among Natives and Anglo-Americans alike.   

This dissertation approaches the United States as an imperial power and decenters 

the thirteen original states on its eastern periphery.  It insists, moreover, that the national, 

postcolonial, expansive, and sectional frameworks that have characterized early 

American science are inadequate for understanding the production, itineraries, and uses 

of knowledge in the United States on the whole.  The most pervasive historiographical 

strain is a national framework that has aimed to identify what was American about early 

                                                
18 On the formation and flexibility of national identities in the American borderlands, see Smith and Hilton, 
Nexus of Empire; Andrés Reséndez, Changing National Identities at the Frontier: Texas and New Mexico, 
1800-1850 (Cambridge, U.K: Cambridge University Press, 2005); David J. Weber, “A New Borderlands 
Historiography: Constructing and Negotiating the Boundaries of Identity,” in Alta California: Peoples in 
Motion, Identities in Formation, 1769-1850, ed. Steven W Hackel (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2010), 215–234. 
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American science.  Patriotism and democracy, several authors suggest, gave American 

science its distinct qualities, particularly its emphasis on useful knowledge, its lackluster 

governmental support, its distrust of experts and their system-making, and its faith in the 

epistemological validity of the sensory experiences of non-expert Anglo-American 

men.19  Another school of thought has held that while science in the early republic was 

patriotic, it was defined primarily by its postcoloniality and ongoing Atlantic attachments 

to European metropoles, especially London.20  A smaller literature—one in which studies 

of Lewis and Clark have had a disproportionate influence—has considered the expansive 

aspects of early Anglo-American science but, with few exceptions, viewed this process as 

a continuation of the westward diffusion of science from Europe.21  Historians have even 

                                                
19 Brooke Hindle, The Pursuit of Science in Revolutionary America, 1735-1789 (New York: Norton, 1974 
[1st ed. 1956]), 248–385; A. Hunter Dupree, Science in the Federal Government: A History of Policies and 
Activities (Baltimore, The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1986 [1st ed. 1957]); George H. Daniels, 
American Science in the Age of Jackson (New York: Columbia University Press, 1968); John C. Greene, 
American Science in the Age of Jefferson (Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1984); Hugh Richard 
Slotten, Patronage, Practice, and the Culture of American Science: Alexander Dallas Bache and the U.S. 
Coast Survey (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994); James Delbourgo, A Most Amazing Scene of 
Wonders: Electricity and Enlightenment in Early America (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 
2006); Andrew J. Lewis, A Democracy of Facts: Natural History in the Early Republic (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2011). 
20 George Basalla, “The Spread of Western Science,” Science 156, no. 3775, New Series (May 5, 1967), 
614, 617; I. Bernard Cohen, Science and American Society in the First Century of the Republic (Ohio State 
University, 1961); Joyce E. Chaplin, "Nature and Nation: Natural History in Context," in Stuffing Birds, 
Pressing Plants, Shaping Knowledge: Natural History in North America 1730-1860, ed. Sue Ann Prince 
(Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 2003); Kariann Akemi Yokota, Unbecoming British: How 
Revolutionary America Became a Postcolonial Nation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011). 
21 Goetzmann, Exploration and Empire; Conevery Bolton Valenčius, The Health of the Country: How 
American Settlers Understood Themselves and Their Land (New York: Basic Books, 2002).  Some of the 
Lewis and Clark literature has integrated the Native influences on the expedition but perpetuated the notion 
that the Corps of Discovery was typical of how science and imperialism overlapped in the early United 
States.  Robert S. Cox, ed., The Shortest and Most Convenient Route: Lewis and Clark in Context 
(Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 2004); Brückner, The Geographic Revolution in Early 
America, chap. 6; Alvin M. Josephy and Marc Jaffe, eds., Lewis and Clark Through Indian Eyes (New 
York: Knopf, 2006).  One exception is Alan Taylor, “Jefferson’s Pacific: The Science of Distant Empire, 
1768-1811,” in Across the Continent: Jefferson, Lewis and Clark, and the Making of America, ed. Douglas 
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tended to relegate knowledge production in the vast area from Maryland to Texas as 

“Southern” science, a topic that has more often been contrasted with an “American” 

science located in the Northeast than analyzed as constitutive of it.22   

All of these frameworks tell part of the story of American science, but they have 

missed the key point that national science was multinational, multiethnic, and existed in a 

vast and loosely knit empire.  The historiographical neglect of these fundamental aspects 

of national science in the United States has deep roots.  Most obviously, it reflects the 

northeastern bias that had, until recently, dominated so much of Anglo-American 

history.23  It also underscores old Anglo-Atlantic presumptions that, at least after the 

sixteenth century, individuals in the Spanish Empire were backward and had little to 

contribute to modern sciences like astronomy.24  And, perhaps, it is even an outgrowth of 

early nineteenth-century Anglo-American science itself, particularly ethnographic 

                                                                                                                                            
Seefeldt, Jeffrey L. Hantman, and Peter S. Onuf (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2005), 16–
44. 
22 As Christopher Morris has argued, the Gulf South was not yet “Southern” in the early decades of the 
nineteenth century.  Christopher Morris, Becoming Southern: The Evolution of a Way of Life, Warren 
County and Vicksburg, Mississippi, 1770-1860 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995).  On science in 
the Anglo-American “South,” see Thomas Cary Johnson, Scientific Interests in the Old South (New York: 
D. Appleton-Century Company, 1936); Ronald L. Numbers and Todd Lee Savitt, eds., Science and 
Medicine in the Old South (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1989); Chaplin, An Anxious 
Pursuit; Sharla M. Fett, Working Cures: Healing, Health, and Power on Southern Slave Plantations 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002).  One of the most nuanced studies of intellectual 
life in the South was quite right to claim that “in the early 19th century, Southerners were national, 
postcolonial, and imperial all at once, and partly invented their culture in the tense encounter among these 
traditions.”  Michael O’Brien, Conjectures of Order: Intellectual Life and the American South, 1810-1860, 
vol. 1 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2004), 2.  
23 Histories of U.S. science have done far less to overturn this northeastern bias than social, economic, and 
political histories of early Anglo-America.  See, for example, Jack P. Greene, Pursuits of Happiness: The 
Social Development of Early Modern British Colonies and the Formation of American Culture (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1988); Johnson, River of Dark Dreams; Gould, Among the Powers 
of the Earth, esp. ch. 6.  
24 Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra, How to Write the History of the New World: Histories, Epistemologies, and 
Identities in the Eighteenth-Century Atlantic World (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2001), 5. 
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writings that disparaged the scientific talents of French and Spanish Creoles while 

emphasizing the scientific excellence of Anglo-Americans.        

A central goal of this dissertation is to develop and practice borderlands history of 

science as a method for unraveling the complexities of knowledge production in 

colonized spaces.25  Science in the early United States was part of a continental history, 

not just an Atlantic one.  By decentering Atlantic cities and their connections with Europe 

and, instead, looking outward from America’s borderlands, a new image of early 

American science begins to emerge.  American science—like the imperial United 

States—was not unified around patriotism, democratic politics, or postcolonial 

attachments.  It was, rather, divided by several loyalties and identities, was organized 

through contested hierarchies of ethnicity and place, and relied on expansionist violence.  

U.S. imperialism probably did more to engender the rise of U.S. science during the early 

national period than vice-versa. 

A borderlands approach to the history of science also offers an alternative to 

“science and empire” studies more broadly.  For one, it encourages attention to the inter-

imperial circulation of knowledge and breaks down the national and intra-imperial 

contexts that, despite forty-odd years of Atlantic history and more than ninety years of 

                                                
25 On some of the ways that a borderlands perspective can shed light on scientific practices in multicultural 
sites with asymmetrical power relations, see Fa-ti Fan, “Science in Cultural Borderlands: Methodological 
Reflections on the Study of Science, European Imperialism, and Cultural Encounter,” East Asian Science, 
Technology and Society: An International Journal 1, no. 2 (2007), 213–231.  On the colonial—as opposed 
to imperial—aspects of science in Anglo-America, see Susan Scott Parrish, American Curiosity: Cultures 
of Natural History in the Colonial British Atlantic World (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
2006); Delbourgo, A Most Amazing Scene of Wonders. 
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borderlands history, remain the norm.26  Scientific knowledge and its imperial 

applications moved between the Spanish Empire and the United States, and knowledge 

generated during Spanish and Anglo-American encounters with southeastern Indians 

circulated among Native knowledge networks as much as Euro-American ones.  Indian 

and white intellectual and political leaders, moreover, sometimes interpreted and acted 

upon knowledge generated through colonial encounters in strikingly similar ways.  A 

borderlands perspective can also help scholars read against the archive.  Most studies of 

science and empire are based on archives in metropolitan institutions that tend to 

emphasize their own centrality to imperial knowledge networks.  Histories of inter-

imperial borderlands, however, rely on diverse sources that, collectively, undercut each 

archive’s implicit claims to epistemological and political preeminence.  This 

dissertation’s sources thus include official Spanish and U.S. records; Native stories; 

ethnographic studies; writings by French, Spanish, and Anglo-American individuals 

residing in the Gulf South; travel narratives; scientific correspondence; scientific 

publications; military records; and, for good measure, a bit of poetry.  While many of 

these sources are based in archives in Philadelphia, Seville, or Washington, D.C., I have 

traced trajectories of knowledge and patronage that demonstrate how these cities, though 

important nodes, did not necessarily dominate the networks of which they were a part.  

                                                
26 See Londa Schiebinger, “Scientific Exchange in the Eighteenth-Century Atlantic World,” in Soundings 
in Atlantic History: Latent Structures and Intellectual Currents, 1500-1830, ed. Bernard Bailyn and 
Patricia L Denault (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2009), 294–328.  On the less-than-
fulfilled potential of borderlands scholarship to destabilize nation-centered historiographies, see Pekka 
Hämäläinen and Samuel Truett, “On Borderlands,” Journal of American History 98, no. 2 (2011), 338 –
361. 
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Records housed in Philadelphian scientific institutions, for example, reveal the key role 

of Gulf South planters in the national geological community. 

Most importantly, a borderlands history of science undermines easy assumptions 

about the ways that knowledge and power overlapped in the Americas, both on the 

ground and in the calculations of Native, colonial, and Euro-American leaders.  Perhaps 

the greatest contribution of borderlands history and entangled history in recent years has 

been to re-conceptualize continental and Atlantic power relations.  Instead of a tide of 

Anglo-American dominance sweeping the continent and fulfilling its manifest destiny, 

we now appreciate that many Native groups long remained formidable in their 

interactions with Euro-Americans and that the Spanish Empire continued to be the senior 

partner in its hemispheric competitions with Anglo-America well after U.S. 

independence.27  Native diplomatic and military power could determine the regional 

scientific practices of Spaniards and Anglo-Americans alike, and U.S. science appears 

more imperialistic and internationally significant when studied in the context of the 

United States’ entanglements with its powerful neighbor Spain.  More concretely, Anglo-

American knowledge of Gulf South nature and geography often depended on armed 

violence.  The production, circulation, and application of knowledge did not simply 

promote geopolitical power; they relied on it.    

                                                
27 Pekka Hämäläinen, The Comanche Empire (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2008); Juliana Barr, 
Peace Came in the Form of a Woman: Indians and Spaniards in the Texas Borderlands (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2007); Eliga H. Gould, “Entangled Histories, Entangled Worlds: The 
English-Speaking Atlantic as a Spanish Periphery,” The American Historical Review 112, no. 3 (June 
2007). 
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The six chapters of this dissertation examine the relationship between knowledge 

and power in and beyond the southeast borderlands from the last decades of Spanish rule 

to the full consolidation of U.S. control, around 1783 to 1842.  Chapter one is a 

microhistory that focuses on the interplay between Spanish and Native knowledge 

production in Florida prior to the beginning of U.S. expansion into the Gulf South.  It 

tells the story of a Creek Indian who, through the stories he told about a monstrous beast, 

shaped how Europeans understood and narrated knowledge during a 1790 mineralogical 

expedition.  The chapter is based on a detailed document in the East Florida Papers that 

provides a rare glimpse of how knowledge was produced within, and moved between, the 

Native- and Spanish-dominated spaces of Florida.  It argues that power relations shaped 

how Natives and Euro-Americans pursued and related knowledge in the Gulf South 

borderlands. 

Chapters two and three focus on the transition period between Spanish and U.S. 

rule in the Lower Mississippi Valley.  Chapter 2 explores the practice, rhetoric, and uses 

of astronomy that stemmed from, and contributed to, U.S. expansion into Spanish 

America.  Anglo-American men of science not only used astronomy to stake national 

claims to former Spanish territories, they made bold assertions about their nation’s 

scientific and political superiority to Spain.  At the same time, however, U.S. officials 

and men of science were eager to collaborate with Spanish subjects to develop 

astronomical methods suited for their continental empire and, on an Atlantic scale, looked 

to the Spanish Empire for examples of how the federal government and astronomy could 

better support each other.  But the transfer of scientific knowledge from the borderlands 
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to the eastern United States was rarely a straightforward process, and Chapter 3 uses 

biographical case studies of three local men of science to unpack some of this messiness.  

These men were Thomas Power, a Spanish spy of Irish descent from the Canary Islands, 

the Scottish planter and astronomer William Dunbar, and a French engineer, pirate, and 

slave trader named Bartholomé Lafon.  These three produced and circulated knowledge 

that facilitated U.S. expansion, yet they simultaneously shared knowledge with the other 

empires competing for control of the region.  Like all kinds of individuals throughout the 

borderlands, they maintained and alternated between multiple allegiances and identities.  

Yet their political attachments were also thoroughly interconnected with efforts to 

fashion themselves as credible men of science whose recognized expertise would lead to 

personal advancement. 

Most of this dissertation focuses on how individuals in the borderlands generated 

and circulated American science; chapter 4, however, is primarily concerned with how 

French and Spanish Creoles in the Gulf South were also objects of Anglo-American 

investigation.  It argues that Anglo-American officials and men of science did value the 

local knowledge of French and Spanish Creoles, but Anglo-Americans’ ascendancy in the 

Gulf South also depended on their belief that Creoles inadequately understood and 

exploited local nature.  Anglo-Americans charged Gulf South Creoles with being 

ignorant of agriculture and medicine while lacking the scientific mindset needed for 

republican citizenship.  As Anglo-Americans othered Gulf South Creoles based on 

perceptions of their scientific talents, they defined themselves as an experimenting people 

and the scientific equivalents of Europeans. 
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Chapter 5 suggests that slavery influenced how geological knowledge was both 

generated and applied in Alabama and Mississippi during the 1830s.  The first part of the 

chapter looks at how Alabama planters, especially Charles Tait, used slavery to generate 

resources, labor, and networks that enabled the geological investigation of the Gulf 

South.  Plantation-based patronage could fund scientific work at least as well as state or 

federal governments and offered naturalists an alternative source of legitimacy and 

recognition within the national scientific community.  The chapter’s second part is an 

intellectual history of the ways in which contemporary geotheory shaped how one 

prominent Mississippi planter understood both human and earth history.  Dr. Rush Nutt’s 

Theory of the Earth drew on a uniformitarian perspective to promote slavery as a positive 

good while also suggesting ways to make the Gulf South’s environment more conducive 

to plantation agriculture.     

The final chapter focuses on the Second Seminole War, an interracial conflict that 

effectively marked the end of the Gulf South as a borderland.  It argues that violence 

produced knowledge among whites and Indians alike.  For one, military occupation 

enabled Anglo-Americans to generate a wealth of hitherto inaccessible information about 

Floridian nature and geography.  The most significant source of new knowledge during 

the war, however, depended on violence against the enemy dead.  Seminoles and Anglo-

Americans scalped, decapitated, and disinterred each other’s bodies and, by collecting 

and analyzing each other’s remains, whites and Florida Indians both developed new ideas 

about the Seminoles as a unique ethnic group.   
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Decentering the history of science in the early United States reveals a new picture 

of the knowledge, practices, individuals, and networks that comprised American culture 

during its formative years.  American science and expansion in the southeast borderlands 

shaped, and were inseparable from, national culture and imperialism in the United States. 
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Chapter 1: Indian Storytelling, Scientific Knowledge, and Power in the 
Florida Borderlands 

In 1824, the Anglo-American naturalist James Pierce travelled to the newly 

acquired Territory of Florida where a Seminole chief told him a story “through the 

medium of our interpreter, a shrewd native negro.”  Pierce wrote that “it is believed by 

the natives that a monster, with a large serpent’s body shining like silver, whose breath is 

destructive to all that approach, occupies a large sink or cave in East Florida, guarding a 

mine.  Similar stories are current among the Cherokees.  The Spanish authorities made a 

fruitless search for this treasure a few years hence.”  Pierce published this anecdote in the 

American Journal of Science as part of an article on Florida’s geography and natural 

resources, yet he included the Seminole’s story merely as “an instance of Indian 

credulity,” an ethnographic curiosity that might amuse his readers but was unrelated to 

the scientific observations that made up the bulk of the article.1  Far from being 

credulous, however, this Seminole was recounting an actual scientific expedition that had 

occurred in Spanish East Florida in 1790, one in which Native storytelling was central.  

Through the power of his stories, a Creek Indian named Yaolaychi motivated this 

expedition, influenced how its members pursued and narrated knowledge while in the 

field, and shaped how officials and men of science in St. Augustine analyzed and acted 

upon the information the expedition generated.   

                                                
1 James Pierce, “Notices of the agriculture, scenery, geology, animal, vegetable and mineral productions of 
the Floridas, and of the Indian Tribes,” American Journal of Science, IX (1825), 135.   
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Indian storytelling simultaneously circulated knowledge and produced it.2  

Historians of science and empire have argued that European men of science consistently 

stripped indigenous knowledge of its narrative, social, and cosmological contexts to 

better fit desirable elements of it into scientific and commercial frameworks.3  Yet Creek 

stories were coherent, memorable, and—in certain circumstances—compelling packages 

of information, and the collections and observations that the expedition members 

generated in the field remained associated with these narratives even after the 

expedition’s return to St. Augustine.   

Tracing the presentation and reception of Yaolaychi’s stories reveals how 

geopolitical power and knowledge production were interconnected in some of the 

southeast borderlands’ many geographical and social contexts.4  These included spaces in 

                                                
2 Historians of science and anthropologists have explored some of the ways that Native stories shaped and 
moved the “local” knowledge that developed and circulated among indigenous peoples and Europeans alike 
during encounters in colonial spaces.  However, historical sources that provide details about Amerindian 
stories and their itineraries among colonial and Native knowledge networks are rare.  Neil Safier, “Global 
Knowledge on the Move: Itineraries, Amerindian Narratives, and Deep Histories of Science,” Isis 101, no. 
1 (March 2010), 136; Julie Cruikshank, Do Glaciers Listen?: Local Knowledge, Colonial Encounters, and 
Social Imagination (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2005).  Kapil Raj has suggested 
approaching “circulation itself as a ‘site’ of knowledge formation” in colonial contact zones.  Kapil Raj, 
Relocating Modern Science:  Circulation and the Construction of Knowledge in South Asia and Europe, 
1650-1900 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 20.    
3 Londa Schiebinger, Plants and Empire: Colonial Bioprospecting in the Atlantic World (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2004); Harold Cook, Matters of Exchange: Commerce, Medicine, and 
Science in the Dutch Golden Age (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2007); Cruikshank, Do Glaciers 
Listen?, 11.  The modernist impulse to disassociate scientific facts from their narrative contexts has 
continued to shape the work of many historians of science who dismiss “the multiple and uncertain 
meanings invested in strange natural things […] as epistemological noise.” James Delbourgo and Nicholas 
Dew, “Introduction: The Far Side of the Ocean,” in Science and Empire in the Atlantic World, Delbourgo 
and Dew, eds. (New York: Routledge, 2008), 13.  
4 Neither indigenous nor European approaches to nature were fully bounded or coherent systems; as David 
Turnbull has noted, “all knowledge traditions remain messy and complex, replete with unbridged gaps and 
overlapping spatialities.”  David Turnbull, “Travelling Knowledge: Narrative, Assemblage, and 
Encounters,” in Instruments, Travel, and Science: Itineraries of Precision from the Seventeenth to the 
Twentieth Century, ed. Marie-Noëlle Bourguet, Christian Licoppe, and H. Otto Sibum (London: Routledge, 
2002), 287.  See also Fa-ti Fan, “Science in Cultural Borderlands: Methodological Reflections on the Study 
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which Indian political power and approaches to nature were preeminent, particularly the 

Florida interior, as well as sites like St. Augustine where European rule and ways of 

knowing had a stronger foothold.5  Indian-European power relations at the individual, 

local, and regional levels did affect how European colonists and Natives incorporated and 

related each other’s knowledge.6  These potential influences were, however, contingent 

on several factors, including the settings in which knowledge was presented, the 

congruencies between Native and European approaches to nature, and the narrative forms 

in which knowledge was embedded.  This chapter argues that power, place, and 

narrative—and not any set difference between Indian and European epistemologies—

                                                                                                                                            
of Science, European Imperialism, and Cultural Encounter,” in East Asian Science, Technology and 
Society: an International Journal 1, no. 2 (2007), 229. 
5 Historians have examined the role of storytelling in the political relations between Creeks and Anglo-
Americans. Joshua Piker has argued that Creek and British leaders in eighteenth-century South Carolina 
each developed entangled lies meant to bolster their authority.  These stories revealed the ability of “local 
narratives to shape international affairs.”  Joshua Piker, “Lying Together: The Imperial Implications of 
Cross-Cultural Untruths,” in The American Historical Review, vol. 116, no. 4 (Oct. 2011), 969.  See also 
Steven C. Hahn, “The Cussita Migration Legend: History, Ideology, and the Politics of Mythmaking,” in 
Light on the Path: The Anthropology and History of the Southeastern Indians, ed. Thomas J. Pluckhahn 
and Robbie Franklyn Ethridge (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2006), 57-93.  
6 The history of the 1790 expedition contributes to and blurs the scholarly literatures on the early modern 
borderlands and “science and empire” studies, fields that have rarely overlapped despite their shared 
emphases on “spatial mobility, situational identity, local contingencies, and ambiguities of power.”  Pekka 
Hämäläinen and Samuel Truett, “On Borderlands,” in Journal of American History, vol. 98, no. 2 (2011), 
338.  Much recent scholarship on North America’s borderlands has focused on the degree to which political 
and military power enabled Indian conventions to prevail in intercultural relations with Euro-Americans.  
Kathleen DuVal, The Native Ground: Indians and Colonists in the Heart of the Continent (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006); Juliana Barr, Peace Came in the Form of a Woman: Indians and 
Spaniards in the Texas Borderlands (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2007); Andrew K. 
Frank, “Taking the State Out: Seminoles and Creeks in Late Eighteenth-Century Florida,” Florida 
Historical Quarterly  84, no. 1 (2005), 10–27.  One opportunity for pushing this literature in new directions 
is for borderlands scholars to engage more directly with an ongoing issue in the history of science and 
empire: the mutual, though unequal, influence that non-Europeans and Europeans had on each others’ 
understandings of nature.  See Simon Schaffer et al., eds., The Brokered World: Go-Betweens and Global 
Intelligence, 1770-1820 (Sagamore Beach, Mass., 2009); James H. Sweet, Domingos Álvares, African 
Healing, and the Intellectual History of the Atlantic World (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 2011); Susan Scott Parrish, American Curiosity: Cultures of Natural History in the Colonial British 
Atlantic World (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2006), chaps. 6 & 7. 
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shaped the pursuit, circulation, and validation of natural knowledge in the Florida 

borderlands. 

Launching a Scientific Expedition in Spanish East Florida 

On February 15, 1790, an Indian-language interpreter named Alonso Gil visited 

the St. Augustine office of Bartolomé Benítez y Gálvez, the Royal Treasurer of East 

Florida, to share some information he heard from a Lower Creek Indian named Yaolaychi 

about a deposit of shiny rocks in the northwestern part of the province.  Benítez, who had 

some experience with mineralogy, believed these metals would prove to be silver or 

mercury.7  Spaniards had been disappointed in their hopes that East Florida contained 

lodes of precious metals since the days of Ponce de Léon, yet Gil’s report about the mine 

excited Benítez.  Spain had only come to repossess East Florida from Britain six years 

earlier, and its control was still tenuous at best, with Creeks and Seminoles controlling 

nearly the entire province and Anglo-Americans encroaching on its northern frontier.8  

Although Spain’s main goal in Florida was to protect the sea-lanes of the Gulf of Mexico 

and forestall U.S. intrusions into New Spain, Benítez expected that the discovery of a 

silver or mercury mine could bring an influx of settlers, money, and prestige to a 

province with a reputation for stagnation.9 

                                                
7 Bartolomé Benítez to Governor of Florida, St. Augustine, 7 April 1790, East Florida Papers (EFP), sect. 
89, bundle 353, no. 18, fol. 442, reel 173, P.K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University of Florida 
(PKY), and the Library of Congress (LOC).  The sources describe Yaolaychi as a Uchise, a term used in 
Spanish Florida to denote Indians from the Lower Creek towns on the Chattahoochee River.   
8 Thomas Graham, “Spain’s Two Florida’s, East and West,” in Clash Between Cultures: Spanish East 
Florida, 1784-1821, Jacqueline K. Fretwell and Susan R. Parker, eds. (St. Augustine: St. Augustine 
Historical Society, 1988), 3–6. 
9 Much of the reason why Spain had not made a concerted effort to develop Florida and its other northern 
colonies earlier in the eighteenth-century was that these areas apparently lacked mineral wealth.  David J. 
Weber, The Spanish Frontier in North America (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992), 176, 275–279. 
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Benítez had arrived in Florida only a few months earlier and was among the 

several scientifically-trained officials appointed to the borderlands of Spanish America 

during the late eighteenth-century to make those posts more efficient, secure, and 

profitable.10  He had previously served as intendente of Ilocos in the Philippines before 

being appointed Royal Treasurer at St. Augustine in 1789 and, as he told East Florida 

governor Vicente Manuel de Zéspedes, the court had sent him in the hope that he would 

work toward “the development [fomento] of this country.”11  At least rhetorically, Benítez 

shared the zeal for serving both “the King and the public good” that motivated men of 

science throughout late eighteenth-century Spanish America, and collecting samples from 

the purported mine gave him the chance to raise imperial revenues, promote the 

prosperity of Florida, and support his own advancement in the imperial bureaucracy.12  

He thus claimed to have organized the expedition because it “could result in the progress 

of the State, benefit these Provinces, and give credit to my patriotic spirit.”13  For Benítez 

and many other colonial officials, scientific investigations initiated within Spain’s 

colonies were most patriotic when they promoted both local and imperial agendas.14    

                                                
10 David J. Weber, Bárbaros: Spaniards and Their Savages in the Age of Enlightenment (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2005), 2.  For an overview of the role of science in the so-called Bourbon reforms, see 
Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra, “Iberian Colonial Science,” Isis 96, no. 1 (March 2005), esp. 69–70. 
11 Bartolomé Benítez to Zéspedes, 12 Sep 1789, Havana, EFP, sect. 16, reel 30; Benítez to King of Spain, 
St. Aug., 30 Dec 1791, EFP, sect. 16, reel 30, PKY/LOC.  In July 1789, the Crown had sent royal orders to 
bureaucrats throughout the empire to collect and write reports about potentially valuable natural 
productions.  Daniela Bleichmar, “Atlantic Competitions: Botany in the Eighteenth-Century Spanish 
Empire,” in Science and Empire in the Atlantic World, 235-6. 
12 Benítez to Governor of Florida, 7 April 1790, 447; Juan José Saldaña, “Science and Public Happiness 
during the Latin American Enlightenment,” in Science in Latin America: A History, ed. Juan José Saldaña, 
trans. Bernabé Madrigal (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2006), 51-92. 
13 Benítez to Governor of Florida, 7 April 1790, 443.     
14 Bleichmar, “Atlantic Competitions,” 237-245. 
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Although Bourbon Spain funded many massive scientific expeditions, Benítez 

was obliged to finance this journey out of his own pocket and at his own risk.15  Governor 

Zéspedes gave him permission to explore the mine and provided passports for the 

expedition members, yet the governor was unwilling to support the endeavor financially 

until the Indian’s claims had been “proven to the satisfaction of expert men.”16  Benítez’s 

exploratory party did not consist of experts.  It included only the two men who had 

informed him about the mine, Yaolaychi and Alonso Gil, and a young official named 

Bartolomé de Castro.  Benítez described the interpreter Gil as “totally ignorant” of the 

knowledge needed for a mineralogical expedition and complained that he had to employ 

Castro to keep the expedition’s journal because “the interpreter writes and reads 

minimally.”17  Benítez referred to these two as “ignorant men” and lamented that they 

were not qualified “to carry out a charge that certainly merits talents, enlightenment, and 

ideas in metallurgy and mineralogy.”18  He told the governor that his poor health 

prevented him from leading the expedition himself.19 

                                                
15 For overviews of Bourbon Spain’s scientific expeditions, see Iris Wilson Engstrand, Spanish Scientists in 
the New World: The Eighteenth-Century Expeditions (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1981); José 
de la Sota Rius, “Spanish Science and Enlightenment Expeditions,” in Spain in the Age of Exploration, 
1492-1819, ed. Chiyo Ishikawa (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2004), 159-187.  
16 Bartolomé Benítez to Governor Zéspedes, St. Aug., 17 Feb 1790, EFP, sect. 16, reel 30, PKY/LOC. 
Governor Zéspedes may have also refused to fund the expedition because he resented and disliked Benítez.  
Zéspedes had hoped to choose Florida’s next treasurer himself and was upset to hear that the intendente of 
Cuba had appointed Benítez to that post.  Moreover, on the same day that Gil told Benítez about the mine, 
Zéspedes had penned a memo about a dispute he had with Benítez over some misused funds.  Helen 
Hornbeck Tanner, Zéspedes in East Florida, 1784-1790 (Jacksonville: University of North Florida Press, 
1989), 201; Zéspedes to Domingo Cavello, St. Aug., 15 Feb 1790, EFP, sect. 2, reel 8, fol. 41, PKY/LOC. 
17 Benítez to Governor of Florida, 7 April 1790, 443; Bartolomé Benítez to Governor Zéspedes, St. Aug., 
18 Feb 1790, EFP, sect. 16, bundle 78, reel 30, PKY/LOC. 
18 Benítez to Governor of Florida, 7 April 1790, 444.   
19 Officials throughout Spain’s colonies initiated expeditions to identify local natural resources that would 
promote the prosperity of their provinces.  Bleichmar, “Atlantic Competitions,” 237-245.  Like Benítez, 
Guatemalan officials sent subordinates to make preliminary observations of the Mayan ruins at Palenque—
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Benítez put together a detailed set of mineralogical, geographical, and botanical 

“Instructions” for his three commissioners that spelled out where they should explore, 

what they should collect, and how to preserve what they found.  The treasurer probably 

modeled this list on the printed instructions that Spanish naturalists were using to 

promote the collection of potentially valuable specimens throughout the empire and 

ensure their safe shipment to Madrid.20  Benítez’s instructions told the expedition 

members to travel to the spring in Yaolaychi’s account, gather any shiny rocks they 

discovered, collect water and mud and seal these samples in glass bottles, perform 

mineralogical “excavations,” pick potentially valuable herbs and preserve them in paper, 

and note the region’s topography, trees, and soils. Although Benítez regretted 

“commit[ing] the investigation […] to two men without education, without the most basic 

training in the material, and without the first notion of how to describe the place,” the 

instructions gave him hope that the expedition members would concentrate on gathering 

the information he considered most valuable instead of relying on their own judgment 

about which aspects of Floridian nature merited attention.21  Benítez would analyze the 

                                                                                                                                            
another potentially interesting site located in a predominantly Indian-populated area—before engaging 
specialists to confirm their findings.  Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra, How to Write the History of the New 
World: Histories, Epistemologies, and Identities in the Eighteenth-Century Atlantic World (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 2001), 323.   
20 Bleichmar, “Atlantic Competitions,” 234-5, 240-1.  On similar instruction lists in the British and French 
empires, see Christopher M. Parsons and Kathleen S. Murphy, “Ecosystems Under Sail: Specimen 
Transport in the Eighteenth-Century French and British Atlantics,” Early American Studies, vol. 10, no. 3 
(2012), 522–537.   
21 This list of “Ynstrucciones” was included in Benítez’s copy of the expedition’s diary.  “Diario que 
hicieron los comisionados Alonzo Hill, Ynterprete de Yndios, y Don Barttulome de Castro y Ferrer, para la 
Expedición de averiguar la verdad de quanto expusó el Yndio llamado Yaolaychi de la Nación Yuchises 
natural del Pueblo de Gechiti,” (“Diario”), 6 April 1790, EFP, Sect. 89, bundle 353, No. 17, f. 433, reel 
173, PKY/LOC.  While this expedition may not appear particularly “scientific” compared to those of 
contemporaries like Malaspina and Humboldt, much of Europeans’ knowledge of the Americas relied on 
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commissioners’ collections and observations upon their return.  The treasurer seems to 

have hoped to develop St. Augustine into one of Spanish America’s many colonial 

scientific centers, cities from which officials organized research about their colony’s 

resources (often through written instructions), compiled and analyzed local information, 

and used this knowledge to develop the province and empire alike.  Although far smaller 

than Lima or Mexico City, St. Augustine was nevertheless a node that blurred 

local/global and center/periphery distinctions in Spanish imperial science.22             

Castro, Yaolaychi, and Gil were not as ignorant or unqualified as Benítez 

portrayed them to be.  A promising young official, an Indian with local knowledge, and 

an experienced translator made a suitable team for accomplishing the expedition’s basic 

scientific goals.  Bartolomé de Castro was a dependent in Benítez’s household at the time 

of the expedition and would go on to become a public attorney, customs official, Major 

Supervisor of Royal Works at St. Augustine, and a successful slave-owning planter.23  

Alonso Gil, who was “more or less forty-six years old,” had worked as an official Indian 

interpreter in Florida for at least three years and had several more years of experience 

interacting with nearby Indian groups.24  Despite Benítez’s insults regarding his literacy, 

Gil wrote and read well enough and, by the late 1790s, he had been put in charge of a 

                                                                                                                                            
individual indigenous people and minor local officials acting on behalf of their superiors. Delbourgo and 
Dew, “Introduction,” 5.     
22 Bleichmar, “Atlantic Competitions,” 237-245. 
23 Bartolomé Benitez to Governor of Florida, St. Aug., 17 May 1790, EFP, sect. 16, reel 30; Governor 
Quesada, St. Augustine, 10 Oct. 1793, EFP, Sect. 62, reel 118; Gov. of Florida to Min. of Indies, St. Aug., 
22 Feb 1816, EFP, sect. 13, reel 19, PKY/LOC; James Cusick, The Other War of 1812: The Patriot War 
and the American Invasion of Spanish East Florida (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2003), 174, 
208. 
24 Interrogation of Alonso Gil, 9 April 1790, EFP, sect. 89, bundle 353, no. 19, f. 467, reel 173; Governor 
of Florida to Gonzalo Zamorano, St. Aug., 22 April 1787, EFP, sect. 15, reel 24, PKY/LOC.  
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detachment of Indian soldiers and operated a ferry on the St. Johns River.  Both Castro 

and Gil were described as “Spaniards” throughout the expedition’s sources, though Gil 

may have had mixed Indian and European parentage.25   

Yaolaychi was from the small town of Hitchiti on the Chattahoochee River in 

present-day southwestern Georgia, and he described himself as “a poor man.”  He had a 

family of seven, all of whom were with him in Florida in 1790.26  Yaolaychi and his 

family—like most Hitchitis—had left the town to hunt for the winter, and Lower Creeks 

often hunted deer and bears in Florida well into February.27  While Hitchitis had 

extensive interaction with Anglo-Americans in Georgia and South Carolina, it was not 

unusual for Lower Creeks to travel to St. Augustine to deal with Spanish officials.28  

Yaolaychi understood a little Spanish but Hitchiti was his primary language.29  

The sources are not clear about Yaolaychi’s motives for informing Gil about the 

mine and participating in the expedition but by placing what we do know about him in 

the context of Hitchiti society in early 1790 it is possible to hazard some speculations.30  

                                                
25 Alonso Gil to Governor of Florida, St. Aug., 19 Jan. 1797, EFP, sect. 44, reel 79; Governor of Florida to 
Josef Martinez, St. Aug., 14 Dec. 1795, EFP, sect. 32, reel 53; Governor of Florida to Gonzalo Zamorano, 
St. Aug., 11 Oct. 1796, EFP, sect. 15, reel 26, PKY/LOC.  I have found no evidence regarding Alonso Gil’s 
ethnicity.  While some official interpreters in Florida were of mixed Indian and European heritage, there 
were also several ethnically European translators.  Tanner, Zéspedes in East Florida, 92.  On how 
individuals of mixed race, Natives, and free blacks could sometimes achieve social status as “españoles,” 
see Weber, The Spanish Frontier in North America, 326-8. 
26 “Diario,” 6 April 1790, 433, 437; Benítez to Governor of Florida, 7 April 1790, 443. 
27 Robbie Franklyn Ethridge, Creek Country: The Creek Indians and Their World (Chapel Hill: University 
of North Carolina Press, 2003), 135; Angela Pulley Hudson, Creek Paths and Federal Roads: Indians, 
Settlers, and Slaves and the Making of the American South (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 2010), 20. 
28 Upper Creeks usually interacted with the Spanish in Pensacola or Mobile.  Ibid., 3–4. 
29 “Diario,” 6 April 1790, 437.   
30 Although Spanish officials described Yaolaychi as part of the Uchise (Lower Creek) “nation,” he would 
have identified himself primarily as a Hitchiti, and any political or economic reasons underlying 
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According to U.S. Indian Agent Benjamin Hawkins, Hitchiti was a place of “poverty and 

indolence” in the 1790s, and its lack of fences indicated that the townspeople had not 

begun ranching, one of Creek Country’s latest sources of wealth.31  Poor Hitchitis were 

often economically dependent on wealthy locals like the mestizo John Kinnard, a rancher, 

slave owner, and trader who “supplies all the Indians around him, who are dupes to his 

avarice.”32  The deerskins Yaolaychi collected during a winter in Florida probably would 

not have been sufficient to get him out of debt with such traders.33  By offering to reveal 

a mine to the Spanish, Yaolaychi was perhaps pursuing an alternate source of income: 

like other Creeks who acted as guides or traded medicinal plants for cash, Yaolaychi may 

have sought to profit from offering local knowledge as a service in the Southeast’s 

“frontier exchange economy.”34    

The Seminoles were the most formidable group in East Florida, but Creeks 

maintained a strong presence in the northern part of the province and claimed to possess 

large swaths of it as their exclusive hunting grounds.35  Spanish officials recognized that 

                                                                                                                                            
Yaolaychi’s actions should be put in the context of that town.  See Joshua Piker, Okfuskee: A Creek Indian 
Town in Colonial America (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2004); Ethridge, Creek Country, 
93. 
31 Benjamin Hawkins, “A Sketch of the Creek Country in the Years 1798 and 1799,” in The Collected 
Works of Benjamin Hawkins, 1796-1810, ed. Thomas Foster II (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 
2003), 64s.  According to Claudio Saunt, fences were indicative of a growing division between rich and 
poor in Creek towns.  Claudio Saunt, A New Order of Things: Property, Power, and the Transformation of 
the Creek Indians, 1733-1816 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 57, 172-5.   
32 Caleb Swan, “Report to Henry Knox on Creek Indians,” 2 May 1791, p. 23, Violetta Delafield-Benjamin 
Smith Barton Collection 1783-1817, Series III, Bound Volumes, American Philosophical Society.  
33 Saunt, A New Order of Things, 57.    
34 Ethridge, Creek Country, 175, 179; Daniel H. Usner, Indians, Settlers, & Slaves in a Frontier Exchange 
Economy: The Lower Mississippi Valley Before 1783 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
1992); Piker, Okfuskee, 105, 154–6.   
35 Frank, “Taking the State Out;” Ethridge, Creek Country, 30, 120; Hudson, Creek Paths and Federal 
Roads, 1, 19; Saunt, A New Order of Things, 128, 152.   
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Florida’s interior was Indian country: they formalized many of the Seminoles’ and 

Creeks’ territorial claims through treaties and worried about offending Creek leaders by 

impinging on their boundaries.  Even the council of King Carlos IV realized that “in the 

Floridas we occupy only the ports and forts of Mobile, Pensacola, and St. Augustine and 

their surrounding areas; the Indians occupy and utilize the interior of the country.”36  The 

Creeks were a crucial buffer against the expansionist United States and, thus, Governor 

Zéspedes was particularly eager not to cause any offense in early 1790 when Alexander 

McGillivray, the self-proclaimed head of the Creek Nation, was showing signs of 

abandoning his political and commercial relationship with Spain in favor of a closer 

attachment to the United States.  Although McGillivray had walked out on a treaty with 

the United States in September 1789 and officially remained attached to Spain in early 

1790, Governor Zéspedes was treading very lightly in all Creek affairs for fear of pushing 

McGillivray into an alliance with the region’s newest imperial power.37  The governor 

therefore only granted passports to the expedition members after Benítez promised him 

that the spring and mine were not situated within recognized Native boundaries.38 

Storytelling, Epistemology, and the Big Ferocious Animal 

Benítez sent Yaolaychi, Gil, and Castro to carry out their observations and 

collections in the Indian-controlled interior of Florida and, almost as soon as the 

expedition left St. Augustine, the commissioners began to stray from the treasurer’s 

                                                
36 Quoted in Weber, Bárbaros, 204; see also 75, 214. 
37 McGillivray would officially ally with the United States as a result of the Treaty of New York on August 
7, 1790.  John Walton Caughey, McGillivray of the Creeks (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1938), 
37–44; Tanner, Zéspedes in East Florida, 210-15.  
38 Benítez to Zéspedes, 17 Feb 1790. 
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instructions about which types of information they should attend and record.  After 

settling into camp on February 20th, the very first evening of their journey to the spring, 

Yaolaychi told the two Spaniards a story that would have a profound effect on the rest of 

the expedition.   

The Story, Version One: told February 20, 179039 
 
The Indian said, that the Animal about which he had spoken to the interpreter 
[Gil] at this place [St. Augustine], (who told me [Benítez] nothing about this 
matter; and he [Gil] had believed it to be a caiman, crocodile, or lizard); was as 
big as a one year old calf: that it was ferocious, and that it had killed many 
Indians; eight men40 from the town of Afasqui had joined together with several 
dogs to hunt it, they found it and faced it, and shot at it five or six times, but the 
balls would not enter its body […], he [Yaolaychi] told that only one [of the 
Indians] escaped by the road; the others perished because the Animal was very 
quick, and that with its breath it attracts,41and the Spirit cuts the people.  
 

After recounting this story, Yaolaychi told Gil and Castro that he would guide them to the 

area near the deposit of shiny metals, but that he would not go near the beast’s cave 

himself.  As Castro recalled after the expedition, “not withstanding the Indian’s warning, 

[Castro and Gil] determined they would continue to the mine.”42   

                                                
39 “Diario,” 6 April 1790, 434.  Yaolaychi’s tellings of the stories cannot be separated from the voices of 
the individuals who translated and recorded them.  Gil translated the two versions told during the 
expedition and Castro wrote them down.  The extant version of the diary is a copy made by Benítez that is 
sometimes written from his perspective.   
40 The number four and its multiples are common in Creek stories and sacred in Creek cosmology.  Greg 
Urban and Jason Baird Jackson, “Mythology and Folklore,” in Handbook of North American Indians, 
Volume 14: Southeast, ed. Raymond Fogelson and William Sturtevant (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian 
Institution, 2004), 717.     
41 Monsters with reptilian features and the power to attract prey were part of a shared mythological 
tradition in the southeast that dated back at least to the Mississippian Period (c. 900-1600).  George E. 
Lankford, “The Great Serpent in Eastern North America,” in Ancient Objects and Sacred Realms: 
Interpretations of Mississippian Iconography, ed. F. Kent Reilly and James Garber (Austin: University of 
Texas Press, 2007), 114.     
42 Interrogation of Bartolomé de Castro, 8 April 1790, EFP, sect. 89, bundle 353, no. 19, f. 454, reel 173, 
PKY/LOC. 
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The three men arrived near the cave on February 28th, and despite Yaolaychi’s 

protests, the two Spaniards compelled him to visit the cave alone to collect the 

mineralogical samples that the treasurer had requested.  The entry in the expedition’s 

diary following Yaolaychi’s excursion to the cave interweaves the story of the hunters 

and the beast with Yaolaychi’s account of his own experiences. 

The Story, Version Two: told February 28, 179043 
 

[Yaolaychi spoke] about the veracity of [the area near the spring] having 
minerals […] and he swore by Feosè, which is God, about the proofs he gives: By 
He that is there above, He that sees all, that I do not lie; I do not deceive you; and 
that the wind was wrong for beginning anything on this day, because it goes 
towards the spot where the beast lives, which would perceive them with its sense 
of smell, and the danger was great, because of the powers of attraction that it has. 

At seven in the morning they [Gil and Castro] determined to send the 
Indian alone to the spot, to look for earth and stones […] giving him a pick, the 
best horse and a shot gun, the two [Spaniards] staying at camp: He left, and 
returned frightened at 12:00 […], they asked for his news, he said: that arriving 
at the spot he had mentioned, where he should have taken the stones, mud, water, 
and the rest that they would prepare [for analysis in St. Augustine], believing the 
wind favorable, he tied the horse to a pine tree, and went forth on foot, he heard 
the Beast roaring a short distance away, which surprised him, dreading that it 
would smell him, or see him, and take away his life, that returning to the site 
where he left his horse, he found in the path the bones of a deer, dead, because of 
the Beast, which devoured it, and plants that had been uprooted by the same, with 
which the two travelers formed an idea of his [Yaolaychi’s] prediction being true. 

Asking him [Yaolaychi] about the Beast, its shape, and name he said that 
its name was Achuguilipalascó, which means Big Ferocious Animal; and he 
described its shape by its separate parts, being unknown to [the Spaniards], who 
then asked [Yaolaychi] for its color, he said that its head is similar to that of a 
Bear, but without ears, or that it has them very close to its head, and the head, 
and neck, is the color of gold, that its tongue is split in the middle in the shape of 
scissors, or like that of a serpent, that the body is similar to that of a bear, with a 
very short tail, that its skin is very hard, having been verified by shooting it with 
bullets, and it reflects the balls […]; the Indian affirming, that an expedition had 
been formed in the town of Afasqui to kill it, composed of eight men of his 
[Yaolaychi’s]same nation, and there was among them a mighty war captain and 

                                                
43 “Diario,” 6 April 1790, 436. 
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nine dogs, they attacked the Beast, which facing up to them, killed them, first the 
captain, and six of his companions, only one escaping […].  This same Indian 
[that escaped the beast] returned to his town, recounted the misfortunes, with 
which he induced the utmost terror in those people, that they no longer go near 
that place [the cave of the beast], […] the Indian [Yaolaychi] added one more 
thing to his relation, that its sense of smell is extraordinary; it is able to perceive 
from long distances, and its breath is so active, that it discovers birds, deer, and 
any other animal, and even with man, it conquers, demoralizes, and amazes until 
not leaving the least action to him.  

 
Yaolaychi said that approaching the cave at this time was incredibly dangerous because 

the only way to drive the beast away was by setting fire to the undergrowth and a recent 

burning in the area had made this impossible.  Castro and Gil then asked if 

Achuguilipalascó was “the only beast of its species known in these Provinces,” and 

Yaolaychi responded that “he only knew of four: One near the Cherokee Indians, another 

near the pueblo Nocosuque, another far […] in the Northern part, and that which is here 

nearby.”44  

At one level, Yaolaychi’s tale was similar to the adventure stories about 

monstrous animals attacking humans that were common among the Creeks and other 

southeastern Indians.45  More specifically, twentieth-century ethnographers have recorded 

Hitchiti, Muskogee, Yuchi, and Seminole tales—collectively known as Monster Lizard 

stories—in which the scenario, action, and beast correspond with Yaolaychi’s narrative 

                                                
44 Ibid., 437.   
45 Yaolaychi was telling an adventure story, but his own role in the expedition and its aftermath was more 
akin to that of Rabbit, the principal trickster figure in Creek stories.  Rabbit’s “antics are frequently 
amusing, sometimes misguided, and once in a while border on tragic […]. He is an incessant imitator of the 
high and mighty, and a repository of the need to be accepted, though these motivations receive invariable 
frustration.  For his well-used instinct of preservation he has only a certain native cunning to rely upon.”  
Urban and Jackson, “Mythology and Folklore,” 713-5.   
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about Achuguilipalascó.46  In twentieth-century versions of the story, a group of hunters 

and their dogs use fire to flush out the monster, which was often described as glittering 

and impervious to bullets.  The Monster Lizard would kill most of the dogs and hunters 

before being defeated by esoteric magic, a clever trick, or—as we shall see in 

Yaolaychi’s telling during his interrogation—the timely intervention of a tiger.47   

Yaolaychi showed creativity and improvisation in how he incorporated the 

narrative of the story with the circumstances of the expedition, a talent that gets at the 

heart of storytelling’s place in southeastern Indians’ understandings of nature.  Generally 

speaking, southeastern Indians did not draw sharp distinctions between a particular fact 

and its social, historical, and extranatural contexts, and they often expressed the complex 

interplay of these factors in the form of stories.48  Based on recent fieldwork among the 

Yuchis, a nation that shares many storytelling traditions with Creeks and other 

                                                
46 John R. Swanton, Myths and Tales of the Southeastern Indians (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing 
Office, 1929), 272.  Twentieth-century versions of this story had different names for this monster, including 
“Hazolebah-Hlacunn” among Florida Seminoles and, for some Creeks, “the atcukliba,” the same word for 
“a small, inoffensive striped lizard found on trees.”  Hedvig Tetens Evans, “Seminole Folktales,” Florida 
Historical Quarterly 56, no. 4 (April, 1978): 474; John Swanton, Religious Beliefs and Medicinal Practices 
of the Creek Indians (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Bureau of American Ethnology, 1928), 495.  
47 This account is hybridized summary of several versions of the story, including “Hitchiti Story 15: The 
Monster Lizard,” “Creek Story 20: The Hunter, the Monster Lizard, and the Panther,” and “Creek Story 21: 
The Hunter, the Monster Lizard, and the Panther (Second Version),” in Swanton, Myths and Tales; “The 
Red-Mouthed Lizard and the Hunters [told by Maxey Simms],” and “How the Yuchi Killed the Red-
Mouthed Lizard [told by Andy Johnson];” in Günter Wagner, Yuchi Tales (New York: G.E. Stechert, 
1931); “Tiger Helps man defeat a Giant Lizard,” in Earnest Gouge, Totkv Mocvse, New Fire: Creek 
Folktales, ed. Jack B. Martin, Margaret McKane Mauldin, and Juanita McGirt (Norman: University of 
Oklahoma Press, 2004); “Hazolebah-Hlacunn,” in Evans, “Seminole Folktales.”   
48 Swanton, Religious Beliefs, 489; Clara Sue Kidwell, “Native American Systems of Knowledge,” in A 
Companion to American Indian History, ed. Philip Joseph Deloria and Neal Salisbury (Malden, Mass.: 
Blackwell, 2002), 87, 96-99; Bill Grantham, Creation Myths and Legends of the Creek Indians 
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2002), 10; Rodney Frey, “Oral Traditions,” in A Companion to 
the Anthropology of American Indians, ed. Thomas Biolsi (Malden, Mass.: Blackwell, 2004), 166; Julie 
Cruikshank, The Social Life of Stories: Narrative and Knowledge in the Yukon Territory (Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1998).   
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southeastern Indians, folklorist and anthropologist Jason B. Jackson has argued that 

stories, including the Monster Lizard story, connect the mythical past to ritual life and the 

present circumstances of the community.  Stories are thus not dead or closed narratives of 

an inaccessible past, but a bridge through which present and past, quotidian and 

extranatural can be brought together in adaptive and creative ways.49   

Yaolaychi’s story may have expressed southeastern Indians’ interpretations of the 

relationship between precious metals, dangerous powers, and European colonialism.  

Indian groups throughout the Spanish American borderlands told stories in which 

deposits of minerals or buried treasure were closely tied with monsters or spirits.  Such 

stories, it seems, reflected the world-changing effects of Europeans’ violent search for 

American gold and silver and may have been meant to warn Natives against searching for 

and revealing mineral treasures.50  These narratives were prevalent in northern Florida, 

often centering on the ruins of the Spanish mission of San Luis de Apalachee.51  As late 

as 1824, one Floridian writer described how “the Indians have preserved a superstitious 

                                                
49 Jason Baird Jackson, Yuchi Ceremonial Life: Performance, Meaning, and Tradition in a Contemporary 
American Indian Community (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2003), 15–19, 100, 236–38; 
Grantham, Creation Myths, 5-8, 85-6.   
50 John Sibley of Natchitoches described how Indians told a hunter who had found “plenty of an Oar” in 
Spanish Louisiana that it “was his (meaning the white peoples) treasure, and that amongst these mountains 
of Oar a noise was often heard like the explosion of a Cannon, or distant Thunder which the Indians said 
was the Spirit of the white people working amongst their Treasure.”  John Sibley to William Dunbar, 
Natchitoches, 2 April 1805, in Life, Letters and Papers of William Dunbar, ed. Eron Rowland (Jackson, 
Miss.: Press of the Mississippi Historical Society. 1930), 171.  A Mississippi planter recounted a tale “of an 
uncommon Animal having been seen by the Natives in a considerable lake in […] New Mexico.  It is 
compared when somewhat elevated in the water, to the upper part of the body of a Spaniard with his broad 
brimmed hat […].  The Indians who are often Superstitious express a dislike or abhorrence of the place […] 
and assert that the departed Spirits of the first Spaniards who conquered their Country dwell in the lake.”  
William Dunbar to Thomas Jefferson, Natchez, 22 Aug. 1801, Thomas Jefferson Papers, ser. 1, General 
Correspondence, f. 19890, LOC. 
51 On San Luis and its destruction in 1704, see John H. Hann, Apalachee: The Land Between the Rivers 
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1988). 
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story, which keeps them at an awful distance from San Louis [sic].  They say that the 

Spaniards, upon quitting San Louis, buried their church ornaments and with them some 

bottles of medicine, (magic,) which would prove fatal to them if they touched it.”52  

Stories such as this expressed enduring associations between disease, death, Spaniards, 

and precious metals.  The relational worldview of southeastern Indians was, it seems, a 

fitting lens for interpreting key aspects of European-Indian contact. 

Yaolaychi’s skill as a storyteller, the settings in which he told these stories, and 

the congruencies between the three expedition members’ understandings of nature all 

enhanced the Monster Lizard story’s capacity to influence how the commissioners 

pursued and narrated knowledge.  Like other Native storytellers, Yaolaychi shaped the 

content and presentation of his story in response to his audience and their reactions.53  

The second telling was thus far more detailed than the first because Gil and Castro now 

feared the nearby beast and pressed Yaolaychi for more details about it.54  Although 

many of the nuances of Yaolaychi’s narrative were probably lost in translation, the way 

that he performed the story may have made an encounter with the Monster Lizard seem 

imminent.55  Furthermore, as historian Stephen Hahn has noted, “the stage upon which 

the storyteller recites the tale […] might be viewed as an arena of power, where the 

                                                
52 “Old Settlements in Florida,” East Florida Herald, Vol. 3, no. 2 (St. Augustine, Florida, 25 Sep. 1824). 
53 Claudio Saunt argued that the flexibility of the performative aspect of storytelling allowed it to serve as a 
means of promoting social cohesion among Creeks before the social and political changes of the 1780s and 
90s.  Saunt, A New Order of Things, 31–33.    
54 “Diario,” 6 April 1790, 436-7.   
55 Ethnographer Rodney Frey suggested that “the creative power of language, coupled with the various 
techniques used by storytellers, coalesce to help encourage the listeners of the stories to become 
participants in them, travelling the same trails alongside Salmon, Coyote, or Burnt Face.”  Frey, “Oral 
Traditions,” 164.   
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storyteller may establish or reinforce his or her authority as a keeper of wisdom.”56  By 

performing his story near the spot where the action of both the Monster Lizard story and 

the expedition were situated, Yaolaychi added to his credibility as an expert on local 

nature while also bolstering his influence as a storyteller.    

Although Yaolaychi most likely did have a different understanding of nature than 

Gil and Castro, they all probably shared a belief that encounters with otherworldly 

powers were possible and particularly likely to occur at the specific spaces of the 

expedition: forest paths and bodies of water.  Many Creek adventure stories—including 

most tales about the Monster Lizard—began with men travelling on forest trails and 

ended with deadly encounters with monsters, and bodies of water were thresholds to the 

Lower World and, thus, the abodes of dangerous beings.57  Most early-modern Europeans 

would have agreed that beasts like the Monster Lizard could exist.58  Like Yaolaychi, Gil 

and Castro would have experienced forests and water-sources within multiple 

mythological and historical contexts, and spiritual associations could shape their 

scientific practices within these settings.59  Gil, for example, would claim to have smelted 

some metallic rocks near the spring, a basic mineralogical operation that he infused with 

Christian elements by “putting two sticks in the form of a cross” in the fire below the 
                                                
56 Hahn, “The Cussita Migration Legend,” 65. 
57 For eighteenth-century Creeks, according to Angela Pulley Hudson, “a spirit path and a path through the 
woods could be one and the same and a journey that appears mundane in our historical remove could take 
on universal importance in the right circumstances.”  Hudson, Creek Paths and Federal Roads, 6, 14-21.  
Creek cosmology included three worlds—Upper, Lower, and Middle.  Humans inhabited the Middle World 
but were in constant contact with the other two.  Grantham, Creation Myths, 21. 
58 Lorraine Daston and Katherine Park, Wonders and the Order of Nature, 1150-1750 (New York: MIT 
Press, 1998), esp. ch. 5; Keith Thomas, Man and the Natural World: Changing Attitudes in England 1500-
1800 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), 89–91.  
59 Simon Schama, Landscape and Memory (New York: Vintage Books, 1996), 207–239, 257–267; 
Delbourgo and Dew, “Introduction,” 12-13.  
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minerals.60  Moreover, Gil and Yaolaychi had extensive contact with both colonial and 

Native societies and, at least in Gil’s case, his experience with Hitchiti-speaking people 

and their stories may have made him more open to believing Yaolaychi’s tale.  As Gil 

later told the governor, he “had heard talk for more than seven years that there was a 

wicked beast infesting the territory of the Shawnee Indians […] but that the first notice he 

had of a wicked beast in this province, was from [Yaolaychi].”61   

Like accounts of the expedition itself, Yaolaychi’s stories expressed aspects of 

how power and knowledge were interconnected during and after journeys into the woods.  

The heroes in some versions of the Monster Lizard story—especially Shawnee and Yuchi 

variations—were medicine men or hunters whose triumph over the beast depended on, or 

led to the development of, esoteric knowledge about powerful words or plants.  The 

revelation of new sources of knowledge and power was less pronounced in Creek 

stories.62  However, with the exception of the Seminole tale about the 1790 expedition 

that James Pierce penned in 1824, Yaolaychi’s tellings seem to be the only recorded 

variations of the story in which the Monster Lizard resided near mineral treasures.  This 

detail may have reflected historical associations between dangerous forces, Spanish 

adventurers, and precious metals, or perhaps it derived from—or was meant to 

                                                
60 Gil was clear that he situated this cross independently of the logs burned for heat.  “Diario,” 6 April 
1790, 440.   
61 Interrogation of Alonso Gil, 8 April 1790, 461-2.   
62 Jason Baird Jackson has claimed that “Muskogean stories, while retaining a concern with power, do not 
relate directly to its provision in the form of collective ritual or the revelation of medicine plants or objects.  
In contrast, the available Cherokee, Yuchi, and Shawnee narratives share these dimensions and are 
generally more fully elaborated than the Muskogean stories.”  Jackson, Yuchi Ceremonial Life, 213-4, 223-
8, 236-8, quote on 238.  
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resemble—European stories about treasure-guarding beasts.63  Yet one point of 

Yaolaychi’s story was clear: the Monster Lizard stood between the commissioners and 

the acquisition of mineralogical knowledge that, Benítez hoped, would promote Spanish 

power.    

Doing Science and Living Stories in Indian Country 

Although Yaolaychi, Castro, and Gil made only a few observations and 

collections during the eight-day journey to the spring, their knowledge gathering 

practices were then mostly in keeping with the treasurer’s instructions.  Castro and Gil 

gathered samples of some useful plants, including China oranges and sarsaparilla, and 

described the topography and trees they passed on their journey.  After listening to 

Yaolaychi’s story about his excursion to the cave on February 28th, however, Castro’s 

and Gil’s inclination to follow scientific conventions began to wane.  As Castro wrote in 

the diary, the Spaniards “were full of amazement and confusion with the reasoning of the 

Indian, and lost the effective desires of the commission for which they came.”64  Based 

on Castro’s description and the itinerary in the diary, it seems they had arrived at or near 

Ichetucknee Springs, now a state park between the Suwannee and Santa Fe Rivers.  

According to recent mineralogical analyses, there is no evidence of silver, gold, or 

mercury at this site; there is, however, an abundance of phosphorescent algae.65  On 

                                                
63 On how Native and European traditions about esoteric knowledge and precious metals converged during 
Walter Raleigh’s South American expeditions, see Ralph Bauer, “A New World of Secrets: Occult 
Philosophy and Local Knowledge in the Sixteenth-Century Atlantic,” Science and Empire in the Atlantic 
World, 110-118. 
64 “Diario,” 6 April 1790, 434-5, 437. 
65 Castro noted that “the Indians call the spring Oycayagua, spring of Water.”  “Diario,” 6 April 1790, 438; 
Thomas M. Scott et al., Springs of Florida, Florida Geological Survey, Bulletin no. 66 (Tallahassee, 2004), 
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March 1st, Yaolaychi led the two Spaniards to the spring where he claimed they would 

find the shiny metal, and they proceeded to collect some stones, mud, and water that they 

put in sealed containers and “presented for tests” on their return to St. Augustine.  Yet the 

commissioners failed to “perform excavations” near the spring and could not locate any 

of the shiny rocks that Yaolaychi had described.66 

Benítez’s instructions faded further from the commissioners’ minds as Castro and 

Gil grew upset about the lack of precious metals.  The Spaniards “attacked [Yaolaychi] 

anew, saying that he was a liar,” and Castro even blew up at Gil, “angrily telling the 

interpreter that he was to blame for all of these troubles because he had expounded 

[Yaolaychi’s] credit at St. Augustine.”  As on other occasions, Yaolaychi became furious 

when the Spaniards questioned his credibility.  He told them that he would risk death to 

prove his veracity and “that if they had any courage they would join him in searching for 

the place of the beast, but if not then he would go alone, and if he did not return tonight 

[…] it would mean that he has been killed.”67  Yaolaychi then marched off toward the 

cave and, reluctantly, Castro and Gil followed.    

When they arrived near the beast’s cave, Yaolaychi stripped off his clothes, put 

on a loincloth, and covered his face and neck with musk oil.  He advised Gil and Castro 

to follow suit and “in effect they imitated him,” removing their clothes and donning 

loincloths fashioned from their scarves. This shift in physical appearance was so 

appropriate that it could pass for a literary device: they had become the hunters in their 
                                                                                                                                            
30-36, 71-76; Brenda J. Herring and Walter S. Judd, “A Floristic Study of Ichetucknee Springs State Park, 
Suwannee and Columbia Counties, Florida,” Castanea, vol. 60, no. 4 (Dec., 1995), 347. 
66 “Diario,” 6 April 1790, 437. 
67 Ibid., 437-8. 
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own version of the Monster Lizard story.68  Yaolaychi then led the two Spaniards toward 

the cave, showing them “many footprints and traces of the Beast, tracks that were the 

same as a bear’s, but much larger.”  Darting from one pine tree to the next for cover, the 

three men approached “the cave of the mine.”  When they were about one hundred yards 

away, Yaolaychi froze in his tracks, and “speaking low to the interpreter, and signaling 

with his finger that the Animal was there, he withdrew immediately, fleeing with the 

greatest haste, full of fear.”  The Spaniards soon realized why.  Castro recorded that they 

“saw the beast” prowling around its den; its body was “very brilliant, silver-plated and 

smooth, rays of the sun reflect [off of it] just as in the glass of a mirror.”69  These were 

the only observations that the Spaniards were able to make, for they soon followed 

Yaolaychi’s example and ran away. After this harrowing adventure, the three men 

decided to head back to St. Augustine.  

In their diary, reports, and eventual interrogations, all three expedition members 

insisted they had seen Achuguilipalascó.70  Benítez had expected the expedition to 

produce natural knowledge that would bolster Spain’s geopolitical power.  According to 

the commissioners, however, it was the alleged power of a beast defined through Hitchiti 

stories that determined the scope and success of their mineralogical activities.  Native 

                                                
68 Ibid., 438.  Gil recalled that Yaolaychi “seemed very worried about taking off his boots and shirt, and 
putting on a loincloth,” and it is possible that Yaolaychi considered this specialized clothing as essential to 
surviving the encounter with this beast: at least one Creek version of the Monster Lizard story included a 
similar change of dress before a hunter speaking powerful words was able to outmatch the beast in a 
footrace.  The musk oil was probably meant to mask Yaolaychi’s smell.  Interrogation of Alonso Gil, 9 
April 1790, 463; “Creek Story 19: The Monster Lizard,” in Swanton, Myths and Tales, 26. 
69 “Diario,” 6 April 1790, 438.  Brilliant skin was a common feature in later versions of the Monster Lizard 
story and Yaolaychi also described the monster as mirror-like during his interrogation. 
70 Interrogation of Alonso Gil, 9 April 1790, 466; Interrogation of Bartolomé de Castro, 8 April 1790, 456; 
Interrogation of Yaolaychi, 4 April 1790, 451. 
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storytelling, particularly in Indian-dominated spaces, could undermine imperial officials’ 

presumptions about the relationship between knowledge and power.                 

Mineralogy, Myths, and Monsters in St. Augustine 

Royal Treasurer Bartolomé Benítez’s goal for the expedition had been to accrue 

enough evidence of valuable natural productions to convince Governor Zéspedes to 

approve of a second expedition to the spring, one conducted by “expert men.”  Yet in the 

days immediately following the commissioners’ return to St. Augustine, Benítez feared 

that they had failed in this task.  He complained that the botanical samples Gil and Castro 

had gathered were useless because, “like ignorant men,” the commissioners had not 

preserved the plants in paper and “they all got jumbled up together, and mixed into 

one.”71  The mineral samples were equally disappointing.  Benítez conducted chemical 

analyses of the rocks, mud, and spring water for evidence that would “encourage our 

hope” of discovering precious metals, but his experiments did little to indicate that the 

commissioners had found anything of value.72   

Twelve days after the expedition’s return, Benítez’s luck apparently changed.  He 

was “meditating over the observations that I should practice to ascertain something good 

from the waters, mud, rocks, and plants that they had presented to me,” when Alonso Gil 

brought him “three little pieces of a metal that seemed like gold due to its specific gravity 

and fine color.”73  Gil claimed that he had collected and smelted these nuggets near the 

spring while his two companions were asleep and had since forgotten all about them.  

                                                
71 Benítez to Governor of Florida, 7 April 1790, 444.   
72 “Diario,” 6 April 1790, 439. 
73 Ibid., 440. 
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After conducting some experiments, Benítez reported that this metal was “very fine 

copper […], gold of low quality, or platinum.”  Ten days later, Gil told Benítez that all 

three expedition members had observed “shiny, silvery little globes” beneath the spring 

water but had not collected any of this substance because they were scared of entering the 

cold water.74  Benítez thought that these globules “may well have been Mercury, [which] 

can be more important to us than any other metal.”75  He rued their failure to collect any 

of this material as another unfortunate “result of commissioning two ignorant men for an 

undertaking of such importance.”76 

Despite the legitimizing power of his experiments and mineralogical expertise, 

Benítez worried that Gil’s belated and shady presentation of the new materials might not 

appear credible enough to the governor to merit a second expedition.  He therefore 

looked to the expedition’s other major discovery, the Big Ferocious Animal, to add 

validity to the commissioners’ mineralogical collections and observations.  Instead of 

isolating the mineralogical aspects of the expedition from the zoological ones, Benítez 

made the beast a central focus of his report to the governor and used his analysis of it as a 

way to verify the truth of the expedition’s mineralogical claims.  As he informed the 

governor, “although it could be doubted if this metal is truly extracted as [Gil] declares,” 
                                                
74 Benítez to Governor of Florida, 7 April 1790, 446.  
75 “Diario,” 6 April 1790, 440-1.  There was a state-sponsored search for mercury throughout Spanish 
America in the 1780s and 1790s; some linguists in New Spain even worked to use the knowledge they 
believed was embedded in Indian place-names to uncover new mercury deposits.  Cañizares-Esguerra, How 
to Write the History of the New World, 308. 
76 “Diario,” 6 April 1790, 440-1.  Benítez compared the experiments and observations on the spring water 
with a study he had made of the medicinal mineral springs at Malaga, Spain, arguing that since both of 
them had mercury, the Florida spring should also have curative properties.  Benítez suggested bottling the 
water as a health drink and hoped that “physicians will make experiments on sick people” at the spring.  He 
thought that the time was “not very far off that [the spring] will result in something good for humanity.”  
Benítez to Governor of Florida, 7 April 1790, 447. 
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he would “make for Your Lordship the same reflections [about it] that [were] in order for 

the beast.”77  Even in St. Augustine, confirming mineralogical facts was intertwined with 

the natural history of a beast in a Hitchiti story. 

While it seems that some St. Augustine residents ridiculed him for believing the 

commissioners’ accounts, Benítez boasted that his own knowledge of natural history was 

superior to that of his unnamed critics for only the most novice naturalists would claim 

that nature could not produce a beast like Achuguilipalascó.  Spanish and other European 

men of science shared an increased interest in monstrosities during the late eighteenth-

century and, by contemporary standards, Benítez was right to criticize his peers for 

denying the possibility that the beast existed.78  He explained to the governor that some 

“señores naturalistas” refuted the reality of the beast on the grounds that “the famous 

Buffon, and other authors, do not describe an animal that is in all respects similar.”79  

Benítez retorted, however, that nature had not yet presented “all of its wonders” and that 

there were many hitherto unverified kinds of “monstrosities, that derive from mixed 

species.”  He even chided his critics for “admiring the same Buffon, who says he has 

                                                
77 Ibid., 446.  
78 Paula De Vos, “The Rare, the Singular, and the Extraordinary: Natural History and the Collection of 
Curiosities in the Spanish Empire,” in Science in the Spanish and Portuguese Empires, 1500-1800, ed. 
Daniela Bleichmar et al. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2009).  On how Enlightenment-era 
taxonomy overlapped with European beliefs in mixed species, see Stephen T. Asma, On Monsters: An 
Unnatural History of Our Worst Fears (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), ch. 9; Michael Hagner, 
“Enlightened Monsters,” in The Sciences in Enlightened Europe, ed. William Clark, Jan Golinski, and 
Simon Schaffer (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999), 175-217.   
79 “The famous Buffon” was French Naturalist Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon (1707-1788). 
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spent sixty years observing rare prodigies of nature, and finds himself more ignorant 

about it than on the first day of his studies.”80   

Benítez went beyond the writings of European naturalists and drew on the spoken 

narratives of Indian experts to further bolster his case.  On March 22nd, he held an 

interview with “Ocaspa of the Seminole Nation, because he was one of those that had 

information on the beast of which the travelers had spoken.”  Speaking through 

interpreter Antonio Huertas, Ocaspa said that “he had not seen it, but that his countrymen 

have informed him, that there certainly is [a beast],” that “its body shines like a mirror,” 

and that “there are many deer skeletons in the immediate area around its cave.”  From 

Benítez’s perspective, Ocaspa’s testimony may have been more authoritative than 

Yaolaychi’s in establishing the reality of the beast.  Ocaspa presumably lived in Florida 

and had extensive experience with its animal life and, more importantly, his account of 

the monster came from a prominent Seminole whose social status lent credibility to the 

tale.81   

Benítez also looked to St. Augustine’s small learned community to corroborate 

his claims about the minerals and the beast.  He hosted a kind of scientific conference in 

which the city’s leading intellectuals witnessed “some singular experiments with the 

metal” and discussed the monster’s characteristics.  As Benítez assured the governor, “the 

presence of persons that I considered learned in the material” made his experiments and 

                                                
80 Benítez to Governor of Florida, 7 April 1790, 445.   
81 Ocaspa heard about the beast from “Estafahachechi, brother of Filatuchi, a very well known chief.”  
“Diario,” 6 April 1790, 440.     
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zoological deliberations “authoritative.”82  For a small and isolated city, St. Augustine 

was home to an impressive multinational community of learned men.  The group that 

witnessed the mineralogical tests and discussed the monster included the city’s captain of 

engineers, a physician at the royal hospital, a Cuban pharmacist, a “very knowledgeable” 

Swiss planter, an Irish “Professor of Chemistry,” and, for better or worse, “many other 

people who happened to enter the house.”83  They concluded that even though the beast 

“is lacking some of the signs of the true figure of a bear, it is not surprising that it would 

be this animal, and some mix with another; much information agreeing that it is ferocious 

and that there are four in these provinces.”84  Even these educated men based all of their 

knowledge of the beast on narratives derived from the Monster Lizard story; this was 

especially apparent in their agreement that four such beasts lived in the region, 

information that none of their informants claimed to have observed themselves.85  Famed 

                                                
82 Benítez to Governor of Florida, 7 April 1790, 445.  On the ways that experiments and observations 
relied on multiple credible witnesses to establish “matters of fact” among the men of science in England’s 
Royal Society, see Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer, Leviathan and the Air-Pump: Hobbes, Boyle, and 
the Experimental Life (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985), 55–60; Barbara J. Shapiro, A Culture 
of Fact: England, 1550-1720 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2000), 105–127. 
83 These men were, respectively, Mariano de LaRocque, Bernardo de Madrid, Ramón de Fuentes, 
Francisco Fatio, and Thomas Travers.  Around 1790, the free population of St. Augustine consisted of at 
least 772 individuals, including about 469 Minorcans, 87 non-Hispanic whites, and a group of 216 
Floridanos, Cubans, and Spaniards.  While the small size of the city’s scientific community reflected this 
small population, its constituency of officials, physicians, military engineers, and planters was consistent 
with those of larger Spanish American cities.  Sherry Johnson, “The Spanish St. Augustine Community, 
1784-1795: A Reevaluation,” Florida Historical Quarterly 68, no. 1 (July 1989): 38–9.               
84 Benítez to Governor of Florida, 7 April 1790, 445.   
85 Some of the continent’s most learned naturalists saw scientific value in Indian tales of bearlike monsters.  
In 1805, Philadelphian Benjamin Smith Barton wrote that such tales were “in some respects, so very 
extravagant, that they may, perhaps, be deemed altogether unworthy of attention.  I must confess, however, 
that I cannot but consider such traditions, though imperfectly handed down to us, and evidently disfigured 
by fable, as entitled to the notice of the naturalist, and philosopher.”  Benjamin Smith Barton, “Remarks,” 
in The Philadelphia Medical and Physical Journal, vol. 1, no. 2 (1805), 164.  See also Paul Semonin, 
American Monster: How the Nation’s First Prehistoric Creature Became a Symbol of National Identity 
(New York: New York University Press, 2000), 101, 182–3, 308–10. 
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European naturalists, Indian experts, and St. Augustine’s learned elite all agreed that a 

mixed beast like Achuguilipalascó could exist, and their collective authority added 

substantial weight to Benítez’ claim that the expedition members had been honest in 

describing the beast and, therefore, their mineralogical observations and collections could 

be valid as well.  

Science and Stories on Trial 

Benítez argued that the expedition had made significant discoveries “in the three 

kingdoms, animal, vegetable, and mineral,” including a bizarre beast unknown to natural 

history, the “useful commodity” sarsaparilla, and precious metals.  Yet he recognized that 

all of his conclusions about the expedition’s findings relied on whether or not the three 

commissioners were telling the truth about what they saw and did near the springs.  

Benítez proposed interrogating the expedition members, particularly Yaolaychi, to verify 

their credibility.  He told the governor that “it will be necessary to detain the Indian, and 

his family, to further justify the reality of all of this; so as not to deprive the State, this 

Province, and the Public, of the benefits that could result [from] not leaving all that has 

been said as fabulous, and the metal a fiction.”86  Zéspedes agreed.  Between April 4th and 

9th, St. Augustine’s leading officials—Governor Zéspedes and Col. Bartolomé Morales, 

the commandant of the garrison—interrogated Yaolaychi, Castro, and Gil about the 

minerals, territories, and monster they allegedly encountered during the expedition.  Like 

Benítez’s laboratory and the spring, the interrogation room was a site where narratives 

circulated, shaped, and produced knowledge. 

                                                
86 Benítez to Governor of Florida, 7 April 1790, 447. 
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One of the main emphases of the governor’s interrogations was to determine the 

validity of the expedition’s mineralogical observations and collections.  He thus asked 

Gil and Castro about their knowledge gathering practices, including whether Benítez 

“had given them instructions for [their] management.”  Gil acknowledged that he and 

Castro did have “instructions to bring from the spring […] water, mud, soil, and herbs of 

all qualities,” but admitted that they were initially content with sending Yaolaychi to 

collect these samples.  The two Spaniards only went to the spring themselves after 

Yaolaychi had returned with just “some bones of a deer that the beast had killed, and 

some herbs it had uprooted.”  Moreover, Zéspedes recognized that the doubtful origins of 

Gil’s gold called the interpreter’s honesty into question, and the governor berated Gil that 

“the discovery of metal or a metallic mineral, had been the principle object, and in reality 

the only [object] of the expedition […], and it is particularly strange that [Gil] did not 

present the said metal at the same time [as] the water, earth, sand, and plants that the 

instructions had ordered.”  Gil’s reply, that he did not present the gold initially “because 

of natural forgetting,” no doubt did much to undercut his credibility.87            

 Information about valuable minerals was potentially critical to Indian-Spanish 

power dynamics.  Zéspedes’s overriding concern in early 1790 was maintaining good 

relations with powerful Creek leaders and, both before and after the expedition, he tried 

to ensure that the travelers were not violating Indian territorial boundaries.  He asked all 

three commissioners if the spring was “in the district that the Indians believe to be 

                                                
87 Interrogation of Bartolomé de Castro, 8 April 1790, 453; Interrogation of Alonso Gil, 8 April 1790, 461-
62; Interrogation of Alonso Gil, 9 April 1790, 466. 
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theirs,” and although Gil and Castro were unsure if that land belonged “to the Indians or 

us,” Yaolaychi’s responded confidently that “the spring proper is inside the limits of the 

[Indian’s] hunting grounds.”88  Natives remained more populous and powerful than the 

Spaniards in Florida, and Benítez voiced concern about “the grave damage that could 

result” if Indians controlled the mineral wealth at the spring.89  In the borderlands, 

regional competitions with Indian nations could influence Spanish officials’ pursuit of 

natural resources as much as Atlantic competitions with European empires.   

Powerful Creeks like Alexander McGillivray would have taken the presence of 

mines in their territory—and a betrayal of their existence to Spanish or U.S. officials—

very seriously.  During this period, some wealthy Creeks were working to turn the loose 

confederation of Creek towns into a Creek Nation, a political entity against which 

individual Creeks could commit crimes and that had a police force to punish these 

offenses.  While some poor Creeks and Seminoles resisted the economic and social 

influence of this “new order,” Yaolaychi was probably just trying to avoid its most 

impoverishing aspects by pursuing novel economic opportunities.90  Nevertheless, he was 

aware that some Creek leaders would have construed his activities in Florida as a crime 

against the Creek Nation as a whole.  Yaolaychi reportedly claimed that the Creeks “have 

some knowledge of the value of the mine” and feared that the nation’s leaders would 

execute him for revealing this potential source of wealth to the Spanish.91  Zéspedes 

                                                
88 Interrogation of Alonso Gil, 9 April 1790, 467; Interrogation of Bartolomé de Castro, 8 April 1790, 458; 
Interrogation of Yaolaychi, 4 April 1790, EFP, sect. 89, bundle 353, no. 19, f. 449, reel 173, PKY/LOC. 
89 Benítez to Governor of Florida, 7 April 1790, 446. 
90 Saunt, A New Order of Things. 
91 Benítez to Governor of Florida, 7 April 1790, 446. 
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asked Gil if Yaolaychi “would not want his compatriots to be aware of the motives and 

ends of the expedition.”  Gil replied “that it is certain, that the Indian [had told him this] 

because the rest of the Indians, even though they knew about the brilliant rocks, have 

never wanted to give any part of them to the English, nor the Spaniards; and if they knew 

that [Yaolaychi] had made it known, they would kill him.”92  This was a story about 

Creek power, the power of the nation’s leaders to police the actions of individual Creeks 

and control the flow of information and resources across national boundaries.93  

 It is possible that Creek leaders would have killed Yaolaychi for revealing the 

location of a mineral deposit, a threat evident in later Creek stories about mines within 

their territory.  These stories were meant to keep individual Creeks from exploring and 

revealing sites of mineral wealth, but they also expressed how Creek leaders understood 

natural resources in the context of regional geopolitics.  Writing from Creek country in 

1801, southeastern explorer John D. DeLacy told Thomas Jefferson that “it is said and 

asserted as fact that there is a gold mine in this Country [and that] an Indian took a small 

quantity of the ore to the Spaniards at Augustine who having essayed [sic] it begged of 

the Indians to bring him a larger quantity and that he would pay him well for it.”  

However, when news of this came “to the ears of the Head of the Nation they assembled 

in general Council and decreed the death of any person that should ever attempt to shew 

[sic] discover or open the mine or take carry or give any of the ores to any white persons 

                                                
92 Interrogation of Alonso Gil, 9 April 1790, 467.  Leaders of other non-European groups also viewed 
individuals who shared local natural knowledge with Europeans as traitors meriting punishment.  Schaffer 
et al, “Introduction,” in The Brokered World, xxix, esp. note 29. 
93 For a different way that storytelling and conceptions of the land overlapped “to promote compliance with 
standards for acceptable social behavior,” see Keith H. Basso, Wisdom Sits in Places: Landscape and 
Language Among the Western Apache (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1996), 41.  
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whatsoever but especially to the Spaniards whose inordinate thirst for it they considered 

as the sources of all the evils inflicted on them and the many oppressions exercised by the 

Spaniards in this Country heretofore.”  According to DeLacy, the Creeks feared that 

Spanish knowledge of the mine could lead to war and “the loss of their Country and 

independence.”  He concluded that the Creeks have therefore “wisely resolved to shut 

[the mine] up forever if such a thing there be.”  It seems likely that DeLacy was relating a 

story about Yaolaychi, one that placed the events of the 1790 expedition in the context of 

historical connections between precious metals and Spanish violence while asserting the 

territorial sovereignty of the Creeks.94  The detail that the Spaniards offered to “pay him 

well” for the metal suggests that Yaolaychi’s motive for sharing information about the 

mine was, indeed, financial.     

 There was much at stake in determining if the commissioners’ mineralogical 

observations and collections were credible.  So, just as Benítez had done in his report, 

Governor Zéspedes incorporated information from stories of the beast to better determine 

the veracity of the expedition’s questionable mineralogical findings.  Yaolaychi was the 

first of the expedition members that Zéspedes interrogated and, when the governor asked 

him to describe the beast, Yaolaychi told his story for a third time.  

                                                
94 DeLacy also shared similar accounts about how Creek leaders viewed the relationship between buried 
riches and geopolitics.  He wrote that there was “an inexhaustible mine of salt Petre [sic] [and] rich mines 
of Iron, Copper, Tin and lead” on the Chattahoochee River, “but the Indians are cautious of shewing them.”  
And in a discussion of San Luis de Apalachee, he claimed that “the Spaniards it was said had during the 
siege [in 1704] built a kind of subterranean vault in which they buried the treasure of the town, one of the 
poor Indians in alliance with the Spaniards being privy to the burying of the treasure and afterwards taken 
by the Muscogeans offered to discover where the treasure was hid if they should spare his life which they 
refused doing preferring that the treasure should remain buried in oblivion to eternity as the source of every 
evil than be again brought to light.”  John Dev. DeLacy to Thomas Jefferson, 18 Dec 1801, 8, 9, 15, 
Thomas Jefferson Papers, LOC. 
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The Story, Version Three: told April 4, 179095 
 

Questioned [Zéspedes]: What did you do when you saw the beast, and 
give a description of it. 

Responded [Yaolaychi]: That he saw the beast at the distance of some 200 
rods, […] it has a round head, not so big as the rest of it, like that of a bull, 
without ears, and without horns, that it is about three feet high, with four legs, 
similar to those of a caiman, but longer, with some very long and sharp claws: the 
tail is also similar to a caiman, but shorter, and that its movement is so swift, that 
not even deer can escape it: the thickness of its body is about six feet, and its 
length about two rods, he cannot figure out how to express its color; the best that 
he can do is compare it to the rays that a metallic mirror gives off in the sun, and 
he has heard it said, but he does not know it from experience, that bullets do not 
penetrate it.  

Questioned: If there are other beasts of the same species in this province. 
Responded: That there could be many, and that he has heard that there is 

one fully similar near the stream of Rollestown […].96  
Questioned: If he knows if the beast has killed or eaten men. 
Responded: That he does not have any proof of what the beast has killed 

or eaten other than what he has heard said, and in particular he remembered 
having it recounted that two Indians having on one occasion left to hunt bears, 
with many dogs, they encountered the beast, or another of its species, it climbed 
into a tree, and the dogs rushed to attack it, it grabbed hold of them, and killed 
them with its tongue, and once the dogs were dead, it went down from the tree, 
and overcoming one of the men, took him and dragged him a good distance until 
by chance it met with a tiger, and while [the tiger] attacked the beast [the man] 
was able to escape, alive but very badly hurt: [Yaolaychi] adds that the beast has 
a tongue divided in two, and that it wields [its tongue] so effectively that it makes 
flying eagles come to its mouth.97    
 
Yaolaychi included the story of the hunters on all three occasions that he 

described the monster, yet he altered how he employed evidence about the story and the 

                                                
95 Interrogation of Yaolaychi, 4 April 1790, 451.  John Hambly translated Yaolaychi’s responses into 
English and another interpreter converted these words into Spanish.        
96 Rollestown was about twenty-seven miles southwest of St. Augustine on the east bank of the St. Johns 
River. 
97 The intervention of a tiger or panther was common to several versions of the Monster Lizard stories 
recorded in the twentieth-century, and Yaolaychi’s account during this interrogation was particularly 
similar to a Hitchiti version recorded by John Swanton.  In both of these Hitchiti tellings, the tiger fought 
the Monster Lizard long enough for the last surviving hunter to escape but did not kill it.  “Hitchiti Story 
15: The Monster Lizard,” 96-7. 
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beast during his interrogation.  In the first two tellings, he had sworn to the “proofs” and 

“veracity” of his description of the monster and included the story of the hunters as 

evidentiary context that buttressed his claims.  In his interrogation, however, he drew 

distinctions between what he knew “from experience” and what he had “heard said,” and 

made it clear that he “does not have any proof” regarding some aspects of the Monster 

Lizard story.  Yaolaychi’s authority and influence as a storyteller, and the epistemologies 

on which he based his authority, depended on his audience and his stage.  In the Indian 

controlled spaces of Florida’s interior, his storytelling shaped the expedition’s knowledge 

gathering practices and the Spanish commissioners’ accounts of their activities and 

findings.  In Spanish-dominated St. Augustine and, particularly, during an official 

interrogation, Yaolaychi modified his relation to better conform to the expectations of the 

powerful men questioning him.  Neither Natives nor Spaniards had a single, set toolkit 

for understanding or describing nature in the Florida borderlands; power and place 

influenced how Indians and Europeans alike approached the acquisition and relation of 

knowledge.   

Yet even in a St. Augustine interrogation room, Yaolaychi’s story continued to 

influence European narratives about the expedition and the knowledge it produced.  Both 

Gil and Castro repeated for the governor how they had stripped down, stalked the beast, 

and seen a mirror-colored monstrosity with their own eyes.  They both insisted that the 

beast looked just as Yaolaychi had described it, and Gil supplemented his testimony with 
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information from Yaolaychi’s story about the hunters and the monster, an account that he 

related as if it were fact.98   

Indeed, the Monster Lizard story may have determined how Gil and Castro 

carried out and recounted all of their knowledge-gathering activities near the spring.  

According to Yaolaychi’s testimony, “neither of the two white men left the camp to go to 

the spring, and even though they brought two bottles of mud [and] water with them to 

this place [St. Augustine], […] this was not from the spring where the shiny rocks are 

found, but from another spring […] some eight or nine miles distant.”  Yaolaychi claimed 

that the two Spaniards had not collected any of the precious metal because they “never 

arrived at the spot where they are found” and, moreover, that he was the only one of the 

three expedition members who had actually seen the Monster Lizard.  He explained that 

the two Spaniards had neither observed the beast nor conducted their mineralogical work 

at the correct spot because they were afraid of the monster.  Yaolaychi told the governor 

that he had informed Gil about the beast before the start of the expedition and “Gil 

responded that he was not a fearful woman, and that the beast would not frighten him: yet 

experience verified the contrary.”99  According to the expedition’s diary, Yaolaychi’s 

stories had shaped the expedition’s practices, objectives, and results; according to 

Yaolaychi’s testimony, his stories had such power over Castro and Gil that all their 

written and spoken accounts of what they did during the expedition amounted to little 

more than stories derived from his own tales.  Yaolaychi’s Monster Lizard story—as 

                                                
98 Interrogation of Bartolomé de Castro, 8 April 1790, 456; Interrogation of Alonso Gil, 9 April 1790, 466.  
99 Interrogation of Yaolaychi, 4 April 1790, 450-2. 
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mediated by translators and situational power relations—was more than a vehicle through 

which Native natural knowledge circulated to Europeans; it constituted and 

circumscribed the knowledge that commissioners in the field and analysts in St. 

Augustine produced. 

Conclusion 

On April 10th, the day after the last interrogation, Governor Zéspedes sent Benítez 

his final decisions regarding the validity of the mineralogical, zoological, and geopolitical 

information embedded in the commissioners’ narratives and whether he would grant the 

treasurer’s request to fund a second expedition to the spring.  Although the governor had 

taken Gil to task about the seemingly incredible circumstances by which the interpreter 

had acquired and delivered the precious metals, Zéspedes accepted that the mineralogical 

collections and observations that Gil presented in St. Augustine were true and potentially 

valuable.  Zéspedes wrote that “I do not doubt that there could be a mine of silver, or at 

least, of copper,” an assertion that he based as much on Gil’s testimony as a 1719 Real 

Cédula about Floridian mines that he had in his possession.100 

Yet the governor told Benítez that although “I agree in the reality of the mine, my 

natural sincerity obliges me to express to you that I in no way give credit to the existence 

of a quadruped animal, whose skin repels bullets and reflects light like mirrors in the 

sun.”  Zéspedes did not concur with Benítez and St. Augustine’s other intellectuals that 

the Monster Lizard could be real.  He argued instead that Yaolaychi had used a kind of 

                                                
100 Governor Zéspedes to Bartolomé Benítez, St. Augustine, 10 April 1790, EFP, sect. 16, reel 30, 
PKY/LOC. 
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cunning, perhaps peculiar to Indians, to manipulate nature and deceive the two Spanish 

commissioners by playing on their fears.101  Based on his interrogations, the governor 

was convinced that Gil and Castro believed they were telling the truth about seeing and 

stalking the monster but, Zéspedes thought, this belief had developed because Yaolaychi 

had worked his wiles on “the imagination of the explorers.”  “The cunning Indian,” 

Zéspedes wrote, “used a trick to turn the kind of animal nature regularly produces into a 

Monster that never existed except in the stories that, as you know, the old Indians, just 

the same as us whites, tell to amuse their grandchildren.”  The governor recognized that 

Yaolaychi’s “cunning” was to blur distinctions between what “nature regularly produces” 

and “stories” so effectively that his tales could become bases for natural knowledge 

among whites and Indians alike.  Although Zéspedes denied the reality of the beast and 

denigrated Yaolaychi as a devious trickster, he nevertheless acknowledged the power that 

Yaolaychi and his stories had over the expedition.102 

The governor thought—erroneously—that Benítez’s experiments and his own 

interrogations had indicated the material validity of mineralogical findings that the 

expedition members had developed from and through stories.  But Zéspedes did 

understand that the actual collection of minerals at the spring had to be approached within 

a larger geopolitical context.  Based at least in part on Yaolaychi’s testimony, the 

                                                
101 Euro-Americans often believed that Indians and blacks had an intimate knowledge of nature that they 
employed for both beneficial and pernicious purposes.  See Parrish, American Curiosity, chaps. 6-7. The 
theory that supposed encounters with mythical powers could be explained as byproducts of fear—and the 
skill of certain cunning individuals to exploit that fear—was well established among educated Europeans in 
the eighteenth century.  See Frank Edward Manuel, The Eighteenth Century Confronts the Gods 
(Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1959); James Delbourgo, “Fugitive Colours: Shamans’ 
Knowledge, Chemical Empire, and Atlantic Revolutions,” in The Brokered World, 284, 317.          
102 Zéspedes to Benítez, 10 April 1790. 
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governor determined that the spring was located “in a district that the Indians consider to 

be theirs.”  He thus denied Benítez’s request to send a second expedition to the site 

because violating the boundaries of the Creeks’ hunting grounds could alienate Spain’s 

Creek allies and, perhaps, lead to war.  The governor worried that exploring the spring a 

second time might “result, on their part, in zeals, anxieties, and maybe an open break” 

between Indians, Anglo-Americans, and Spaniards in the Floridas.  As Helen Hornbeck 

Tanner has argued, “the two vital concerns for a governor of East Florida” in early 1790 

were forestalling Anglo-American incursions and maintaining peace with the region’s 

Indian groups, and Zéspedes feared that another expedition could undermine both of 

these goals.103  He thus decided that “it is my invariable ruling that, even if the mine 

really were of mercury, or gold, far from being in the interest of the royal service, it 

would actually be exceedingly harmful to it.”104  So, just like the “Head of the Nation” in 

the Creek story that John DeLacy recorded in 1801, Zéspedes proclaimed the mine off-

limits.  While the expedition revealed some of the congruencies between Native and 

European approaches to nature, Spanish and Creek leaders’ reactions to the mineral 

knowledge it generated also suggest key similarities in their approaches to regional 

geopolitics: long-term geopolitical concerns trumped the potential benefits of exploiting 

sites of mineral wealth.  

Unlike officials who sought to discover natural resources that would aid Spain in 

its global competition with other European empires, Spanish leaders in the borderlands 

                                                
103 Tanner, Zéspedes in East Florida, 220. 
104 Zéspedes to Benítez, 10 April 1790.    
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sometimes avoided exploring potential sources of wealth because they aimed to maintain 

the geopolitical balance, not to gain ascendancy.105  Accruing natural knowledge did 

foster European power and wealth in many places throughout the world.106  But studying 

science in imperial borderlands suggests that colonizers were not necessarily interested in 

or capable of producing power-promoting knowledge, a pursuit that depended on an 

empire’s strength on the ground, diplomatic clout, and geopolitical goals.107  Instead of 

making Spain’s presence in Florida stronger, the 1790 expedition highlighted the 

empire’s regional weakness. 

The official history of the 1790 expedition came to a close with the governor’s 

decision to forbid a second journey to the spring, and it is difficult not to find this ending 

disappointing.  It was a Spanish governor, not a Native storyteller, who had the last word 

on the truth of the expedition’s findings in the archival record.  It was geopolitical 

necessity, not the power of Hitchiti storytelling or some triumph of European science, 

that dictated Spain’s official response to the natural, extranatural, and political 

information tangled together in the expedition members’ narratives.  Power—both 

Zéspedes’ authority as governor and the exigencies of regional geopolitics—determined 

what naturalists in Madrid and elsewhere would learn about Florida’s nature: no evidence 

                                                
105 Late eighteenth-century Florida was a place “where Indians found it in their interest to cooperate with 
Spaniards and where Spaniards found peaceful relations more valuable than conquests.”  Weber, Bárbaros, 
9-11. 
106 Londa Schiebinger and Claudia Swan, eds., Colonial Botany: Science, Commerce, and Politics in the 
Early Modern World (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2005); Roy MacLeod, ed., Nature 
and Empire: Science and the Colonial Enterprise, Osiris 15, 2nd Series (Jan., 2000). 
107 The capacity of imperial agents to employ field sciences in the service of colonialism was contingent on 
the establishment of what Alex Soojung-Kim Pang termed “spheres of European […] political and 
technological control.”  Alex Soojung-Kim Pang, Empire and the Sun: Victorian Solar Eclipse Expeditions 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2002), 122.  See also Delbourgo and Dew, “Introduction,” 4.    
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suggests that Spanish accounts of the expedition and the knowledge it produced traveled 

to Europe.  Like so much of the information that European men of science and their local 

associates gathered throughout the world’s borderlands, the knowledge produced by the 

1790 expedition followed itineraries that were, seemingly, roads to nowhere.108         

Yet while Spain’s recorded history of the expedition was finished, stories about 

it—and the story within it—persisted after Spain gave up its claim to Florida in 1821.  

Native stories about the expedition, such as those recorded by John DeLacy and James 

Pierce, demonstrated that the events, historical and mythical associations, and political 

significance of the expedition remained known among local Indians and, through their 

narratives, Euro-American men of science.  The Monster Lizard story has proven even 

more resilient and it remains a significant part of the folklore and ritual life of 

southeastern Indian groups, many of whom now reside in western North America. While 

the mineralogical knowledge that Native storytelling generated in 1790 has been 

forgotten, the story itself has continued to generate knowledge about Native identity.109   

Creek storytelling produced knowledge during the expedition but, according to 

the commissioners, a powerful beast developed through Native stories also limited access 

to knowledge that Spanish officials had hoped to leverage into geopolitical power.  

Although the Monster Lizard story remained central to how individuals in St. Augustine 

interpreted the expedition’s findings, regional geopolitics—which were partially defined 

through Creek stories about the connections between Spaniards, minerals, and power—
                                                
108 On some of the other obstacles that “thwarted” the flow of natural knowledge from the Americas to 
Europe, see Neil Safier, “Fruitless Botany: Joseph de Jussieu’s South American Odyssey,” in Science and 
Empire in the Atlantic World, 205.  
109 Jackson, Yuchi Ceremonial Life, 111-16, 213-4, 234-40. 
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determined how Spanish and Creek leaders acted upon this potentially valuable 

knowledge.  Knowledge production and power relations were interconnected in the 

multiple spaces and social encounters that constituted colonial borderlands, and power 

could also determine the itineraries through which colonial knowledge circulated beyond 

these regions.110  Written accounts that fit information into scientific frameworks were 

the primary means through which natural knowledge derived from Indian narratives 

traveled from the Americas to Europe, but perhaps this had less to do with any inherent 

advantage to European methods of relating knowledge than it did with the fact that the 

Atlantic ocean was a space dominated by European empires and mediated by their 

technologies.  Within the Americas, particularly the vast parts of the hemisphere in which 

Native groups held considerable power, Indian storytelling may have circulated colonial 

knowledge—and the social and historical contexts in which it was embedded—more 

effectively than European texts.111  Histories that follow these continental itineraries 

instead of privileging the Atlantic consequences of colonial knowledge production—

namely science and empire—promise to reveal new stories about knowledge and power 

in the colonial Americas. 

                                                
110 Borderlands histories of knowledge production offer a way to satisfy Neil Safier’s call for “more 
seamless histories of science that include indigenous actors and categories” without “reinforcing the 
omnipotence of the imperial center at the expense of local or moving platforms of knowledge creation.”  
Safier, “Global Knowledge on the Move,” 137, 143.   
111 As John DeLacy told Thomas Jefferson, “one principle I state as an absolute fact [is] that from ocean to 
ocean there is an intercourse kept up by the Indians and an intelligence that is incredible notwithstanding 
their continual wars […]  [T]he free and warlike tribes of St. Bernard […] will know what passes at the 
opposite sea or Bay sooner than can be imagined[;] indeed from the Bay of St. Bernards [Matagorda Bay, 
Texas] in the Gulph of Mexico on the vast Atlantic to the opposite coast of the great Pacific the chain of 
Indians is complete and formidable.”  DeLacy to Jefferson, Pensacola, 3 Nov. 1801, 13, Thomas Jefferson 
Papers, LOC. 
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Chapter 2: Star-Crossed Empires: Astronomy and United States 
Expansion in the Lower Mississippi Valley 

Almost immediately after learning of their independence from Great Britain, men 

of science in the United States began thinking about how astronomy could help the new 

confederacy of states develop into a powerful empire.  Writing from Massachusetts in 

1783, the Reverend Philips Payson claimed that “the extensive territories of the United 

States of America, are a foundation in nature for a vast empire.—The geography of its 

interior parts, though of great importance, is, at present, but little better than conjectural: 

To perfect which, and fix the interesting boundaries and lines, the best, and indeed the 

only proper method is, that of astronomical observations.”  He argued that astronomers 

should make observations “upon the sea-coast, and at distant places in the interior 

country” and, by sharing their results with other astronomers, “promote the purposes of 

navagation [sic] and geography.”  In short, “This divine science” would lead to “special 

advantages” for the nation’s commercial and political power.1 

U.S. astronomy at the turn of the nineteenth century was at once postcolonial, 

patriotic, multinational, and oriented toward territorial expansion.  U.S. astronomy was 

postcolonial because British astronomers benefitted asymmetrically from trans-Atlantic 

scientific exchanges while men of science in the United States coveted European 

recognition, relied on Europe for scientific instruments and theories, and worried that 

                                                
1 Phillips Payson, “Some Select Astronomical Observations Made at Chelsea, Latitude 42° 25’, and 26" in 
Time East of the University at Cambridge,” Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences 1 
(1783), 124.  Although there were no professional astronomers in the early United States, Payson and his 
contemporaries did use “astronomer” to describe one of their multiple professional and social identities. 
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their nation was intellectually inferior to Britain.2  Historians have focused on these 

aspects and concluded that astronomy in the early United States was so underdeveloped 

that it was more or less irrelevant to either U.S. history or the larger history of science.  

Deborah Jean Warner summarized this consensus perspective that “although there was a 

fair amount of astronomical activity in [pre-1830s] America, none of it was organized, 

and none appears very interesting,” an unenthusiastic appraisal reified in general works 

like John Lankford’s History of Astronomy: An Encyclopedia.3   

However, when we turn our historical telescope away from the northeast and 

Britain and reorient it towards U.S. expansion into the Spanish American borderlands, it 

appears that astronomy in the early United States was very interesting.4  Postcoloniality 

might be a useful framework for understanding some aspects of trans-Atlantic scientific 

exchanges, but it presents an incomplete—and ultimately misleading—picture of science 

                                                
2 For postcolonial readings of astronomy and natural history in the early United States, see Norriss S. 
Hetherington, “Mid-nineteenth-Century American Astronomy: Science in a Developing Nation,” Annals of 
Science 40, no. 1 (1983), 61-80; Kariann Akemi Yokota, Unbecoming British: How Revolutionary America 
Became a Postcolonial Nation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), chap. 4.  Such studies echo and 
perpetuate George Basalla’s oft-criticized model of scientific development beyond Western Europe.  
Basalla suggested that the United States remained in the “colonial science” stage until the early twentieth 
century, though nationalism had spurred men of science to begin developing an “independent scientific 
tradition” soon after independence.  George Basalla, “The Spread of Western Science,” Science 156, no. 
3775, New Series (May 5, 1967), 614, 617.  
3 Deborah Jean Warner, “Astronomy in Antebellum America,” in The Sciences in the American Context: 
New Perspectives, ed. Nathan Reingold (Washington: Smithsonian Institute Press, 1979), 59; Marc 
Rothenberg and John Lankford, “United States of America, Astronomy in,” in History of Astronomy: An 
Encyclopedia, ed. John Lankford (New York: Garland Publishing, 1997), 538.  See also John C. Greene, 
American Science in the Age of Jefferson (Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1984), 129–157; Stephen G. 
Brush, “Looking Up: The Rise of Astronomy in America,” American Studies 20, no. 2 (Oct., 1979), 41-67. 
4 One of this chapter’s goals is to breathe new life into the stagnant historiography on astronomy in the 
early republic.  The lack of recent attention to this topic—all the standard works are over twenty-five years 
old—stands in stark contrast to the consistently rich scholarship on modern U.S. astronomy.  Brooke 
Hindle, David Rittenhouse (Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Press, 1964); Marc Rothenberg, “History 
of Astronomy,” Osiris: Historical Writing on American Science 1, 2nd Series (1985): 117-131; I. Bernard 
Cohen, Aspects of Astronomy in America in the Nineteenth Century (New York: Arno Press, 1980); John C. 
Greene, “Some Aspects of American Astronomy 1750-1815,” Isis 45, no. 4 (1954), 339–358.    
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in the early United States, an expanding nation that exchanged knowledge with multiple 

empires and proudly demonstrated its scientific capabilities at the international level.  

U.S. astronomy developed hand-in-hand with a multinational community of astronomers 

that cohered during the earliest period of U.S. expansion into Spanish America.5  This 

chapter explores the practice, rhetoric, and uses of astronomy in the Lower Mississippi 

Valley during the transitional period between Spanish and U.S. rule.  U.S. men of science 

employed astronomy to assert control over former Spanish territories and their nation’s 

superiority to Spain, collaborated with former Spanish subjects to develop astronomical 

methods that would facilitate expansion, and looked to the Spanish Empire as a model for 

how the federal government should develop its own national astronomy.   

Historians of European empires and the United States alike have long recognized 

that astronomy-based practices like navigation, surveying, and cartography served the 

needs of empire.6  More recent scholarship has emphasized the imperial bases and 

consequences of observational astronomy itself, how polycentric networks of technology 

and information supported astronomy beyond the metropole and enabled the circulation 

and calculations needed to turn observational data into useful geographical and 

                                                
5 This nationally diverse and geographically dispersed astronomical community long anteceded the corps of 
professional astronomers that historians have identified as crucial to the development of “American 
astronomy” in the later nineteenth century.  John Lankford, American Astronomy: Community, Careers, 
and Power, 1859-1940 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997), 1, 6.            
6 William J.H. Andrewes, ed., The Quest for Longitude (Cambridge, Mass: Collection of Historical 
Scientific Instruments, Harvard University, 1996); Giselle Byrnes, Boundary Markers: Land Surveying and 
the Colonisation of New Zealand (Wellington, NZ: Bridget Williams Books, 2001); Matthew H. Edney, 
Mapping an Empire: The Geographical Construction of British India, 1765-1843 (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1997); William H. Goetzmann, Exploration and Empire; the Explorer and the Scientist in 
the Winning of the American West (New York: Knopf, 1966); Silvio A. Bedini, Thinkers and Tinkers: The 
Early American Men of Science (New York: Scribner, 1975), 298–403. 
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navigational knowledge.7  European astronomy established, bolstered, and relied on 

imperial power, and the experience of empire shaped astronomical practices in colonies 

and metropoles alike.8  This was also true in the early United States.  This chapter argues 

that expansion into the Lower Mississippi Valley—and the entanglements between 

Spanish and U.S. astronomy that it engendered—evinced, furthered, and, to at least some 

extent, Hispanicized the ways that officials and men of science in the early United States 

used astronomy to promote empire. 

The Florida Boundary, National Pride, and Imperial Competition 

 From 1798-1800, astronomers representing Spain and the United States surveyed 

the boundary between the Spanish Floridas and the United States that had been settled 

through the 1795 Treaty of San Lorenzo.  This astronomical expedition marked the 

beginning of U.S. expansion into Spanish America.  Although several histories have 

explored the contexts and consequences of establishing this international boundary, they 

have viewed meridian astronomy as simply the means to a geopolitical end.9  Yet 

                                                
7 María M. Portuondo, Secret Science: Spanish Cosmography and the New World (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2009), 210–56; Alex Soojung-Kim Pang, Empire and the Sun: Victorian Solar Eclipse 
Expeditions (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2002); Simon Schaffer, “When the Stars Threw Down 
their Spears”: Histories of Astronomy and Empire, series of four podcasts, Tarner Lectures (2010), Trinity 
College, University of Cambridge, MP3, accessed 3 Nov. 2011, http://sms.cam.ac.uk/collection/741056; 
David Aubin, “Eclipse Politics in France and Thailand, 1868,” in The Heavens on Earth: Observatories 
and Astronomy in Nineteenth-Century Science and Culture, ed. David Aubin, Charlotte Bigg, and Heinz 
Otto Sibum (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010), 86-117.   
8 Lewis Pyenson has argued that imperialism did not have an impact on the practice of astronomy or other 
exact sciences, an assertion that has been heavily criticized.  Lewis Pyenson, Civilizing Mission: Exact 
Sciences and French Overseas Expansion, 1830-1940 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993).  
For critiques of Pyenson, see Paolo Palladino and Michael Worboys, “Science and Imperialism,” Isis 84, 
no. 1 (1993): 91-102; Elizabeth Green Musselman, “Swords into Ploughshares: John Herschel’s 
Progressive View of Astronomical and Imperial Governance,” The British Journal for the History of 
Science 31, no. 4 (1998): 419-435. 
9 J.C.A. Stagg, Borderlines in Borderlands: James Madison and the Spanish-American Frontier, 1776-
1821 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009), 13-51; Andrew McMichael, Atlantic Loyalties: 
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astronomy itself was a meaningful field of imperial competition between Spain and the 

United States, even as both sides cooperated to survey the 31º boundary.  The 

astronomical practices and rhetoric of both Spain and the U.S. were expressions of 

national pride and assertions of geopolitical power.  Astronomers and officials on both 

sides tried to convince each other, themselves, and the residents of the borderlands that 

their own brand of astronomy—and, thus, their own nation—was superior.10  

Furthermore, the survey itself revealed the messiness of the southeast borderlands’ 

national, ethnic, and racial composition, a complexity that belied the boundary’s 

presumption of order.  Anglo-Americans worked as astronomers for Spain and the United 

States alike, both commissions relied on local black slaves to complete their scientific 

work, and Indian groups—particularly the Creeks—both worked for and resisted the 

boundary survey.   

Officials and men of science in the Spanish Empire took great pride in astronomy 

and employed it to bolster Spain’s rule over its distant colonies.  This was nothing new; 

astronomy had been a source of prestige and power since the earliest decades of Spanish 

overseas expansion.11  Maritime competition from Britain spurred Spanish imperial 

                                                                                                                                            
Americans in Spanish West Florida, 1785-1810 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2008); John Craig 
Hammond, Slavery, Freedom, and Expansion in the Early American West (Charlottesville: University of 
Virginia Press, 2007), 13–29; Robert V. Haynes, The Mississippi Territory and the Southwest Frontier, 
1795-1817 (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 2010). 
10 As Carol E. Harrison and Ann Johnson have asserted, “the capacity to produce science [was] an 
indicator of national superiority;” “Introduction: Science and National Identity,” Osiris 24 (2009), 8.  
Simon Schaffer has argued that astronomy was the science through which European empires most 
powerfully compared their own achievements to those of other civilizations and, thus, legitimized their 
right to empire. Simon Schaffer, “The Asiatic Enlightenments of British Astronomy,” in The Brokered 
World: Go-Betweens and Global Intelligence, 1770-1820, ed. Simon Schaffer et al. (Science History 
Publications/USA, 2009). 
11 Portuondo, Secret Science, 211–245. 
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astronomy forward during the eighteenth century, and militarily-trained Spanish 

astronomers applied their science to improving navigation and securing control over the 

empire’s many contested borderlands.12  Spanish astronomers thus built royal 

observatories, worked to solve the problem of finding longitude at sea, and conducted 

several astronomical expeditions throughout the Americas.13  Scientifically-trained naval 

officers in the southeast borderlands focused on surveying the coast of the Gulf of 

Mexico as part of Spain’s larger campaign to improve its geographical and 

hydrographical knowledge of the circum-Caribbean.14   

Yet Manuel Gayoso de Lemos, governor-general of Spanish Louisiana and West 

Florida, employed local Anglos—not scientifically-trained Spanish officers—to fill the 

leading positions of the Florida boundary survey.  He appointed Stephen Minor, a 

Virginia-born captain in the Spanish army with no astronomical training prior to the 

survey, as one of Spain’s co-commissioners.15  William Dunbar was Spain’s other 

commissioner and the expedition’s official astronomer before he quit the survey in 

August 1798 after only three months of service.  Gayoso also hired Thomas Power, an 

ethnically Irish Canary Islander, as the commission’s surveyor and secretary.  The 

preponderance of Anglos in Spanish West Florida may have obliged Gayoso to rely on 
                                                
12 Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra, Nature, Empire, and Nation: Explorations of the History of Science in the 
Iberian World (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2006), 57; Horacio Capel Sáez, Geografía y 
matemáticas en la España del siglo XVIII (Oikos-tau, 1982), 295. 
13 Francisco José González González, Astronomía y Navegación en España: Siglos XVI-XVIII (Madrid: 
Editorial MAPFRE, 1992), 129–201; Sáez, Geografía y matemáticas en la España, 195–205. 
14 Jack D.L. Holmes, ed., José de Evia y sus Reconocimientos del Golfo de Mexico, 1783-1796 (Madrid: 
Ediciones Jose Porrua Turanzas, 1968); Sáez, Geografía y matemáticas en la España, 295; Robert S. 
Weddle, Changing Tides: Twilight and Dawn in the Spanish Sea, 1763-1803 (College Station: Texas A&M 
University Press, 1995). 
15 Minor moved to Louisiana in 1779, joined the Spanish army, and settled in Natchez in the early 1780s.  
He was promoted to major during the boundary expedition, making him Major Minor of Minor Manor. 
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them for regional scientific work, yet the English-educated governor also seems have 

preferred hiring Anglos to lead Spanish astronomical expeditions throughout North 

America’s borderlands.16  For example, he proposed that Spain employ “the two famous 

travelers” James Mackay and John Evans—British subjects who had previously explored 

the Upper Missouri on behalf of Spain—to lead a boundary survey from Nootka Sound to 

the Missouri River with the aim of securing Louisiana’s borders.17  Historians have 

rightly noted the wealth of scientific activity in the Spanish Empire and done much to 

overturn stereotypes about Spain’s scientific backwardness.18  Yet Gayoso’s use of Anglo 

scientific practitioners suggests that educated Spanish officials in colonial borderlands 

did not conflate nationalism with ethnicity in their choice of appointees for imperially-

vital scientific work.19    

Gayoso believed that Spain’s imperial prestige was related to perceptions of its 

national astronomical competency.  The governor therefore went to great lengths to hire 

William Dunbar as Spain’s astronomer because he was convinced that the Scottish-born 

planter would reflect honor on his own administration and the Spanish Empire on the 

whole.  Dunbar, whom Gayoso described as an “excellent astronomer,” had received a 

scientific education in Scotland, moved to British West Florida in 1773, and served Spain 

                                                
16 The vast majority of settlers in Spanish West Florida were Anglo-Americans who had chosen loyalty to 
the Spanish crown.  McMichael, Atlantic Loyalties. 
17 Gayoso to Francisco Saavedra, New Orleans, 22 Nov 1798, Papeles de estado in the Archivo Histórico 
Nacional of Spain, 1748-1846 (AHN), Leg. 3900, Apartado 4, no. 1, p. 1356, Library of Congress (LOC). 
18 Cañizares-Esguerra, Nature, Empire, and Nation; Daniela Bleichmar et al., eds., Science in the Spanish 
and Portuguese Empires, 1500-1800 (Stanford, Calif: Stanford University Press, 2009). 
19 On how scientifically-minded officials held leading roles in many of the borderland regions of Spanish 
America, see David J Weber, Bárbaros: Spaniards and Their Savages in the Age of Enlightenment (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 2005), 2, 34–6. 
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as surveyor of the Natchez District during the 1780s and 90s.20   Gayoso agreed to pay 

Dunbar the handsome annual salary of 3500 pesos for his work on the boundary, a sum 

that equaled 31% of the total moneys paid out per year to all of the commission’s 

surveyors, surgeons, interpreters, and laborers combined.21  Gayoso told Dunbar that he 

warranted this high pay for being “so well calculated to fulfill so important a charge for 

which is required science with every other quality worthy of public trust: you possess 

them all, in a degree to do honour to any country.”22  Gayoso even thought that his own 

honor and public reputation were at stake in hiring a qualified astronomer like Dunbar.  

As he wrote to Stephen Minor during the planning stages of the expedition, “Dunbar is a 

man of principles & the only astronomer in the whole province, if he can not [sic] act I 

must send for an Astronomer for I’ll not be laughed at, I know as much of Astronomy as 

that.”23   

Gayoso was not the only Spanish official in the region to draw rhetorical 

connections between the astronomical expedition and the larger grandeur of the Spanish 

monarchy.  Stephen Minor and Thomas Power repeatedly requested more funding and 

higher salaries because they believed it was not “compatible with the dignity of our 

                                                
20 Gayoso to Principe de la Paz, New Orleans, 6 June 1798, Mississippi Provincial Archives (MPA), 
Spanish Dominion (SD), vol. VI, July 1795 to Dec. 1799, p. 576, reel 61V, P.K. Yonge Library of Florida 
History, University of Florida (PKY).  For biographical details on Dunbar, see Arthur H. DeRosier, 
William Dunbar: Scientific Pioneer of the Old Southwest (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 2007).  
21 Stephen Minor, the leader of the expedition and second most highly paid employee in Spain’s boundary 
commission, earned only 744 pesos.  “Relación de los Empleados nombrados por el señor Gobernador 
Gral. de esta Provincia para la demarcación de limites con los Estados Unidos, y sueldos que disfrutan,” 
New Orleans, 27 April, 1798, Papeles de Cuba (PC), Archivo General de Indias (AGI), legajo 576, ff. 744-
5, reel 40, ser. 87, Louisiana State University Special Collections Library (LSU), Louisiana and Lower 
Mississippi Valley Collection (LLMVC).  
22 Gayoso to Dunbar, New Orleans, 26 June 1798, PC, AGI, leg. 215-B, f. 152, reel 75, ser. 106, LSU, 
LLMVC.  
23 Gayoso to Minor, New Orleans, 5 Feb 1798, Gayoso de Lemos Letters, LSU, LLMVC. 
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sovereign and the national decorum and honor” for Spanish astronomers to be paid less 

than their U.S. counterparts.24  Juan Ventura Morales, the Intendant of Louisiana, 

employed similarly nationalistic language to refuse Minor’s request.  Morales admitted 

that U.S. commissioner Andrew Ellicott did indeed receive a larger salary than Minor 

during the expedition, yet he argued that such short-term rewards were inconsequential 

compared with the ongoing benefits of serving the Spanish Crown.  When Ellicott 

returned to Pennsylvania, Morales claimed, he would “retire to his house without a salary 

and without any more distinction than that which other men of science [científicos] of his 

class enjoy in Republican Governments.”25  Morales’s prediction proved true.  Ellicott 

nearly went broke after the expedition and, as we shall see, made similarly disparaging 

remarks about how his “Republican Government” failed to support science.     

Spanish officials and men of science working on the boundary line were offended 

by the U.S. commissioners’ presumptions of scientific and technological superiority and 

were eager to demonstrate the Spanish commission’s prowess.  As the surveyor Thomas 

Power told Governor Gayoso, “it is a common practice with these people [U.S. 

surveyors] to boast of their activity, and inveigh against the lentitude of the Spaniards, 

turning us into ridicule by saying we always go poco á poco [slowly].  Thank God we 

turned the tables upon them in this Expedition.”26  Despite his Irish parentage, Power was 

obviously prickly about stereotypes of the lazy Spaniard, and was proud to outdo the U.S. 
                                                
24 Estevan Minor to Enrique White, Rio de Sta. Maria, Point Peter, 22 Oct. 1799, East Florida Papers 
(EFP), Sect. 29, reel 43, PKY. 
25 Juan Ventura Morales to Gayoso, New Orleans, 30 Jan. 1799, AHN, leg. 3902, apartado 5, no. 14, p. 
1206, LOC. 
26 “Poco á poco” is the only Spanish phrase in this otherwise English letter.  Power to Gayoso, Boundary 
Line Thomson’s Creek, 9 Nov 1798, PC, AGI, leg. 215-B, f. 69, reel 75, ser. 106, LSU, LLMVC.   
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commission in efficiency.  Power especially hated Andrew Ellicott—who he described as 

a “designing, artful, cunning, tho’ violent, impudent, and unforgiving man”—and 

insulted his scientific capabilities as well as his character.  He wrote to Gayoso that “Yr 

Excelly may perhaps be a little surprised that I should load [Ellicott] with so many 

hateful epithets; [but] I will even go so far as to deny his having any kind of merit except 

that of being a Mechanical or practical Astronomer—the attainment of which demands 

neither genius nor brilliant parts.”27  The practical, hands-on emphasis of early republican 

astronomy was a key point of pride for U.S. men of science, and Ellicott was and is 

considered the most learned U.S. astronomer of the period.28  Although Power’s 

criticisms no doubt stemmed from personal enmity, his comments suggest that some 

Spanish men of science looked down on U.S. astronomy as overly utilitarian and, unlike 

European astronomy, devoid of theoretical innovation.29      

Yet Spanish pride in astronomy was often in tension with a lurking sense of 

technological and scientific inferiority to the U.S. commission.  Upon visiting a 

temporary observatory on the boundary line, Governor Gayoso expressed disappointment 

that the U.S. team obviously had more impressive astronomical apparatus and that 

                                                
27 Power to Gayoso, Boundary Line Thomson’s Creek, 29 Sep 1798, ibid., f. 62, emphasis in original.  
“Practical” implied hands-on or applied astronomy, as opposed to theoretical astronomy.  When applied, 
practical astronomy generally meant meridian astronomy, a set of practices for observing the movement of 
celestial objects and calculating geographic positions on earth.  Simon Schaffer has argued that meridian 
astronomy was the “pattern science” of late eighteenth and early nineteenth century Europe because it was 
the practice that most exemplified the supposed—though never actual—separation of pure scientific work 
from society that many contemporary men of science idealized and many historians have since reified.  
Schaffer, “A Pattern Science,” in “When the Stars Threw Down their Spears,” podcast 1, Tarner Lectures 
(2010). 
28 See Johnson, “Material Experiments,” 55; Rothenberg, “History of Astronomy,” 119. 
29 The overemphasis on practical astronomy and lack of theory has also led historians to denigrate early 
U.S. astronomy.  Warner, “Astronomy in Antebellum America,” 57.  
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Ellicott seemed more accomplished than any of Spain’s commissioners.30  It probably 

added to Gayoso’s embarrassment that the Spanish commissioners did not even possess 

up-to-date ephemerides and had to order an English nautical almanac from Philadelphia 

to complete their astronomical calculation.31  Spanish fears of astronomical inferiority to 

the U.S. commission became more acute after William Dunbar quit the survey on August 

28th, 1798, and left Stephen Minor as the party’s lead astronomer.32    

Despite the persistent competition between the Spanish and U.S. commissions, 

both sides generally cooperated in completing the meridian observations needed to fix the 

line.  While Dunbar was one of Spain’s commissioners, he supplied his own sophisticated 

instruments, participated actively in planning the expedition, and became friends with 

Andrew Ellicott.  Yet his astronomical practices differed from Ellicott’s: Dunbar’s 

instruments—particularly his astronomical circle—were better suited to observing 

different stellar transits than Ellicott’s zenith sectors.33  Dunbar wrote that “the stars used 

by Mr. Ellicott generally [passed] the meridian too early for my purposes.”34  Despite his 

                                                
30 Gayoso to Principe de la Paz, 6 June 1798, AHN, leg. 3900, apartado 4, no. 21, pp. 1237-1240, LOC. 
31 Minor to Gayoso, Boundary Line, Thompson’s Creek, 18 Sep. 1798, PC, AGI, leg. 215-B, f. 39, reel 75, 
ser. 106, LSU, LLMVC.  Ephemerides (ephemeris, sing.) were tables that listed the coordinates of celestial 
bodies to assist with astronomical calculations.   
32 Morales to Gayoso, New Orleans, 2 Feb. 1799, AHN, leg. 3902, apartado 5, no. 14, p. 1211, LOC. 
33 For a detailed description of Dunbar’s astronomical practices on the line, see “Descripción Topográfico 
de la linea Divisoria que yo D. Guillermo Dunbar, Astronomo nombrado en favor de S.M. señale con 
concurrencia del Comisario por los Estados Unidos de Norte América,” PC, AGI, leg. 215-B, ff. 158-161, 
reel 75, ser. 106, LSU, LLMVC.  A slightly varying English version of this source is available in Eron 
Rowland, ed., Life, Letters and Papers of William Dunbar (Jackson: Press of the Mississippi Historical 
Society, 1930), 78–82. 
34 Dunbar to Gayoso, 11 June 1798, PC, AGI, leg. 215-B, f. 153, reel 75, ser. 106, LSU, LLMVC.  Ellicott 
and Dunbar “used different instruments, sighted separate stars, and employed unique means of laying down 
the boundary.”  Robert J. Malone, “Everyday Science, Surveying, and Politics in the Old Southwest: 
William Dunbar and the Influence of Place on Natural Philosophy” (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of 
Florida, 1996), 179. 
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lack of previous experience, Stephen Minor seems to have picked up the basics fairly 

quickly, and Gayoso praised his “progress in Astronomy.”35  By the last stages of the 

survey in the spring of 1800, Minor could observe and measure lunar distances, zenith 

transits, and occultations of Jupiter’s moons.36    

Dunbar’s, Minor’s, and Ellicott’s observations fixed the line’s position, but their 

astronomical work often depended on the labor of black slaves.  During the planning 

stages of the expedition, Minor claimed that “it is my opinion that negroes employed as 

labourers and ax men are preferable to white men, and I should wish to employ 10 or 

more of my own and perhaps Dunbar as many.”37  Minor, Dunbar, and two other local 

planters rented out their slaves—twenty-four in total—for the astronomical expedition, 

and the Spanish and U.S. commissions split the costs of supporting the slaves and paying 

a small daily wage to their owners.38  The commissioners on both sides relied on these 

slaves most heavily during the first months of the survey, when disease and mid-summer 

toil in bayous near the Mississippi River left only twenty-five of the fifty total white 

laborers fit for work.39  These slaves were not, however, permanent employees, and the 

white commissioners all seem to have resented the moment when the slaves were “called 
                                                
35 Gayoso to Minor, New Orleans, 23 Oct. 1798, Gayoso de Lemos Letters, LSU, LLMVC. 
36 Stephen Minor, 9 April 1800, MPA, SD, vol. VII, Jan 1800 to Aug 1802, pp. 46-68, reel 61 V, PKY. 
37 Minor to Gayoso, Natchez, 20 Jan 1798, PC, AGI, leg. 215-B, f. 96, reel 75, ser. 106, LSU, LLMVC.  
Using slaves for astronomical projects was hardly unique to this expedition, but the presence—much less 
scientific contributions—of enslaved blacks was often obscured in written records.  Neil Safier, Measuring 
the New World: Enlightenment Science and South America (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 
2008), 63-4.   
38 Thomas Power, “Lista de Revista de los Negros empleados en los trabajos de la Expedicción para la 
demarcación de Limites en los Estados Unidos de América,” Bayu Sarah, 5 July 1798, PC, AGI, leg. 576, f. 
647, LSU, LLMVC; Juan Ventura Morales to Francisco Saavedra, New Orleans, 31 July 1798, AHN, Leg. 
3902, apartado 4, no. 234, p. 1066, LOC. 
39 Andrew Ellicott to Secretary of State, Camp Big Bayou Sara, 29 July 1798, Andrew Ellicott Papers 
(AEP) vol. 3, Letters Sent, 1797-1800, f. 688, LOC.    
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home by their Masters” in early September to pick cotton, the region’s promising new 

staple crop.40   

Dunbar employed the expedition’s slaves more heavily than any of the other 

commissioners.  He engaged all of the survey’s twenty-four slaves for the dangerous task 

of “cutting thro’ the swamp” during the westward extension of the line to the Mississippi 

River.41  As Stephen Minor noted, the ostensible “motive for employing the negroes in 

this venture [was] to not expose the white laborers to such a sickly locale,” but Dunbar 

volunteered for this “arduous and disagreeable task” because it would bring his slaves 

nearer to his plantation and back into his fields before the cotton harvest.42  Dunbar was 

at the forefront of Natchez’s incipient cotton boom, and it seems that he was so anxious 

to profit from his crop that he risked his own and his slaves’ lives by running the line 

through the swamp and toward his plantation.   

Dunbar’s exploitation of slave labor during the expedition transposed the order 

and discipline of his plantation onto the otherwise poorly controlled sites of the survey’s 

astronomical fieldwork.  Historians of astronomy have argued that astronomical 

expeditions and observatories in colonized regions worked to reproduce—with mixed 

success—metropolitan order in distant colonies.43  Instead of trying to impose a 

                                                
40 Dunbar to Gayoso, camp on the Bluffs, 4 Aug 1798, PC, AGI, Leg. 215-B, f. 156, reel 75, ser. 106, LSU, 
LLMVC; Dunbar to Gayoso, Natchez, 4 Sep. 1798, ibid., f. 163. 
41 Minor to Gayoso, Bayou Sarah, 24 Aug. 1798, PC, AGI, leg. 215-B, f. 20, reel 75, ser. 106, LSU, 
LLMVC. 
42 Minor to Gayoso, Bayu Sarah, 29 July 1798, PC, AGI, leg. 50, f. 1137, reel 111, ser. 143, LSU, 
LLMVC. 
43 David Aubin, Charlotte Bigg, and Heinz Otto Sibum, “Introduction: Observatory Techniques in 
nineteenth century Science and Society,” in The Heavens on Earth, 18–20; Pang, Empire and the Sun, 121–
143. 
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metropolitan situation in the borderlands, however, Dunbar’s astronomical fieldwork 

recreated the racially ordered world of his plantation.  For one, he insisted that 

supposedly-docile blacks were superior to the expedition’s white employees, writing to 

his wife that “the line goes on briskly since the arrival of the negroes; the white people 

are a mutinous set, not easily managed.”44  Dunbar also acted simultaneously as 

astronomer and slave master during the expedition.  He took self-consciously 

paternalistic responsibilities as the slaves’ provider and healer despite the fact that Spain 

employed a commissary and a surgeon.  As he wrote to Ellicott, “it would be a pity to 

discourage the ardour of the black workmen, by obliging them to work with bad tools.  

There was left a sick negro at your Camp, if he is able to ride here, I will endeavour to 

cure him; I have recovered all those who came invalids from your camp.”45  Dunbar took 

his persona as master-cum-astronomer so seriously that while the efficiency of his slaves 

inspired pride, he was embarrassed when their performance reflected poorly upon him.  

He told his wife that “I am quite ashamed of York being here as a hand, he is a disgrace 

to see.”46  Dunbar’s transposition of plantation order onto the survey both regulated the 

expedition’s labor force and structured his public identity.   

Dunbar’s experience with slave labor during this expedition would lead him to 

recommend that the U.S. government employ local slaves for its future boundary surveys.  

                                                
44 William Dunbar to Dinah Dunbar, Camp, 23 June 1798, Letters, William Dunbar Papers (WDP), 
Accretion, Mississippi Department of Archives and History (MDAH). 
45 Dunbar asked for “a small pot of mercurial ointment” with which to cure this unfortunate slave.  Dunbar 
to Ellicott, Camp at the Bluffs, 4 Aug 1798, AEP, vol. 2, Letters Received, 1798-1800, f. 288, LOC.  
Dunbar provided medical care at his plantations and conducted autopsies to determine the cause of his 
slaves’ deaths.  William Dunbar, Journal, 1776-1780, f. 38, WDP, MDAH.   
46 William Dunbar to Dinah Dunbar, Camp, 23 June 1798, Letters, WDP, MDAH. 
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Soon after learning of the Louisiana Purchase, Dunbar told Thomas Jefferson that 

“should it be found necessary to run a line of demarcation I would suggest the 

impropriety of sending white laborers with the commission from the seat of Govt—as in 

the case of Mr. Ellicot [sic]—negros hired here will be more tractable & will execute 

much more labor—a proof of which we had on the line of 31º.”47  Although Jefferson did 

not take Dunbar’s advice on this occasion, this letter suggests one of the many ways that 

Dunbar worked to make U.S. astronomy more closely resemble Spanish practices in the 

borderlands. 

As in the Spanish Empire, U.S. men of science took national pride in their 

astronomical work and used it for expansionistic purposes.  Astronomy was the prestige 

science of the early republic and a popular pursuit among educated men from all walks of 

life.48  And while historians have emphasized the nationalistic aspects of early republican 

natural history and engineering, U.S. astronomy was also shaped by patriotism.49  For 

example, the 1810 “Mercator Map of the Starry Heavens,” the first star chart published in 

the United States, included two exclusively American constellations: the “Flying 

Squirrel” and the “Bust of Columbus.”50  This patriotic astronomy was evident 

                                                
47 Dunbar to Tho. Jefferson, P.U.S., Natchez, 30 Sep. 1803, Letterbook, 1802-1805, f. 14, WDP, MDAH. 
48 Brooke Hindle, The Pursuit of Science in Revolutionary America, 1735-1789 (New York: Norton, 1974), 
167, 333 
49 Andrew J. Lewis, A Democracy of Facts: Natural History in the Early Republic (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2011); Ann Johnson, “Material Experiments: Environment and 
Engineering Institutions in the Early American Republic,” Osiris 24 (2009), 55. 
50 William Croswell, Description and Explanation of the Mercator Map of the Starry Heavens (Boston: 
John Eliot, Jr., 1810), pp. iv-v.  Deborah Jean Warner noted the existence of this star chart and the oddity of 
creating such a map as a Mercator projection, but she did not expand on its implications for astronomical 
culture in the early United States.  Warner, “Astronomy in Antebellum America,” 58.  
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throughout the Florida boundary survey and it shaped how Andrew Ellicott approached 

his scientific work and interactions with local settlers, officials, and men of science.51  

 Ellicott’s astronomical expedition was an imperial project.  This was most 

obvious in that it established a new southern limit that added more territory, white 

settlers, plantations, slaves, and Indian groups to the nation.  This 31º boundary would 

serve as a baseline for cadastral surveys that facilitated further Anglo-American 

settlement in the Lower Mississippi Valley.  The expedition also developed the United 

States’ geographical knowledge of the Gulf South, as Ellicott’s meridian observations set 

the latitude and longitude of several sites throughout the region.52  Indeed, Ellicott’s 

sophisticated instruments ensured that the longitude and latitude of various sites in the 

southeast borderlands were “determined with as much precision as any point within the 

United States.”53   

Beyond these quotidian applications of astronomy to the purposes of expansion, 

Ellicott asserted U.S. political power and scientific merit.  A few days after arriving at the 

then-Spanish city of Natchez in February of 1797, Ellicott performed an astronomical 

ceremony of possession that both laid claim to the city and sent the message that he 

                                                
51 The fact that George Washington commissioned Ellicott, the most renowned astronomer in the U.S., for 
this expedition suggests that U.S. officials were keen on showing-off their astronomical prowess to their 
Spanish neighbors.  See Greene, American Science in the Age of Jefferson, 134–138; Andro Linklater, The 
Fabric of America: How Our Borders and Boundaries Shaped the Country and Forged Our National 
Identity (New York: Walker & Co., 2007). 
52 On the importance of cartography to state power, see J.B. Harley, The New Nature of Maps: Essays in 
the History of Cartography (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001).  
53 Andrew Ellicott, The Journal of Andrew Ellicott (Philadelphia: Budd and Bartram, 1803), 137.  For 
details on Ellicott’s astronomical methods, calculations, and observations, see “Appendix: Astronomical 
and Thermometrical Observations,” in ibid. 
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represented a scientifically advanced nation.54  Ellicott’s men raised the U.S. flag to 

indicate that Natchez, which was north of the 31st parallel, was now part of the United 

States, and “on the day the flag was hoisted, a course of astronomical observations was 

begun.”55  These observations, in which Ellicott employed his six-foot zenith sector, large 

telescope, and state-of-the-art clock, would have been the most elaborate and 

technologically advanced scientific display that most of the city’s residents had ever 

seen.56  This performance had its desired effect: one Natchez resident referred to the U.S. 

flag as “that emblem of peace and science which has recently been displayed to us.”57  

Ellicott even extended his astronomical observations across the boundary to sites within 

Spanish America, using his large sector, telescope, and clock to perform the United 

States’ scientific capabilities in the coveted Spanish port cities of New Orleans, Mobile, 

and Pensacola.58   

The expedition also presented Ellicott with an opportunity to research how well 

metropolitan astronomy could be recreated or, at least, imitated in weakly controlled 

borderlands.  As historian Simon Schaffer has argued, part of the prestige of meridian 

                                                
54 On how various empires have used astronomical performances as ceremonies of possession, see Patricia 
Seed, Ceremonies of Possession in Europe’s Conquest of the New World, 1492-1640 (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1995), 100–148; Aubin, “Eclipse Politics in France and Thailand, 1868,” 90; 
Safier, Measuring the New World, 1–4, 23–56. 
55 Ellicott, Journal, 44. 
56 On this course of observations, see Ellicott, “Appendix,” 12.  The U.S. commissioners were particularly 
proud of their instruments, which were material declarations of national scientific superiority.  Ellicott 
listed fourteen instruments that the U.S. commission employed during the survey, including the six-foot 
zenith sector, “a large acromatic [sic] telescope made by Mr. Doland of London,” as well as sextants, 
watches,  and artificial horizons.  In contrast, he wrote that “the apparatus on the Spanish side was much 
less considerable,” noting that the only Spanish instruments of any quality were those that William Dunbar 
had personally purchased from London.  Ibid., 44-8.   
57 Address of Narsworthy Hunter, quoted in Ellicott, Journal, 70. 
58 Ellicott, “Appendix,” 37. 
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astronomy was its supposed detachment from social and environmental influences.  

Although this isolation was not actually as complete as astronomers wished, the ordered 

spaces of observatories were nevertheless considered manifestations of astronomy’s 

separation from worldly chaos, and imperial efforts to build observatories in distant 

colonies were part of wider efforts to order these regions.59  Ellicott claimed that one of 

his main goals during the survey was “to determine by experiment, what reliance might 

be placed in observatories made at temporary stations, without any of the conveniences 

annexed to permanent observatories.”60  This was an imperial project, a test of U.S. 

astronomers’ capacity to translate the order of metropolitan observatories to the 

borderlands where, according to Ellicott, “notwithstanding the exertions of the French, 

British, and Spanish governments the country […] is yet in a state of infamy or rather 

decrepitude.”61  The failure of his temporary observatories to protect him or his 

instruments from the weather, mosquitoes, and human sabotage underlined the truth that 

astronomy was never wholly isolated from earthly interference, especially not in 

politically instable regions.62    

U.S. officials and men of science in the Lower Mississippi Valley developed an 

anti-Spanish rhetoric that combined elements of the black legend with specific references 

to Spain’s astronomical incompetence.63  William Dunbar was the exception to this 

                                                
59 Simon Schaffer, “Keeping the Books at Paramatta Observatory,” in The Heavens on Earth, 120–8. 
60 Ellicott, “Appendix,” 76.  
61 Ellicott to Secretary of State, Pensacola, [ND] June 1799, AEP, vol. 3, Letters Sent, 1797-1800, f. 759, 
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critique, but he also served as a foil for disparagements of the other Spanish 

commissioners.  Thomas Freeman, one of the U.S. surveyors on the expedition, claimed 

that Dunbar had been “the only person on the Spanish side [with any] knowledge 

whatever respecting the operations.”64  Winthrop Sargent, governor of the Mississippi 

Territory, hinted unsubtly at stereotypes of Spanish avarice and scientific backwardness, 

writing that once Dunbar had “afforded all the astronomical aid absolutely necessary in 

the View of the Spaniards, they were perhaps very willing to part with him to increase 

their own Emolument.”65  

Ellicott even tried to deflect rumors of his own sexual deviance by claiming that 

Spaniards’ ignorance of astronomy made them credulous. Thomas Freeman asserted that 

Ellicott engaged in ménages à trois with the commission’s washer woman and his own 

son, who had accompanied Ellicott Sr. on the expedition as an assistant surveyor.  

Freeman grumbled that “my colleague E is full as contented and contemptible as ever; he 

has as usual given up all society for his blubbermouthed washer woman, himself, the cub-

brute his son […] eat their Bacon and cabbage in their own way and sleep together in—

every way!  So much for Don. A.—I was going to say Damnable!”66  Ellicott tried to 

                                                                                                                                            
Gayoso, were fully shaped by the black legend.  Baily was then a young man travelling throughout the 
western United States and, in 1797, he met Andrew Ellicott and Manuel Gayoso de Lemos in Natchez.  He 
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Royal Astronomical Society.  According to Jack D.L. Holmes, his interactions with Ellicott inspired him to 
devote his life to astronomy.  Francis Baily, Journal of a Tour in Unsettled Parts of North America, in 1796 
& 1797, ed. Jack D.L. Holmes (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University, 1969), xxvi, 288–9.    
64 Thomas Freeman to John McKee, Natchez, 17 Jan.1799, John McKee Papers, 1792 to 1825, LOC. 
65 Winthrop Sargent to Thomas Pickering, Natchez, 3 Aug. 1799, in Dunbar Rowland, ed., The Mississippi 
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explain away these accusations of licentiousness to the secretary of state by refocusing 

attention onto how Freeman and those who believed him were scientifically ignorant and, 

thus, unreliable.  He claimed that Freeman “has not made a single observation since we 

came to this country tho’ […] he is nevertheless by Genl Matthews and Col. Pawnel 

declared not inferior to Newton!  This is not strange they may possibly have less 

scientific knowledge than he has.”  While Ellicott blamed the supposed gullibility of 

these officers on their ignorance of science, he categorically accused all Spaniards of 

inherently lacking the scientific—and, specifically, astronomical—capabilities needed to 

disregard such slanders.  He wrote that “these insinuations I am confident would have but 

little weight with the people of the U.S. but the case is very different with the Spaniards, 

naturally jealous, and uninformed in science, particularly so far as it relates to 

astronomical operations.”67   

These allusions to Ellicott’s sordid behavior stand in stark contrast to his carefully 

cultivated public image as “a republican and a philosopher,” an astronomer whose 

national system of government made him superior to Spain’s supposedly treacherous men 

of science.68  Ellicott argued that Thomas Power’s activities during the expedition—

which combined surveying and intrigue—and his own diligent attention to astronomy 

represented two poles that defined the Spanish and U.S. national characters.  “This 

                                                                                                                                            
martial, claiming that “It was my opinion, and I understood it to be the opinion of every gentleman of both 
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LOC. 
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expedition has taught me a useful lesson,” wrote Ellicott, “I can now see the difference 

between a government whose basis is the people and one supported by intrigue, duplicity, 

and parade.  In the former man feels his dignity, he is open candid and honest, in the 

latter he becomes a jealous assassin.”69  Power and Ellicott both conflated scientific 

aptitude and national character in their insulting comments about each other, and both 

seemed quite satisfied that their own nation was superior. 

 Like the Spanish commissioners, Ellicott relied on black slaves to overcome the 

hardships of astronomical surveying in the southeast borderlands.  Yet this fact has not 

dampened his historical reputation as an abolitionist and patron of black scientific 

practitioners.  He did, indeed, rail against slavery and promoted the astronomical talents 

of Benjamin Banneker, the famed black surveyor with whom Ellicott ran the boundary of 

the District of Columbia in 1791.70  Yet the discrepancy between Ellicott’s attitude 

towards slaves during the Florida boundary survey and historians’ praise for his 

comparatively progressive racial attitude is largely a product of Ellicott’s own self-

representation in his published Journal.  He described himself as an unwilling 

accomplice to the use of slave labor who was “reduced to the necessity of either 

abandoning the business for some time, or employing slaves; the latter was adopted.”71  

This passively-voiced apology for exploiting slaves conflicts with the official records of 

the Spanish commission, in which Stephen Minor wrote that the prevalence of the “fever-

                                                
69 Ellicott to Secretary of State, Cumberland Island, 23 March 1800, AEP, vol. 4, Correspondence, f. 1004, 
LOC. 
70 Ellicott, Journal, 2; Silvio A. Bedini, The Life of Benjamin Banneker (New York: Scribner, 1971); 
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ague” among the white assistants “caused Mr. Ellicott to propose to me to engage jointly 

24 Negros for two or 3 months until we get out of the Bayou Sarah settlement.”72  

Although Ellicott had protested the hiring of slaves during the planning stages of the 

expedition, he had not done so out of any altruistic impulse.  Rather, as Governor Gayoso 

noted, Ellicott simply feared that “putting Negros at work with their white men” would 

create conflict among the laborers and upset the progress of the survey.73  In his 

unpublished correspondence from the expedition, Ellicott echoed racialized 

understandings of bodily difference that had long justified slavery in the circum-

Caribbean.  He wrote that “man and all other animals […] lose their vigour [sic]” in the 

region’s enervating heat and humidity, but that “White men are much more affected than 

Black” by the environment.  He added that enslaved blacks in the Spanish borderlands 

“fall far short of the Blacks in our country in manly athletic exercise,” an oddly patriotic 

boast that suggests how closely race, nation, and climate were connected at this time.74 

While enslaved blacks enabled the expedition to progress despite numerous 

environmental and physical challenges, the surveyors could not perform astronomical 

observations in the face of concerted Indian resistance.75  The Choctaws of the Lower 

Mississippi Valley showed signs of hostility against the U.S. commissioners who, after 

                                                
72 Minor to Gayoso, Camp Bayou Sarah, 11 June 1798, PC, AGI, leg. 215-B, f. 2, reel 75, ser. 106, LSU, 
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all, had summarily claimed all of the Choctaw’s territory above the 31st parallel.  Ellicott 

claimed in 1797 that the Choctaws were “very insolent [and] walked about our camp with 

drawn knives,” yet his preconceived suspicions of Spanish and Indian intrigue may have 

led him to misread this threat.76  As the outgoing Spanish governor noted, this incident 

was simply a drunken confrontation between individual Choctaws and a few of Ellicott’s 

“servants,” but the paranoid Ellicott believed that Gayoso “had made [the Choctaws] 

inebriated, to cause them to put him and his people to the sword; […] what littleness in a 

man, who boasts of the title of the representative of a nation.”77   

Yet even Spain’s commissioners feared Choctaw violence, and Stephen Minor 

penned a list of questions for Gayoso regarding how he should react to various 

hypothetical Choctaw interferences with the survey.  Minor wanted to know how he 

should respond if Choctaw delegates “demand to be made acquainted with the motives of 

our running the line through their territory,” how he should “act if they insist on 

suspending the progress of our expedition,” and what he should do “if they show a 

disposition amicable to us, but insulting and hostile to our friends the A[mericans].”78  

While the limited Choctaw threats were focused on the U.S. commission more than 

Spain’s, the fact that the commissioners for both sides were Anglos seems to have been a 

source of confusion for some Choctaws.  One Choctaw who visited the Spanish 

surveyors’ camp and was “eying every object with the most eager curiosity […] asked 
                                                
76 Ellicott, Journal, 45. 
77 Baron de Carondelet [to Thomas Power], New Orleans, 23 April 1797, in Daniel Clark, Proofs of the 
Corruption of Gen. James Wilkinson (Philadelphia: Wm. Hall, Jr. & Geo. W. Pierie, 1809), Appendix, p. 
104, note 44. 
78 Minor to Gayoso, Camp Bayou Sara, 19 [July?] 1798, PC, AGI, leg. 50, f. 1112, reel 111, ser. 143, LSU, 
LLMVC 
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[Thomas] Power if he was a Spaniard, to which he replied by pointing [and saying] we 

are all Spaniards here.”79      

 Although the Choctaw threat never materialized, the commissioners faced far 

greater opposition when the expedition moved into the Creek and Seminole dominated 

spaces along the East Florida boundary in 1799.  While various Native factions supported 

or resisted the expedition, the Euro-American astronomers were often unclear about 

which Indian groups had sided with them and which groups were opposing them.  Thus 

while Ellicott thought that most Upper Creeks supported the survey and most Lower 

Creeks and Seminoles resented it, he also believed that a large group of Upper Creek 

warriors were threatening to attack the expedition.  Moreover, those Creeks and 

Seminoles who resisted the expedition may have intentionally distorted their own ethnic 

identities in order to confuse the astronomers.  For example, Ellicott reported that two 

Upper Creeks who opposed the survey had told Spanish officials in Pensacola that they 

were Seminoles while a group of twenty Lower Creek warriors that threatened an attack 

“say they are Choctaws: but this is not true.”80 

 The Spanish and U.S. commissions relied on a corps of Creek warriors for 

protection against the threat of Creek and Seminole violence.  Thomas Power told 

Gayoso that the commissioners had met with six hundred Creeks who “consented to our 

running the Line thro’ their Country & are to send to [sic] chiefs of the first rank and 
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twenty warriors to protect us against the Seminoles, none of whom were present, and who 

declare they will not suffer us to tread on their land.”81  The wealthiest Creeks, men who 

were then in the process of developing a Creek Nation with police, laws, and 

jurisdictions, tended to support the boundary survey because it promised a means of 

better securing their property.82  

 Those Creeks and Seminoles who opted to resist the survey often did so by 

targeting the expedition’s technologies.83  At one observational site, Ellicott had fastened 

his clock to a pole that was “neither covered, nor surrounded by any building, and several 

hundred of Indians in our camp, some individuals of whom were frequently leaning 

against the post, (though admonished to the contrary), which circumstances might 

produce a small irregularity in the going of the regulator.”   A far less subtle interference 

with the timekeeper occurred when “the minute hand of the clock was moved by an 

impertinent young Indian.”84  Along with repeatedly stealing the expedition’s horses, the 
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Indians who opposed the boundary also burgled Ellicott’s artificial horizon and, more 

generally, stole “every article in our camp they could lay their hands on.”85   

 Yet the most direct form of opposition to the survey was armed resistance, and  

the threat of violence ultimately succeeded in forcing the expedition members to abandon 

their efforts to complete the 31st parallel boundary.  Ellicott claimed that bands of Lower 

and Upper Creeks numbering in the hundreds stood in the expedition’s path and, despite 

the intercession of influential U.S. officials like Benjamin Hawkins, would not be 

assuaged.  Ellicott wrote that “the hostile disposition of the Indians, and an attempt to 

plunder our camp, compelled us to relinquish our design, and leave the country.”86  

Despite all the assertions of national and scientific preeminence that Spanish and U.S. 

astronomers exchanged over the course of the expedition, Indian power on the ground 

ultimately determined its success. 

Profit and the Astronomer 

Sir William Dunbar (1750-1810), an astronomer with plantations in Natchez, 

Mississippi Territory, and Baton Rouge, Spanish West Florida, used his astronomical 

expertise and geopolitical place between the U.S. and Spanish empires to benefit himself 

and, in the process, shape the contest for knowledge and power in the Lower Mississippi 
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Valley.87  By positioning himself between Spain and the United States and at the 

convergence of science and empire, Dunbar ensured that both Spanish and U.S. officials 

looked to him as a source of observations, instruments, and national prestige.  Historians 

of science have often noted the importance of local knowledge for natural history, a field 

in which a variety of curious observers could gather information on plants, animals, and 

minerals.88  Credible disciplined astronomy, on the other hand, required specific learning 

and instruments that were much more difficult to find among remote scientific 

practitioners.  Dunbar leveraged the rarity of his expertise and access to scientific 

instruments to dictate the conditions under which his local astronomy would facilitate 

U.S. and Spanish power.89     

Although Dunbar had a scientific education in Scotland, his astronomy was 

largely self-taught.90  He had established a regional reputation as an astronomer by the 
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early 1790s while working as district surveyor in Spanish Natchez, and his work on the 

boundary line of 1798 made his name known among the scientific community of the 

United States.91  By 1799, Dunbar had amassed a large collection of London-made 

astronomical instruments and corresponded with leading British astronomers, including 

Sir William Herschel.92  Dunbar also made certain to stress his methodological modernity 

and, as he twice told Governor Gayoso in 1798, his own observations and measurements 

were in keeping with those of other “modern Astronomers.”93  By his death in 1810, 

Dunbar had become a member of the American Philosophical Society (APS) and a key 

figure in the United State’s astronomical community.  The APS’s obituary to Dunbar 

praised him as “the self-taught Astronomer of the woods, whose communications have so 

often enriched our volumes and reflected credit on the society.”94   

Dunbar’s reputation as an astronomer was based largely on his collection of 

astronomical apparatus.  He had begun amassing instruments in the 1770s and soon 

became the main source for local residents who wanted to procure or repair instruments, 

such as when he “enjoyed the pleasure of making Coupet happy by putting a New glass 

in his Telescope” in 1776.95  Dunbar’s occupation as a cotton planter enabled him to 

accumulate scientific instruments: he sent purchase orders to English instrument maker 
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Edward Troughton concurrently with shipments of cotton, and the profits from exporting 

cotton made him rich enough to afford expensive apparatus.96  As he wrote in 1803, “the 

small fortune which I have acquired by cultivating the Earth alone, enables me to procure 

any instruments of moderate expense which might facilitate my researches.”97  Dunbar’s 

Troughton-made instruments—which he acquired through a friend in London named 

John Swift—included the astronomical circle he used on the 1798 boundary survey, a 

regulator, a chronometer, several sextants and compasses, and his prize possession, a six-

foot Gregorian reflecting telescope worth £150.98   

 Dunbar stayed up to date with cutting-edge European astronomy and circulated 

his own observations among British scientific circles.  In 1796, soon after he had learned 

that the 31º boundary would be run between the Floridas and the United States, Dunbar 

looked to John Swift to supply him with the instruments and observational techniques 

needed to ensure that Gayoso would chose him as Spain’s astronomer.  He requested that 

Swift forward “the Astronomical Circle armed with its acromatic [sic] Telescope” as 

soon as possible because “I conceive there will be no instruments in this country so well 

calculated for this business.”  He added that “if you have any learned Geometrical friend 

ask him to put down in a few words the most approved and the most correct method of 

tracing a parallel of Lat: […] Some new thought may have been started on this subject 

which has not yet reached us in this country.”99  In exchange for astronomical 
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instruments and methods, Dunbar offered to supply British astronomers with “Celestial 

news from this quarter.”100     

Dunbar acted as an instrument broker for both Spain and the United States to 

augment his wealth and social status.  It was a risky, expensive, and slow process for 

Spanish and U.S. officials in the region to purchase and receive scientific instruments, so 

they looked to Dunbar as an established local supplier and, as Dunbar soon discovered, 

this could be a profitable enterprise.  He began this business in earnest during the Florida 

boundary survey, when he personally supplied nearly all of Spain’s apparatus, including 

the Troughton-made astronomical circle.  Dunbar sold the circle to the Spanish 

government at a price that was “a hundred per cent above the first cost in London,” and 

Dunbar would continue to sell instruments to Spain at a 100% markup well after he had 

officially become a U.S. citizen.101 

Aside from this financial gain, Dunbar used his role as an instrument supplier to 

court the patronage of Governor Gayoso.  Dunbar ingratiated himself with the governor 

by taking advantage of Gayoso’s interest in science and national pride.102  When 

supplying the Spanish boundary commission in early 1798, Dunbar informed the 

governor that he had received the necessary instruments from London, and “Shou’d your 

Excellency have the curiosity to view the Circles or any other of the articles [I will] have 
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box or boxes moved with care to the Governor’s house where your Excellency may 

examine them with more leisure.”  He went on to assure Gayoso that “our instruments 

will not only be much more eligant [sic] but better adapted to the purpose than those of 

Mr. Ellicott, his Great Sector only excepted.”103  Dunbar knew Gayoso would be pleased 

with elegant and useful instruments that promised to reflect the dignity of Spain and 

outshine the U.S. commission in the field.    

Dunbar even provided London-made astronomical instruments for Gayoso’s 

personal collection and gave the governor access to his own apparatus.  In April of 1799, 

when Dunbar was compiling a shopping list of instruments that he would send to London 

with a load of cotton, he wrote to Gayoso that “I recollect your Excelly made mention of 

a pocket telescope [and] now I observe in a printed list of instruments sent me by Mr. 

Swift [a] new improved Achromatic telescope, with three sliding tubes.”  He added that 

“it appears to me that this is the very instrument which your Excellency wants […] This 

or any other object your Excelly may want, I hope you will do me the honor to put in my 

power to procure them for you.”  Dunbar also curried Gayoso’s favor by sharing his own 

most sophisticated instruments, thus letting the learned though remotely-stationed 

governor feel like an active scientific practitioner.  “My great ambition is to have a grand 

telescope of extraordinary powers,” he told Gayoso, and “judging your Excelly’s 

curiosity by my own […] it may be set up in your Excelly’s garden, where we will have 

the satisfaction of viewing together such of the Planets & other heavenly bodies as are in 
                                                
103 Dunbar to Gayoso, Natchez, [date illegible] 1798, PC, AGI, Leg. 215-B, f. 121, reel 75, ser. 106,LSU, 
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favorable situations.”104  Gayoso would, however, die of yellow fever in July of 1799, 

leaving Dunbar to seek the patronage of another powerful official with an interest in 

science, Thomas Jefferson. 

Dunbar continued to act as the region’s astronomical instrument broker—and play 

on national pride in astronomy—after the United States took control over the Lower 

Mississippi Valley.  Like Gayoso before him, Thomas Jefferson bought instruments 

needed for scientific expeditions in the region from Dunbar, and Isaac Briggs, the 

Surveyor General for the Mississippi Territory, relied on Dunbar’s transit instruments 

when his own failed to arrive from Philadelphia.105  When the United States imposed 

duties on Dunbar’s shipments of instruments into New Orleans, he was quick to employ 

the rhetoric of national scientific greatness to secure a tax break.  He told John Vaughan, 

treasurer of the APS, that “science which ought from the honor of our Country to be 

fostered & encouraged by our Gov[ernment] is hereby oppressed, certainly the man who 

imports rare & valuable scientific instruments […] for the express purpose of advancing 

the philosophical & geographic knowledge of our Country ought not to be punished by a 

fine.”106  And, just as Dunbar had appealed to Gayoso’s pride by procuring “eligant” 

instruments for the Spanish boundary commission, so too did he cater to U.S. 

astronomers’ taste for rugged plainness.  In 1805, Dunbar requested Edward Troughton to 

make a set of durable and undecorated instruments for Isaac Briggs as soon as possible 
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since “we are all men of labor & want instruments not for parade but to render ourselves 

useful in improving the Geography of this Continent, [...] suffer those to wait a little who 

want instruments for mere shew.”107   

 Dunbar used astronomy to cultivate patronage from scientifically inclined leaders 

of both nations, particularly Gayoso and Jefferson, and took advantage of their national 

scientific pride to garner more pay and prestige.  Gayoso and Jefferson both had wide 

scientific interests, owned large collections of scientific texts and instruments, and were 

especially attracted to astronomy.108  More importantly, the similarities between the 

arguments Dunbar made for higher pay to Gayoso in 1798 and Jefferson in 1804 are 

striking.  During the planning stages of the Florida boundary expedition, Dunbar had 

initially scorned the salary that Gayoso offered him, arguing that an astronomer “in the 

service of a great and powerful monarch” should receive at least as much money as the 

U.S. commission’s astronomer.  He chided Gayoso that “the high dignity of a great and 

ancient monarchy when but in competition with that of a new born republic demands, it 

would seem, some distinction.”  Dunbar elaborated that this monarchical distinction 

should include “4 male servants and a laundress” to attend him during the expedition.109  

Careful to preserve an air of deference, Dunbar placed the blame for this “parsimonious 

or even niggardly” pay on Juan Ventura Morales, the Intendant of Louisiana and one of 

                                                
107 Dunbar to Edward Troughton, Natchez, 20 Oct. 1805, WDP, Letterbook, 1805-1812, f. 3.   
108 Gayoso was particularly interested in the astronomical works of Spaniards like Jorge Juan and Antonio 
de Ulloa.  Gayoso to Minor, New Orleans, 29 Nov. 1798, Gayoso de Lemos Letters, LSU, LLMVC; 
Leonard, “A Frontier Library,” 21-51.  On Jefferson’s astronomical interests and activities, see Silvio A 
Bedini, Jefferson and Science (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002), 35–40. 
109 Dunbar to Gayoso, Natchez, 15 April 1798, PC, AGI, leg. 215-B, f. 134-137, reel 75, ser. 106, LSU, 
LLMVC. 
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Gayoso’s most hated rivals.110  Dunbar’s rhetoric proved successful.  Gayoso agreed to 

raise his yearly pay to 3500 pesos and provide him with excellent accommodations 

during the survey.  As one Louisianan planter observed, Dunbar experienced few of “the 

inconveniences and hardships [of] astronomical operations” because he was “not only 

abundantly provided of all necessities of life but even of luxury.”111   

Six years later, Dunbar found himself in a very similar situation, only now it was 

Thomas Jefferson who sought to hire him as the leader of a scientific expedition, one that 

would explore the Washita River.  Jefferson informed Dunbar that he would only be 

given $3000 for both this and a later expedition, arguing that the poor funding was 

immaterial considering “your attachment to science & attainment in it, and the 

dispositions to aid it necessarily flowing from these.”112  As Dunbar forthrightly replied, 

however, “the Patriotism of men of Science & Genius” was not sufficient incentive to 

devote time and energy to a scientific expedition.  “When a great Empire talks of 

compensation,” Dunbar told Jefferson, “this ought to be adequate to the importance of the 

                                                
110 Dunbar to Gayoso, Natchez, 23 April 1798, ibid., f. 145; Holmes, Gayoso, 216–22. 
111 Julien Poydras to William Dunbar, Natchez, 25 June 1798, “Letterbook of Private and Commercial 
Correspondence of an Indigo and Cotton Planter (Julien Poydras), 1794-1800, Pointe Coupée Parish, 
Louisiana,” Louisiana State Museum, film 18,335, ser. H, reel 1, Perry-Castañeda Library, University of 
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112 Jefferson to Dunbar, Monticello, 15 April 1804, WDP, Correspondence, 1800-1804, MDAH.  Other 
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congressional committee on commerce and manufacture, wrote that “it may be expected that individuals 
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service and honorable both to govt. and to the selected individuals.”113  Like Gayoso, 

Jefferson too got the message: in early 1805, he informed Dunbar that congress had 

agreed to pay an additional $5000 for these expeditions.114 

These petulant letters to Gayoso and Jefferson demonstrate the degree to which 

Dunbar was able to leverage his unique astronomical skills and play upon each leader’s 

national scientific pride in order to make more money.  In this sense, he was quite similar 

to countless other borderlands residents who negotiated better social and financial 

situations with whichever empire, republic, or Indian nation had the most to offer.  More 

significantly, Dunbar took it for granted that the United States was an empire and, thus, 

he could draw on his experience as an astronomer in the Spanish service to teach 

Jefferson about how the federal government should incorporate scientific experts into 

national projects.  Dunbar’s letters suggest that some of the ways in which the United 

States integrated science and expansion derived from Spanish precedents.  U.S. westward 

expansion—still in its formative stages in 1804—was intellectually entangled with the 

Spanish Empire through individual go-betweens in the borderlands. 

Astronomical Methods and Continental Expansion 

The struggle of European astronomers and instrument makers to develop a 

method of finding longitude at sea is perhaps the most well known example of how 

science and technology served the needs of European expansion.115  The Englishman 
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John Harrison’s invention of the marine chronometer in the later eighteenth-century did 

much to solve this problem by enabling navigators to compare their local time to that of 

meridians in Greenwich, Paris, or Cadiz and, after observing celestial motions and 

consulting ephemerides, determine their longitude.116  U.S. astronomers, however, 

contributed little to the scientific and technological innovations needed to find longitude 

at sea and have thus been excluded from this archetypal story of science and empire.117  

Yet when we analyze early U.S. astronomy in the context of its own territorial 

expansion—and not as a postcolonial shadow of Britain’s Empire—the efforts of 

astronomers and officials to solve problems specific to U.S. expansion appear inventive 

and vibrant.  Whereas European empires were concerned with developing technologies 

and methods to facilitate marine empires, U.S. astronomers had to invent techniques for 

determining longitude that did not rely on advanced technologies and were specifically 

suited to the needs of a land-based empire. 

 William Dunbar and President Thomas Jefferson developed a method of finding 

longitude on land that could be performed by a solitary astronomer without access to a 

                                                                                                                                            
“Controlling Knowledge: Navigation, Cartography, and Secrecy in the Early Modern Spanish Atlantic,” in 
Science and Empire in the Atlantic World, ed. James Delbourgo and Nicholas Dew (New York: Routledge, 
2008), 31-51.  
116 On how the technological achievement of Harrison’s chronometer—and not the lunar distance 
observations championed by British astronomers—solved the problem of longitude at sea, see Dava Sobel, 
Longitude: The True Story of a Lone Genius who Solved the Greatest Scientific Problem of his Time (New 
York: Walker, 1995).  
117 U.S. astronomers’ minimal contributions to maritime navigation were not due to lack of interest or 
institutional encouragement.  The APS offered an award “for the most simple, easy and expeditious method 
of computing the longitude, from the common lunar observation [that would be] so plain and easy, as to be 
readily learned by every mariner, even of moderate capacity.”  Transactions of the American Philosophical 
Society, vol. 4 (1799), iv.    
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timepiece.118  Their correspondence demonstrates some of the ways that early U.S. 

astronomy was oriented toward territorial expansion and, moreover, suggests that 

Jefferson was not a mastermind who “programmed” the scientific aspects of western 

exploration and expansion.119  Rather, it is more accurate to approach Jefferson as a 

pragmatic experimenter who encouraged scientific solutions to some of the many 

challenges of building a terrestrial empire.  Jefferson looked to the developing national 

astronomical community to solve this longitude problem, and while he consulted several 

astronomers, he was particularly interested in Dunbar’s advice.  As in European empires, 

scientific solutions to the needs of U.S. expansion developed out of exchanges between 

distant territories and metropoles.120   

  The primary goal of the first wave of exploratory expeditions into Louisiana was 

to determine the latitude and longitude of significant locales, particularly along major 

rivers, an object that U.S. officials and men of science believed was central to controlling 

and profiting from the nation’s new territories.  The first and most detailed scientific task 

in Jefferson’s instructions to Meriwether Lewis in 1803 and Thomas Freeman in 1804 

                                                
118 Several histories have mentioned the exchange between Dunbar and Jefferson on this subject as an 
example of Jefferson’s and/or Dunbar’s scientific excellence but none have analyzed it as a significant 
development in its own right.  The most thorough treatment is Silvio A Bedini, Thomas Jefferson: 
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Oklahoma Press, 2002), 64–5.   
119 Goetzmann, Exploration and Empire, 5.  See also Michael Adas, Dominance by Design: Technological 
Imperatives and America’s Civilizing Mission (Cambridge, Mass: Belknap Press of Harvard University 
Press, 2006), 24; Greene, American Science in the Age of Jefferson, 196–8. 
120 See, for example, Antonio Barrera-Osorio, Experiencing Nature: The Spanish American Empire and 
The Early Scientific Revolution (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2006); Delbourgo and Dew, Science 
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was thus to make astronomical observations “with great pains and accuracy.”121  As 

Jefferson explained to Dunbar in 1804, astronomical observations will “enable us to 

prepare a map of Louisiana, which in its contours and main waters will be perfectly 

correct, & will give us a skeleton to be filled up with details hereafter.”122  Dr. Samuel 

Mitchill, the chair of the House of Representatives’ Committee on Commerce and 

Manufactures, predicted that geographic information about the interior of the continent 

would do more for national power and pride than maritime explorations had for Britain, 

Spain, or France.  He reported that “an expedition of discovery up these prodigious 

streams and their branches might redound as much honour, and [contribute] more to the 

interest of our government, than the voyages by sea around the terraqueous globe have 

done for the polished nations of Europe who authorized them.”123   

Yet performing the astronomical observations that undergirded such grand 

geographic goals proved difficult, and Dunbar experienced several of these challenges 

first hand during his 1804-5 expedition up the Washita River.  Despite the presence of the 

Philadelphia chemist Dr. George Hunter, the Washita expedition lacked a qualified 

second astronomer that would have improved and facilitated Dunbar’s observations.  As 

he wrote to Jefferson during the expedition, “The Doctor has never been in the habit of 

using [astronomical] instruments […], otherwise his assistance in the lunar observation 

would be of great advantage,” as Hunter could have measured the lunar altitude at the 

                                                
121 Jefferson to Meriwether Lewis, 20 June 1803, Thomas Jefferson Papers (TJP), Ser. 1, General 
Correspondence, 1651-1827, LOC, http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/collections/jefferson_papers; Jefferson 
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122 Jefferson to Dunbar, Washington, 13 March 1804, TJP, LOC. 
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same moment that Dunbar observed the moon’s distance from a reference star.  Hunter’s 

shortcomings as an astronomical assistant meant that “at present we must depend totally 

upon calculation of the altitude of the two bodies regulated by the time kept by the 

Watch.”124  Dunbar knew that relying on his watch was risky: not only was it constantly 

losing time, but any damage to this fragile instrument would deprive the expedition of a 

necessary technology for determining longitude.125   

Jefferson had pondered “substituting a meridian at land, instead of observations of 

time, for ascertaining longitude by lunar motions” during the planning stages of the 

Lewis and Clark expedition, but the president revisited this issue in earnest in May of 

1805 as he and Dunbar began planning an expedition up the Red River.126  Jefferson 

hired Dunbar as the expedition’s director and the surveyor Thomas Freeman as its leader.  

This expedition was particularly concerned with obtaining geographic knowledge of 

Spanish territories in the southwest and, as historian Dan L. Flores has argued, it had “as 

many implications for empire as for science.”127  Jefferson’s experience with Lewis and 

Clark’s expedition was central to the development of his theory for a clock-less method 

of finding longitude that Freeman could apply during the Red River expedition.128  

“While Capt. Lewis’s mission was preparing,” Jefferson told Dunbar, “it was understood 
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that his reliance for his longitudes must be on the Lunar observations taken, as at sea, 

with the aid of a timekeeper.”  Since “a thousand accidents” might harm a timepiece “& 

thus deprive us of the principal object of the expedition,” Jefferson came to think that a 

clock was not in fact a necessary technology because “we can always have a meridian at 

land, that would furnish what the want of it at sea obliges us to supply by the 

timekeeper.”129  Jefferson proposed three possible solutions, the basic idea of all three 

being that a terrestrial explorer could find the difference in distance between his own 

meridian and that of Greenwich—and thus his own longitude—by comparing the moon’s 

right ascension and its distance from his current meridian with the moon’s distance from 

the meridian at Greenwich at the moment when it had that same right ascension.130  

Jefferson requested Dunbar’s feedback on these astronomical techniques because he 

hoped to apply them “advantageously in our future expeditions, & particularly that up the 

Red river.”131      

 Even as he was consulting Dunbar, Jefferson was already drawing on his 

considerable connections among the national and international scientific community to 

explore the feasibility and novelty of these astronomical methods.  Isaac Briggs, Surveyor 

General of the Mississippi Territory, told Jefferson that the method was indeed 
                                                
129 Jefferson to Dunbar, Washington, 25 May 1805, TJP, LOC.  Here and throughout these exchanges, the 
term meridian refers to a “great circle on the celestial sphere passing through the poles and the zenith [the 
point directly overhead],” not a line of longitude on the earth.  Jacqueline Mitton, A Concise Dictionary of 
Astronomy (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991), 242. 
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equatorial coordinate system.  It is the equivalent of longitude on the Earth [declension is the equivalent of 
latitude] but is measured in hours, minutes and seconds of time eastwards from the zero point, which is 
taken as the intersection of the celestial equator and the ecliptic. [A right ascension of one hour] is the angle 
through which the celestial sphere appears to turn in one hour of sidereal time as the Earth rotates.”  Ibid., 
320. 
131 Jefferson to Dunbar, Washington, 25 May 1805, TJP, LOC. 
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practicable, and Alexander von Humboldt agreed that Jefferson’s “idea was correct, but 

not new.”  Far from being fazed by this preemption, Jefferson claimed Europeans had 

never sufficiently experimented with this method because it was “of no use at sea where a 

meridian cannot be had, and where alone the nations of Europe had occasion for it.”  

Jefferson also believed that the seventeenth century cosmographers who pioneered this 

method had relied on timekeepers.132   

The intellectual challenges of perfecting this technique became something of a 

national enterprise for astronomers and inventors in the United States.  Jefferson asked 

several astronomers for advice who, in turn, circulated this longitude problem among 

their own scientific friends.  For example, Jefferson requested Thomas Freeman’s input 

on “the method of determining Longitude by the Right Ascension of the Moon, without 

the aid of Time,” and Freeman furnished his own response while also forwarding the 

problem to Philadelphia mathematician Robert Patterson.133  Dunbar benefited from the 

advice of Benjamin Smith Barton in developing his clock-less longitude method and his 

writings on the subject were published in the APS Transactions.134  U.S. inventors also 

took up this challenge.  In 1807, a treasury official and astronomer named Joshua I. 

Moore sent Jefferson the description of a “device for finding the longitude” envisioned 

                                                
132 Humboldt pointed out that a similar method had been published in Jean-Étienne Montucla’s and Joseph 
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by one Timothy Kirk, “the inventor of some ingenious machineries.”  Kirk’s device 

would use gears and weights to fix a plumb line’s angle at a prime meridian and, as the 

machine was transported east or west, the difference in the angle of the plumb would 

determine longitude gravitationally.135  Though Moore assured Jefferson that Kirk’s 

invention had no actual merit, it does confirm the degree to which the issue of longitude 

without a clock engaged the attention of both thinkers and tinkers in Jefferson’s empire. 

 This was, however, more than a theoretical exercise for Jefferson: he sought a 

practical method that would be applied in exploratory expeditions.  He was thus glad to 

receive the suggestions of Joshua I. Moore even though he found that none of Jefferson’s 

three proposed techniques worked.  Although Moore’s clock-less longitude method could 

not be performed by a single observer, he stressed that it did solve actual challenges of 

borderland expeditions, especially technological failures and interference from local 

Indians.  In his example, Moore imagined “I am on an exploring expedition […] and 

want to ascertain my longitude.  My timepiece is lost, stolen, stopped, broken,—or it may 

be I think it unadvisable to let the Indians hear it’s [sic] magical noise.”136  Jefferson 

thanked Moore for his efforts to assist “our Missionaries, if their timepieces failed” and 

forwarded the treatise to “Mr. Dunbar, who directs our mission up the Red River, in 

hopes it will reach him before the party sets out.”137   

 Freeman’s Red River voyage would not begin until April 1806, giving Dunbar 

ample time to develop a new technique of his own.  In his first letter on the subject, 
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penned in July of 1805, Dunbar deferentially mentioned that “there can be no doubt as to 

the principle” of Jefferson’s proposed method, but was quick to point out some of its 

shortcomings.  He noted that Jefferson’s approach assumed astronomers in the field—

who relied on sturdy sextants—could determine their meridian with the same ease that 

Jefferson could with his universal equatorial instrument.  Moreover, Jefferson’s method 

would require “two good observers (three would be better),” and Dunbar realized that it 

was nearly impossible to outfit the Red River expedition with this many skilled 

astronomers.  He also claimed that perfecting Jefferson’s method would require “a very 

intricate calculation” and double altitude observations of stars that were “extremely 

difficult for inexperienced observers (& for others).”138  In short, making the necessary 

adjustments that would ensure the precision of Jefferson’s method would make the 

operation too complex for the under-skilled and underequipped observers of Freeman’s 

team. 

 To solve these problems, Dunbar proposed a method based on lunar altitude 

observations that could be performed by a single observer.139  Not only could 

astronomers measure the moon’s meridian altitude more precisely than its distance from 

stars, but this technique satisfied Jefferson’s desiderata: it was “much better calculated 

for travelers by land than Voyagers by Sea [and] a Single observer with a good altitude 

instrument, altho’ deprived of the use of a time keeper, may still make useful 
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observations for the advancement of geographical knowledge.”140  He proved the 

mathematical principals of this method with astronomical data from the Washita 

expedition, and found that the “calculation for the Longitude of the Post of Washita from 

the Moon’s greatest altitude” was so accurate “that I feel a disposition to rely upon them 

more than upon the Customary lunar distance.”141    

Dunbar formulated his method with a specifically Anglo-American kind of 

scientific explorer in mind.  He told Jefferson that “it is probable that this method will be 

found chiefly useful to Scientific Gentlemen traveling by land, who are unprovided with 

a Chronometer & without the aid of an assistant or Second observer.”  These scientific 

gentlemen would be well trained in mathematics and astronomy and “find no difficulty in 

making those calculations.”142  Rugged yet astronomically-competent men who explored 

the continental interior such as Meriwether Lewis, Zebulon Pike, and, eventually, 

Stephen H. Long, were becoming significant and heroic figures in the United States, and 

Dunbar’s technique enabled, supported, and promoted this idealized U.S. man of science.  

One of Dunbar’s main goals in devoting his energies to this task was to further 

secure Jefferson’s patronage.  Although Dunbar’s lunar altitude method was quite 

different and more technically advanced than the right ascension observations Jefferson 
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had originally proposed, Dunbar assured the president that “I hope this new method will 

be the more acceptable to you, as it originated from your own proposal of discovering a 

method of ascertaining the longitude without a timekeeper.”143  Yet Dunbar was eager to 

prove the novelty and importance of his method and, thus, shot down the techniques that 

other astronomers had proposed to Jefferson.144  Jefferson, in turn, duly played his part as 

benevolent patron.  The president took credit for coming up with the basic idea, but 

claimed that “my suggestion of a method of finding the longitude at land without a 

timepiece was that of a theorist only, not a practical astronomer.”  Jefferson praised 

Dunbar because “the suggestion […] of my imperfect method has had the good effect of 

producing those less so.  Your own founded in practical skill will doubtless answer its 

end.”145  The active exchange of ideas between the two men had generated an 

astronomical technique specifically for U.S. continental expansion.     

Jefferson’s and Dunbar’s efforts to perfect and apply this method were, however, 

more or less wasted on the Freeman expedition.  Dunbar had expressed doubts about 

Freeman’s enthusiasm for astronomy, telling Jefferson that “he did not seem fond of 

astronomical observation when I knew him on the line of demarcation.”146  Dunbar was 

right to be suspicious: although Freeman carried a telescope, chronometer, and three 

sextants, he seems to have made just eleven astronomical observations during more than 

four months in the field, and may have only taken observations for determining longitude 
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a total of four times.  Despite instructions to experiment with Dunbar’s clock-less lunar 

altitude method, Freeman seems to have made no effort to test its efficacy.147 

The expedition ended prematurely when Spanish troops forced Freeman’s team to 

turn back, depriving Jefferson of the geographical knowledge he desired.  Just as Creek 

power had prevented Ellicott’s astronomical work during the Florida boundary survey, 

U.S. astronomers and officials once again discovered that while astronomical fieldwork 

was itself an assertion of power, its practice relied on actual geopolitical control.  While 

the clock-less longitude method had little impact on fixing geographic points of interest 

in the continental interior, it was not insignificant: it grew out of exchanges between the 

nation’s political core and men of science in the borderlands and was a practicable 

solution to a problem specific to the imperial United States.  

Observation, Circulation, and Empire Building 

 In a 1793 “Essay on those enquiries in Natural Philosophy, which at present are 

most beneficial to the United States,” Dr. Nicholas Collin encouraged U.S. men of 

science to form a “tolerably accurate map” by conducting astronomical observations at 

sites that were most important to the nation “in a political, and oeconomical view.”148  

The Lower Mississippi Valley clearly fit this description from 1795 to the 1810s, and 

astronomical observations from this region were highly valuable to officials seeking to 
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secure national power and commercial interests.  The astronomers most responsible for 

making astronomical observations from the Lower Mississippi Valley useful to 

Jefferson’s empire—William Dunbar, Andrew Ellicott, and the Spanish naval officer José 

Joaquín de Ferrer—had extensive experience with Spanish imperial astronomy.  They 

conducted and shared local astronomical observations; took leading parts in consolidating 

and analyzing astronomical data from throughout the nation, the circum-Caribbean, and 

the Atlantic; and pushed the federal government to co-opt key aspects of Spanish 

imperial astronomy.  The national astronomical community was not merely Anglo-

American and postcolonial; it was also multinational and oriented toward expansion. 

 Astronomy in the Lower Mississippi Valley benefited from new connections with 

the eastern United States and contributed to science at the national level.  Following the 

incorporation of Mississippi, educated residents of Natchez formed Jefferson College, an 

institution that encouraged “Philosophy & Patriotism,” taught astronomy and other 

sciences, and housed “Astronomical[,] Philosophical and mathematical Instruments.”149  

New astronomers from the eastern United States also moved to the Lower Mississippi 

Valley during this period, most notably Isaac Briggs, Jefferson’s appointee as Surveyor 

General of lands south of Tennessee.  Historian Adam Rothman has argued that Briggs 

and his cadre of surveyors were “a vanguard of the republican civilizing mission” in the 

Gulf South, yet Briggs may have been less interested in disseminating eastern civilization 
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than in making local science useful to eastern policy makers.150  Briggs suggested to 

treasury secretary Albert Gallatin that the federal government should enjoin territorial 

surveyors to observe local plants and soils and report their findings to Washington while 

conducting the astronomical fieldwork needed to “form an accurate map of those 

extensive and valuable parts of our country.”151   

Dunbar’s personal observatory on his plantation near Natchez was the 

astronomical center of the Lower Mississippi Valley.  The circulation and comparison of 

astronomical data—particularly from sites at a great distance from each other—was 

necessary for improving geographical knowledge of the continent, and Dunbar’s was the 

most southwestern observatory in the United States.  He began planning to construct an 

“observatory better furnished than any to the west of 80º long[itude]” in 1799, and 

although it was not financially supported by the federal government, this observatory 

served as a crucial site for producing nationally beneficial geographical knowledge.152  

Dunbar stressed both the usefulness and uniqueness of his observatory when he told 

Ellicott that “it will I hope be in my power to exchange with you some few observations, 

which perhaps may be of use.  It is probable that I shall be the only person West of the 

mountains on this Continent, who will be employed in such pursuits.”153   

Dunbar’s observatory was one of the most successful scientific centers in the 

Lower Mississippi Valley because its plantation setting enabled Dunbar to reproduce as 
                                                
150 Adam Rothman, Slave Country: American Expansion and the Origins of the Deep South (Cambridge, 
Mass: Harvard University Press, 2005), 42. 
151 Isaac Briggs to Albert Gallatin, New Orleans, 31 Dec. 1804, Surveyor General’s Files, Outgoing 
Correspondence, ser. 1153, box 3198, MDAH.    
152 Dunbar to John Swift, 15 June 1799, “Extracts,” p. 54, LOC. 
153 Dunbar to Ellicott, Natchez, 4 May 1799, AEP, vol. 2, Letters Received, 1798-1800, f. 430, LOC.  
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nearly as possible the supposed detachment of metropolitan observatories in a region 

otherwise hostile to precision sciences.  He planned it to serve as both astronomical 

observatory and experimental laboratory, thus while it would contain all his astronomical 

instruments, he wrote that “I propose my observatory to be also my study, where I shall 

place my library, microscopic apparatus, Electrical Machine, Chemical apparatus &c 

&c.”154  As Alex Soojung-Kim Pang has argued, strictly controlled spaces were a 

prerequisite for conducting astronomical observations in the service of empire, and no 

spaces in the Lower Mississippi Valley reflected and enabled imperial hierarchy, order, 

and discipline better than plantations.155  It is not clear if Dunbar employed slaves in his 

observatory’s scientific work, yet he had relied on slaves for the boundary survey, the 

Washita expedition, and natural history collecting around his plantation, so it seems 

likely that Dunbar would not have eschewed the aid of enslaved blacks in his 

observatory.156     

The structure of an observatory reflects specific goals and influences the scientific 

practices and knowledge produced within them, and Dunbar seems to have sought 

Ellicott’s advice so that he could emulate, at least in part, Philadelphia’s observatory.157  
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Dunbar told Ellicott in 1801 that he had acquired enough instruments “to erect & furnish 

my observatory; and now I want such a friend as yourself to direct me in the construction 

of it.”  Dunbar had planned a 7x7 foot square observatory that was “aligned with cardinal 

points” and had a pillar “in the center of the observatory for the circular Instrument to be 

permanently placed thereon.”  The building would completely blackout the sunlight so he 

could “view to great perfection in the day time, Planets, stars or the moon.  Observations 

on Venus & that Sly rogue Mercury will probably be greatly facilitated.”158  Ellicott 

embraced this opportunity to export Philadelphia’s observatory design to the borderlands.  

He proposed that Dunbar’s observatory, like that of Philadelphia, should be “an octagon 

of 8 feet radius,” but warned that even this might not be large enough to accommodate 

“the several objects you have in view.”159  By 1806, Dunbar’s plantation observatory 

reproduced all the functions of a metropolitan one.  The observatory’s six-foot telescope 

was “as good as any in America,” a pendulum clock and chronometer standardized time, 

and “an elegant set of 18 inch globes and many modern books on astronomy & other 

sciences” helped Dunbar integrate his observations with those of astronomers throughout 

the world.160   

Like Dunbar, José Joaquín de Ferrer y Cafranga (1763-1818) produced 

astronomical observations that he shared with officials and men of science in both Spain 

and the United States.  Ferrer received his first astronomical training as an officer in 

Spain’s Royal Navy and furthered his scientific education in Britain after being taken 
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there as a prisoner of war during the American Revolution.  He served at Spain’s Royal 

Observatory at Cadiz and conducted observations in Peru, Mexico, and throughout the 

circum-Caribbean in the 1780s and 90s.  Ferrer resigned his Spanish commission around 

1800 and established himself in New York City, where he focused on scientific pursuits 

and profiting from his extensive mercantile ventures.  He was part of an Atlantic-wide 

inter-imperial astronomical community.  Ferrer shared his observational data and 

calculations of geographical coordinates from throughout the Americas with astronomers 

in Spain, France, Germany, Britain, and the American Philosophical Society, which 

accepted him as a member in 1801.161 

Ferrer achieved distinction among the U.S. astronomical community because he 

incorporated multinational astronomical data from the Lower Mississippi Valley and 

wider circum-Caribbean into North American geography.  Metropolitan astronomers in 

Europe had long collected and processed astronomical observations from colonies and 

exploratory expeditions and used them for commercial, military, and imperial ends.162  

Ferrer—who had performed a similar function at Spain’s Royal Observatory—was 

central to this process in the early republic.163  In 1801, he travelled down the Mississippi 

River and conducted longitude-finding observations at several key points.  These 

observations proved authoritative and directly useful to U.S. officials: Ellicott, Dunbar, 

and Freeman all incorporated them into the geographical charts and expedition reports 
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that, as Ellicott noted, were “made for the use of our government.”164  Ferrer also 

provided geographical knowledge directly to the APS.  He contributed seven articles to 

the Transactions; deposited manuscript tables of his longitude calculations for the 

Mississippi Valley, Atlantic coast, and circum-Caribbean at the APS; and drew his own 

map of the coasts of northern Cuba and southern Florida for the Society’s collections.165   

Despite receiving scant attention from historians, the international scientific 

community did recognize Ferrer’s importance to U.S. astronomy.  Ellicott, who used 

Ferrer’s observations from Venezuela to improve his own calculations for the longitude 

of Natchez, promoted the astronomic contributions and talents of this “ingenious Spanish 

Gentleman” in his publications and letters to Jefferson.166  French astronomer Joseph-

Jérôme de Lalande told Ferrer in 1806 of his “great happiness that there is now an 

astronomer as useful as yourself in the United States, where there has not been another 
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since Ritinhouse [sic] died.”167  European astronomers even recognized Ferrer’s 

importance to U.S. expansion.  Franz von Zach, editor of a German scientific journal, 

published some of Ferrer’s compilations from the Transactions as an example of 

astronomy in a “rapidly and powerfully burgeoning empire.”168        

Ferrer acted as an astronomical observer and calculator for both Spain and the 

United States and, in the process, entangled scientific knowledge between these nations.  

For one, he received observations from astronomers in Spain and the rest of Europe that 

he used to improve geographical knowledge of the Gulf South.  Ferrer’s “Geographical 

Positions of Sundry Places in North America, and in the W. Indies” calculated a more 

accurate longitude for “Miller’s Place on the river Coenecuch” because its “vicinity to 

Pensacola and the head of the river Perdido” made it “interesting to Geography and 

Navigation.”  Ellicott had derived a longitude for this spot by observing the transit of 

Mercury on May 7, 1799; Ferrer made its location more precise by incorporating 

observations of the same transit from Spain and observatories throughout Europe.  He 

also received data on the occultation of Jupiter’s first moon from Spain’s Royal 

Observatory—which had just moved from Cadiz to the Isle of Leon—and, by comparing 

these with Ellicott’s same observations in New Orleans, recalculated the longitude of that 

city.169  Ferrer also brought knowledge from the heart of Spanish America to the APS.  

He donated several books on Mexican languages and history to the APS library and 
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suggested that U.S. navigators incorporate the observations of Peruvian pilots—who, he 

admitted, “do not understand much of astronomy”—to correct the inaccurate tables of 

magnetic variation published by Alexander von Humboldt and other European savants.170  

On the other hand, he provided Spain’s Royal Navy with observational data from spots 

throughout the coast and interior of the United States, including Natchez, New Orleans, 

and the conjunction of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers.171 

Perhaps the best example of how the early republic’s multinational scientific 

community collaborated to improve geographic knowledge of the Americas was the total 

solar eclipse of June 16, 1806.  Observing the eclipse was a national scientific enterprise 

that was directly applicable to improving geographical knowledge in the early republic.  

William Dunbar watched the eclipse from his plantation observatory and summarized the 

significance of this event and the excitement surrounding it.  “Reflecting that this eclipse 

was to be seen all over Europe and North America,” he wrote, “which renders it a very 

important phenomenon for settling comparative longitudes, I conceived that all the 

zealous astronomers of both worlds were then looking with me at the great luminary and 

centre of our system: I kept my eye riveted upon the point of the disk where the eclipse 

was to commence, with an anxiety known only to astronomers.”172  Ferrer was a center of 
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calculation for the eclipse observations that were sent to the APS from sites throughout 

North America, Madrid, and the Isle of Leon, and he integrated this data to produce a 

comprehensive chart of the geographical coordinates of these locations.173   

Since calculating comparative longitudes relied on incorporating observations 

from longitudinally distant sites, Dunbar’s plantation observatory—the only site west of 

the Appalachian Mountains to furnish observations on the eclipse—was particularly 

valuable.  Ferrer not only incorporated the data from Dunbar’s plantation in his 

calculations of the longitude of eastern cities but used the location of the plantation as a 

given from which the longitudes of important sites throughout the Lower Mississippi 

Valley could be derived. Ferrer compared his own eclipse observations at Kinderhook, 

New York, with those made “at Mr. Dunbar’s house” to determine new mean longitudes 

for the Fort of Natchez and New Orleans.174  Dunbar’s plantation may not have been an 

official governmental institution, but it did fulfill several objectives of a colonial 

observatory during the earliest years of U.S. expansion into the southeast borderlands.175

 U.S. astronomers, however, resented the fact that their government did not 

financially support astronomy or astronomers as liberally as European empires.  

Complaints about federal support for astronomy gravitated around two main issues: the 
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miserly funding for individual astronomers and the lack of national observatories that 

would facilitate geography, expansion, and maritime commerce.176  William Dunbar 

summed up these concerns and the many benefits of governmental support for science in 

an 1802 letter to APS treasurer John Vaughan:    

There is no example of any encouragement being held out by Governmt [sic]; no 
spirit of inquiry set on foot at the public expense.  What is the reason we have no 
State observatory to which individuals might send their contributions & from 
which they might receive astronomical intelligence.  There is no want of 
Instruments & eminent astronomers.  No naturalist travels at the public expense to 
explore our immense country & make us acquainted with the infinite resources it 
Contains upon its surface, in its waters & within its bowels, from whence national 
advantages would result […].  I conceive great hopes that the influence of our 
present illustrious President will correct & enlarge the views of our public men, & 
that under his auspices and protection, Arts, Science, & Literature may take a 
flight, which will at length carry them beyond those of European brethren, as well 
to [sic] as above them in the enjoyment of national liberty.177 
 

Vaughan forwarded this letter to President Jefferson, who may have taken its message to 

heart as he began planning exploratory expeditions into the Louisiana Territory.     

 Andrew Ellicott used the example of Spain and other European empires in his 

attempt to negotiate for higher pay for his services during the Florida boundary survey.178  

Upon his return from the expedition, Ellicott found that President Adams’s administration 

would not compensate him for back pay and expenses.  Forced to sell his books and 

instruments to support his family, Ellicott tried loosening the government’s purse strings 

by playing to national scientific pride and emphasizing the disparity between Spanish and 
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U.S. support for astronomy.  In an April 1801 letter to the secretary of the treasury, 

Ellicott lamented that the federal government left him impoverished while the Spanish 

commissioners “[Stephen] Minor and [Thomas] Power divided about twenty six thousand 

dollars exclusive of their pay have been complimented by the court of Madrid and set up 

their carriages.”179  A week later, Ellicott appealed directly to recently-inaugurated 

President Jefferson for greater compensation by comparing his own work in the southeast 

borderlands with more famous and well-funded French, Spanish, and British 

astronomical expeditions.  He wrote that “my astronomical observations done are more 

numerous than those made by Maupertuis and his associates under the arctic circle, D. 

Ulloa and his companions under the equator and Mason’s and Dixon’s for nearly four 

years in this country all added together.”  Ellicott added that he had disregarded all the 

hardships of the survey, including scarcity of resources, threats from the Creeks, and the 

political troubles at Natchez, “because I thought I was serving my country and expected 

an adequate compensation.”180  Adding insult to injury, Ellicott did not even accrue the 

honor that he believed his astronomical expedition merited and, instead, the lion’s share 

of both glory and money went to the Spanish astronomers.  He told Dunbar that not only 

was his pay being withheld but “it is likewise believed that the work was carried on and 

executed principally by the Spanish party and neither reasoning nor documents could yet 

change this opinion.”181  While Ellicott complaints to Jefferson’s administration did 
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eventually earn him remuneration, the impression that the Spanish astronomers had 

deprived him and his nation of scientific honor no doubt left Ellicott embittered.               

 Ellicott and Ferrer promoted restructuring federal support for astronomy to more 

closely resemble the example of European empires.  Part of this was the establishment of 

a national observatory and national prime meridian that would further sever the United 

States’ ties with Britain.182  While calculating longitudes from the Florida boundary 

expedition, Ellicott patriotically suggested to Jefferson that “we appear yet to be 

connected to Great Britain by a number of small ligaments, which, tho’ apparently 

unimportant, are nevertheless a draw-back upon the absolute independence we ought as a 

nation to maintain.”  He thus pushed Jefferson to authorize an authoritative series of 

observations that would establish a prime meridian at the Capitol “from which it appears, 

(in the language Americans ought to use), that Greenwich is […] 76º 56’ 6” east from the 

city of Washington.”183  Breaking away from British influence and achieving 

international equality with Europe required developing a nationalized geographic 

perspective and, therefore, national astronomical institutions. 

 More specifically, Ellicott and Ferrer sought to emulate the example of Spain in 

their campaign to develop national observatories.  In May 1801, Ellicott sent Jefferson 
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his recommendations that building astronomical observatories in “seaport towns” would 

be “immediately useful to the nation.”  “As commerce is a subject of primary 

importance,” Ellicott wrote, “and depends upon navigation […] it must appear singular, 

that the legislature of our country has wholy [sic] neglected institutions for the 

improvement of astronomy, and navigation” even though “in Europe, we find 

observatories erected, and supported, by petty Dukes, and Princes.”  To remedy this, 

Ellicott suggested that Jefferson eschew the examples of Britain and France and, instead, 

follow the precedent set by Spain.  “The immediate connection of observatories in 

Europe with Navigation,” Ellicott argued, “appear to be neglected except at Cadiz, where 

I am informed by Don Jose Joaquin de Ferrer, an ingenious Spanish gentleman, they are 

connected with great advantage to the commerce of that city.”184 

Such proposals would have appealed to Jefferson.  Not only did he want to bolster 

U.S. science and power, but he too had a specific interest in co-opting valuable aspects of 

Spanish and Spanish American astronomy.  He pushed for the U.S. Navy to use the 

Spanish astronomer José de Mendoza y Rios’s “tables of navigation and Nautical 

astronomy” as a standard reference on all public ships and, in 1809, he praised the APS 

for procuring a “pamphlet on the astronomy of the ancient Mexicans.  If it be ancient and 

genuine, or modern and rational, it will be of real value.”185  This pamphlet was an 

extract from Antonio de León y Gama’s 1792 Descripción Histórica y Cronológica, and 
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Jefferson seems to have thought that such a text could inform Anglo-American 

knowledge of ethnography and astronomy alike.186  Ferrer had donated this pamphlet to 

the APS in 1802: the circulation of knowledge across imperial boundaries depended on 

the initiative of individual go-betweens.187     

The officials and men of science who developed the U.S. Coast Survey—the 

primary institution through which Jefferson sought to use astronomy to strengthen 

national power and commerce—were also eager to offer leading positions in the survey 

to astronomers with experience serving the Spanish Empire.  Following Jefferson’s 

recommendation, Congress approved the Coast Survey in February 1807, and historians 

have asserted that the appointment of Swiss astronomer Ferdinand Rudolph Hassler as its 

first director was an obvious decision.188  Yet prominent members of the APS suggested 

that William Dunbar and José Joaquin de Ferrer were as, if not more, qualified for the 

astronomical aspects of the Survey.189  In his letter to Albert Gallatin, whom Jefferson 

had put in charge of planning the project, Andrew Ellicott wrote that “for the 

[astronomical] part of the business, I know of no man, in this country, as competent as 

Mr. Dunbar, of Natchez, neither do I know of one other whom I would entrust, if I were 
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President of the United States.  But Mr. Dunbar, being no quack, and in easy 

circumstances, I do not expect he would undertake it, unless it was made an object worth 

his attention.”190  In other words, Ellicott recognized that Dunbar would only act as the 

Survey’s astronomer if the federal government paid him extremely well.  Mathematician 

Robert Patterson did note Hassler’s astronomical skills, but also recommended “Mr. 

Ferrer of New York [as] perfectly qualified, I presume, for every part of the work, and, as 

an astronomer […] second to no one in the U. States.  Whether he may not still be a 

Spanish subject, I cannot tell.”191  The question of Ferrer’s national attachment proved to 

be a moot point, however, since his business interests “would render it impossible for him 

to attend to [the Survey].”192   

Even though business kept Ferrer from being the Coast Survey’s astronomer, his 

experience with Spanish imperial astronomy could still influence its scientific practices.  

While the Survey was in the planning stage, APS treasurer John Vaughan sent Gallatin 

his English translation of “Mr. Ferrer’s ideas, as to the mode he concieves [sic] most 

eligible for carrying into execution the Survey of the Coast.”193  Ferrer’s plan included a 

list of the astronomical instruments that the federal government would need to provide 

and suggested that the first step was to establish thirty observation stations at seaports and 
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lighthouses.  The APS observatory in Philadelphia would be the primary station because 

it enabled astronomers “to determine the deviation of the meridian telescope & ascertain 

the rate of going of the Chronometers by the passage of the sun & Stars over the 

meridian.”  Ferrer argued that his “method admits of much more exactitude” than the 

plan that Gallatin had initially suggested and, although Vaughan excluded it from his 

translation, Ferrer criticized Gallatin’s methods because they “would require costs and a 

space of time 4 times greater” than his own approach.194  Appointing a Spaniard to design 

and lead the United States’ largest and most well-funded astronomical project was a very 

real possibility in 1807 but, by the time the Coast Survey finally began in 1816, Ferrer 

had returned to Europe and Hassler implemented his own methods for carrying out the 

Survey.  Anglo-Americans were not anxious that hiring Ferrer would reflect their 

nation’s scientific backwardness.  They were proud to count him as a member of the 

national scientific community. 

 Men of science in the United States continued to look to Spanish America as an 

astronomical exemplar even as incipient independence movements threatened the 

Spanish Empire.  Giovanni Antonio Grassi, the Italian-born president of Georgetown 

College, particularly admired Francisco José de Caldas and his observatory—which was 

built in Bogota in 1804 and funded through José Celestino Mutis’ Royal Botanical 

Expedition—as models for U.S. astronomy.195  In an 1812 letter, Grassi applauded Caldas 

                                                
194 Ferrer to John Vaughan, 25 April 1807, APS Archives, III: Communications.  Ferrer’s original Spanish 
plan and Vaughan’s translation of it have been saved together in the APS archives.   
195 On Caldas and the observatory, see John Wilton Appel, “Francisco José de Caldas: A Scientist at Work 
in Nueva Granada,” in Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, v. 84, no. 5 (1994), esp. pp. 72-
6. 
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for organizing “the first monument erected to Uranus in the New World” and for 

challenging stereotypes about the “ignorance” of Spaniards and Catholics by “joining the 

humble practice of the true religion with the study of the most sublime science.”  He 

added that it was “surprising, but nevertheless true” that there were no observatories in 

the United States, and asked Caldas to furnish him with a description of his South 

American observatory.196  It would, however, be another thirty years before the United 

States built its own national observatory—the 1842 Naval Observatory—and, by then, 

Spain’s American Empire had mostly crumbled. 

Conclusion 

Examining astronomy in the Lower Mississippi Valley reveals a more complete 

picture of science and expansion in the early United States.  U.S. astronomers recognized 

that their government did not support science to the same extent as Great Britain and they 

did lament their reliance on British instruments and foreign prime meridians.  Yet U.S. 

astronomy also inspired nationalistic pride, and scientific practitioners in the early 

republic both extolled the virtue of supposedly republican scientific practices while 

optimistically co-opting and developing astronomical methods that promised to facilitate 

expansion, commerce, and power.  The success of U.S. astronomy in the Lower 

Mississippi Valley, a crucial geopolitical frontier that was invaluable to maritime 

commerce, depended on the multinational residents and settlements already present in the 

region.  While the former Spanish subject William Dunbar was an exceptional source of 

                                                
196 Giovanni Antonio Grassi to Josef Francisco [sic] de Caldas, Maryland, George Town College, 12 
March 1812, APS Archives III: Communications.     
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local astronomical expertise, the observations that he sent to Jefferson and the APS relied 

on a strictly ordered plantation and enslaved blacks that predated U.S. rule.  Moreover, as 

the Spanish and U.S. commissioners of the Florida boundary survey realized, actualizing 

astronomical fieldwork in borderlands depended on local geopolitical power.   

There were parallels in the ways that Spain and the United States merged 

astronomy and empire in the southeast borderlands.  For example, Spanish and U.S. 

officials both incorporated men of science across national boundaries, and Governor 

Gayoso and President Jefferson alike looked to local astronomer as sources of 

instruments, knowledge, and national prestige.  Yet the U.S. also drew directly on 

Spanish precedents and Spanish subjects while developing its own national astronomy.  

Early republican astronomers were not just perpetuating a postcolonial relationship in 

which they sent their own observations to Britain and received new theories, instruments, 

and prestige in return.  Historians have overemphasized this feature of U.S. astronomy 

and thus overlooked some of the most fruitful aspects of the transatlantic astronomical 

exchange, such as how U.S. astronomers looked to European empires and Spain in 

particular as exemplars for developing its own imperial astronomy.  Yet some of the early 

republic’s most significant networks of astronomic exchange were not oriented towards 

the Atlantic at all, but towards the Spanish American borderlands.  This facet of U.S. 

science and expansion has been obscured, ignored, and forgotten because it has fallen 

beyond the purview of historians of science and borderlands historians alike.  Britain-

centric histories of U.S. science have elided how America’s borderlands and the Spanish 

Empire influenced U.S. astronomy.  Borderlands scholars, on the other hand, have 
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generally neglected science and, more importantly, have tended to study borderland 

regions as worlds apart that had little impact on core national developments, particularly 

not in rarified intellectual spheres like astronomy.     

Recent histories have done much to overturn longstanding perceptions that the 

Spanish Empire was scientifically backward.  Yet the older notion that Spain was 

irrelevant to the history of science has had the surprising and enduring historiographical 

effect of denigrating science in the early United States.  Historians of U.S. science have 

taken Spanish backwardness for granted and thus failed to see that interactions between 

U.S. and Spanish men of science actually demonstrated the vitality of science in the early 

United States, not its postcoloniality or underdevelopment.  U.S. astronomers held their 

own during a joint surveying expedition with one of Europe’s most powerful empires, 

and Andrew Ellicott’s assertions that U.S. astronomy was superior to that of Spain were 

no small boasts.  Likewise, officials and men of science in the eastern U.S. states were 

not resigning themselves to inferiority when they promoted Spanish astronomy as an 

example for the United States and welcomed Ferrer as a leader of the national 

astronomical community.  Spanish astronomy was a viable and attractive model for U.S. 

men of science, not a second-rate alternative to British institutions and methods.  The 

historiographical legacy of the black legend has had the ironic and historically inaccurate 

effect of making science in early United States seem insignificant and uninteresting.    
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Chapter 3: Allegiance, Identity, and the National Scientific Community 

 “Convinced as I am that information relative to the situation of any empire now 

under your particular charge will always be welcome to you (especially if such place be 

remote) let such information come from whatever person or through whatever channel it 

may.”  So began John Devereaux DeLacy’s attempt to court the patronage of Thomas 

Jefferson in late 1801.  DeLacy sent Jefferson two long letters, one from Pensacola and 

another from Creek Country, in which he promoted himself as an expert on southern and 

western North America and a friend to the United States.  He described profitable natural 

productions like minerals and medicinal herbs, explained some of the best commercial 

routes across the Gulf South, and presented ethnographic observations on African blacks, 

Creeks, and Comanches.  DeLacy argued that the Indians’ love of liberty made them 

natural allies of the United States against “the monkish cruelties and Bigottry [sic…] of 

Spanish Governors.”  He hoped that this combination of natural knowledge and political 

affiliation would win the president’s support for his scientific endeavors, including “an 

excursion to the W. and N.W.,” and asked that Jefferson, a “gentleman of talents and 

reflection,” would “point out to me the objects that you would wish most immediately 

attended to and investigated.”  Jefferson neither offered to fund DeLacy nor bothered to 

write him back.1 

                                                
1 John Devereaux DeLacy to Thomas Jefferson, Pensacola, 3 Nov. 1801, pp. 1, 17, and DeLacy to 
Jefferson, 18 Dec 1801, p. 16, both in Thomas Jefferson Papers (TJP), Ser. 1, General Correspondence, 
1651-1827, Library of  Congress (LOC), http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/collections/jefferson_papers.  For 
a succinct biographical account of DeLacy’s career, see the editors’ notes on the November 3rd letter at 
Barbara B. Oberg and J. Jefferson Looney, eds., The Papers of Thomas Jefferson Digital Edition 
(Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, Rotunda, 2008), http://rotunda.upress.virginia.edu. 
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But the plucky adventurer had other irons in the fire.  Within months of 

contacting Jefferson, DeLacy was refashioning his allegiances and soliciting patronage 

from some of the other polities vying for power in the southeast borderlands.  In a March 

1802 letter to Ventura Perez, a Spanish official in Havana, DeLacy warned that Spain’s 

“Powerful aspiring and covetous neighbours the North Americans […] sleep but to dream 

of the possession of South America and its immense riches,” and suggested that his own 

ties with southeastern Indian groups could “bend them to the Spanish interest” and create 

a buffer against U.S. expansion.  DeLacy ensured Perez that he would be a valuable 

addition to “his Catholic Majesty’s service” because he had a “predilection and reverence 

for Spain” and his knowledge of “the western Parts of North America and the province of 

Louisiana” was greater than that of “any other man in existence.”2  DeLacy was, 

however, simultaneously sharing his knowledge with, and professing his attachment to, 

the British-supported State of Muskogee, an emerging Creek polity that challenged 

Spanish and U.S. interests in the southeast.  In December 1801, DeLacy had sent 

Muskogee’s Director General, William Augustus Bowles, a detailed list of local natural 

resources that would help make Muskogee prosperous.  The list emphasized commodities 

like lumber, medicinal plants, cotton, and black slaves because they “require no 

extraordinary degree of labor in the procuring and are therefore well adapted to the Indian 

disposition.”3  Bowles recognized the “advantages that your extensive information has for 

                                                
2 DeLacy to Don Ventura Perez (in the Havannah), Nassau, 23 March 1802, Papeles de Cuba (PC), 
Archivo General de Indias (AGI), Legajo 2367, ff. 295-300, reel 49, ser. 145, Louisiana State University 
Special Collections Library (LSU), Louisiana and Lower Mississippi Valley Collection (LLMVC).   
3 DeLacy to William Augustus Bowles, Mackesucke, 9 Dec 1801, PC, AGI, leg. 2367, f. 376, reel 50, ser. 
145, LSU, LLMVC.   
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the commerce of this Country” and, for a short time, DeLacy had found himself a patron.4  

Unfortunately for DeLacy, Spanish agents soon caught him smuggling Bahamian trade 

goods to Muskogee and locked him away in a New Orleans prison for the next two 

years.5   

DeLacy was undoubtedly a rogue, yet his interest in attracting the patronage of 

several competing polities was hardly unique among educated and ambitious men in the 

Gulf South.  Scientific practitioners in the borderlands professed attachment to, and 

promoted the interests of, multiple empires, nations, and non-state entities.6  All kinds of 

individuals throughout the world’s borderlands maintained and alternated between 

multiple allegiances and identities.7  Yet would-be men of science had the added 

                                                
4 Bowles to DeLacy, 18 Dec 1801, Mississippi Provincial Archives (MPA), Spanish Dominion (SD), vol. 
VII, p. 495, reel 61W, P.K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University of Florida (PKY).  On DeLacy’s 
relationship with Bowles, see J. Leitch Wright, William Augustus Bowles, Director General of the Creek 
Nation (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1967), 142–154; Gilbert C. Din, War on the Gulf Coast: The 
Spanish Fight Against William Augustus Bowles (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2012), 185–195.   
5 DeLacy was released after the United States took control of New Orleans.  He would later find some 
patronage for his knowledge of the southeast from leaders of the steam industry, including Robert Fulton, 
whose plans for running steamboats to the St. Marys River relied on DeLacy’s surveys, and Benjamin 
Latrobe, who sought to secure a patent for DeLacy’s design for steam-powered sugar rollers.  John C. Van 
Horne and Lee W. Formwalt, eds., The Correspondence and Miscellaneous Papers of Benjamin Henry 
Latrobe, vol. 3, 1810–1820 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1984), note p. 620.  
6 Histories of early American science have largely taken it for granted that men of science in western 
territories—particularly those with Anglo heritage—were aligned toward the United States.  As William 
Goetzmann has argued, “even when the agents of exploration were not federal servants, their constant 
referent was nevertheless the national government, and the aid and protection it might be expected to 
provide.”  William H Goetzmann, Exploration and Empire: The Explorer and the Scientist in the Winning 
of the American West (New York: Norton, 1978), xii.  A notable exception is Alan Taylor, “Jefferson’s 
Pacific: The Science of Distant Empire, 1768-1811,” in Across the Continent: Jefferson, Lewis and Clark, 
and the Making of America, ed. Douglas Seefeldt, Jeffrey L Hantman, and Peter S Onuf (Charlottesville: 
University of Virginia Press, 2005), 16–44.    
7 Gene Allen Smith and Sylvia L. Hilton, eds., Nexus of Empire: Negotiating Loyalty and Identity in the 
Revolutionary Borderlands, 1760s-1820s (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2010); David J. Weber, 
“A New Borderlands Historiography: Constructing and Negotiating the Boundaries of Identity,” in Alta 
California: Peoples in Motion, Identities in Formation, 1769-1850, ed. Steven W Hackel (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2010), 215–234; Ronald Hoffman, Mechal Sobel, and Fredrika J. Teute, 
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challenge of fashioning themselves as credible sources of natural knowledge, another 

constructed identity that had as much to do with personal and political attachments as 

scientific prowess.8  Cultivating a scientific identity was a careful social performance in 

European capitals, but it became far trickier in multi-imperial borderlands caught in the 

throes of the Age of Revolutions.  The patronage networks that legitimized scientific 

identities were unstable, allegiances were uncertain, and the boundaries between science, 

fortune-seeking, and intrigue were blurry.9   

The histories of borderland scientific practitioners place the national scientific 

community of the early United States in a new light.  While older scholarship on the 

development of U.S. science focused on the professionalization and growing authority of 

white male scientists in northeastern cities, histories written over the last twenty-five 

years have recognized that women, non-whites, southern and western Anglo-Americans, 

and even children were all part of national science in the United States.10  Yet the 

                                                                                                                                            
eds., Through a Glass Darkly: Reflections on Personal Identity in Early America (Chapel Hill: University 
of North Carolina Press, 1997). 
8 Steven Shapin, A Social History of Truth: Civility and Science in Seventeenth-century England (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1994); Mario Biagioli, Galileo, Courtier: The Practice of Science in the 
Culture of Absolutism (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993); Hugh Richard Slotten, Patronage, 
Practice, and the Culture of American Science: Alexander Dallas Bache and the U.S. Coast Survey 
(Cambridge  ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1994), esp. ch. 2; Andrew J Lewis, A Democracy of 
Facts: Natural History in the Early Republic (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2011), chs. 2 
and 5. 
9 James Delbourgo, “Fugitive Colours: Shamans’ Knowledge, Chemical Empire, and Atlantic 
Revolutions,” in The Brokered World: Go-Betweens and Global Intelligence, 1770-1820, ed. Simon 
Schaffer et al. (Science History Publications/USA, 2009), 271–320; E.C. Spary, “Of Nutmegs and 
Botanists: The Colonial Cultivation of Botanical Identity,” in Colonial Botany: Science, Commerce, and 
Politics in the Early Modern World, ed. Londa L. Schiebinger and Claudia Swan (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 2005), 187–203; Neil Safier, “A Courier Between Empires: Hipólito Da Costa and 
the Atlantic World,” in Soundings in Atlantic History: Latent Structures and Intellectual Currents, 1500-
1830, ed. Bernard Bailyn and Patricia L Denault (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2009), 265–293. 
10 George H. Daniels, American Science in the Age of Jackson (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1968); Nathan Reingold, “Definitions and Speculations: The Professionalization of Science in America in 
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multinational residents of North America’s former French and Spanish colonies have 

remained largely absent from histories of this loose network of early republican 

knowledge producers.  As in European empires, the pursuit of science in the early 

republic was a polycentric enterprise in which distant territories and metropolitan centers 

were mutually constitutive, and the United States’ incorporation of the southeast 

borderlands redefined what it meant to be a scientific American just as it redefined 

national identity on the whole.11  Histories of U.S. science that have excluded the 

multinational men of science in border territories have engendered a false sense that 

scientific identity in the early republic cohered around a shared patriotism.12  Rather, the 

United States’ scientific community was, like the nation as a whole, divided by local and 

                                                                                                                                            
the Nineteenth Century,” in The Pursuit of Knowledge in the Early American Republic: American Scientific 
and Learned Societies from Colonial Times to the Civil War, ed. Alexandra Oleson and Sanborn Conner 
Brown (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976), 33–69; Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, “Parlors, 
Primers, and Public Schooling: Education for Science in Nineteenth-Century America,” Isis 81, no. 3 
(1990): 424–445; Elizabeth Keeney, The Botanizers: Amateur Scientists in Nineteenth-century America 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1992); Daniel Goldstein, “‘Yours for Science’: The 
Smithsonian Institution’s Correspondents and the Shape of Scientific Community in Nineteenth-Century 
America,” Isis 85, no. 4 (December 1994): 573–599; Susan Scott Parrish, American Curiosity: Cultures of 
Natural History in the Colonial British Atlantic World (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
2006); Lewis, Democracy of Facts, esp. 72-106. 
11 James Delbourgo and Nicholas Dew, “Introduction: The Far Side of the Ocean,” in Science and Empire 
in the Atlantic World, Delbourgo and Dew, eds., (New York: Routledge, 2008), 10-15; Peter J. Kastor, The 
Nation’s Crucible: The Louisiana Purchase and the Creation of America (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 2004).   
12 Historians have long argued that patriotism motivated and defined the pursuit of science in the early 
republic even as U.S. men of science were perennially disappointed by their inability to equal the scientific 
accomplishments of Europe.  John C. Greene, American Science in the Age of Jefferson (Ames: Iowa State 
University Press, 1984), 10–12; Brooke Hindle, The Pursuit of Science in Revolutionary America, 1735-
1789 (New York: Norton, 1974), 380–5; Kariann Akemi Yokota, Unbecoming British: How Revolutionary 
America Became a Postcolonial Nation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), chaps. 1, 4, and 5; Lewis, 
A Democracy of Facts.      
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personal interests and the broader political attachments that promised to serve those 

interests.13   

The processes of developing political allegiance and fashioning a scientific 

identity were interconnected.14  This was particularly true in contested borderlands, 

where support and recognition for scientific pursuits depended on evincing attachment to 

one of the region’s patronage-granting polities, be it the United States, Spain, or the State 

of Muskogee.  One effective route to inclusion was to claim unique access to some aspect 

of local knowledge that metropolitan men of science found fascinating but difficult to see 

for themselves.15  Another was to possess knowledge, skills, or technologies in a field 

that had the potential to bolster a polity’s regional power, such as agronomy, geography, 

or natural history.16  Moreover, being a man of science was not an exclusive identity: 

officials, planters, spies, and pirates could, at times, all perform scientific work.  While 

this complexity precludes a comprehensive prosopography of borderlands scientific 

practitioners, the late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century Gulf South provides an 

ideal setting for examining why Spanish, Anglo, and French individuals chose particular 

                                                
13 François Furstenberg, “The Significance of the Trans-Appalachian Frontier in Atlantic History,” The 
American Historical Review 113, no. 3 (June 2008): 647–677; Andrew McMichael, Atlantic Loyalties: 
Americans in Spanish West Florida, 1785-1810 (Athens, Ga: University of Georgia Press, 2008).  The 
“perceived congruence of interest between the patron and recipient” also influenced knowledge production 
within Philadelphia.  Simon Baatz, “Philadelphia Patronage: The Institutional Structure of Natural History 
in the New Republic, 1800-1833,” Journal of the Early Republic 8, no. 2 (Summer 1988), 111–138.   
14 On how Benjamin Franklin—a man who shifted his political allegiance and was constantly refashioning 
his scientific identity—“made his pursuits in the sciences and in public affairs inform and support each 
other,” see Joyce E. Chaplin, The First Scientific American: Benjamin Franklin and The Pursuit of Genius 
(New York: Basic Books, 2006), 8.  
15 Parrish, American Curiosity, chap. 3; Lewis, A Democracy of Facts, chap. 3.     
16 Anglo surveyors in western North America, for example, used narrative and cartographic techniques of 
“western landscape descriptions” to craft images of the West, court promotion within the federal system, 
and fashion reputations as reliable experts.  Peter J. Kastor, William Clark’s World: Describing America in 
an Age of Unknowns (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2011), chap. 5.    
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political attachments and how they cultivated recognition as credible sources of natural 

knowledge.17  This chapter follows the careers of Thomas Power, William Dunbar, and 

Bartholomé Lafon to argue that allegiance, patronage, and credibility were closely 

interrelated. 

Knowledge and (Thomas) Power 

 Thomas Power (1765-1825) was a man of science and a spy.  For Power, these 

were not distinct fields nor did they necessarily generate distinct results: spying enabled 

him to do scientific fieldwork which, in turn, could legitimize his presence in sites of 

intrigue and generate useful political and natural knowledge.18  As the knowledge he 

produced was usually meant to remain secret, Power’s patronage networks were highly 

personal affairs based on backroom meetings, uneasy trust, and the mutual promotion of 

interests.  His primary patrons were the governors of Spanish Louisiana, but he also 

developed attachments to the conspiratorial cabals through which U.S. officials sought to 

realize their grandiose ambitions in the Mississippi Valley.    

 Power’s national identity was ambiguous, a valuable but potentially risky asset for 

a borderlands spy.  Historians have tended to assume that Power identified as Irish or 

                                                
17 Recent histories of allegiance and science alike have used biographies to trace the complex transnational 
itineraries of individuals and their knowledge.  See Maya Jasanoff, Liberty’s Exiles: American Loyalists in 
the Revolutionary World (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2011); Smith and Hilton, Nexus of Empire; Simon 
Schaffer et al., eds., The Brokered World; James H. Sweet, Domingos Álvares, African Healing, and the 
Intellectual History of the Atlantic World (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2011). 
18 On other individuals whose spying and scientific work overlapped, see Safier, “A Courier Between 
Empires;” Thomas J. Schaeper, Edward Bancroft: Scientist, Author, Spy (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 2011); Joseph G. Tregle, Jr., “Introduction,” Thomas Hutchins, An Historical Narrative and 
Topographical Description of Louisiana and West-Florida (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1968), 
xxiv-xxxv.  
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British and that Spain was merely his “adopted country.”19  Power’s parents were Irish 

Catholics, but he was born in Tenerife on the Canary Islands, firmly within the Spanish 

Empire and at the center of the Atlantic world.20  Spanish officials usually labeled him a 

canario; Power described himself (in English) as a “Spaniard.”21  His Irish appearance 

did facilitate missions into U.S. territory but, as Governor Manuel Gayoso de Lemos 

observed, Power sometimes met with bad treatment when Anglo-Americans did 

“acknowledge [him] as a Spaniard.”22  There were other dangers in not looking Spanish.  

During his work on the 1798 to 1800 Florida boundary survey, Power fretted that it was 

“impossible to convince [the Choctaws that] I am a Spaniard; and in case any attempt 

[attack] is made against the Americans, I shall have but a bad chance.”23      

 Power was already a learned citizen of the world when he came to Louisiana in 

the early 1790s and, within a few years of his arrival, Spanish officials recognized him as 

an expert on the nature and politics of an enormous swath of the American borderlands.  

As Gayoso remarked, Power was a man “of much understanding and education” who had 

                                                
19 Quote in Charles Gayarré, History of Louisiana: Spanish Domination, vol. III, 3rd ed. (New Orleans: 
Armand Hawkins, 1885), 345.  See also François-Xavier Martin, The History of Louisiana: From the 
Earliest Period, vol. 2 (New Orleans: A.T. Penniman, & Co., 1829), 123; Royal Ornan Shreve, The 
Finished Scoundrel (Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1933), 63; Andro Linklater, An Artist in 
Treason: The Extraordinary Double Life of General James Wilkinson (New York: Walker, 2009), 146. 
20 Jack D.L. Holmes, Documentos Inéditos Para La Historia De La Luisiana, 1792-1810 (Madrid: J. 
Porrúa Turanzas, 1963), 248.  Power seems to have come to Louisiana independently of the approximately 
2000 isleño soldiers and farmers that Spanish officials recruited to populate Louisiana in the 1770s and 
1780s.  Gilbert C. Din, The Canary Islanders of Louisiana (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 
1988).   
21 Marquis de Casa-Calvo to Pedro Cevallos, 18 July 1805, MPA, SD, VIII, p. 509, reel 61x, PKY; Stephen 
Minor to Manuel Gayoso, Bayu Sarah, 29 July 1798, PC, AGI, leg. 50, f. 1110, reel 111, ser. 143, LSU, 
LLMVC. 
22 Gayoso to Minor, New Orleans, 5 Sept. 1797, Gayoso de Lemos Letters, LSU, LLMVC. 
23 Thomas Power to Gayoso, Limit, Bayou Sarah, 7 July 1798, PC, AGI, leg. 215-B, f. 52, reel 75, ser. 106, 
LSU, LLMVC. 
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“acquired much knowledge during his extensive travels in the four parts of the world.”  

Gayoso added, accurately enough, that Power was “very mischievous.”24  Not only did he 

seem to delight in fomenting intrigue, but his writings expressed a sarcastic outlook and a 

lack of patience with those he considered to be his mental inferiors.  By the first years of 

the nineteenth century, his scientific work and spy craft had taken him throughout the 

eastern United States, the Mississippi and Ohio River valleys, Louisiana, and the 

Floridas, and he had even found time to acquire “vast local knowledge of the Internal 

Provinces” west of the Mississippi.25  Although he had initially stood out in Louisiana for 

his trilingualism and been recruited as a translator, the Baron de Carondelet, Governor of 

Louisiana from 1791 to 1797, recognized Power’s other talents and made the young man 

his confidential agent for expeditions into the western United States.26  Their goal was to 

incite westerners in Kentucky and Tennessee to break away from the Atlantic states and, 

thus, lessen the looming threat that the emerging U.S. Empire posed to Spanish North 

America.  According to Power, these missions were “discreet, extremely important for 

the Royal Service, and as arduous and dangerous as they were thorny and delicate.”  This 

may have been an understatement.  In addition to his usual travels by sea to the eastern 

United States and boat trips up and down the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, Power 

                                                
24 Gayoso to Saavedra, New Orleans, 26 Feb 1799, Papeles de estado in the Archivo Histórico Nacional of 
Spain, 1748-1846 (AHN), Leg. 3901, Apartado 4, no. 3, pp. 1209, 1212, LOC. 
25 Casa-Calvo to Pedro Cevallos, 18 July 1805, MPA, SD, VIII, 509, PKY.     
26 Holmes, Documentos Inéditos, 248. 
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travelled overland from New Orleans to Canada in 1797, claiming to be “the only white 

man to have accomplished this since the establishment of the province by the French.”27 

During his missions for Carondelet between 1793 and 1797, Power used his 

identity as a man of science—or at least the plausibility of this identity—to justify his 

travels through Tennessee, Kentucky, Ohio, and the Chickasaw Nation.  He sometimes 

traveled under the name “Doctor Powers” and his stated goal was “to obtain materials for 

a history of this country.”28  Writing in 1796, U.S. Secretary of War James McHenry 

noted succinctly that “Powers is about thirty five years of age; of Irish descent; born in 

one of the Canary Islands; educated at St. Omer; bred a physician; a man of Science; 

seemingly versatile; and speaks French[,] Spanish and English fluently.”29  While Power 

probably hoped that self-identifying as a naturalist would add a trustworthy veil to his 

geopolitical schemes, it also seems that “the ardour of [his] curiosity” was genuine and 

that he was devoted to completing his scientific work.30  After the U.S. Army had caught 

wind that Power was a Spanish spy and tried barring him from traveling to Kentucky in 

1796, Power protested that “to leave this country, without obtaining some knowledge of 

                                                
27 Thomas Power, Ynstancia del agrimensor Thomas Power […] solicitando el abono de sus haberes [no 
date (1805?)], ANC, Fondo Floridas, leg. 2, no. 18, f. 1, reel 2, HNOC. 
28 Deposition of Samuel Allen, Davidson County, Tennessee, 8 July 1797, PC, AGI, leg. 213, f. 619, LSU, 
LLMVC; Anthony Wayne to James McHenry, Fort Washington, 18 July 1796,”  Northwest Territory 
Collection (NTC), Indiana Historical Society (IHS), M0367, Box 2, Folder 16; 
http://images.indianahistory.org/u?/ONWT,1574; Martin, The History of Louisiana, 2:123. 
29 James McHenry to Anthony Wayne, War Office, 25 May 1796, NTC, IHS, M0367, Box 2, Fol. 15, 
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(Jan. 1978).   
30 Power to James Wilkinson, Cincinnati, 20 May 1796, in James Wilkinson, Memoirs of My Own Times, 
vol. 2 (Philadelphia: Printed by Abraham Small., 1816), appendix no. XLIII. 
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its topography, soil, improvements, population, &c […] is to me a very painful 

disappointment.”31  While this lament could be read as an excuse for intrigue, Power 

made time to pursue scientific interests throughout his career, even when they were not a 

required part of his service to Spain.  He was thus probably sincerely upset to be denied 

the chance to research and write about the natural history of the Ohio Valley, a topic in 

which many men of science—and many spies—were interested and that could have made 

him a widely-read and esteemed author.32  

Power did achieve some recognition as a man of science over the course of his 

career, but this identity by no means gave him a reputation for trustworthiness or 

disinterestedness.  Indeed, nearly everyone who had heard of Power knew that he was, as 

U.S. astronomer Andrew Ellicott put it, “intreauging [sic] for the Spanish government in 

the state of Kentucky by the order of the Baron de Carondelet […] fomenting the 

discontent but too prevalent among our Citizens against the best and most perfect of 

Governments.”33  Power himself would later declare that his identity as a secret agent 

was “so generally known, that it would be idle and absurd, and altogether useless, for me 

to deny it.”34   

                                                
31Power to Wilkinson, Cincinnati, 26 May 1796, ibid.  
32 For occasions on which Power pursued science independently of his duties, see Power to Yntendente, 
PC, AGI, leg 538-B, f. 241 ser. 78, reel 78, HNOC; Thomas Power to Gayoso, Camp at Bayou Sarah, 12 
June 1798, PC, AGI, leg. 215-B, f. 50, reel 75, ser. 106, LSU, LLMVC.  Some contemporary naturalists 
who did achieve broader recognition for publication about the Ohio River Valley include André Michaux, 
Thomas Hutchins, and Gilbert Imlay, all of whom were involved in intrigue and spying. 
33 Ellicott to Secretary of State, Natchez, 5 June 1797, Andrew Ellicott Papers (AEP), vol. 3, Letters Sent, 
1797-1800, f. 545, LOC.  On the importance of western settlers to establishing U.S. sovereignty in the 
trans-Appalachian West and the weak attachments that westerners felt toward the Atlantic states in the 
1790s, see Furstenberg, “The Significance of the Trans-Appalachian Frontier,” 659–665.  
34 Captain Power’s Testimony, Mississippi Herald & Natchez Gazette (Natchez, 3 Dec 1807), vol. 6, no. 
48.  See also the depositions collected by John Gordon, Davidson County, Tennessee, 8 July 1797, PC, 
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Yet standards of credibility were not the same among all intellectual and political 

communities; they were specific to particular networks and could vary depending on an 

individual’s role within those networks.  The same cunning and interestedness that made 

Power so untrustworthy to some U.S. citizens put him in “the highest confidence” of his 

exclusive network of Spanish officials, Kentuckian separatists, and U.S. double-agents.35  

Power was well aware of this, and he invariably played up the inseparability of credibility 

and patriotism in communications with his patrons. He told Carondelet in 1797 that he 

“acted with prudence, with honour, and the disinterestedness of an honest man, as well as 

with the zeal and fidelity which the king’s service requires,” adding that “nothing can 

coincide better with my own inclination” than working to divide the United States.  In 

response, the governor promised to reward him by “obtaining for you from the Minister 

an appointment, which will render you independent of hatred and jealousy.”36   

Power’s travels in the trans-Appalachian West have received little historical 

attention and almost no recognition as scientific endeavors, yet his missions were similar 

to—and entangled with—those of more famous French and Anglo-American scientific 

spies operating throughout the region.37  The French botanist André Michaux tried to use 

                                                                                                                                            
AGI, leg. 213, f. 619-623, LSU, LLMVC; Daniel Clark, Proofs of the Corruption of Gen. James Wilkinson 
and of His Connection with Aaron Burr (Philadelphia: Wm. Hall, Jr. & Geo. W. Pierie, 1809), 39; 
Linklater, An Artist in Treason, 153. 
35 Clark, Proofs, 22. 
36 Power to Carondelet, 9 May 1797, New Orleans, Appendix no. 36; Power to Carondelet, Natchez, 4 June 
1797, Appendix 40; Carondelet to Power, New Orleans, 26 May 1797, Appendix no. 38; all in Clark, 
Proofs, 74, 87, 83–4. 
37 Even recent scholarship has perpetuated the Anglo-centric argument that the expeditions of Lewis and 
Clark and Zebulon Pike were “uniquely American” in combining scientific, commercial, and imperial 
goals, while Spanish exploration was, in contrast, “secretive and nonscientific.”  John Logan Allen, “Pike 
and American Science,” in Zebulon Pike, Thomas Jefferson, and the Opening of the American West, ed. 
Matthew L. Harris and Jay H. Buckley (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2012), 84, 90.  On Spanish 
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his 1793 western expedition, performed on behalf of the American Philosophical Society, 

to forward Citizen Edward Charles Genêt’s plot to incite Kentuckians against Spain’s 

Gulf South colonies and win westerners’ backing for a French Louisiana.38  Spain also 

wanted to secure the allegiance of westerners and, thus, sent Power to Kentucky in 1794 

“to keep an eye on the movements, and progress, of what is generally known by the name 

of Genet’s expedition, against Louisiana.”39  Power’s expeditions were also comparable 

to that of Zebulon Pike, the Anglo-American explorer who integrated spying, natural 

history, and astronomy in his 1806 to 1807 venture into the Spanish Southwest.  And 

although Pike worked for the United States and Power served Spain, they shared a 

common patron in Brigadier-General James Wilkinson.40 

At least during the early years of Power’s and Wilkinson’s volatile relationship, 

Power looked to the U.S. general and double agent as someone who could advance his 

standing within the Spanish service.  Power was Spain’s liaison to Wilkinson and, by 

1796, had undertaken three daring missions to exchange intelligence with the general, 

bring him his cash pension from New Orleans, and plot the separation of Kentucky and 

Tennessee from the union.  Wilkinson was always on the lookout for valuable sources of 

                                                                                                                                            
spying in the late eighteenth-century trans-Appalachian West, see Goetzmann, Exploration and Empire, 43; 
A. P. Whitaker, “Spanish Intrigue in the Old Southwest: An Episode, 1788-89,” The Mississippi Valley 
Historical Review 12, no. 2 (September 1925), 155–176. 
38 Gilbert Chinard, “André and François-André Michaux and Their Predecessors: An Essay on Early 
Botanical Exchanges Between America and France,” Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 
101, no. 4 (1957), 352; Frederick Jackson Turner, “The Origin of Genet’s Projected Attack on Louisiana 
and the Floridas,” The American Historical Review 3, no. 4 (July 1898): 650–7. 
39 “Mr. Power’s Narrative and Deposition, Respecting his mission, in 1795,” in Wilkinson, Memoirs, vol. 
2, app. XLV. 
40 On how Wilkinson’s plots overlapped with Pike’s expedition, see, Goetzmann, Exploration and Empire, 
43–50; William E. Folley, “James Wilkinson: Pike’s Mentor and Jefferson’s Capricious Point Man in the 
West,” in Zebulon Pike, Thomas Jefferson, and the Opening of the American West, 185–225. 
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intelligence and knowledge, and Power quickly impressed him.  After they first 

“accidently met” near Gallipolis, Ohio, in 1793, Wilkinson recalled that Power “appeared 

to be a man of travel and information; his conversation was interesting, and he 

represented himself, as engaged in collecting materials, for the purpose of forming a 

natural history of the country.”41  Just as Power performed the role of devoted and 

knowledgeable client, so too did Wilkinson play his part as patron by using his influence 

within the Spanish Empire to advocate for Power’s promotion and bring him to the notice 

of the court in Madrid.42  After only a few years in North America, Power’s patronage 

and knowledge networks already transcended imperial boundaries. 

Yet Wilkinson not only served the U.S. and Spanish governments: he was an 

independent powerbroker who sought to acquire geographic and political information and 

use it to forge an “empire of self” in the continental interior.43  Power made an ideal ally, 

and he developed a personal loyalty to Wilkinson that reached beyond the scope of 

serving Spain.  Power tended to reserve his personal loyalties for exceptionally intelligent 

leaders, Spanish officials with scientific leanings like Gayoso and the Marquis de Casa-

Calvo as well as the brilliant if overly-ambitious Wilkinson.  In 1797, a U.S. soldier who 

met Power in Natchez observed that he “spoke of Wilkinson’s great superiority of 

understanding and that he was sorry of my ignorance for not perceiving it.”44  Power was 

                                                
41 Wilkinson, Memoirs, 2:203. 
42 Wilkinson to Gayoso, Fort Washington, 22 Sept. 1796, in Clark, Proofs, 40.  
43 David E. Narrett, “Geopolitics and Intrigue: James Wilkinson, the Spanish Borderlands, and Mexican 
Independence,” The William and Mary Quarterly 69, no. 1 (Jan. 2012), 104.   
44 Despite his supposed ignorance, this soldier asked a penetrating question: “Why should such men as 
Powers, [Philip] Nolan and others Notoriously Spanish officers, be entrusted & employed in the service of 
[Wilkinson] in preference to his countrymen?  What interest, what connexion [sic] can exist between an 
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eager to please the general and was tuned in to social cues that threatened to disrupt their 

relationship.  Wilkinson’s own government grew suspicious of his dealings with Spain 

and, in 1795, he made a show of snubbing Power because he was, according to U.S. 

General Anthony Wayne, “a spy for the British, a spy for the Spanish, and a spy for some 

body else.”  Power felt jilted and, in his efforts to win back Wilkinson’s favor, blasted 

Wayne for challenging his “character [as] a gentleman.”45   

Wayne’s accusations also gave Power a chance to reflect “on the term spy.”  

While the “blockhead” Wayne had meant it to convey “a person employed by one nation 

to watch the motions, and detect the schemes of a rival and hostile nation,” Power 

equated spies with a type of philosopher whose penetration into the workings of human 

nature gave them a higher place in the chain of being than officials like Wayne.  As he 

told Wilkinson: 

To an intelligent and reflecting mind, how mortifying and humiliating it must be, 
on taking a philosophical survey of society, to behold in the front ranks […] 
wretched bodies without a soul, whose sluggish intellects and contracted views, 
reduce them, in the scale of beings, nearly to the level of the most torpid of the 
brute creation.  To contemplate these creatures, decorated with the insignia of 
power […] exacting the tribute of homage from men, possessing fifty times their 
understanding, and adorned with virtues, [I] blush to think, that I belong to the 
same species. […] High rank, honours, exalted posts, dignified offices, confer not 
any mental prerogative.  [Such leaders] will ever be an object of scorn, and 
derision, for the philosopher.  I will take my leave of General Wayne, by assuring 

                                                                                                                                            
American genl and a petty officer of Spain?”  Robert Newman to James McHenry, Philadelphia, 18 June 
1797, NTC, IHS, M0367, Box 2, Folder 20, http://images.indianahistory.org/u?/ONWT,1790.  Philip Nolan 
imported horses from Texas and was one of the confidential agents who supplied Wilkinson with political 
and geographic information from Spanish North America.  Narrett, “Geopolitics and Intrigue,” 114–6. 
45 James Wilkinson to Power, Fort Washington, 11 Nov 1795, in Wilkinson, Memoirs, 2:661; emphasis in 
original.  This “some body else” was Wilkinson, though I have not found any evidence that Power worked 
specifically for the British interest. 
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him, that he need be under no kind of apprehension of being taken for a spy in any 
part of the world.46 
 

This rant was the earliest instance in which Power revealed the radical meritocratic streak 

that increasingly influenced his politics over the next several years.47  More importantly, 

it suggested that Power did not consider being a spy and a man of science to be 

incompatible identities.  They were related occupations, and Power was confident that his 

talents qualified him for both roles.         

Power was not above self-praise in his pursuit of recognition and promotion, and 

he cited the danger of his work, loyalty to Spain, and hatred of the United States to solicit 

greater financial compensation for his services.  He explained to Governor Gayoso that 

“the hazards I have encountered, and the narrow escapes I have made in the 

accomplishing of whatever may have been the objects of my missions” had earned him so 

little pay that he remained “a loser” in 1798.  He recognized that there was no longer a 

chance that Kentucky would break away from the United States, but rather than 

attributing this unfortunate result to the 1795 Treaty of San Lorenzo, which had given 

U.S. citizens the right of deposit in New Orleans, Power blamed the incompetence of his 

co-conspirators.  “Without incurring the reproach of vanity,” he boasted, “had every 

person concerned, displayed the same activity, firmness, constancy, fidelity, secrecy, 

honor, and disregard of personal interest, that have invariably marked my conduct, the 

Politicks [sic] of the Western Country would at this day wear a widely different aspect.”  

                                                
46 Power to Wilkinson, Cincinnati, 12 Nov. 1795, ibid., 2:662; emphasis in original. 
47 Jacobin ideas were prevalent throughout the late eighteenth-century Atlantic world, and Power’s time in 
France, Philadelphia, and the circum-Caribbean could have exposed him to such anti-elitist ideas. 
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These were not merely professional concerns for Power; he was emotionally invested in 

breaking-up the United States.  His hatred of “our Northern neighbours” was a sentiment 

that “originate[d] in an inveterate rancour [sic], too deeply rooted ever to be 

conquered.”48   

 The patronage he received from Carondelet, Gayoso, and Wilkinson helped 

Power land another position that blended science and spy craft: a simultaneous 

appointment as surveyor, secretary, and commissary of the royal treasury for the 1798 to 

1800 Florida boundary commission.  He participated in the scientific aspects of the 

expedition and penned three separate journals, a “historical diary of occurrences on the 

line,” an account of his “topographical, botanical, and physical observations” during the 

survey, and a third text devoted to astronomical observations.49  Yet he also found time to 

gather intelligence on “the operations of our false neighbors,” particularly Andrew 

Ellicott’s many intrigues and the movements of U.S. troops.50  Power seemed glad for 

this opportunity to interact with other men of science and show off his learning.  In a 

letter that mostly concerned the probability of a Choctaw attack against the U.S. 

commission, Power described how he and fellow Spanish commissioner William Dunbar 

discussed “the question of Hydraulicks,” a topic that Gayoso had previously debated with 

                                                
48 Power to Gayoso, Boundary Line Thomson’s Creek, 29 Sep 1798, PC, AGI, leg. 215-B, f. 62, reel 75, 
ser. 106, LSU, LLMVC. 
49 Power to Yntendente, PC, AGI, leg 538-B, f. 241 ser. 78, reel 78, HNOC.  I have found no evidence that 
these journals are extant. 
50 Quote from Gayoso to Saavedra, New Orleans, 26 Feb 1799, AHN, Leg. 3901, Apartado 4, no. 3, p. 
1209, LOC.  For examples of Power gathering and communicating intelligence on the United States and 
Ellicott, see Power to Gayoso, Bayou Sarah, 7 July 1798, f. 52; Power to Gayoso, Thompson's Creek 20 
Sep 1798; Power to Gayoso, Boundary Line Thompsons's Creek, 14 Oct 1798, f. 68; all in PC, AGI, leg. 
215-B, reel 75, ser. 106, LSU, LLMVC.   
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Ellicott.  Power and Dunbar agreed with their patron’s opinion “that by contracting the 

breadth of a current of water, it is impossible to accelerate the velocity of it, without 

increasing the declivity of its bed.”  Power acted shocked that a “person presumed of any 

degree of information”—meaning Ellicott—could think otherwise.51  Power and Dunbar 

also looked to Gayoso to translate astronomical terms like “offset,” “affect,” and “plumb 

of the transit” into Spanish.  While they did in fact need Gayoso’s skills as a translator, 

such requests also attracted the governor’s patronage by paying homage to his 

erudition.52  

Power’s demonstrations of loyalty and scientific ability did win Gayoso’s 

patronage, yet his reputation for intrigue limited the amount of public recognition and 

type of scientific employment that Gayoso would give him.  According to Ellicott, 

Gayoso proposed that Power should take over as Spain’s astronomer and commissioner 

after William Dunbar quit the boundary survey.  Ellicott raised such a fuss at this 

prospect that Gayoso agreed to give the less-capable but more trusted Stephen Minor the 

prestigious job of astronomer while consigning Power to the more discreet role of 

                                                
51 Thomas Power to Gayoso, Camp at Bayou Sarah, 12 June 1798, PC, AGI, leg. 215-B, f. 50, reel 75, ser. 
106, LSU, LLMVC. Emphasis in original.  Power often challenged Ellicott’s presumptions of scientific 
excellence as well as his character.  He ranted that “the conduct of the old man [Ellicott] has [been] so 
childish, foolish, ridiculous, contemptible, preposterous and extravagant, that everybody begins to think he 
has taken leave of his senses. […] He is certainly as great a liar as God put breath into, […] the 
quintessence of Duplicity and a complete model of meanness & baseness [and a] despicable, hateful, hoary 
lecher.  For short, the whole scope of the English language, not withstanding its copiousness and energy, 
does not afford terms sufficiently forcible to convey even a slight idea of this man’s bad qualities […] and 
when I take a survey of the conduct of the American commissioner, from the moment he put a foot on the 
Natchez shore, my blood boils within me.”  Power to Gayoso, Limits, Pearl River Camp, 18 Dec 1798, ff. 
75-6, ibid.   
52 Power to Gayoso, Thompson’s Creek, 14 Oct. 1798, PC, AGI, leg 215-B, fol. 68, reel 75, series 106, 
LSU, LLMVC; Dunbar to Gayoso, Natchez, 7 Nov. 1798, ibid. 
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surveyor and secretary.53  Ellicott, however, had played right into Gayoso’s hands.  The 

Spanish governor took advantage of Ellicott’s trust in Minor—who had been Ellicott’s 

childhood friend in Pennsylvania—to facilitate Spanish intelligence-gathering during the 

expedition.54  Gayoso asked Minor to procure “a continued & early information of all 

their politics and their movements & actual object of the American forces” and added that 

he was “glad of the intimate harmony that I find subsists between you and Mr. Power, 

who I look upon to be a man of penetration and discernment.”  This plan would only 

succeed if Power and Minor were not “looked upon as Spyes,” and since Power was 

already notorious for intrigue, Minor made a better front-man.55  Ellicott and William 

Dunbar would achieve international—and historical—recognition as astronomers through 

their work on the boundary.  Power, whose reputation as a spy relegated him to a less 

prominent role, did not.     

After the survey ended in East Florida in 1800, Power seems to have traveled 

through Philadelphia and Pittsburg on his way back to New Orleans.  His activities in 

Philadelphia are unknown, but Ellicott worried that Power would use the occasion to 

stoke the factional discord already rife in eastern cities.  He told the U.S. secretary of 

state that “Mr. Power has been so long in the habit of intrigue and duplicity that he is 

only at home when in the midst of confusion—his former residence in Philadelphia 

                                                
53  “Extracts from A. Ellicott’s Communication to Secretary Pickering, Darling’s Creek, Nov. 8, 1798,” in 
Wilkinson, Memoirs, vol. 2, app. XXXI. 
54 Ellicott to Secretary of State, Natchez, 12 Sep 1797, AEP, vol. 3, Letters Sent, 1797-1800, f. 576, LOC. 
55 Gayoso to Minor, New Orleans, 16 Oct 1798, Gayoso de Lemos Letters, LSU, LLMVC. 
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procured him an extensive acquaintance with the partizans [sic] of France.”56  It is 

possible that, like other men of science active in the Spanish circum-Caribbean, Power 

would have gone to Philadelphia to consult the city’s libraries and scientific resources, 

collections that would have helped him finalize his diaries of geographical and botanical 

observations.57  Philadelphia was a shared hub of U.S. and circum-Caribbean science 

through which knowledge often crossed imperial boundaries.  In 1798, for example, the 

Spanish botanist Baltasar Boldo interrupted his plant-collecting in Cuba to visit 

Philadelphia, where he read “the most modern botanical works that can be acquired, and 

that cannot be found in Spain, in order to rectify the manuscripts of [his] general history 

of [Cuban] plants.”58  During his stay in the city, Boldo also acquired seeds from North 

America, Botany Bay, China, and Siberia that he forwarded to Madrid’s Royal Botanical 

Garden.59   

 By the final years of Spanish rule in Louisiana, Power had begun to prosper.  His 

superiors gave him scientific employment as surveyor of the Felicianas district, social 

prestige as a militia captain, a large cash reward for his work on the boundary line, and 

                                                
56 Ellicott to Secretary of State, Cumberland Island, 23 March 1800, AEP, vol. 4, Correspondence, f. 1004, 
LOC.     
57 Power put the final touches on his scientific writings from the boundary survey while travelling down 
the Mississippi River on the ways back from Georgia, where the survey had ended in 1800.  Power did not 
specify if he went to Philadelphia on this return journey, noting only that he sailed to the Chesapeake 
before heading to Pittsburg and the Ohio River.  Power to Yntendente, PC, AGI, leg 538-B, f. 241 ser. 78, 
reel 78, HNOC. 
58 Baltasar Manuel Boldo to Conde de Mopox, 14 Aug 1798, copy, Colección Guillén, vol. mxxxi, ms 
2243, Mopox tomo 4, doc. 20, Archivo de Museo Naval, Madrid (AMNM).  On how Portuguese naturalists 
also pursued botanical knowledge of the Americas in Philadelphia, see Safier, “A Courier Between 
Empires.”       
59 Mopox to Saavedra, Havana, 29 Dec 1798, Colección Guillén, mxxix, ms 2241, Mopox tomo 2, doc. 23, 
AMNM. 
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40,000 arpents of land on the Tickfaw River.60  He had acquired enough money by 1798 

to purchase his first slave and bought five more over the next ten years.61 Power furthered 

his connections within Spanish Louisiana’s social and scientific circles in 1799 by 

marrying Josephine Trudeau, niece of Carlos Trudeau, the surveyor general of 

Louisiana.62  As the 1803 transfer of Louisiana to France and, then, the United States 

neared, it seemed that Power had every reason to remain loyal to, and comfortably 

employed by, the Spanish Crown.63   

Yet 1803 offered a wealth of potential allegiances and employment opportunities 

for someone with Power’s skill set and experience with Mississippi Valley intrigue.  His 

old friend and patron, James Wilkinson, seemed to offer the most interesting option, and 

                                                
60 Perhaps aware that he was not readily recognizable as a Spaniard, Power told Gayoso “that although you 
did me the honor of appointing me Captain of Militia since the first of April last I have not received my 
Commission, which makes me feel rather uneasy every time I put on my uniform.” Power to Gayoso, 
Boundary Line Thomson’s Creek, 29 Sep 1798, PC, AGI, leg. 215-B, f. 63, reel 75, ser. 106, LSU, 
LLMVC.  On Power’s work as a surveyor in West Florida, including some unauthorized surveys he made 
near Baton Rouge, see Vicente Sebastián Pintado to Carlos de Grand Pre, 2 Dec 1803, Papers of Vicente S. 
Pintado, reel 2, f. 315, mss 17,619, PKY; on Power’s cash reward, see Ellicott to Thomas Jefferson, 
Philadelphia, 13 April 1801, AEP, vol. 5, Correspondence, f. 1039, LOC; on his 40,000 arpent concession 
on the Tickfaw River, see ANC, Fondo Floridas, leg. 8, no. 15, f. 1, reel 11, HNOC.   
61 The only enslaved black that Power sold was a convicted criminal.  Gwendolyn Midlo Hall, Afro-
Louisiana History and Genealogy, 1719-1820, http://www.ibiblio.org/laslave/. 
62 Francisco Broutin, Index, vol. 1, p. 10, Historical Notaries’ Indices, New Orleans Notarial Archives.  
Power may have used his family connections with Carlos Trudeau to criticize the survey administration of 
his immediate superior in West Florida, see Trudeau to Pintado, New Orleans, 8 Jan 1804, Papers of 
Vicente S. Pintado, reel 2, f. 418, PKY. 
63 Other local men of science, including those who had previously worked for the United States, 
maintained their allegiance to Spain.  Peter Walker, an Anglo surveyor born in Spanish Louisiana, had been 
a surveyor for the U.S. during the Florida boundary commission and had followed Ellicott to Philadelphia, 
where he met some of the city’s leading men of science and developed into a skilled cartographer.  Yet 
Walker was disappointed with how poorly the U.S. government had rewarded his efforts.  He chose to 
return to the Spanish service as a surveyor in Louisiana and, after the Purchase, acted as an explorer, 
surveyor, and cartographer in northern New Spain.  Walker’s allegiance to Spain would eventually be 
challenged, however, as he was arrested in 1811 under suspicion of supporting the Mexican independence 
movement.  He was deported to Spain for trial, where he was exonerated from formal treason charges but 
required to live in Spain for the rest of his life.  Elizabeth A.H. John, “The Riddle of Mapmaker Juan Pedro 
Walker,” in Essays on the History of North American Discovery and Exploration, ed. Stanley H. Palmer 
and Dennis Reinhartz (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1988), 102–131.  
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Power was in on the ground floor as Wilkinson began plotting a new scheme.  As Power 

prepared for the retrocession of Louisiana to France in early 1803, he divulged to the 

general that he was considering taking a position in the French service.  He stressed, 

however, that “IF I DO ACCEPT AN EMPLOYMENT, IT SHALL BE WITH A 

SECONDARY VIEW, THAT OF FACILITATING OUR PROJECT AT A MORE 

FUTURE AND MORE PROPITIOUS MOMENT. YOU MAY FOREVER RECKON 

ON THE FIDELITY AND ATTACHMENT OF YOUR DEVOTED FRIEND.”64  

Wilkinson’s efforts to amass geographical knowledge of Louisiana and Spanish Texas in 

1803 and 1804 was similar to, and interconnected with, Thomas Jefferson’s, and while 

Jefferson looked to individuals like William Dunbar to supply him with this information, 

Wilkinson had Power.65  The specifics of Wilkinson’s and Power’s “PROJECT” are 

uncertain, but it is likely that Wilkinson hoped to seize French Louisiana and/or Spanish 

Texas, either as his own empire or under the aegis of the United States.     

The imminent French takeover of Louisiana not only gave Power renewed 

prospects for exercising his spy craft; it promised him the greatest scientific opportunity 

of his career.  The Marquis de Casa-Calvo, the governor of Louisiana and a scientific 

practitioner in his own right, appointed Power to lead an expedition that would travel to 

the source of the Red River while running the boundary between French Louisiana and 

                                                
64 “Extract of a letter, in cipher, from Thomas Power, in New Orleans, to Brigadier-general James 
Wilkinson,” 5 May 1803, in Wilkinson, Memoirs, 2:253; emphasis in original. 
65 Narrett, “Geopolitics and Intrigue,” 120.  The New Orleans merchant Daniel Clark, Jr., supplied such 
information to both Wilkinson and Jefferson.  Wilkinson may have looked to Power to fill the void in his 
supply of knowledge and intelligence after his agent Philip Nolan was killed in 1801.   
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Spanish Texas.66  William Dunbar, for one, was certain that the expedition would give 

Power the chance to garner the fame he deserved.  “I congratulate you my good friend,” 

he told Power, for “nothing is more gratifying to the inquisitive mind of a man of genius 

than the discovery of new objects hitherto concealed from the persevering researches of 

the Philosopher & Man of Science.”  Dunbar wrote excitedly about the “hidden 

treasures” of botanical, zoological, and geographical information that Power would surely 

reveal, adding that “in Europe the results of your researches will be looked for with a 

degree of impatience […].  If the notices brought by [James] Bruce from the Sources of 

the diminutive Nile were a subject of eager Curiosity to the learned in Europe, with how 

much more avidity will they devour the intelligence to be expected from the sources of 

this Great Father of Rivers and from a new world.”67  The expedition was Power’s chance 

to reshape his identity: he would no longer be known as a spy who dabbled in science; he 

would be an internationally recognized scientific explorer.  France, however, ruined this 

vision by selling Louisiana to the United States and leaving Power with no expedition to 

lead.    

Power did get his chance to explore Texas during Casa-Calvo’s western 

expedition of 1805-6, but not in a way that would earn him European recognition for his 

scientific achievements.  Casa-Calvo made himself the leader of this sixty-three man 

expedition, which mapped much of the Texas interior and sought to settle the boundaries 

                                                
66 Casa-Calvo had explored and surveyed much of western Cuba in 1798 as part of the Conde de Mopox’s 
scientific expedition to the Spanish Caribbean.  See Mopox, Havana, 2 July1798, Documentación relativa a 
los individuos que tomaron parte en la comisión de Cuba, Colección Guillén, cccxcv, ms 1578, AMNM.    
67 William Dunbar to Thomas Power, Natchez, 8 July 1803, Letterbook, 1802-1805, William Dunbar 
Papers (WDP), Mississippi Department of Archives and History (MDAH), f. 11. 
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of the Louisiana Purchase.  He relegated Power to his usual role as surveyor/spy because 

“his experience and known talent will provide us with necessary information […] as 

much in the realm of science as in politics.”68  Casa-Calvo and Nicolas deFiniels, a 

former engineer in both the French and U.S. armies, had the leading roles in acquiring the 

expedition’s geographical knowledge, though Power did have opportunities to break off 

from the main party and do his own scientific work.69  He received addition pay for 

“exploring the interior of the Atchafalaya River [and] the course of the Sabine River” and 

had to travel back to New Orleans to pick up an “indispensable” sextant that had just 

arrived from Natchez; it is quite possible that William Dunbar had sold this instrument to 

the Spanish expedition.70  Orleans Governor William C.C. Claiborne would eventually 

grow suspicious that Casa-Calvo was using this expedition as a cover for inciting western 

Indians and Louisianans to reject U.S. rule, and he got Thomas Jefferson to order Casa-

Calvo and all other Spanish officials out of the Orleans Territory.  Casa-Calvo and 

                                                
68 Marqués de Casa Yrujo to Marqués de Casa-Calvo, 20 July 1805, MPA, SD, VIII, 531, PKY.  Power 
received a salary of 1460 pesos as one of two surveyors for the expedition; Stephen Minor was the other 
surveyor.  Estado que manifiesta las individuos que deben componer la Expedicion de Limites, PC, AGI, 
leg. 142-A, f. 739,ser. 144, reel 79, HNOC. 
69 Jack D.L. Holmes, “The Marqués De Casa-Calvo, Nicolás DeFiniels, and the 1805 Spanish Expedition 
Through East Texas and Louisiana,” The Southwestern Historical Quarterly 69, no. 3 (Jan. 1966), 327–9, 
331–3.  Nicholas deFiniels left the U.S. military and traveled to Spanish Louisiana in 1797.  He became a 
military engineer, building fortifications and making maps for his latest patrons, Gayoso and Casa-Calvo.  
He moved to West Florida after the 1805-6 expedition and would maintain his allegiance to Spain: he was 
wounded defending the fort of Pensacola against Andrew Jackson’s forces in 1818 and all four of his sons 
entered the Spanish service.   
70 Casa-Calvo to Felix Tala, Pensacola, 12 April 1806,PC, AGI, leg. 142-A, f. 867, ser. 144, reel 79, 
HNOC. 
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deFiniels both left for West Florida in early 1806.71  Power settled in U.S.-ruled New 

Orleans.72 

As his local Spanish patronage network began to dissolve and New Orleans got 

swept up in the Burr Conspiracy, Power’s attachment to the Spanish monarchy grew 

more dubious and his Jacobin leanings more pronounced.  He was, most likely, one of the 

Spanish agents remaining in New Orleans that members of the “Mexican Association” 

feared to be circulating rumors that all Louisiana Purchase lands west of the Mississippi 

River were soon to be returned to Spain.  Yet Power also had conspiratorial ties with 

New Orleans merchant Daniel Clark, one of the leaders of the Association, and had 

maintained his relationship with Aaron Burr’s coconspirator, James Wilkinson.73  In his 

private correspondence, Power voiced support for Burr’s plot to conquer parts of New 

Spain and called Burr’s ambition of creating his own western empire “a noble 

enterprise.”  A week before Burr’s capture, Power told Stephen Minor that  

“if B[urr] does fail it will perhaps, for the present, be a benefit to the province—
but will the philanthropist, who considers all mankind as members of the same 
grand family, when he casts a glance over the habitable globe and sees the fairest 

                                                
71 Holmes, “The Marqués De Casa-Calvo,” 335–7.   
72 By the summer of 1807, Power owned at least three lots in New Orleans; he had these surveyed by 
Bartholomé Lafon.  Barthelemy Lafon Survey Book, vol. 1, 1806-1809, no. 19 f. 20, no 22 f 26, no. 29 f. 
36, MSS 408, HNOC.   Despite Claiborne’s and Jefferson’s attempts to secure Louisiana’s attachment to 
the U.S. by expelling the remaining Spanish officials, several Spanish officials continued to remain in New 
Orleans and pose a challenge to U.S. rule.  McMichael, Atlantic Loyalties, 70. 
73 Linklater, An Artist in Treason, 197.  The Mexican Association was apparently a group of around 300 
Anglo merchants in New Orleans who desired to profit for the “liberation” of Mexico from Spain.  It seems 
that Burr allied with this group and they planned to forward his plan to create a western empire by 
providing him with troops and geographic information about Mexico.  For a good summary of the Mexican 
Association—and how little historians actually know about it—see Jared William Bradley, ed., Interim 
Appointment: W.C.C. Claiborne Letter Book, 1804-1805 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 
2002), 596–603; Thomas Perkins Abernethy, The Burr Conspiracy (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1954), 24–30; David O. Stewart, American Emperor: Aaron Burr’s Challenge to Jefferson’s America (New 
York: Simon & Schuster, 2011). 
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part of it covered by miserable wretches groaning under the galling chains of 
Religion, Political, and Civil Tyranny; and when throwing his eyes forward to 
futurity, he again sees millions and millions, yet unborn, doomed to similar 
oppression, slavery & wretchedness, will he, I say, rejoice or drop a tear over the 
abolition of an undertaking [Burr’s planned conquest of Mexico] that would 
probably change their fate, and raise them to the rank of men?”74  
  

Power, a Spanish agent, was using the language of the black legend to weigh the pros and 

cons of the overthrow of Spanish North America.  This private letter, so uncharacteristic 

of his official communications, forces us to doubt the sincerity of his oft-professed 

attachment to the Spanish Crown.  Governmental archives—the records of official 

patronage networks—highlight how important professions of allegiance could be to 

personal advancement yet obscure the actual sentiments of government agents.   

While his precise political feelings may never be known, Power’s loyalties were 

put on trial during some the most dramatic court cases in the early United States, the 

1807 treason trial of Aaron Burr and James Wilkinson’s 1811 court martial.  In 1807, 

Power and Wilkinson remained on friendly terms when, during the treason trial, Burr 

tried to refocus attention from his own crimes to Wilkinson’s career as a double agent.  

The court summoned Power to Richmond, Virginia, where Burr cross-examined Power 

and pushed him to denounce his patron.  Wilkinson, as usual, had an ace up his sleeve: 

Power owed him money, and Wilkinson used this debt as leverage to get Power to write a 

certificate vindicating the general from charges of working with Spain.  Power played 

along, declaring in court that Wilkinson “was a perfect stranger to the mission on which I 

                                                
74 Power to Stephen Minor, New Orleans, 6 Feb 1807, Minor (Family) Papers, 1774-1891, LSU, LLMVC. 
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visited Kentucky.”75  Power even used his own allegiance to Spain to protect Wilkinson.  

He asserted that he “had the honor to be, and still [was], an officer in the service of his 

C.M.,” and thus was “bound by the strongest ties that can fasten on a man of principle 

and honor, not to answer any interrogations” that might compromise the interest of “the 

King my Master.”  Power would not “betray the trust, the unlimited confidence, with 

which the government of my country has honored me” and, in a characteristic burst of 

enthusiasm, exclaimed that “This is my motto, ‘Fidelity is my King.’”76       

Yet, for some Anglo-Americans, Power’s national and religious identities called 

his credibility into question in matters of law as much as in matters of science.77  Andrew 

Ellicott, a longtime enemy of both Power and Wilkinson, attempted to discredit Power as 

a witness by declaring that “he knows Thomas Power, and that his general character is 

bad, so far as he knows and verily believes; that he was an Englishman by descent, an 

African by birth, a Jesuite [sic] by education, a French Jacobin in principle, and one of 

the first agents of the massacres at the Cape.”78  Ellicott was right to identify a radical 

                                                
75 Power to Wilkinson, New Orleans, 16 May 1807, in Clark, Proofs, 15;  Abernethy, The Burr 
Conspiracy, 254–6.  Wilkinson would later assert that Power was no longer in the Spanish service in 1807, 
though this is a questionable claim as it came in the context of Wilkinson’s efforts to blast Power’s 
credibility during his 1811 court martial.  Wilkinson, Memoirs, 2:89, 97.     
76 “Captain Power’s Testimony,” Mississippi Herald & Natchez Gazette (Natchez, 3 Dec 1807), vol. 6, no. 
48. Emphasis in original. 
77 On the emergence of early modern understandings of credibility at the intersection of legal and scientific 
inquiry, see Barbara J. Shapiro, A Culture of Fact: England, 1550-1720 (Ithaca, N.Y: Cornell University 
Press, 2000).  On how early modern Anglo protestants considered Catholics and Spaniards to be untruthful 
and unreliable scientific practitioners, see Shapin, A Social History of Truth, 96–8. 
78 “From the Washington Monitor,” The Public Advertiser (New York, N.Y, 11 June 1808) v. 2, no. 449.  I 
have found no evidence to support Ellicott’s claim that Power was involved in Jean-Jacques Dessalines’s 
massacre of French whites at Cap-Français in Haiti, which occurred on April 18th 1804.  It seems unlikely 
that Power had any role in this massacre: he was busy with his duties as surveyor of the Felicianas District 
from January to May of 1804.  There was, however, great anxiety in the U.S. in the wake of the Haitian 
Revolution and Ellicott may have heaped this accusation on Power to turn public opinion against him.  
Philippe R. Girard, The Slaves Who Defeated Napoleon: Toussaint Louverture and the Haitian War of 
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streak in Power, but Power’s sympathy with revolutionary movements did not necessarily 

belie his fidelity to the Spanish Crown.  Power had traveled much of the world, and he 

may well have believed that the overthrow of monarchies would lead to greater freedom 

and happiness for oppressed people everywhere, including Spanish North America.  Yet 

his private political values would not automatically lead him to break his oath of 

allegiance or forsake his personal loyalties to patrons like Wilkinson. 

Power would, however, find himself back on the stand in 1811, this time 

testifying against Wilkinson at the general’s court martial in Frederick, Maryland.  

Wilkinson had attracted Power’s ire by breaking his promise not to publish the certificate 

Power had written to exculpate him from charges of treason in 1807, and Power now 

devoted himself to exposing Wilkinson and bringing about his downfall.  “The well 

known Don Thomas Power, a Spanish subject,” was something of a celebrity when he 

arrived in Frederick but, as per usual, he was notorious as a spy and not a man of 

science.79  The court martial could have determined both Power’s and Wilkinson’s 

futures; as Power warned Wilkinson in court, this “is a fatal moment for me sir—I must 

stab or be stabbed.”  Power got stabbed; Wilkinson cast sufficient doubt on Power’s 

credibility, declaring that he was “employed by me, as a spy, for the United States, to 

watch over the very government, of which, he has sworn on colonel Burr’s trial [that] ‘he 

was an officer.’”  Wilkinson’s goal was to prove that “Thomas Power is altogether 

                                                                                                                                            
Independence, 1801-1804 (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2011), 321–5; Frederick Walther to 
Vicente Sebastián Pintado, 9 Feb 1804, and Thomas Power to Pintado, 4 May 1804, both in Papers of 
Vicente S. Pintado, reel 2, ff. 405, 485, mss 17,619, PKY. 
79 The Alexandria Herald (Alexandria, Va., 22 Nov. 1811) , v. 1, no. 53; Shreve, The Finished Scoundrel, 
237–242. 
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unworthy of credit” and, by attacking his allegiance and citing his reputation as a spy, 

Wilkinson succeeded.80  

Power knew he had lost this battle, and he gave up in dramatic fashion.  On his 

third day on the stand, Power showed up drunk to court and made a great show of 

surreptitiously pocketing some documents that apparently proved he was deliberately 

trying “to destroy Wilkinson.”  When the court ordered him to share these papers, Power 

“threw them up with tears in his eyes and left the place.”81  It is hard to believe that 

someone as comfortable with intrigue as Power would have made such an error; rather, 

he was probably just tired of all these trials concerning his actions as a youth and wanted 

to go home to his family in New Orleans.  Wilkinson was acquitted of all charges that he 

had been a double agent for Spain. 

Power did return to New Orleans and would eventually die there in 1825.  During 

his fifteen years of gathering political and scientific information in Louisiana and the 

trans-Appalachian West, Power’s efforts to fashion a scientific identity were constantly 

overshadowed by his reputation as a spy.  He may have seen these identities as essentially 

related.  Most historians and contemporaries—particularly those attached to the United 

States—disagreed.  The secretiveness and blatant interestedness of Power’s knowledge-

gathering inspired the distrust of individuals outside Power’s immediate network of 

patrons and coconspirators.  Ironically, it was Power’s patrons who most limited his 

opportunities for wider scientific recognition.  Carondelet, Gayoso, Casa-Calvo, and 

                                                
80 Wilkinson, Memoirs of My Own Times, 2:88, 107; emphasis in original. 
81 American Watchman (Wilmington, De, November 27, 1811), v. 1, no. 241. 
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Wilkinson all valued Power more for his intriguing than his science, and these priorities 

were reflected in the types of appointments Power received.  It was, moreover, in his 

patrons’ interests to ensure that the knowledge Power produced did not circulate beyond 

their exclusive community, particularly not to officials and men of science attached to the 

United States.82  At the beginning of his career in the borderlands, Power may have 

believed that an identity as a man of science would conceal his intriguing and that being a 

spy would facilitate scientific pursuits.  In both cases, the opposite occurred.    

“The science of politics”: William Dunbar between Empires 

 More so than any other scientific practitioner in the region, William Dunbar 

successfully established a reputation for excellence on the periphery.  Dunbar did enjoy 

the benefits of a scientific education at King’s College in his native Scotland, yet this 

training alone does not account for the recognition he achieved during his lifetime or 

from subsequent historians.  Rather, Dunbar fashioned himself as a man of science 

because he mastered the overlapping arts of leveraging his wealth, performing scientific 

expertise, and securing patronage across imperial boundaries.  Spanish and U.S. officials 

alike considered Dunbar to be a reliable source of knowledge and thought he was 

politically attached to their respective empires.83  Perceptions of his scientific credibility 

                                                
82 On how “competitive animosities” impeded the inter-imperial circulation of knowledge in the circum-
Caribbean, see Londa Schiebinger, “Scientific Exchange in the Eighteenth-Century Atlantic World,” in 
Soundings in Atlantic History, 326–7. 
83 Dunbar’s allegiances—and scientific accomplishments— have received more attention than those of 
other men of science in the Lower Mississippi Valley. Some scholars have insisted that Dunbar had a clear 
and deep attachment to the United States, see Franklin Lafayette Riley, “Sir William Dunbar: The Pioneer 
Scientist of Mississippi,” Publications of the Mississippi Historical Society 2 (1899): 90; John Francis 
McDermott, “Philosophic Outpost on the Frontier: The Library of William Dunbar of the Forest”, 1965, 
MDAH.  Others have claimed that Dunbar, and other Anglos in the Natchez District, grudgingly accepted 
Spanish rule as they waited for the expected transfer of the territory to the U.S. or Britain: Robert J. 
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and political allegiance were matters of trust, and both of these aspects of his identity 

were connected with his possession of, and desire for, wealth, land, and slaves.84      

 Almost as soon as he arrived in British West Florida in 1773, Dunbar 

incorporated the pursuits of wealth and science to establish a Caribbean-style plantation.  

He visited other local plantations “to study the art” of making indigo, kept careful 

meteorological observations, and experimented with other potentially valuable cash crops 

and plantation exports.85  Dunbar also drew heavily on knowledge, laborers, and natural 

specimens from Jamaica.  He purchased most of his first slaves from the island and 

looked to Jamaican slave traders to send him the tropical plants that he aspired to 

cultivate at his West Florida plantation.  In 1775, he told the “Messrs Thompsons of 

Kingston Jamaica” that “I should be obliged to you could you procure me a small 

collection of seeds &c of your various kinds of fruits and curious trees: omit not your fine 

pine apple.”86  Scientific knowledge did not necessarily circulate along refined itineraries: 

the networks that exchanged slaves and scientific specimens across the circum-Caribbean 

were often one and the same. 
                                                                                                                                            
Malone, “Everyday Science, Surveying, and Politics in the Old Southwest: William Dunbar and the 
Influence of Place on Natural Philosophy” (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Florida, 1996), 133–8.  Arthur 
H. DeRosier rightly acknowledged Dunbar’s attachments to Britain and Spain before allying with the 
United States, yet he argued that Dunbar “was always completely loyal to the country he served and in 
which he lived.” Arthur H. DeRosier, William Dunbar: Scientific Pioneer of the Old Southwest (Lexington: 
University Press of Kentucky, 2007), 62.  The most recent writings on Dunbar have argued that he 
alternated attachments between Britain, Spain, and the United States to increase his wealth and status and 
that he maintained “a kind of scientific and personal loyalty” to scientifically-inclined officials.  
McMichael, “William Dunbar, William Claiborne, and Daniel Clark: Intersections of Loyalty and National 
Identity on the Florida Frontier,” in Nexus of Empire, 273; Kastor, William Clark’s World, 92–3.     
84 On the importance of wealth to scientific credibility and perceptions of political attachment, see, 
respectively, Shapin, A Social History of Truth, 48–56; Kastor, The Nation’s Crucible, 103. 
85 William Dunbar to John Ross, 12 July 1775, in “Extracts from the Letter Book of William Dunbar of the 
Forest, from 18 June 1775 to 24 March 1802, Together with a Biographical Sketch,” ed. B.L.C. Wailes, 
Misc. Manuscript Collection, MSS3167, LOC, p. 11; Dunbar, Journal, 1776-1780,  f. 2-3, WDP, MDAH.  
86 Dunbar to Messrs Thompsons of Kingston Jamaica, 18 June 1775, “Extracts,” p. 9, LOC.  
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Dunbar’s first shift in political attachment coincided with the American 

Revolution, but it was the loss of wealth and security—not any political principles—that 

led him to affiliate with Spain.  In 1778, Patriot raiders led by Captain James Willing 

robbed Dunbar and many other West Florida loyalists “of everything that could be 

carried away” and torched Dunbar’s newly-built home.  But all was not lost.  Dunbar had 

hidden his slaves from the raiders and he soon “obtained permission from the Spanish 

Govt [in Louisiana] to buy or hire a plantation [and he] made a purchase in the acadian 

Country & soon after brought down all [his] Negroes.”  He did, however, retain his lands 

on the eastern bank of the Mississippi, and in 1779 divided his twenty-one slaves 

between his “Spanish Plantation” in Louisiana and his “English Plantation” near Baton 

Rouge.87  After the Treaty of Paris in 1783, however, both of these plantations became 

part of Spain’s dominion. 

 Dunbar was not enthusiastic about becoming a Spanish subject, but he did see 

many advantages to living under Spanish rule.  He mused in 1781 that “I should have no 

objection to live under Spanish or any other well regulated government provided my time 

was not misspent.  I am at all times sufficiently prudent and circumspect to avoid giving 

the least umbrage to government and there is no need of the name American to make my 

residence agreeable.”88  Dunbar’s optimistic predictions for life under Spain were largely 

realized: his wealth, landholding, and social status all grew, and he found a profitable 

outlet for his scientific talents as surveyor of the Natchez District.  He also established 
                                                
87Dunbar, Journal, 1776-1780, ff. 30, 33, 35-6, WDP, MDAH; Dunbar to John Ross, 29 Dec. 1781, in 
“Extracts,” 18, LOC. Dunbar claimed that about half of West Florida’s whites were loyalists and half 
supported the patriot’s cause.  
88 Dunbar to John Ross, 29 Dec. 1781, “Extracts,” 19, LOC.  
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close connections with leading Spanish officials and men of science, some of whom, like 

Manuel Gayoso de Lemos and Carlos Trudeau, were also patrons of Thomas Power.  

Dunbar’s surveying work was often paid in land titles, and he acquired extensive tracts 

near Baton Rouge and Natchez.89             

Practicality and the desire to raise his status in social and scientific circles also 

motivated Dunbar’s increased attachment to the United States in the late 1790s.  His 

plantation in Natchez was located north of the boundary line that Spain and the United 

States had settled in 1795, and the most obvious reason why Dunbar realigned his 

allegiance was to retain these landholdings.  Yet, at least initially, this shift in political 

affiliation did not earn him the patronage, federal appointments, and scientific prestige he 

had expected.  Shortly after Andrew Ellicott arrived in Natchez to claim the district for 

the United States in 1797, Dunbar applied to the U.S. secretary of state for the 

appointment of surveyor general of the Mississippi Territory, a position that was as close 

as one could get to being a federally-funded astronomer in the early republic.90  In his 

application letter, Dunbar suggested that his local knowledge and access to Spanish maps 

made him the perfect man for the job.  He had seven years experience as Spain’s district 

surveyor and his “knowledge of the country is complete being possessed of a general or 

detached plans of all the surveys which have been made.  It is almost unnecessary to 

                                                
89 Dunbar to Gayoso, Natchez, 4 April 1797; Manuel Gayoso de Lemos, Natchez, 5 April 1797; and plat 
for these lands, 11 April 1797; all in Correspondence, 1778- , WDP, MDAH. DeRosier, William Dunbar, 
66, 69. 
90 Even the most well connected and accomplished astronomers in the early U.S. were obliged to do 
fieldwork as surveyors to earn federal funding; Hindle, Pursuit of Science, 337.  On the federal 
appointment system in the western territories of the early republic, see Kastor, The Nation’s Crucible, 92–
106.   
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point out to the discerning the local information I possess qualifies me to discharge the 

office to more advantage than any person who does not possess abilities superior to 

myself in scientific information.”91   

Dunbar recognized that he needed more than science to attain this federal 

appointment.  He needed to prove his allegiance.92  His request to Andrew Ellicott for a 

letter of recommendation thus stressed that he was not, despite popular rumors, a Spanish 

agent, and Dunbar asked that Ellicott highlight his supposedly warm feelings for the U.S. 

government.93  Dunbar claimed that it was his “secret enemies [that] passed me upon part 

of the Community for a Spaniard,” and he even attached a testimonial letter from the 

same Captain Willing who had ransacked his plantation to attest that he had been a 

“friend to America” during the region’s brief occupation by Willing’s men.94  Ellicott 

played up these same points in his recommendation, telling the secretary of state that 

Dunbar was “a gentleman possessed of an uncommon share of Philosophical information 

[and] I have no doubt of his zeal for the U.S. and attachment to our excellent 

                                                
91 Dunbar to Timothy Pickering, [no date (1797)], “Extracts,” 28, LOC. 
92 Demonstrating loyalty was also central to receiving non-scientific federal appointments in the Orleans 
Territory. Kastor, The Nation’s Crucible, 103.  
93 Dunbar was not the only man of science to use his experience as an official surveyor for one empire to 
seek similar employment in another.  Thomas Hutchins, who was named Geographer of the United States 
in 1783, had previously been a surveyor and spy for Britain in West Florida and a profiteering double agent 
during the Revolutionary War.  He had been a vocal advocate of U.S. expansion in the early 1780s, but 
abandoned his attachment to the United States around 1788 and, instead, sought Spanish lands near New 
Madrid and a position as Surveyor General to His Catholic Majesty.  Hutchins died in 1789 before he 
actually made the move to Spanish Louisiana.  Tregle, “Introduction,” in Hutchins, An Historical Narrative 
and Topographical Description of Louisiana and West-Florida, v-xliv.      
94 Dunbar to Ellicott, The Forest, 27 Aug 1797, AEP, vol. 2, Letters Received, 1798-1800, f. 105, LOC.  
Considering Dunbar’s flexible and pragmatic sense of allegiance, it is possible that he did in fact play the 
patriot while Willing’s men controlled his part of West Florida.   
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constitution.”95  Dunbar had covered all his bases, but it was not enough.  Isaac Briggs, a 

surveyor from Maryland who also gathered political intelligence for Thomas Jefferson, 

got the position.96  Spanish agents like Thomas Power were not the only men of science 

in the borderlands to win appointments by combining scientific work with spying.   

 Dunbar had not pinned all his hopes for patronage and recognition on the United 

States.  During the same week that he asked Ellicott for the letter of recommendation, he 

was also considering Governor Gayoso’s offer to take a potentially more lucrative 

position as Spain’s astronomer and commissioner for the boundary survey.  As Dunbar 

pondered if his “scruples […] respecting American Citizenship” should preclude him 

from accepting this job, he reasoned that a person could be “employed for a time as a 

Geometrician, by a nation, with which he may have no connection, either as a Citizen or 

Subject.”97  And while the 3500 peso salary was no small reward, Dunbar may have 

ended up taking the job because the expedition also offered opportunities to conduct field 

observations that, he hoped, would make him filthy rich.  As he wrote to a friend in 

Philadelphia, “by going upon this trip I shall have the opportunity of discovering valuable 

lands and perhaps minerals of a precious nature (!).  I am possessed of some chemical 

knowledge and shall carry with me a portable laboratory for making essays.”98  The 

                                                
95 Ellicott to Secretary of State, Natchez, 12 Sep 1797, AEP, vol. 3, Letters Sent, 1797-1800, f. 573, LOC. 
96 Silvio A. Bedini, Thomas Jefferson: Statesman of Science (New York: Macmillan, 1990), 351.  Federal 
appointments during the Jeffersonian era were based largely on what Peter Kastor has described as “fictive 
kinship premised on eighteenth-century notions of merit and connection.” Briggs was a part of this early 
republican kinship network in the late 1790s; Dunbar, as of yet, was not. Kastor, The Nation’s Crucible, 93. 
97 Dunbar to Ellicott, Forest, 27 March 1798, AEP, vol. 2, Letters Received, 1798-1800, f. 211, LOC. 
98 Dunbar to John Ross, 21 Aug 1797, “Extracts,” 31-2, emphasis in original; the “(!)” probably added by 
the editor.  Although Dunbar was eager to apply mineralogy in the field to strike it rich, he would later 
criticize George Hunter, his colleague during the 1804-5 Washita Expedition, for devoting too much of his 
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prospect of making money drove Dunbar’s decisions to perform scientific work on behalf 

of both the Spanish and U.S. governments, and while possessing wealth was itself an 

indication of scientific credibility, much of the knowledge that Dunbar and other men of 

science generated would never have been produced at all if personal advancement was 

not a motivating factor.  Science could generate wealth which, in turn, could make one 

seem more trustworthy in science and politics alike.   

 Dunbar was, however, playing a risky game.  Some Spanish officials saw his 

acquisitiveness and willingness to work for either government as indications that he was 

not a trustworthy scientific employee.99  Stephen Minor was the most vocal critic of 

Dunbar’s honesty.  Minor was co-commissioner of the boundary survey with Dunbar in 

1798 and, after Dunbar quit the expedition, he took over duties as astronomer despite 

having almost no training in that science.  Dunbar had taken the expedition’s official 

astronomical journal back to his plantation when he left the boundary in August 1798 

and, citing illness, it took him several weeks to edit and return the journal to Gayoso.  

Minor thought that this delay was suspiciously long.  He reported his concerns to Gayoso, 

suggesting that “This cunning, artful Scotchman must have some secret object in view, 

by trifling in this manner.”  While Minor never spelled out exactly what “foul design 

lurks under this procrastination,” it seems likely that he feared Dunbar was somehow 

                                                                                                                                            
chemical expertise toward “the object of making money.”  Dunbar to Jefferson, Natchez, 16 March 1805, 
Letterbook, 1802-1805, f. 32, WDP, MDAH.  
99 Even though combining the quest for wealth with the quest for knowledge enabled much of Dunbar’s 
scientific work, this seemingly win-win situation could also undermine his trustworthiness.  As Stephen 
Shapin has argued, being wealthy could be a sign of credibility, but this was most true for inherited wealth, 
particularly titled gentlemen.  Men who had to hustle for their income were considered less disinterested.  
Shapin, A Social History of Truth, 51-62.   
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tampering with the data, working in tandem with Ellicott to subvert Spanish interests 

through cunning mathematics, or perhaps just dragging his feet to secure a few more 

months of pay from the Spanish Crown.100  Yet Minor’s suspicions were not simply due 

to his own zeal for the Spanish service: they were also spurred by greed and ethnic 

prejudices.  He wanted Dunbar to quit the expedition as soon as possible in hopes of 

inheriting Dunbar’s large salary as astronomer.101  And just as many Anglo-Americans 

challenged the trustworthiness of Spaniards, Minor found something inherently 

untrustworthy about “the sordid tribe” of “North-Brittons [sic],” and whatever credibility 

Dunbar accrued as a man of science did not outweigh the “shuffling, evasive, Scotch 

sincerity and honesty” that defined his character.102      

 U.S. officials and policy makers also had to weigh the relative importance of 

Dunbar’s self-interested pursuit of land and wealth against the potential national benefits 

of his scientific expertise.103  In 1804, the U.S. House of Representatives evaluated a 

petition from Dunbar in which he asked to retain lands in Natchez that Governor Gayoso 

had given him as payment for surveying, lands that the U.S. government now hoped to 
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Natchez,  4 Sep 1798, PC, AGI, Leg. 215-B, f 162.  See also the exchange between Gayoso and Juan 
Morales regarding raising Minor’s pay, AHN, Leg. 3902, Ap. 5, no. 14, 1197-1219, LOC. 
102 Minor to Gayoso, Camp Thompson’s Creek, 13 Sep 1798, in PC, AGI, Leg. 215-B, f 23, reel 75, ser. 
106, LSU, LLMVC; Minor to Gayoso, Boundary Line, Thompson’s Creek, 4 Oct 1798, ibid., f. 32. 
103 As one official in the Mississippi Territory’s land office noted, Dunbar was both “the great philosopher 
of this Territory” as well as “a Scotchman, a true Briton [who was] notoriously interested in fraudulent 
conveyances of land.”  Edward Turner to John C. Brackenridge, Jefferson County, Mississippi Territory, 2 
Nov 1803, in Clarence Edwin Carter, ed., The Territory of Mississippi, 1798-1817, The Territorial Papers 
of the United States, V (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1937), 267, 274. 
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seize as federal property.  Although the congressional committee denied Dunbar’s 

petition on the grounds that Gayoso had no right to grant this land, the committee 

nevertheless incorporated the value of Dunbar’s scientific work and reputation into the 

equation.  The committee contemplated “adopting a liberal policy” that would 

compensate Dunbar with other federally owned lands in the territory “in consideration 

that [his] services were rendered to the district of Natchez, in great measure, not very 

long before the relinquishment [of the territory to the U.S.], by a person at present a 

citizen on the United States reflecting luster on his adopted country by his profound 

science and great public worth.”  It was not, however, “within the province of this 

committee to give an opinion” if these qualities merited a gift of land.104   

 Dunbar’s success with acquiring federal appointments after 1798—positions that 

included territorial judge, justice of the peace, legislator, and cotton gin inspector—was 

interconnected with his wealth and perceptions of his disinterestedness as a scientific 

practitioner.105  Mississippi’s territorial governor Winthrop Sargent observed that 

Dunbar’s “Integrity, science and Wealth” made him “Respectable” as a judge.106  Dunbar 

and Sargent were friends with shared federalist political views, and Sargent was a willing 

patron for Dunbar’s political ascendancy during his tenure as governor from 1798 to 

1801.  When considering the political situation of the Mississippi Territory, Andrew 

Ellicott remarked that “the best informed, most wealthy, and virtuous part of the 
                                                
104 “Report Presented on the 26th of January to the House of Representatives,” The National Intelligencer 
and Washington Advertiser (Washington, D.C., 28 May 1804), v. 4, DLXVIII. 
105 Science and wealth were also launching pads for Benjamin Franklin’s political career. Chaplin, The 
First Scientific American, 2, 5.   
106 Winthrop Sargent to John Marshall, Mississippi Territory, 25 Aug 1800, in Dunbar Rowland, ed., The 
Mississippi Territorial Archives, 1798-1803 (Nashville: Brandon Printing Co., 1905), 274. 
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inhabitants of the Mississippi Territory” were too often under the governance of “the 

most worthless part of the community.”  But “if good order, virtue, and reputations were 

the objects [of government],” he added, “why not elect such men as Wm Dunbar […] 

who would do credit to the representation of any state in the union[?]”107  Even for the 

Republican Ellicott, information and wealth were the hallmarks of a capable public 

official.  Indeed, Dunbar would continue to have success in securing appointments and 

winning popular elections under the Republican governors who succeeded Sargent and, 

by 1803, had risen to Speaker of the House of the territorial legislature.108   

The popularity of Jeffersonian republicanism did not correspond with Dunbar’s 

royalist and federalist leanings, yet he was not above deceiving potential patrons into 

believing that he shared their principles.  Edward Turner, an official for the territorial 

land office, noted in 1803 that the “deep designing” Dunbar was “very capable of 

imposing on those who are fond of flattery,” and had “so far imposed upon Governor 

C[laiborne]” that the governor lauded Dunbar as a good republican.  Turner added that 

“Dunbar is a man possessing great qualifications; and all he wants to qualify him to 

become an eminent public character, is a change of his political principles, and a better 

knowledge of practical politics.  But he is too old, and too scientific a character to 

become a sudden convert in the science of politics.”109  What Turner failed to see was 

                                                
107 Ellicott to Secretary of State (James Madison), Lancaster, 29 Dec 1801, in Carter, The Territory of 
Mississippi, 133-4. 
108 DeRosier, William Dunbar, 181–8. 
109 Edward Turner to John C. Brackenridge, Jefferson County, Mississippi Territory, 2 Nov 1803, in 
Carter, The Territory of Mississippi, 267, 274; emphasis in original. 
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that Dunbar converted science into politics to establish himself as a leading figure in 

Natchez no matter which party—or empire—held sway at any given moment.   

 Dunbar had also mastered the politics of science.  He expertly forged patronage 

networks with men of science in the United States and, by the first years of the nineteenth 

century, had become a recognized participant in the national scientific community.110  

Dunbar’s first move for entering the networks of U.S. science and power was 

impressing—and flattering—Andrew Ellicott during the 1798 boundary commission, and 

Ellicott became a vocal advocate of Dunbar’s talents.111  Dunbar lauded the scientific 

achievements of Thomas Jefferson as well but, more importantly, he won Jefferson’s 

patronage by presenting the Virginian with knowledge of Gulf South nature he had 

acquired in the Spanish service.  During the boundary survey of 1798, Dunbar had 

written a manuscript on “the face of the Country, vegetable and animal productions.”  He 

presented a copy of this text to his then patron Governor Gayoso, modestly stressing its 

“unimportance” and that “the subjects of my remarks & observations must already be 

sufficiently known to your Excelly.”112  In a clever manipulation of global scientific 

networks, Dunbar sent this manuscript to a friend in London through Thomas Jefferson 

two years later.  This was his first letter to Jefferson and, as with Gayoso, Dunbar assured 
                                                
110 As Howard S. Miller has argued, “Men of science [in the early United States] had to act as their own 
entrepreneurs, availing themselves of every opportunity to secure patronage and general recognition for 
basic scientific research.”  An individual’s success in acquiring scientific patronage was usually based on 
personal relationships, including family ties, friendship, and shared interests.  Howard S. Miller, Dollars 
for Research: Science and Its Patrons in Nineteenth-century America (Seattle: University of Washington 
Press, 1970), ix. 
111 Dunbar to Ellicott, Forest, 25 May 1798, AEP, vol. 1, Letters Received, 1796-1798, f. 244, LOC; 
Ellicott to Secretary of State, Natchez, 12 Sep 1797, AEP, vol. 3, Letters Sent, 1797-1800, f. 576, LOC; 
Ellicott to Pickering, 12 July 1798, ibid., 680; Malone, “Everyday Science, Surveying, and Politics in the 
Old Southwest,” 178. 
112 Dunbar to Gayoso, Natchez, 7 Nov. 1798, PC, AGI, leg. 215-B, f. 167, reel 75, ser. 106, LSU, LLMVC. 
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Jefferson of “how unimportant” his notes were and that they certainly were not “worthy 

of being presented to you.”  Yet, Dunbar sycophantically added, “Knowing however that 

men of learning and genius are indulgent to those of inferior talents, I have suffered my 

notes & observations to appear before you.”113  Dunbar asked Jefferson to forward the 

notes to London; instead, Jefferson sent them to the American Philosophical Society and 

recommended that the Society accept Dunbar as a member.  Jefferson enclosed Dunbar’s 

1798 manuscript so that the Society could “judge of his degree of science” before they re-

sent it to London.114  Jefferson quickly recognized that Dunbar’s local expertise could 

help secure U.S. control over its borderlands.  As he wrote to Dunbar in January 1801, “I 

hope I shall not […] lose the benefit of your communications.  Philosophical vedette at 

the distance of one thousand miles, and on the verge of the terra incognita of our 

continent, is precious to us here.”115 

 Dunbar fashioned a scientific identity that fit neatly within the vision of patriotic 

national science then developing in Philadelphia.  He began ordering scientific books 

“peculiar to the U.S.” from Philadelphia and asking the city’s men of science about 

                                                
113 Dunbar to Jefferson, Natchez, 14 July 1800, TJP, LOC.  
114 Quoted in Riley, “Sir William Dunbar,” 95.  Inclusion in the American Philosophical Society was not 
only a mark of one’s scientific excellence, it was recognition of one’s social standing.  Sally Gregory 
Kohlstedt, “Savants and Professionals: The American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1848-
1860,” in The Pursuit of Knowledge in the Early American Republic, 306.  Just as membership in the Royal 
Society was a crucial mark of prestige for scientific practitioners in colonial British America, so too was 
acceptance by the American Philosophical Society a rare honor for men of science in the early republic’s 
borderlands.  See Parrish, American Curiosity, 125.  
115 Jefferson to Dunbar, Washington, 12 Jan 1801, TJP, Ser. 1, LOC.  Vedette is a term for a sentinel 
stationed in advance of an outpost; Jefferson’s use of “philosophical vedette” suggests that he saw local 
science as a vanguard of expansion. 
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“which Books are the most usefull [sic] for an American Botanist.”116  Dunbar also 

satisfied the pretensions of Philadelphians who were concurrently fashioning themselves 

as national natural philosophers, men who were self-consciously trying to take over the 

responsibilities of organizing and interpreting nature that had, during the colonial era, 

been the purview of metropolitan savants.117  Dunbar played the role of provincial 

collector flawlessly: he sent Benjamin Smith Barton a list of Gulf Coast quadrupeds, 

provided samples of “dubious Plants” to Philadelphian botanists who promised “to 

examine them and return the Linnaean name,” and submitted his observations on 

geography, astronomy, hydrology, agronomy, and linguistics for publication in the 

Society’s Transactions.118  Dunbar and the Philadelphians who aspired to lead the United 

States’ scientific community relied on each other to fashion, respectively, the provincial 

and metropolitan scientific identities that furthered their personal ambitions.  The 

networks that integrated and comprised the nation’s scientific community evolved as 

much from the initiative of individuals on the periphery as those at the center.       

Incorporating Dunbar did not merely add one intelligent gentleman to the U.S. 

scientific community.  He made the knowledge of diverse French, Spanish, and Anglo 

residents of the Lower Mississippi Valley available to eastern men of science.  Dunbar 

was at the top of a regional scientific network that was centered in the Lower Mississippi 

                                                
116 Dunbar to John Vaughan, Natchez, 22 June 1803, Letterbook, 1802-5, WDP, MDAH, 10; Henry 
Muhlenberg to Dunbar, Lancaster, 5 July 1808, in Rowland, Life, Letters, and Papers, 200; McDermott, 
“Philosophic Outpost on the Frontier,” 12. 
117 Lewis, A Democracy of Facts, chap. 2; Yokota, Unbecoming British; chap. 4. 
118 Dunbar to Doct. Barton in Phila, 1 March 1801, “Extracts,” 64, LOC; Henry Muhlenberg to Dunbar, 
Lancaster, 5 July 1808, in Rowland, Life, Letters, and Papers, 203; several of Dunbar’s writings were 
published in Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, vol. 6, nos. 1 and 2 (1809). 
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Valley but reached into the Caribbean and far West.119  Scientific practitioners in the 

region’s U.S. and Spanish territories sought Dunbar’s patronage because he could make 

them and their information known in wider scientific and political spheres.120  Martin 

Duralde, a Spaniard serving as commandant of Opelousas in Louisiana, was one of these 

men.121  Dunbar had asked Duralde and other regional intellectuals to compile Indian-

language vocabularies and send them to his Natchez plantation, from whence Dunbar 

would forward them to Jefferson and the APS.  Duralde sent Dunbar two vocabularies, 

one for the Atakapas who lived near Duralde’s outpost and another for the Chitimachas, a 

group whose distance required Duralde to rely on, and extol the credibility of, his own 

extended knowledge network.  He told Dunbar that “being out of my District, and of my 

reach; I was obliged to employ strangers of well known capacity—a circumstance which 

leads me, & ought likewise to lead you to give confidence thereto.”122  The circulation of 

                                                
119 See, for example, Barthelemi Lafon to William Dunbar, New Orleans, 19 August 1805, in Rowland, 
Life, Letters, and Papers, 181; John Sibley to William Dunbar, Natchitoches, 2 April 1805, ibid., 162-173; 
Dunbar to Messrs Thompsons of Kingston Jamaica, 18 June 1775, “Extracts,” p. 9, LOC; Dunbar to Peter 
Walker, 10 June 1804, in Letterbook 1802-1805, ff. 18-19, WDP, MDAH; Dunbar, Journal 1804-5, WDP, 
MDAH, 173; William Dunbar, “On the Language of Signs Among Certain North American Indians,” 
Transactions of the American Philosophical Society 6, no. 1 (1809): 1–8; Dunbar, “Description of a 
Singular Phenomenon Seen at Baton Rouge,” in ibid., 25.  Dunbar was also the leading figure in the 
Mississippi Territory’s incipient scientific institution; Constitution of the Mississippi Society, for the 
Acquirement and Dissemination of Useful Knowledge (City of Washington: Printed by Samuel Harrison 
Smith, 1804). 
120 As individual men of science rose in patronage networks they often developed their own “pyramid of 
clients.”  Biagioli, Galileo, Courtier, 30. 
121 On how Martin Duralde attained Anglo political patrons and official appointments in the Orleans 
Territory after 1803, see Peter J Kastor, The Nation’s Crucible: The Louisiana Purchase and the Creation 
of America (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2004), 105–6.  
122 Martin Duralde to Dunbar, Opelousas, 24 April 1802, Historical and Literary Committee, American 
Indian Vocabularies Collection, American Philosophical Society (APS). 
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knowledge within and out of the Lower Mississippi borderlands was polycentric and 

mediated by multiple go-betweens.123   

 Duralde seized this chance to demonstrate the extent of his knowledge to Dunbar.  

Whether out of shared curiosity or an astute sense of which topics would interest Dunbar 

and Jefferson, Duralde began his account of “Interesting Particulars” by describing the 

human and mammoth bones unearthed by well-diggers in Spanish Louisiana.124  Duralde 

sought to establish these fossils as matters of fact by testifying to the credibility of his 

own informants.  Le Sieur Pierre Nerat, for example, was “a man of strict veracity” who 

assured Duralde that he “had made use of the hollow of [a mammoth’s] hip bones, during 

ten years to press his indigo […] and it was still so heavy, that a very strong man, or two 

common negroes, were necessary to handle it.”  Duralde also propounded his own 

theories about the bone deposits and regional geology more generally.  He asserted that 

“the fact” of elevated marshes in Lower Louisiana “combined with the tradition of the 

Atacapas [Indians], and the bones at such extraordinary depth, is with me, a sort of 

conviction of a [geological] revolution that has taken place at some very distant time.”125  

Duralde concluded his account with a plea for recognition and patronage.  He lamented 

that “I have been obliged, (after a course of studies of little use to me) to sacrifice a real 

                                                
123 Schaffer et al., The Brokered World. 
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desire for natural and abstract science, to the means of providing for my wants, and […] 

it is only as it were by Stealth, that I occupy myself with such objects.”  He added that it 

would give him “real pleasure” to perform further scientific work on Dunbar’s behalf.126   

Through Dunbar, the Indian vocabularies and observations on fossils produced by 

an obscure official in Spanish Louisiana reached the grandest patrons, institutions, and 

publications of the U.S. scientific community.  Dunbar sent Duralde’s writings to 

Jefferson, who forwarded them to the American Philosophical Society, which published 

an “Abstract from the communication from Mr. Martin Duralde’s relative to fossil bones, 

&c.” in its Transactions.127  The incorporation of one man—Dunbar—into the U.S. 

scientific community enabled eastern men of science to tap into the much wider body of 

knowledge circulating within the multinational Gulf South.    

Dunbar had hoped that the election of President Jefferson would improve the 

federal government’s notoriously parsimonious support for the sciences but, by late 1801, 

he was already becoming disillusioned.128  He told Ellicott that “I have been much 

pleased with the expectation that under a president who is a Philosopher and a person of 

general science, Learning and the arts will be patronized, Invention and discovery 

encouraged and rewarded, but the cry of economy by the votaries of your present 
                                                
126 Duralde to Dunbar, Opelousas, 24 April 1802, Historical and Literary Committee, American Indian 
Vocabularies Collection, APS.   
127 Jefferson to Dunbar, 3 March 1803, TJP, LOC. Dunbar told a correspondent at the American 
Philosophical Society that “I have lately written to Mr Jefferson of the fossil bones found to the westward 
[…] If I can receive satisfactory accounts on the subject I will go 300 miles if the Spanish government 
permits to endeavor to raise a complete skeleton.”  Dunbar to John Vaughan, 21 March 1802, “Extracts,” 
70, LOC.  Duralde’s two vocabularies would later serve as important sources for philologist Peter S. 
DuPonceau’s study of Indian languages. DuPonceau to Albert Gallatin, Philadelphia, 22 March 1826, APS, 
film 541.   
128 A. Hunter Dupree, Science in the Federal Government: A History of Policies and Activities (Baltimore: 
The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1986), 22-43. 
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Government alarms me.”  Dunbar suggested that the U.S. had better step-up its own 

patronage of the sciences, particularly in the borderlands, because “other governments 

and even societies of private individuals reward at great expense invention & ingenuity in 

arts & manufactures, and Carry on discoveries to the most distant corners of the Globe 

and into the interior of Continents […] not excepting our own frontiers.”129  The 

Jeffersonian expeditions of 1803-1806—including Dunbar’s own voyage up the Washita 

River—briefly promised to satisfy Dunbar’s concerns.  But funding ran dry for these 

expeditions in 1807 and federal policymakers could only offer Dunbar an “apology” that 

the “frequent drafts made upon your time and patriotism” would receive no further 

compensation than the government’s “most grateful acknowledgements.”130  Dunbar had 

long since recognized that the U.S. was not a reliable source of scientific patronage.  

Luckily for him, he had hedged his bets and maintained his old ties with the region’s 

Spanish scientific community.   

In July of 1803, as he was busy sending information on Mississippi and the 

Louisiana Territory to Jefferson, Dunbar was also helping Spain plan and execute its own 

scientific projects.  Thomas Power, who had been appointed to lead a Spanish expedition 

up the Red River, looked to Dunbar as a source for advice and instruments.  Dunbar was 

more than happy to oblige, for he “presume[d] that the Great Monarch who employs you” 

would, unlike the U.S. government, fund the expedition generously.  Dunbar listed the 
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instruments he was willing to sell to Spain, including several astronomical and surveying 

apparatus, timepieces, a portable “laboratory for chemical experiments,” and a 

microscope that, together, cost around $3000.  As in his previous dealings with Gayoso, 

Dunbar asked that Spain “add cent pr Cent [100%]” to this sum, which he considered “a 

very moderate mercantile profit.”131   

More importantly, Dunbar demanded Spanish knowledge and Spanish land as 

payment for his instruments, a reward that he claimed to merit due to his ongoing 

attachment to Spain.  He informed Power that, in addition to the money, “I would solicit 

a copy of the [expedition’s] Journal relating to Science and discovery,” and though he 

allowed Spain the option to withhold “knowledge of any particulars, which the Govt 

chuses [sic] to preserve secret,” Dunbar promised that he would “certainly preserve 

Silence” with any information divulged to him.  He insisted that he would not share 

Spain’s scientific secrets with the United States because he “still retain[ed] a 

predilection” for the Spanish government.  Dunbar also continued his old practice of 

exchanging his scientific work for Spanish land.  He “would solicit […] a tract of land of 

some magnitude” in West Florida that was extensive enough that he could “make a 

subdivision thereof at a future day among the members [of a] large family, which now 

consists of 8 children.”132  Although Power’s expedition was cancelled after news of the 

Louisiana Purchase arrived in New Orleans, Dunbar’s cache of instruments and professed 

affection for Spain had promised to provide him a substantial reward. 

                                                
131 Dunbar to Thomas Power, Natchez, 8 July 1803, Letterbook, 1802-1805, WDP, MDAH, 11-12. 
132 Ibid., 11-13. 
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Despite his supposed “predilection” for Spain, Dunbar lost no time in betraying 

his promise not to share its scientific and geopolitical secrets with U.S. officials.  Soon 

after Thomas Jefferson had learned of the Louisiana Purchase, he sent questionnaires to 

several knowledgeable individuals in Louisiana and the Mississippi Territory, including 

William Dunbar, to amass information on the geography, natural resources, boundaries, 

and population of the newly acquired region.  In his reply to Jefferson, written one month 

after his letter to Power, Dunbar promised to use information he would receive from 

Power to satisfy Jefferson’s queries about the border of Spanish Texas and French 

Louisiana.  Dunbar divulged that “I was applied to by the Spanish commission to furnish 

instruments; I shall probably be able to discover upon what principles this line was 

intended to be ran.”133  Dunbar then asked Power directly about the boundary, and 

Dunbar quoted “the Gentleman who was to have been entrusted with the scientific part of 

the Spanish Commission” in his next letter to Jefferson.134   

Spanish and U.S. officials simultaneously considered Dunbar to be a credible 

scientific practitioner with attachments to their respective governments.  Moreover, these 

officials tried taking advantage of each other’s trust in Dunbar.  Jefferson appointed 

Dunbar to lead a scientific expedition up the Red River in 1805 and asked William 

Claiborne, Governor of the Orleans Territory, to assure the Marquis de Casa-Calvo “that 

the object of the journey is merely geographical & scientific, having in view nothing 
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134 Dunbar to The President, Natchez, 30 Sep 1803, in Clarence Edwin Carter, ed., The Territory of 
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unfriendly to Spain.”135  Casa-Calvo, himself a veteran of Spanish scientific expeditions, 

knew that knowledge and power went hand in hand in such ventures.  He observed that 

“it is well known that the President, under the pretext of promoting the sciences, makes 

use of philosophy […] in his ambition to procure knowledge of the Country that we 

possess.”136  To assuage Casa-Calvo’s fears, Claiborne offered to employ a Spanish agent 

to accompany Dunbar’s expedition.  Dunbar chose Thomas Power as this token Spaniard, 

a decision that attested to Dunbar’s respect for Power’s scientific talents and, perhaps, 

Dunbar’s intention to once more profit from serving Spain’s interests.137   

Despite the threat that Jefferson’s brand of imperial science posed to Spain, it was 

Dunbar’s participation in the expedition that almost led the two governments to 

cooperate.  Claiborne assured Casa-Calvo that as “a gentleman whose Life has been 

devoted to Science,” Dunbar was disinterested in political affairs and, thus, the 

expedition had no ulterior motive.138  Casa-Calvo also considered Dunbar to be a 

trustworthy man of science, noting that “he is a mathematician and very given to peaceful 

Natural Philosophy and, consequently, respected by everyone.”  Yet the main reason why 

Casa-Calvo was satisfied with Dunbar’s appointment was that he believed Dunbar still 

had strong attachments to Spain.  He explained that Dunbar owned large amounts of land 

in West Florida, had been “very devoted” to Gayoso and was “the friend of various 
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Spanish leaders,” and, as Casa-Calvo brazenly told Claiborne, “even though [Dunbar] 

lives in Natchez he has always been devoted to the Spanish Government.”139  Ironically, 

the shared belief of Spanish and U.S. officials that Dunbar was allied with their 

respective governments might have enabled Dunbar to the complete this trans-imperial 

expedition and generate new knowledge about the West.  By the time the Red River 

expedition was eventually launched in 1806, however, Dunbar had quit his role as leader 

and Spanish soldiers forced the expedition members to turn back shortly after crossing 

into Texas.140 

Dunbar did successfully fashion himself as an American man of science, but he 

never fully reconciled himself with being an American.  As his public and scientific work 

began to wind down in 1806, Dunbar sent a friend in Philadelphia an order for a 

customized carriage.  In the copy of the purchase request that Dunbar penned in his own 

letter book, he wrote, and soon crossed out, that he would like to have his initials 

inscribed on the carriage’s door because “[I] presume it not being fashionable among you 

Republicans to have your coat of arms painted upon your Carriages.”  Seeming to 

remember that he too was now an American who professed Republican political leanings, 

he changed his copy to read that he wanted a simple “WD” on the carriage because “we 

Republicans must not think of Coats of arms.”141  Whatever his actual political 

sentiments, Dunbar knew how to make potential patrons from Spain and the United 
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States want to incorporate him into their respective networks.  In the process, Dunbar 

circulated knowledge between empires, fashioned himself into a wealthy and influential 

man of science, and ensured an historical legacy as part of the United States’ national 

scientific community.     

Pirating Knowledge: Bartholomé Lafon’s Gulf South 

 Born in Villepinte, France, Bartholomé Lafon (1769 to 1820) migrated to Spanish 

Louisiana in 1789 or 1790 and embarked on a thirty-year career of engineering, 

mapmaking, publishing, and slave trading.  Like Dunbar, Lafon hoped to craft a scientific 

identity for himself by cultivating patrons among both the Spanish and U.S. governments.  

Yet Lafon also extended his attachments beyond the reach of these polities and into the 

more shadowy realms of the circum-Caribbean, where pirates and filibusters offered 

Lafon extra-state opportunities for gaining wealth and status. 

 During his thirteen years as a Spanish subject in Louisiana, Lafon developed 

patronage networks with Spanish officials, earned money, and established his reputation 

as a scientific practitioner through a series of engineering and cartographical projects.  He 

seems to have received his first building contracts from the New Orleans Cabildo after 

the devastating fire of 1794, and he spent the next six years designing public and private 

buildings, surveying lands near the Mississippi River, building levees, and digging 

drainage canals to fight yellow fever.142  Along with winning the patronage of the city’s 
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Valley, ed. John Francis McDermott (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1965), 142; City Council 
Records and Deliberations of the Cabildo, Libro no. 4, vol. 4, 19 septiembre 1800 al 9 de Julio 1802 
(Transcriba por Works Projects Administration), 182, Perry-Castañeda Library, University of Texas; 
Harriet Pierpoint Bos, “Barthelemy Lafon” (M.A. Thesis, Tulane University, 1977), 22–30. 
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Cabildo, Lafon earned the esteem of the region’s premier patron of the sciences, 

Governor Gayoso, who gave Lafon a piece of prime New Orleans real estate at no cost 

with the expectation that he would use it to establish a foundry.  Lafon also proposed 

several other public projects that promised to make him an important figure in New 

Orleans, including erecting a public bath and a “Hall of Spectacle” that would showcase 

the plays put on by Lafon’s own theater company.143  He began acquiring a wider 

reputation as a cartographer by around 1800, when James Pitot acquired two of Lafon’s 

maps of Louisiana and presented them to officials in France.144     

 In the same years that Lafon was building his credentials as a scientific 

practitioner in Spanish Louisiana, he was also building his fortune as a slave trader.  He 

purchased his first slave, Isabel, in 1794, but entered the trade in earnest from 1799 to the 

summer of 1803 when, it seems, news of the U.S. acquisition of Louisiana disrupted his 

business.145  During these years, notarial records indicate that Lafon bought ten slaves 

and sold twenty-eight, a discrepancy that suggests he was smuggling slaves from North 

America and the circum-Caribbean into New Orleans markets.  Among these enslaved 

individuals were Barlope, a “bruto” who Lafon claimed to have purchased off a slave-

                                                
143 Bos, “Barthelemy Lafon,” 25, 36–41; “Salle De Spectacle, Lafon Au Public,” Moniteur De La 
Louisiane (New Orleans, September 4, 1802), no. 307. 
144 James Pitot, Observations on the Colony of Louisiana, from 1796 to 1802, trans. Henry C Pitot (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1979), 88.  The “Map of the Mississippi and its Branches” and 
“Map of a Portion of Lower Louisiana and West Florida” that Lafon made for Pitot are still housed in 
French archives. 
145 Gwendolyn Midlo Hall, Afro-Louisiana History and Genealogy, 1719-1820, 
http://www.ibiblio.org/laslave.  The U.S. would officially prohibit the foreign slave trade in Louisiana with 
the Governance Act of 1804. 
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trading ship “from the Amazon,” and Coyo, a three year old Indian.146  Lafon dealt 

skilled and unskilled blacks, blacks born in Africa and Louisiana, and Caribbean blacks 

set adrift during the tumultuous 1790s.  He sold men, women, and children, though he did 

often keep families together, as with seven “mulatto rouge” slaves that he sold as a unit 

on July 28th, 1803, for 3500 pesos.147  This was his last sale before the beginning of U.S. 

rule, and he would not begin selling again until 1807.  However, as with many other 

white and black slave owners in New Orleans, Lafon maintained relationships with 

blacks that extended beyond the slave economy.  Although he never married, Lafon had a 

lasting relationship with Modeste Foucher, a free woman of color from Saint-Domingue, 

and provided a legacy for Foucher and their two children in his will.148   

 As Lafon’s involvement with the slave trade waned following the U.S. 

incorporation of Louisiana, he put greater emphasis on profiting from his scientific 

projects and, thus, cultivating patronage ties with officials and men of science in the 

United States.  For one, Lafon adopted the professional title of “Engineer-Geographer,” 

an identity that captured his overlapping activities as builder, designer, surveyor, and 

cartographer.149  More importantly, he sent the material products of his scientific works—

                                                
146 “Coyo” means “white” in the Manding languages of West Africa; ibid.  The fact that Lafon sold Coyo 
in the same transaction as Cofi, a thirty-five year old black “Mina,” raises interesting if unanswerable 
questions about the relationship between Coyo and Cofi and how they both came to be sold by Lafon.     
147 Lafon had bought these seven individuals in 1801 following the dissolution of a New Orleans business 
partnership; the former partners sued Lafon the next year for failing to pay.  “Mulatto rouge” probably 
indicated mixed Indian and African ancestry.   
148 Bos, “Barthelemy Lafon,” 2. 
149 The title “ingénieur-géographe” began showing up all over Lafon’s correspondence around 1800 and he 
published this identity in his own city directory and Map of the Orleans Territory.  Bartholomew Lafon, 
Calendrier De Commerce De La Nouvelle-Orleans Pour L’annee 1807 (New Orleans: Jean Renard, 1806), 
67; Barthelemy Lafon, “Carte Générale Du Territoire D’Orleans, Comprenant Aussi La Floride 
Occidentale Et Une Portion Du Territoire Du Mississippi” (1806).  
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including maps, architectural designs, and scientific publications—to individuals with 

whom he hoped to develop patronage ties.150  Lafon’s scientific productions stood in for 

him in the U.S. East, and while they did shape national knowledge of Louisiana, 

particularly in geography, these artifacts had only mixed success in advancing Lafon’s 

professional goals.151       

 Three weeks after selling off the family of “mulatto rouge” slaves in 1803, Lafon 

began circulating his maps along the early republic’s networks of knowledge and power.  

Through Daniel Clark, the same New Orleans merchant who first introduced William 

Dunbar to Thomas Jefferson, Lafon forwarded a “Manuscript map […] of the Western 

part of this Country” to Secretary of State James Madison.  Lafon had drawn the map to 

“oblige” Clark, but he also offered the map to Madison as an advertisement that he was 

willing and able to serve the federal government.  Clark told Madison that Lafon “has in 

his possession materials to compleat [sic] almost a perfect map of the Country, and would 

undertake the work on a large Scale if it suited our Government to give him 

encouragement to prosecute the work.”152   

                                                
150 Lafon sent architectural plans for public works, including a lighthouse at the mouth of the Mississippi, 
to officials and architects in the East in unsuccessful attempts to win government building projects.  See 
Benjamin Henry Latrobe to Albert Gallatin, Wilmington, 13 May 1805, in Horne and Formwalt, eds., The 
Correspondence and Miscellaneous Papers of Benjamin Henry Latrobe, vol. 2, 1805–1810, p. 69, note on 
p. 307; Bos, “Barthelemy Lafon,” 42–3. 
151 Susan Scott Parrish has argued that when colonial naturalists in British America sent plant, animal, and 
mineral specimens to Europe, they “travelled to the institutional center vicariously through these 
specimens, and European naturalists traveled to one of the key material centers vicariously when they 
received and amassed American nature.”  These exchanges were largely performances meant to cultivate 
social relationships.  Parrish, American Curiosity, 123.   
152 Daniel Clark to James Madison, New Orleans, 17 Aug 1803, in J. C. A Stagg, ed., “Papers of James 
Madison Digital Edition,” (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, Rotunda, 2010), 
http://rotunda.upress.virginia.edu. 
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While this manuscript map did not directly lead to any federal funding, it did 

bring Lafon’s work and, to some extent, his reputation as a geographic expert on 

Louisiana, to the very center of U.S. power.  Writing from Washington, D.C., one 

“gentleman” noted in late 1804 that he “had the pleasure of examining the Plan and View 

of New Orleans and its vicinity, together with the Map of Louisiana, which proves to me 

that it is a country well worthy of the attention of the United States.”  These maps were 

“suspended in the Senate Chambers and command a great number of spectators.”  The 

gentleman’s letter was published in the Louisiana Gazette, and though Lafon was 

probably annoyed that it did not mention him by name, he may have found consolation in 

being called the “Geographer and Engineer to the Spanish government”—a grander title 

than any he held under Spain—and in that congressmen and the president “agree[d] that 

[the maps] are chef d’auvres [sic].”  The letter added that Lafon was collecting 

subscriptions for a published map of the Territory and he ought to “receive from our 

enlightened citizens that encouragement which talents and education assuredly 

deserve.”153  

 In April 1805, Lafon aspired to solicit Jefferson’s patronage and, thus, secure the 

appointment as surveyor general of the Orleans Territory.  Like William Dunbar, Lafon 

both flattered the president and promoted himself as a local expert.  Writing to Jefferson 

in French, Lafon praised “the protection that you give to the arts” and “your desire to 

make knowledge prosper.”  He stressed that his own local knowledge and experience 

                                                
153 Louisiana Gazette, “Extract of a Letter from a Gentleman at Washington to His Friend in This City, 
Dated December 21, 1804,” The Louisiana Gazette (New Orleans, March 5, 1805), v. 1, no 37. 
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made him uniquely qualified to be surveyor general: not only had he lived in the province 

for fifteen years, but he was “constantly devoted to engineering, and the study of the 

country,” and “local geography” had been his “dominant occupation for eight consecutive 

years.”  He added that he spoke French, English, and Spanish, the latter being 

“indispensible to a surveyor general” because all of the province’s titles had been “made 

in Spanish for forty years hence.”  He reminded Jefferson that one of his maps already 

hung in the halls of Congress and tried boosting his credibility by listing his political and 

scientific references, most notably Governor Claiborne and William Dunbar.154  Yet 

Jefferson did not write him back and, as with Dunbar’s bid to be named territorial 

surveyor in 1797, federal officials passed over Lafon and appointed an easterner, Seth 

Pease, to this position.155 

 Lafon’s maps may not have won him Jefferson’s patronage, but his Carte 

Générale du Territoire d’Orléans (1806) did win him praise from eastern reviewers and 

                                                
154 Lafon to Thomas Jefferson, New Orleans, 11 April 1805, Letters of Application & Recommendation 
During the Administration of Thomas Jefferson, 1801-9, RG 59, M418, reel 7, National Archives, 
Philadelphia. 
155 Lafon was not unique: other French-Louisianan men of science sent their maps and designs to Thomas 
Jefferson in an effort to solicit his support.  Godefroi Du Jareau, a Saint-Domingue refugee who had 
migrated to Spanish New Orleans, sent Jefferson “a collection of diverse plans and writings for the 
amelioration” of New Orleans in the summer of 1810, including surveyed maps, drainage schemes, and 
plans for a machine that would raise water from wells and mines.  Du Jareau flattered the “Ex President des 
Etas Unis” as “the premier academician of the United States” and hoped Jefferson would help him secure 
patents for some of his inventions.  Although Jefferson did forward some of Du Jareau’s plans to the 
American Philosophical Society, it seems he never replied to Du Jareau directly.  While Lafon would 
eventually find other outlets for his talents beyond the unreliable systems of patronage in the U.S., Du 
Jareau languished in obscurity and, in 1819, killed himself.  G. Du Jareau to Thomas Jefferson, New 
Orleans, 9 May 1810, Archives of the American Philosophical Society, III: Communications, APS; 
“Godefroi du Jareau’s Drawing and Description of his Water-Rising Machine,” [c. 23 July 1810], in Oberg 
and Looney, eds., The Papers of Thomas Jefferson Digital Edition.  On how changing imperial rule and the 
disruptions to individual local authority that these changes caused could contribute to suicides, see Donna 
Merwick, “The Suicide of a Notary: Language, Personal Identity, and Conquest in Colonial New York,” in 
Through a Glass Darkly, 122–153. 
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became a standard, if occasionally pilloried, source of geographic knowledge for the 

Lower Mississippi Valley.156  This map and Lafon’s surveys were bases for William 

Darby’s maps of the region, and the close hydrographic knowledge of Barataria that 

Lafon gained through his smuggling activities may have improved how Darby 

represented that coast in the second edition of his Geographical Description of the State 

of Louisiana.157  H.M. Brackenridge also drew on Lafon’s Carte Générale, describing it 

as “undoubtedly the best [map of Louisiana] yet published, but from my own 

observation, and from what I have learned from others, it is by no means to be relied 

on.”158  In their eagerness for local geographic information, Anglo-Americans like 

Brackenridge and Darby were willing to overlook some of the shortcomings of Lafon’s 

map, but José Antonio Pichardo, a Spanish geographer commissioned to determine the 

boundary of the Louisiana Purchase, was quick to find it lacking.  Pichardo charged that 

although Lafon “assures us in the title that he portrays [the Texas and Louisiana] coasts 

in accordance with descriptions furnished him by the ablest French, Spanish, and English 

captains,” this boast was really a disingenuous ploy for “giving weight and value to his 

map.”  Instead, Pichardo not only accused Lafon of copying the map that Juan Francisco 

de Lángara, a Spanish Naval cartographer, had published from José de Evia’s 

hydrographic surveys, but claimed that Lafon was intentionally “spoiling and marring” 

                                                
156 One Philadelphian reviewer claimed that Lafon’s map of Louisiana “is handsomely executed; and is 
doubtless the most correct and instructive display that has ever been made of those regions;” “Lafon’s Map 
of the Orleans Territory,” The Medical Repository 5, no. 3, 2nd Hexade (1808): 301.    
157 “Explanation of the Map,” in William Darby, A Geographical Description of the State of Louisiana, 
2nd ed. (New York: James Olmstead, 1817), 358; Stanley Faye, “Privateersmen of the Gulf and Their 
Prizes,” The Louisiana Historical Quarterly 22 (1939): 1069.   
158 H.M. Brackenridge, Views of Louisiana; Together with a Journal of a Voyage up the Missouri River, in 
1811 (Pittsburgh: Cramer, Spear and Eichbaum, 1814), 164. 
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the original “in order to appropriate to the United State the Rio Sabina, making it nearer 

to Natchitoches, and giving it another course.”159  Lafon may indeed have manipulated 

his map to bolster the United States’ territorial ambitions, a cartographic sleight of hand 

that was, perhaps, part of his campaign to ingratiate himself with U.S. officials. 

 Lafon not only drew on Spanish charts when creating his maps; he relied on local 

experts, particularly geographer-refugees who had migrated to New Orleans from St. 

Domingue.  As he was drafting his Carte Générale in early 1805, Lafon struck a deal 

with one Joseph Pilier “of St. Domingue,” agreeing to pay Pilier sixteen piastres a month 

to assist him with “geographic or geodetic operations,” make copies of extant maps, keep 

a journal of meteorological observations, and to perform various “other work of this 

nature.”160  Lafon’s arrangement with Jacques Tanesse, “former surveyor of St. 

Domingue,” was even broader.  Lafon and Tanesse agreed to work together on a map of 

the lower Mississippi River, including navigational information, and Tanesse promised to 

“furnish all the material in his power” about its geography.  More importantly, Lafon 

hired Tanesse to act as his publishing agent: Tanesse would carry two copies of the map 

to Washington, D.C., where he would present one to the Secretary of War and give the 

other to a printer as the basis for an engraving.161  While it is unclear if Tanesse did 

                                                
159 Charles Wilson Hackett, ed., Pichardo’s Treatise on the Limits of Louisiana and Texas: An 
Argumentative Historical Treatise with Reference to the Verification of the True Limits of the Provinces of 
Louisiana and Texas, vol. 1 (Austin: University of Texas press, 1931), 375.  On Spanish hydrography along 
the Gulf Coast, see Jack D. L. Holmes, ed., Jose De Evia y Sus Reconocimientos Del Golfo De Mexico, 
1783-1796 (Madrid: Ediciones Jose Porrua Turanzas, 1968). 
160 Engagement particular de M. Joseph Pilier et B. Lafon ingénieur, New Orleans, 17 Feb. 1805, 
Bathelemy Lafon Contract Book, 1804-1821, MSS 316, HNOC.    
161 Entre nous […] Lafon Ingénieur Géographe […] et Jacques Tanesse ci-devant arpenteur à St. 
Domingue, 5 July 1805, Lafon Contract Book, HNOC. 
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eventually represent Lafon and his maps in Washington, D.C., it is nevertheless 

significant that Lafon not only incorporated the skills of French Caribbean geographers 

but used them as envoys that would help forge stronger ties between New Orleans and 

eastern centers of knowledge, power, and print.  Lafon and, it seems, other French 

geographers in the circum-Caribbean looked to the United States for new scientific and 

economic opportunities when regime changes and revolutions shattered the more local 

patronage networks on which they had previously relied.                   

At the same time that Lafon was seeking national recognition as a man of science, 

he also pursued the patronage of the leading figure in the regional scientific community, 

William Dunbar.162  Dunbar knew Lafon as “the author of a map of Louisiana” yet, as he 

informed Jefferson, did not think the Frenchman was “much of an astronomer.”163  

Unaware of Dunbar’s disparaging view of his scientific talents, Lafon was eager for his 

correspondence and, in 1805, sent Dunbar maps he had drawn of Louisiana Rivers.  

Dunbar, of course, forwarded these to Jefferson.164     

 Lafon wished that Dunbar would join him in a larger project of strengthening the 

region’s scientific network.  Writing to Dunbar from New Orleans, Lafon reflected that 

“it is greatly to be desired for the advancement of the sciences that there should be a 

scientific paper here in which the observations and discoveries of the country would be 

                                                
162 Lafon had previously looked to Dunbar as a supplier of scientific instruments, though Lafon was proud 
to note in 1805 that he was designing and building his own astronomical apparatus, including an artificial 
horizon. Lafon to Dunbar, New Orleans, 19 August 1805, in Rowland, Life, Letters, and Papers, 178. 
163 Dunbar to Jefferson, Natchez, 6 July 1805, in Letterbook, 1802-5, WDP, MDAH 
164 Lafon noted that these maps were based on the surveys and astronomical observations of French, 
Spanish, British, and U.S. men of science, “the best that I could find” from 1740 to the early 1800s.  These 
maps were parts of Lafon’s “general map of the territory” that he had just finished on August 15th.  Lafon 
to Dunbar, New Orleans, 19 August 1805, in Rowland, Life, Letters, and Papers, 179.   
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recorded.”  The paper would embrace the same breadth of topics as eastern scientific 

journals; Lafon was particularly interested in using it to compile “an ancient map of 

America,” one that “represented all the ancient monuments” and would make it possible 

to determine “the place from which [Indians] came and the gradations of the power of 

each of these nations.”  Even when contemplating Native history, Lafon promoted maps 

as means for conveying national influence.  Circulating knowledge throughout the region 

also promised to reveal circum-Caribbean weather patterns.  Lafon offered to send an 

abstract of his meteorological observations from New Orleans, asked for Dunbar’s own 

weather report from Natchez, and shared information he had received in “Letters from 

Havana” that the island had experienced “the same weather as here and […] wind-storms 

that have several times destroyed entire plantations of banana trees etc.”165   

Yet while Lafon’s calls for circulating and promoting knowledge probably struck 

a chord with Dunbar, the scientific theories Lafon proposed may have undercut his 

credibility.  He explained that recent weather that had been “pernicious to planters” was 

caused by the moon, which “has constantly been in the field of the ecliptic with the sun in 

its conjunctions.”  The “ancient astrologers” had hypothesized that “the moon in 

conjunction is always humid and cold,” and while Lafon recognized that astrology was “a 

science rejected to-day,” he thought that the predictions of the ancients fit “positively 

what we have been experiencing.”166  Although he seems to have known that promoting 

astrology would not gain him any points with Dunbar or other self-consciously modern 

                                                
165 Lafon to Dunbar, New Orleans, 19 Aug 1805, ibid., 180-1. 
166 Lafon to Dunbar, New Orleans, 19 Aug 1805, ibid., 180. 
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men of science, Lafon nevertheless integrated both ancient and cutting-edge sciences in 

his approach to nature.   

This eclectic methodology was most apparent in his Annuaire Louisianais (1808), 

a self-published outlet in which Lafon presented his diverse scientific interests, his 

theories about nature, and his attachment to the United States.167  The Annuaire was, in 

part, an advertisement for Lafon’s scientific talents and specialized regional knowledge.  

He introduced the principles of astrology, included a chart of his own meteorological 

observations, and, in a move that may have been meant to please Thomas Jefferson, 

illustrated his method for determining one’s meridian without the aid of astronomical 

instruments.168   

Unlike some learned Anglo-American men in the early republic, Lafon did not 

hesitate to publish his own complex theories about natural phenomena, and he used the 

Annuaire to intervene in the Atlantic-wide debate about “Aërolithes,” the still little 

understood “rocks that fall from the atmosphere.”169  He declared that “I am going to try 

to explain the formation of these meteors; people will doubtless find me very bold in 

                                                
167 Lafon’s first publication, the Calendrier de Commerce de la Nouvelle-Orleans (1807), was mostly a 
city directory, but it also included an astronomical calendar, an essay on the history of Louisiana, and a list 
of the federal and local officials that now ruled Louisiana.   
168 Lafon noted the difficulties of carrying “good astronomical instruments” on long voyages across 
“inhabited countries,” and that his own method made it possible “to establish the course of rivers and fix 
the climates where animal and vegetable species lives.” Bartholomew Lafon, Annuaire Louisianais Pour 
Lánneé 1809 (New Orleans: De límprimerie de láuteur, 1808), 74.     
169 Lafon’s eagerness to theorize about meteorites contrasted sharply with William Dunbar’s writings on 
meteors.  Dunbar’s one-page article on a meteorite that fell near Baton Rouge in 1800 was fully limited to 
stating observed phenomena, though he too made a cautious claim that meteors fell “from the clouds.”  
Dunbar’s reluctance to theorize was in keeping with the epistemologies of leading naturalists in the early 
U.S. and may be added to the reasons why the U.S scientific community was willing to embrace Dunbar as 
an intellectual equal.  Dunbar, “Description of a Singular Phenomenon Seen at Baton Rouge.” On eastern 
Anglo-American naturalists’ resistance to theorizing, see Lewis, A Democracy of Facts. 
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giving a parallel explication to those of the great masters, who have treated on the matter, 

[…] but the explanations of those savants are not found to be precisely satisfying.”  

Drawing on reports of recent meteorites in Languedoc and Connecticut, Lafon argued 

that they were neither lunar ejecta nor rocks hurling through space, but “that weather or 

the atmosphere produces them, by the aggregation of the matter that is kept in fluctuation 

at very great heights.”  While variations of this atmospheric theory were perhaps the most 

generally accepted cause of meteorites, Lafon insisted that he “would render a more 

precise and more expanded explanation, one that the incredulous must desire; because 

[the idea of] rocks that fall from the sky, is not something easy to conceive.”  He asserted 

that meteorites formed in hazy skies as heat and light from the sun chemically fused 

atmospheric gasses with the metallic particulates that floated in the upper atmosphere.170   

Lafon built on this concept to explain the very origin of the earth.  He reflected 

that understanding the process through which meteorites formed in the atmosphere meant 

that “we no longer find incomprehensible the words: GOD MADE THE WORLD FROM 

NOTHING.”  For Lafon, the way God formed the world and mankind from a still 

unsolidified universe “inanis et VACUA” was parallel to the way that solar light fused 

gasses and “atoms” into meteorites in the atmosphere.  Combining Genesis, astrology, 

and meteoritic theory, Lafon argued that “when the sun passed over the sign of the Lion, 

                                                
170 Lafon, Annuaire, 88, 91.  The cause of meteorites—and, indeed, their very existence—was a hot topic 
of scientific debate in Europe and the United States in the 1790s and early 1800s.  Such distinguished 
commentators as Lavoisier forwarded the theory that meteors formed from the fusion, often through 
electrical fire, of earthy particles and explosive gasses in the atmosphere.  The lunar theory, the idea that 
volcanoes on the moon spewed meteoritic rocks down on the earth, also had many learned proponents.  
Some theorists had suggested that meteorites originated in the heavens, but many natural philosophers 
considered this contrary to the laws of nature.  John G. Burke, Cosmic Debris: Meteorites in History 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986), 37–69. 
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vapors covered the terrestrial atmosphere so thickly that the sun’s rays could not 

penetrate them; […] the combustible matter was reduced in quantity, the vapors partially 

condensed themselves; the spirit of God (the  creative fire, the invigorating light of 

spring) penetrated the abyss, (the thick darkness, the vapors); and all the beings came out 

from the profound sleep in which they were hidden.  The most perfect, MAN, wakes up 

last----!!!!”171   

In the Annuaire, Lafon presented himself as a natural philosopher who interpreted 

the observations and specimens he received from the peripheries of his own regional 

scientific network.  His “Notice on an Insect-Plant found in Natchitoches,” an essay 

based on “the amazing Natural History specimens sent by my correspondents in the 

interior of Louisiana,” described how the men who initially observed the insect all agreed 

that it had “metamorphosized into a plant.”172  Lafon, however, discredited this 

explanation as a result of these men’s “imagination in the marvelous” because their 

hypothesis “did not accord with the natural order” in which living things always move 

from less perfect to more perfect states, a kind of evolutionary thinking that was also 

evident in Lafon’s theory of meteorite formation.  After examining the insecte-plante 

with a microscope, Lafon suggested that a fungus had permeated its body and given it a 

plant-like appearance.  He regretted that there were no engravers in New Orleans skilled 

                                                
171 Lafon, Annuaire Louisianais, 93; emphasis in original.   
172 Lafon based his account on the testimony of one M. Paillet, a Natchitoches resident who was “very 
zealous for science.”  Ibid., 81; emphasis in original. 
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enough to represent this insect in the Annuaire, grumbling that “the lack of artists will 

long delay the progress of the sciences in New Orleans.”173   

   The Annuaire was also a political text that asserted Louisiana’s—and Lafon’s—

attachment to the U.S. government.  It included a twenty-one point chronology of the 

world that included U.S. independence, “the presidency of Th. Jefferson,” and “the Union 

of Louisiana and the United States” among such notable dates as Genesis, the founding of 

Rome, and “the invention of the Zodiac.”  Lafon presented the longitude of New Orleans 

relative to both Paris and Washington, D.C., and published a list of “Fêtes Nationales” 

that included December 20th, the day that the U.S. took control over Louisiana.  He even 

argued in an “Essay on the Limits of Louisiana” that the western boundary of the 

Purchase included New Mexico and the lands “north of Taos.”174  While the reactions of 

Anglo-American officials to this essay on limits are unknown, Spanish officials, for their 

part, seem to have taken it quite seriously.  Spanish officials had it translated into Spanish 

and an anonymous Spanish commentator penned a detailed refutation of it.175   

 Lafon used the Annuaire as a vehicle for fashioning himself as a scientific expert 

who was eager to support U.S. interests and, as with his maps, he sent it as his physical 

representative for garnering patronage and recognition among eastern officials and men 

of science.  Undeterred by his failure to attract Jefferson’s attention in 1805, Lafon wrote 

the president again in July 1808, this time in English, and forwarded him a copy of “the 

                                                
173 Ibid., 81–4. 
174 Ibid., 131. 
175 “Tratado de Límites por Bartolome Lafon, Yngeniero Geógrafo en la Nueva Orleans,” 1809, Real 
Academia de la Historia, film 84-34-L. reel 2, fols. 87-95, HNOC; “Refutacion succincta de […] los 
papeles nombrados ‘Tratado de Limites por B. Lafon,’” ibid., fols. 96-100.   
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Louisiana Annuary edited by me—I wish it may please you.”  While he boasted that the 

Annuaire would “give an idea of the territory of Orleans [and] contribute to fix your 

opinion upon the country,” Lafon quickly transitioned to reciting his own qualities.  He 

stated that “Natural philosophy, Geography, Astronomy and natural history divide my 

leisure” and offered Jefferson wider access of his material scientific productions, 

particularly a portfolio with nearly four-hundred images that Lafon had “drawn after 

nature.”  Lafon reminded the president that “amongst your public occupations you spare 

moments to cultivate sciences and arts” and that patronizing Lafon would behoove such 

“a distinguished philosopher and a learned administrator.”176  However, the very content 

of the Annuaire may have undercut Lafon’s hopes of attracting Jefferson’s support: the 

president probably would have dismissed the astrological and Christian aspects of 

Lafon’s work, and Jefferson had never accepted the atmospheric theory of meteorite 

formation.177  As in 1805, Jefferson did not respond to Lafon’s requests for patronage.178   

 Jefferson was chary of appointing “foreigners” to federal offices, and his 

consistent unwillingness to support Lafon suggests that the president saw French 

Louisianans as un-American.  The president grumbled that there were too many foreign 

applicants for governmental offices.  In 1807, he argued that “whether we consider the 

                                                
176 Lafon to Jefferson, 15 July 1808, Special Collections Research Center, William and Mary Digital 
Archive, https://digitalarchive.wm.edu/handle/10288/15087. 
177 Bedini, Thomas Jefferson, 190, 386–8; Burke, Cosmic Debris, 56–8. 
178 In 1812, Lafon tried his luck with the nation’s foremost geographer, Jedidiah Morse, to whom he sent 
both his Calendrier (1807) and Annuaire with the view of “procuring [Morse’s] acquaintance.”  He 
claimed to have some notes on how Morse could make his maps more accurate and suggested that the two 
geographers could exchange mutually useful information—a more equal relationship than the patron-client 
ties Lafon hoped to forge with Jefferson.  I have found no evidence that Morse answered Lafon’s letter.  
Lafon to Jedidiah Morse, 8 January 1812, Historic New Orleans Collection, MSS 319. 
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natural right of the native citizens, his knolege [sic] of the affairs of his country, or the 

superior reliance on his attachments, the trusts of every country are safest in its native 

citizens.”179  For Jefferson, Anglo-Americans’ national attachment and country-specific 

knowledge made them trustworthy federal employees.  Despite professing his allegiance 

and usefulness to the United States, Lafon’s identity as a French Louisianan undercut his 

attempts to become an agent of Jefferson’s empire.    

While Lafon may not have earned the kind of national recognition that he desired, 

he did secure political and scientific appointments at the local level.  Six months after 

Louisiana transferred to U.S. control, Governor Claiborne authorized the tri-lingual 

Lafon to act as a surveyor and, over the next five years, Lafon became an officer in the 

territorial militia, was appointed to the federally-funded position of deputy surveyor of 

the Orleans District, and was elected a district alderman.180  Part of the reason why Lafon 

did so well in New Orleans politics was that he didn’t play fair.  In 1808, one New 

Orleans resident raised a fuss that Lafon, who was “guided by motives often very 

blameable,” had won his seat as alderman by lying about his residential address in local 

newspapers.181     

Yet this measure of success did not necessarily bolster Lafon’s credibility: 

officials in the region suspected Lafon of being too concerned with his own advancement 

                                                
179 Jefferson to Caspar Wistar, Washington, 25 Feb 1807, in Florian Cajori, The Chequered Career of 
Ferdinand Rudolph Hassler (Boston: Christopher Publishing House, 1929), 43. 
180 Authorization to Barthelemi Lafon to Act as Surveyor, 23 June 1804, in Carter, The Territory of 
Orleans, IX, 244; Return of Appointments in the Militia of the Territory of Orleans, 29 Dec 1806, ibid., p. 
698; Orleans Gazette and Commercial Advertiser (New Orleans, March 26, 1806), II, no. 28; Bos, 
“Barthelemy Lafon,” 22. 
181 This was, apparently, the second time Lafon had used this trick successfully.  [anonymous] to 
Messieurs, New Orleans, 28 Sept. 1808, Raymond and Roger Weill Collection, MSS 340, HNOC.  
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and too attached to Spanish surveying techniques to be a fully reliable scientific 

practitioner.  One member of the U.S. War Department visiting New Orleans in 1810 

offered a qualified endorsement of Lafon as “a Surveyor of this place who is a man of 

talents & may I believe (where he own interest is not concerned) be depended upon.”182  

Seth Pease, the man whom Jefferson had made surveyor general of Orleans in Lafon’s 

stead, complained to Albert Gallatin that “Mr. Lafon (Deputy Surveyor for Orleans 

County) has made, or rather pretended to make survey of private claims by measuring the 

front only, and taking the bearing of the side line, from which data he makes his return 

and demands of the Claimant the full compensation which the law allows for an actual 

Survey.”  Pease obviously considered Lafon’s methods negligent and extended this 

accusation to Spanish surveying on the whole, noting that “the mode of Surveying 

practiced by Mr. Lafon is (I understand) similar to that pursued under the Spanish 

government; but not that contemplated by ours.”  Gallatin agreed, and encouraged Pease 

to censure Lafon.183  Although Lafon made every effort to leverage his experience with 

the Spanish Empire toward promoting his own advancement, Anglo-American officials 

sometimes interpreted the multi-imperial roots of his scientific practices as cause for 

distrust. 

One of Lafon’s last bids to ingratiate himself with prominent U.S. officials and 

men of science came in 1812 when he finally sent himself east to Washington instead of 

                                                
182 John K. Smith to James Madison, New Orleans, 15 May 1810, Stagg, Papers of James Madison: 
Digital Edition. 
183 Seth Pease to the Secretary of the Treasury, Washington, M.T., 30 June 1807, in Carter, The Territory 
of Orleans, IX, 746, 748.  On Gallatin’s efforts to replace Spanish surveying techniques with that typical of 
the rest of the western United States, see Kastor, The Nation’s Crucible, 81, 86. 
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his scientific works.  The direct inspiration for this trip was to petition Congress to 

support his claims to a valuable tract of New Orleans property, but he found scientific 

companionship and, in a minor way, patronage by befriending Benjamin Henry Latrobe, 

perhaps the most famous engineer and architect in the nation.  Latrobe did promote 

Lafon’s talents as an architect: he proposed that the federal government hire Lafon to 

design the New Orleans lighthouse, but Albert Gallatin—perhaps remembering Seth 

Pease’s criticisms—“rejected him at once.”184  Latrobe was primarily interested in 

benefiting from Lafon’s firsthand expertise in the intricacies of New Orleans politics, and 

Latrobe shared Lafon’s insights about how to get things done in New Orleans with his 

son, Henry, who was then promoting the Latrobes’ planned waterworks in that city.  

Along with communicating Lafon’s estimates about the population of New Orleans and 

the potential profitability of the enterprise, Benjamin told his son that “Lafon represents 

the Secretary of the Mayor as a very influential rascal whom the gift of a share [in the 

waterworks] would bribe to do anything” and, more succinctly, that “Lafon says that 

anything at N. Orleans may be done by intrigue.”185  Latrobe also seemed surprised to 

find that Lafon was not actually a self-promoting snob.  He described Lafon as “an 

unassuming agreeable man […] I supposed I should find him riding a high horse, full of 

himself, and rather a L’enfant than of plain practical common sense.  But he seems to 

                                                
184 Horne and Formwalt, eds., The Correspondence and Miscellaneous Papers of Benjamin Henry Latrobe, 
vol. 2, 1805–1810, note 1, p. 307. 
185 Benjamin Henry Latrobe to Henry S.B. Latrobe, Washington, 3 May 1812; and 5 April 1812, both in 
Horne and Formwalt, eds., The Correspondence and Miscellaneous Papers of Benjamin Henry Latrobe, 
vol. 3, 287, 277.  On the Latrobes’ efforts to construct the New Orleans waterworks, see editors’ note in 
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have so much of the latter as to want some of the enthusiasm of an Artist.”186  Indeed, 

Latrobe saw no contradiction in Lafon’s “common sense” and his pursuit of esoteric 

knowledge, writing in June that “LaFon is still here, engaged in a work on the 

hieroglyphic science of the antients [sic].  He is a Kind of enthusiast in that business and 

will be laughed at, otherwise he is no fool.”187   

Lafon’s journey east neither guaranteed his land claims nor earned him any 

further federal support for his scientific endeavors and, upon his return to New Orleans in 

late 1812, he seems to have become more interested in extra-state opportunities for 

achieving wealth.  He had made a half-hearted return to slave trading between 1806 and 

1811 in which he bought four individuals and sold four others, including two “mulatto 

rouge” infants.188  He also became more involved with circum-Caribbean smuggling, 

particularly the illicit trade taking place along the Barataria coast, a pirating redoubt led 

by Jean and Pierre Lafitte.189   

Yet even as Lafon undercut the interests of the United States as a smuggler he 

directly supported U.S. power by acting as a military engineer.  From 1810 to 1815, he 

designed and built forts for the U.S. army that took advantage of local resources, and 

                                                
186 Benjamin Henry Latrobe to Henry S.B. Latrobe, Washington, 5 April 1812, in ibid., vol. 3, 276. 
187 Benjamin Henry Latrobe to Henry S.B. Latrobe, Washington, 10 June 1812,in ibid., vol. 3, 312; 
emphasis in original. 
188 Hall, “Afro-Louisiana History and Genealogy, 1719-1820.” 
189 While Lafon probably was involved in smuggling in a minor way prior to 1812, scholars have confused 
Bartholomé Lafon’s forays into smuggling with those of the more fully piratical Bernardo Lafon who was 
active in the Gulf from 1805 to 1814.  Faye, “Privateersmen of the Gulf and Their Prizes,” 1018, 1069; 
Jean L. Epperson, “The Three Pirates Lafon,” The Lafitte Society Chronicles 11, no. 1 (February 2005): 6–
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William C. Davis, The Pirates Lafitte: The Treacherous World of the Corsairs of the Gulf (Orlando: 
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General Wilkinson appointed him Chief Engineer in 1812.190  Lafon’s service for the 

United States climaxed in January 1815 when he fought with Andrew Jackson’s forces 

against the British at the Battle of New Orleans, but his fortunes began to decline in 1816 

as creditors pressed him to pay off his debts.191  Nearly bankrupt, Lafon decided to leave 

the country and was forced to sell off his property, including a 450-volume library that 

included works in English, French, Spanish, and Latin on mathematics, astronomy, 

alchemy, exorcism, politics, and the geography and history of the United States.192  

Historian Peter Kastor has argued that victory in the Battle of New Orleans solidified the 

incorporation and attachment of Louisianans to the United States.  The case of Lafon 

suggests that even Louisianans who had professed attachment to the U.S. since 1803 

could still reshape their political allegiances in the years after 1815.193    

Ironically, the U.S. scientific community chose this moment to reach out to Lafon.  

He had once more sent out a copy of his “Plan of the City and Environs of New Orleans,” 

this time to the American Philosophical Society.194  While Lafon had probably given up 

on receiving any tangible reward for circulating his maps, a leading figure in the Society 

noted in 1816 that he had “Written to B. Lafon, Esq., Geographer & Engineer […] 
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With an Atlas (Published by John Conrad and Co., 1816), 117, 179; Faye, “Privateersmen of the Gulf and 
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Soliciting Communications.”195  The most prestigious scientific institution in the nation 

sought Lafon’s participation but, after looking for recognition from the U.S. scientific 

community for thirteen years, Lafon had moved on. 

And that’s when Lafon went a-pirating.  In 1817, he shifted his attachments to the 

new extra-state polity led by the Lafitte brothers on Galveston, a self-proclaimed 

government that professed its loyalty to, and purportedly acted under the authority of, the 

leaders of the Mexican independence movement.  The Lafittes argued that their attacks 

on Spanish shipping in the Gulf of Mexico were in fact legitimate privateering ventures 

sanctioned by the Mexican Congress.  Yet, as one of the Galveston pirates later admitted, 

“he had no knowledge or belief in the existence of a Mexican republic […] independent 

of the Spanish government.”196  While most of the “motly [sic] mixture of freebooters 

and smugglers, at Galveston” were not involved in Mexico’s independence movement, 

the canny Lafittes saw it as an opportunity for commencing “an active system of plunder 

[…] on the high seas, chiefly of Spanish property, but often without much concern as to 

the national character.”197  Complicating things further, the Spanish governor in Havana 

had hired the Lafitte brothers as spies in 1815, and the Spanish tolerated the Lafittes’ 

occasional plundering on the belief that they worked to rid the Gulf of corsairs and 

infiltrate U.S.-based filibustering movements, particularly that of the New Orleans 
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Associates.198  Yet Pierre and Jean Lafitte were serious about going through the motions 

of forming a “new government” on Galveston.199  They set up an admiralty court through 

which they legitimized the seizure of Spanish, U.S., and English vessels filled with 

calicoes, cash, and slaves.200  They advertised the commercial opportunities of trading 

with their settlement in New England newspapers and attracted ships flying under the 

Mexican, U.S., and Venezuelan flags.201  The Galvestonians even drafted a charter on 

board the schooner Carmelita that averred their fidelity to “the Mexican republic” and 

assigned official positions to some of the thirty-odd men who had established themselves 

on the island.  The owner of the Carmelita and secretary pro-tempore who penned and 

signed the charter was Bartholomé Lafon.202  

 Lafon’s political attachments shifted fluidly from 1815 to 1817.  After the Battle 

of New Orleans, he had joined the filibustering New Orleans Associates and, probably in 

hopes of rebuilding his fortune by taking Spanish lands, planned to participate in an 

invasion of royalist Texas.  After this scheme fizzled out, Lafon devoted more of his 

energies to pirating and smuggling, using the Carmelita—which he procured after it had 

been “captured by pirates and robbers on the high seas”—to trade in the Spanish prize 
                                                
198 “Felipe Fatio’s Report on the Plan of the Brothers Lafitte to Capture the Corsairs on the Gulf,” 24 May 
1817, in Harris Gaylord Warren, “Documents Relating to the Establishment of Privateers in Galveston, 
1816-1817,” The Louisiana Historical Quarterly 21, no. 4 (Oct. 1938), 1097–1100; Warren, The Sword 
Was Their Passport: a History of American Filibustering in the Mexican Revolution (Baton Rouge: 
Louisiana State University Press, 1943), 173–6; Jean L. Epperson, “Jean Lafitte and Corsairs on Galveston 
Bay,” The Lafitte Society Chronicles 3, no. 2 (1997). 
199 Testimony of Raymond Espanol, 7 Oct. 1817, in Monroe, Message, 18. 
200 “Extract of a letter from Beverly Chew […] Aug. 1, 1817,” in ibid., 9, 11; Warren, Sword Was Their 
Passport, 186. 
201 “New Orleans, April 24,” Independent Chronicle & Boston Patriot (Boston, 18 June 1817), XLIX, no. 
3773.   
202 “A Register of the Proceedings at Galveston, April 15th 1817,” and Testimony of Raymond Espanol, 7 
Oct. 1817; both  in Monroe, Message, 44–5, 18.  Lafon named the Carmelita after his daughter. 
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goods that were moving through Galveston.203  He arrived at Galveston in April 1817 and 

officially associated himself with the pirate government by signing an “oath of fidelity to 

the Mexican republic […] with all the solemnity due to the occasion.”204  Yet Lafon, like 

the Lafittes, had a secret.  While the two pirating brothers had hidden their role as 

Spanish agents from the other Galvestonians, they revealed this connection to Lafon and 

encouraged him to join in their conspiracy.  Lafon was eager to accept, and he even took 

over Jean Lafitte’s duties of leading the establishment—and reporting back to Spain on 

its activities—in Jean’s absence.205  By August 1817, the royal governor at San Antonio 

had been informed that Lafon, after more than thirteen years of attachment to the United 

States, was once more in the Spanish service.206  And, of course, Lafon sent the governor 

a map.207   

Like Thomas Power, Lafon integrated political intelligence and scientific 

information in the knowledge he sent to Spanish officials.  But the military intelligence 

that Lafon shared with the Spanish consul at New Orleans was largely fabricated.  He 

claimed to have intercepted dispatches regarding an alliance between U.S. filibusters, 

gulf coast pirates, and Comanches that would overthrow Spanish rule in northern Mexico.  

Lafon suggested dividing the Indians amongst themselves, buying off the pirates, and 
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undermining the filibusters through intrigue, a strategy that would simultaneously foil 

this plot and cripple the revolutionary campaign of the “miserable Mexican patriots.”  

The Spanish consul, Felipe Fatio, believed Lafon’s tale and awarded him a retainer of 

$700 for his service.  At least part of the reason why Fatio considered Lafon to be a 

credible source of information was his reputation as a man of science: Lafon was “the 

best engineer and map-maker in these states.”208  While his political information would 

prove unreliable, Spanish officials continued to value Lafon’s geographical productions, 

particularly his hydrographic map of the Bay of Galveston and a geographical essay on 

the North American interior that he sent to his Spanish patrons in 1819.209  Even as 

Spain’s empire in North America was collapsing, Spanish officials remained a viable 

source of patronage for Gulf South men of science.210 

 During Lafon’s final years, which he seems to have spent travelling between New 

Orleans and Galveston, Lafon pursued the same diverse set of piratical, scientific, and 

slave-trading work that had characterized his career.  In late 1817, shortly after returning 

from a stint as smuggler and spy in Galveston, Lafon submitted another of his scientific 

productions—twenty years of New Orleans meteorological observations—to the city’s 

newly established Société Médicale.  Lafon’s “patriotic kindness” in gifting this 
                                                
208 Quotes and description of Lafon’s intrigue are from Warren, Sword Was Their Passport, 180–2.  [N.B. I 
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manuscript inspired the Society to invite the “ingenieur geographe” to become a 

corresponding member.211  Lafon also began purchasing slaves at a far greater rate than 

he ever had before, and from May 1818 to the last days before his death, Lafon bought 

seventeen slaves and sold none.212  He died during a New Orleans yellow fever epidemic 

on 29 September 1820.   

Conclusion 

Knowledge circulated across imperial boundaries, and individuals in the 

borderlands were pivotal go-betweens in this process.  Yet the formation of the United 

States’ scientific community was as much a story of exclusion and defining boundaries as 

it was of incorporation.  Patrons had a large role in shaping the contours of national 

scientific communities: by extending or denying recognition to individual scientific 

practitioners, Spanish and U.S. officials alike influenced which individuals were 

welcomed into national scientific networks.  For these patrons, the question of “who to 

trust”—so intrinsic to the structure of all scientific communities and the knowledge they 

generated—often had no clear answer.  Scientific practitioners in the borderlands 

therefore performed political attachment and personal loyalty to demonstrate their 

trustworthiness and, they hoped, gain access to national networks of science and 

patronage.  The United States’ national scientific community emerged from the tensions 

between patrons’ effort to order national boundaries and individual scientific 

                                                
211 J. G. Taillefer, Précis Analytique Des Travaux De La Société Médicale De la Nouvelle-Orléans (New 
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practitioners’ initiatives to achieve personal advancement by transcending and shaping 

those boundaries.  
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Chapter 4: Local Ignorance and Experimental Expansion 

The European-descended peoples of Louisiana and Florida had been producing 

natural knowledge for generations before the expansive United States came to control the 

Gulf South, and Anglo-Americans often relied on Spanish and French Creoles for the 

agronomic and medical knowledge needed to dominate and profit from this semitropical 

frontier.1  Yet while U.S. officials and men of science did draw on Creoles’ knowledge, 

many Anglo-Americans nevertheless believed that Gulf South Creoles inadequately 

understood and developed local nature.  Anglo-Americans charged Louisianan and 

Floridian Creoles with being intellectually unprepared for republican citizenship, 

incompetent agriculturalists, and incapable of treating and preventing the region’s 

diseases.  This chapter is less interested in Creoles’ actual intellectual achievements than 

Anglo-Americans’ perceptions of them.2  Most Anglo-Americans believed themselves, 

and not French and Spanish Creoles, to be the people most capable of understanding and 

exploiting the Gulf South’s environment.  These were the same kinds of arguments that 
                                                
1 Of course, Natives, blacks, and other non-white groups also generated natural knowledge, some of which 
circulated to Anglo-American men of science.  This chapter, however, focuses specifically on white 
Creoles in the former Spanish territories of the Gulf South.  “Creole” is a tricky term, especially when used 
in the context of the Louisiana.  I use “Creoles,” or “Gulf South Creoles,” to denote people of French and 
Spanish descent native to the Gulf South.  “Creole” was not a race-specific term, but I use it in this limited 
sense for the sake of clarity and brevity.  Also, when possible, I distinguish between Gulf South Creoles 
and the “foreign French” who emigrated to the Gulf South in the early 1800s, but contemporary Anglo-
American observers did not always differentiate between these groups. Virginia R. Domínguez, White by 
Definition: Social Classification in Creole Louisiana (New Brunswick, N.J: Rutgers University Press, 
1986), chap. 4; Paul F. Lachance, “The Foreign French,” in Creole New Orleans: Race and 
Americanization, ed. Arnold R. Hirsch and Joseph Logsdon (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University 
Press, 1992), 101–130.   
2 Spanish and French Creoles often rejected and challenged Anglo-Americans’ disparaging views of their 
intellectual talents.  See, for example, John Duffy, ed., The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in 
Louisiana (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1958), 301-25; Jay Gitlin, The Bourgeois 
Frontier: French Towns, French Traders, and American Expansion (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
2010), 50-59.  
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Anglo-Americans had long used to displace Indians; in the Gulf South, they employed 

this logic to replace former colonial rulers.3      

 Unlike the southwesterners that they would encounter in later decades, Anglo-

Americans generally considered Creoles in the southeast borderlands to be racially 

white.4  Innumerable scholars have examined the rise of scientific ethnography and 

racialization in the Atlantic world, yet they have paid less attention to the ethnic and 

national hierarchies that determined how different European and Euro-American groups 

understood other white peoples.5  The Anglo-Americans who studied Gulf South Creoles 

tended to focus on their “national” traits and, it seems, drew few qualitative distinctions 

between the scientific talents of Spanish and French Creoles; indeed, some Anglo-

Americans viewed “Creole” as a national characterization of its own, one that could 

encompass individuals of either French or Spanish descent.6  Climate, habits, and 
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University Press, 1981), 189–229; Thomas R. Hietala, Manifest Design: American Exceptionalism and 
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Scotland and America (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), esp. ch. 3.  On the development of 
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Protestant Atlantic World, 1600-2000 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006); Bruce R Dain, A 
Hideous Monster of the Mind: American Race Theory in the Early Republic (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard 
University Press, 2002). 
6 John Lee Williams wrote that the English, French, and Spanish inhabitants of West Florida “were 
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national character.”  John Lee Williams, A View of West Florida (Philadelphia: Printed for H.S. Tanner, 
1827), 77.  As Peter Kastor has suggested, Anglo-Americans often conflated Louisianans of French and 
Spanish descent as “French,” a catchall term that generally acknowledged they were “somehow foreign.”  
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education all seemed to shape national traits, but most Anglo-American observers agreed 

that Creoles were less capable of intellectual—and, specifically, scientific—achievement 

than Anglo-Americans.  Like racialized characterizations, the ways Anglo-Americans 

viewed white Creoles had political consequences: Creoles’ supposed scientific ignorance 

was, in the eyes of U.S. officials and men of science, an obstacle to their full 

incorporation into the national scientific community and even the nation on the whole.7  

Anglo-Americans’ descriptions of other white American ethnic groups were partially 

distinct from but, as literary and political projects, also connected with, contemporary 

ethnographic writings about blacks and Indians.  

As Anglo-Americans “othered” Gulf South Creoles based on perceptions of their 

scientific knowledge and abilities, they defined themselves as a scientific and 

experimenting people.8  With a comparative eye turned to Europe, historians have tended 

to see the early United States as scientifically backward.9  Yet whether or not U.S. 

science matched the achievements of Europe, the ways in which Anglo-American men of 
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Kariann Akemi Yokota, Unbecoming British: How Revolutionary America Became a Postcolonial Nation 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), chap. 4. 
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science described Gulf South Creoles’ scientific ignorance suggests that they saw the 

United States as a scientifically advanced nation and believed that its expansion brought 

science to hitherto ignorant and underdeveloped parts of the continent.10  This was, in 

part, a civilizing mission meant to “uplift” Gulf South Creoles.11  Yet U.S. expansion 

might be more accurately described as a civilizing experiment, an enterprise in which 

Anglo-Americans tested their own capacity to establish thriving agriculture and good 

health in the Gulf South while also trying to determine how, or even if, Creoles could 

become scientific Americans.12  Focusing on ethnography, education, agriculture, and 

health, this chapter argues that United States expansion into the Gulf South relied 

simultaneously on Creoles’ local knowledge and Anglo-Americans’ perceptions that 

Creoles were scientifically ignorant. 

Spanish-era Precedents 

 U.S. men of science were not the first observers to contend that Gulf South 

Creoles were intellectually and scientifically underdeveloped.  In part, Anglo-Americans 

derived such notions from older traditions of the Black Legend, the English stereotype 

                                                
10 For studies that explore other aspects of the interrelationship between ignorance and empire in the 
Americas, see Londa L Schiebinger, Plants and Empire: Colonial Bioprospecting in the Atlantic World 
(Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2004); Paul W. Mapp, The Elusive West and the Contest for 
Empire, 1713-1763 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2011). 
11 On the “civilizing mission” and U.S. expansion, see Adas, Dominance by Design; Frederick Merk, 
Manifest Destiny and Mission in American History (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1995). 
12 As D.W. Meinig has argued, the incorporation of Louisiana was itself an “experiment in empire,” one 
that “began to give the word empire another and not altogether comfortable connotation for American: not 
just a rhetorical term for a republic grand in scale and rich in possibilities, nor that wonderful new thing of 
Jeffersonian vision, ‘an empire for liberty,’ but an America that included a bloc of captive peoples of 
foreign culture who had not chosen to be Americans.”  D. W. Meinig, The Shaping of America: a 
Geographical Perspective on 500 Years of History, vol. 2: Continental America, 1800-1867 (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1993), 23. 
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that Catholics, particularly Spaniards, were intellectually and politically backward.13  Yet 

they also acquired specific arguments about the anti-intellectualism of Gulf South 

Creoles from Spanish and French observers.  The French, Hispanic, and Anglo-Spanish 

observers who analyzed Spain’s Gulf South provinces in publications and official reports 

from the 1760s to early 1820s tended to describe Louisiana and Florida as colonies that 

had failed to live up to their potential.  As a region with excellent waterways, passable 

soils, and a nearly Caribbean climate, most commentators attributed this failure to the 

ignorance, indolence, and apathy of the inhabitants and their rulers.14  These disparaging 

commentaries circulated to Anglo-American officials and men of science and provided 

them with specific language and ethnographic characterizations that they could employ to 

legitimize their own ethnic ascendancy.  

French and Spanish observers blamed governments and settlers alike for the Gulf 

colonies’ underdevelopment.  One French official attributed Louisiana’s persistent 

backwardness to the early eighteenth-century Bourbons for populating it with 

“ignorantes, or adventurers,” and an 1819 Spanish petitioner chastised his king for failing 

to exploit Florida’s natural resources and, worse, letting them fall into Anglo-American 

                                                
13 Weber, The Spanish Frontier in North America, 336. 
14 As Shannon Lee Dawdy has argued, French writers had categorized Louisiana as backward and anti-
intellectual since the 1720s.  These disparagements had less to do with the actual scientific practices in the 
colony—which were extensive—than with metropolitan perceptions conditioned by the experimental 
origins of Louisianan colonization itself.  Once established, the colony’s ignorance became “one of the 
stratigraphic myths of the city, built layer by layer over the years” and informed how later European and 
Anglo-Americans characterized Louisiana and its inhabitants.  Shannon Lee Dawdy, Building the Devil’s 
Empire: French Colonial New Orleans (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008), chap. 1, quote on p. 
56. 
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hands.15  Pierre-Louis Berquin-Duvallon, a cynical commentator on Spanish Louisiana 

whose work was translated and published in New York, believed the province’s poverty 

to derive from the character of its “Creoles,” a “race [that] seems to have degenerated” 

from the initial French settlers and whose “ignorance exceeds all human credibility.”  For 

Berquin-Duvallon, the Creoles’ anti-intellectualism derived from exposure to an 

environment where “the very air […] is mortal to the muses.”16  Other French 

commentators believed the inhabitants were not naturally dull-minded but that the 

absence of educational opportunities and books had ensured that “the arts are hardly 

cultivated at all” and that “the local people do not care much for the sciences.”17  And 

while most observers agreed that Gulf South Creoles were unlikely to achieve scientific 

excellence, they also feared that the influx of Anglo-American settlers—who had a 

reputation for ravaging natural resources in a most unenlightened fashion—promised to 

make the region even more barbarous.18    

                                                
15 “Fragmento que deve servir para la memoria, y reconocimiento de la Luisiana,” Papeles de estado in the 
Archivo Histórico Nacional of Spain, 1748-1846 (AHN), Leg. 3900, Apartado 1, no. 82, p. 351, Library of 
Congress (LOC); Mariano de Renovales, “Representacion al Rey N.S., por Don Mariano Renovales desde 
Nuevo Orleans sobre Enagenación de las Floridas a los Anglo Americanos,” 4 May 1819, Kislak 
Collection, ms 213, LOC. 
16 For Berquin-Duvallon, the Creoles supposedly inherent backwardness was exacerbated by “the 
toprpitude of these people in neglecting the culture of the minds of their offspring.” Pierre-Louis Berquin-
Duvallon, Travels in Louisiana and the Floridas, in the Year, 1802, trans. John Davis (New York: Printed 
by and for I. Riley & Co, 1806), 52, 59, 61.   
17 James Pitot, Observations on the Colony of Louisiana, from 1796 to 1802, trans. Henry C Pitot (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1979), 32; Pierre-Clément de Laussat, Memoirs of My Life to My 
Son During the Years 1803, ed. Robert D Bush, trans. Agnes-Josephine Pastwa (Baton Rouge: Louisiana 
State University Press, 1978), 98. 
18 Ibid., 150-1; “Fragmento que deve servir para la memoria,” AHN, Leg. 3900, Apartado 1, no. 82, p. 360, 
LOC. 
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The perceived failure of Louisiana and Florida to live up to their potential was 

particularly clear in agriculture.19  One “intelligent gentleman” born and raised in Spanish 

Florida assured Anglo-American readers that Florida was destined to produce sugar, 

indigo, coffee, and “a long list of esculent and medicinal roots,” but that “these 

advantages lie dormant for want of hands to put them in motion.”  Spanish Americans 

had not sufficiently exploited these commodities because “the people of South America, 

our countrymen, are well known to possess already, too much territory, and too much 

indolence” to develop Florida’s soils.20  Other writers insisted that the indolence and 

ignorance of European settlers explained why Gulf South agriculture was stagnant.  In a 

1786 report on the natural history, geography, and resources of the Ouachita district, one 

Spanish official argued that the region’s white inhabitants were “composed of the scum 

of all sorts of nations” and even “the savages, though savages […] hold them in 

contempt.”  When he tried to coerce these Creoles into cultivating the land, he was 

dismayed that “scarcely were there six among them who cleared enough of it to make 

their living provisions, which however grow with little effort.”  The soil was good, but 

the people were “lazy to the uttermost.”21 

                                                
19 Louisiana and, to a lesser extent, East Florida did in fact witness significant agricultural growth under 
Spanish rule.  John Craig Hammond, Slavery, Freedom, and Expansion in the Early American West 
(Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2007), chap. 2–3; Jane Landers, ed., Colonial Plantations 
and Economy in Florida (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2000). 
20 An Original Memoir, on the Floridas, with A General Description from the Best Authorities.  By a 
Gentleman of the South (Baltimore: Printed for E. J. Coale, by R. J. Matchett, 1821), 33–5. 
21 Jean Filhiol, Description of the Ouachita in 1786, trans. H. Wynn Ricky (1935), J. Fair Hardin 
Collection, Louisiana State University Special Collections Library (LSU), Louisiana and Lower Mississippi 
Valley Collection (LLMVC).  Such critiques were nothing new: Europeans had long castigated Euro-
American agriculturalists for their supposed indolence.  Lorena Walsh, Motives of Honor, Pleasure, and 
Profit: Plantation Management in the Colonial Chesapeake, 1607-1763 (Chapel Hill: University of North 
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No one was more critical of his fellow Floridians’ agricultural ignorance—and 

more interested in offering his own agricultural expertise to Anglo-Americans—than the 

Anglo-Spanish planter George J.F. Clarke.22  In a series of newspaper articles written 

under the name of “A Native Floridian,” Clarke found that “it is a surprising fact that 

where nature has done most for a country man will do least for himself.”  Florida’s white 

farmers followed “habits as barbarian as those used by the illiterate Negroes of Africa, or 

Indians of America, where they cultivate at all.  In what do we exceed them [Indians and 

Africans]? In planting more land?  Not in cultivating it better, not in preserving it, nor 

improving it.”23  Clarke chastised Florida’s “civilized and uncivilized barbarians” alike 

for destroying—instead of “scientifically” exploiting—bee hives, savaged white planters 

for exhausting soils instead of fertilizing them, and generally complained that nothing but 

ignorance and indolence can account for the fact that Spanish Florida had not produced 

heaps of sugar, coffee, and medicinal plants.24  Creole farmers, he lamented, would 

remain backward because “each one appears to have satisfied himself with the old 

                                                                                                                                            
Carolina Press, 2010), 6-7; Jorge Juan y Antonio de Ulloa, Noticias secretas de América, tomo II (Madrid: 
Editorial-América, 1918 [1826]), 97-8. 
22 Although Clarke was born to Anglo-Floridian parents, he was raised as a Catholic and lived most of his 
life as a loyal Spanish subject until Florida’s transfer to the United States.  His primary identity seems to 
have been as a Floridian, and—as his siblings served in the Spanish army in Europe and married into 
Cuban families—he probably considered himself more Spanish than Anglo-American.  See “A Letter of G. 
I. F. Clarke’s Relating to Port St. Joseph, East Florida,” Florida Historical Society Quarterly 5, no. 1 
(1926): 50–53; Louise Biles Hill, “George J. F. Clarke, 1774-1836,” The Florida Historical Quarterly 21, 
no. 3 (1943): 204–230.    
23 Indeed, Clarke praised the agricultural ingenuity of Mexican Indians while damning Florida’s whites.  
[George J.F. Clarke], “From a Native Floridian, no. III,” East Florida Herald (St. Augustine, Florida), vol. 
2, no. 3, 13 Sep 1823, University of Florida Libraries (UFL). 
24 [Clarke], “From a Native Floridian, no. XIII,” East Florida Herald, vol. 2, no. 18, 27 Dec 1823; “From a 
Native Floridian, no. XVII,” East Florida Herald, vol. 2, no. 20, 10 Jan 1824; “From a Native Floridian, no. 
IX,” East Florida Herald, vol. 2, no. 10, 1 Nov. 1823, UFL. 
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Spanish response: ‘My father did so, and he was wiser than I.’”25 Although Clarke had 

been staunchly loyal to Spain before 1821, he offered his critiques of its agriculture in 

hopes that new Anglo-American migrants might finally raise his beloved Florida to its 

full potential. 

Clarke also rued that planters in the Gulf territories did not make the most of their 

enslaved laborers.  He could not understand why most Florida planters forced their slaves 

to work with inefficient technologies, arguing that “the more negroes we have the greater 

will be our exports; but to put the hoe into their hands otherwise than as an auxiliary to 

the plough would be evidence of prejudice, want of information, or want of economy.”26  

Indeed, he was worried that white Floridians seemed to prefer abusing their slaves to 

working with them to promote agricultural progress.  During a discussion of the many 

fruits that could be grown in East Florida, Clarke exclaimed that “I have been astonished 

at the reply of some large planters on asking them where they planted their fruit trees 

[…]—‘I plant none’ said they, ‘for if I did the negroes would steal all the fruit.’ Oh my 

country, my country!”27   

Other French and Spanish observers joined Clarke in condemning the supposed 

mismanagement of slave populations in the Gulf South.  Some suggested that Louisiana 

                                                
25 [Clarke], “From a Native Floridian, no. IV,” East Florida Herald, vol. 2, no. 5, 27 Sep 1823, UFL. 
26 Ibid, emphasis in original. 
27 [Clarke], “From a Native Floridian, no. VII,” East Florida Herald, vol. 2, no. 8, 11 Oct 1823, UFL.  
Clarke claimed that he had freed or sold all of his slaves by May 1st, 1822.  He openly had two black lovers, 
one free and one enslaved, and had a total of twelve children with them.  And while he maintained and 
promoted a relatively humane approach to slavery, he nevertheless advised that the executors of his estate 
invest his enslaved lover’s inheritance “in healthy grown negroes, […] the most lucrative, sure simple 
investment of property that can be found.”  The Last Will and Testament of George J.F. Clarke, Esq., 28 
Aug 1834, PKY.    
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needed more slaves, and encouraged Spanish officials—or French ones, following the 

planned retrocession of the colony—to make importing Africans a priority.28  Spanish 

army officer Francisco Bouligny claimed that Louisiana was “an earthly paradise”: all 

that was needed to make it thrive was for Spain to import a few thousand slaves each year 

and to encourage white settlers to form agricultural societies.29  Other commentators 

found that Creole planters were exceptionally cruel to their slaves.  While noting that 

“Negroes are unlike other men [and] cannot be managed by mildness or sentiment,” one 

French traveler chastised Louisianan masters for underfeeding, insufficiently clothing, 

and harshly beating their slaves and, thus, failing to maximize their agricultural 

productivity.30  Another sojourner—and shortly tenured governor—in the colony 

observed that the Creole population was, on the whole, humane and generous, but that 

“this feeling for humanity remains inert and dead when it comes to slaves.”31  Creole 

planters themselves tried to displace blame for their own apparent agronomic inefficiency 

onto their slaves.  Julien Poydras, for example, argued that Anglo-American planters in 

Mississippi produced more cotton than their Louisianan counterparts because “their 

                                                
28 “Pontalba’s Memoir [1801],” reproduced in Charles Gayarré, History of Louisiana: Spanish Domination, 
vol. III, 3rd ed. (New Orleans: Armand Hawkins, 1885), 442; Pitot, Observations on the Colony of 
Louisiana, 1–3, 63–66, 79, 87–94, 100.; Georges-Henri-Victor Collot, A Journey in North America, trans. 
J. Christian Bay, vol. 2 (Firenze: O. Lange, 1924), 94. 
29 In contrast to most other commentaries, Bouligny insisted that Louisiana’s planters were highly skilled 
and motivated.  He said that white Louisianans prided themselves on being known as “a good planter, that 
is, a man intelligent in the toils of the field,” and that “the creoles do not content themselves only with 
theory, but with daily practice, without the strenuous labor of the fields causing them that rudeness that is 
general among workers.”   Francisco Bouligny, Louisiana in 1776: A Memoria of Francisco Bouligny, 
trans. Gilbert C Din (New Orleans, 1977), 55; and Din, “The Memoria and its Effects,” in ibid., 32-3. 
30 Collot, A Journey in North America, 2:93–4. 
31 Laussat, Memoirs, 54. 
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negroes are better pickers than ours.”32  The ability of planters to force enslaved blacks to 

perform more, and more intensive, labor was itself a major innovation in plantation 

management, and one that Anglo-American planters would also use as a point of 

comparison between themselves and Gulf South Creoles.33  

 Just as Spanish and French observers praised the Gulf South’s agricultural 

potential, so too did they generally consider its climate to be healthy.  The supposed 

failure of officials to enact and enforce public health measure had, however, fostered 

urban environments that were notorious yellow fever deathtraps.34  James Pitot, for 

example, wrote that “it would be wrong to assume […] that Lower Louisiana is an 

unhealthy country.”  Rather, the fault lay with the “neglect of the prevailing [Spanish] 

administration” for failing to drain the miasmatic waters of New Orleans and ensure 

public hygiene: “An active government, benevolent and enlightened, would have soon 

eliminated [the pollution]; and surveys, landfills, and, of course, drainage, would 

generally provide in healthfulness of the area compensation for what other colonial 

countries freely provide under similar conditions.”35  The smallpox epidemics that 

occasionally broke out in New Orleans were also, according to French traveler Perrin Du 

Lac, a result of the ignorant policies of Spanish administrators.  He claimed that “it will 

                                                
32 Julien Poydras to Mr. Meullion, 15 Sep 1800, in “Letterbook of Private and Commercial 
Correspondence of an Indigo and Cotton Planter (Julien Poydras), 1794-1800, Pointe Coupée Parish, 
Louisiana,” Louisiana State Museum (LSM), film 18,335, ser. H, reel 1, 92, Perry-Castañeda Library, 
University of Texas at Austin (PCL). 
33 See Walsh, Motives of Honor, 23. 
34 Officials in Spanish Louisiana actually went to great lengths to enact, if not always perfectly effect, 
public health measures meant to ameliorate the prevalence of yellow fever.  Duffy, The Rudolph Matas 
History of Medicine , 220–33. 
35 Pitot, Observations on the Colony of Louisiana, 107–111. 
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appear scarcely credible, that [the Spanish governor] published a decree that same year 

that I arrived [1802], by which he forbade inoculation, as opposed to religious principles.  

Above six hundred children and slaves fell victims to this absurd prejudice, which has 

been and still continues to be, the scourge of the government.”36  Du Lac’s writings were 

translated and published in English and, despite that he fundamentally misunderstood the 

Spanish governor’s response to the 1802 smallpox outbreak, his characterization that 

Spanish officials’ ignorance made them unable to protect the health of their inhabitants 

prefigured the analyses of later Anglo-American writers.37     

 The Anglo-Spaniard George Clarke thought that the region’s reputation for 

insalubrity could be pinned on the ignorance and laziness of its white settlers.  He 

compared the habits of settlers who “were always sickly,” to those “of different habits 

and ideas, living within the same extent of country [and] were quite healthy,” noting that 

St. Augustine residents like himself distinguished these two groups “by the appellation of 

Crackers and Christians.”  While the Christian settlers “lived like civilized beings, and 

kept medicine about them,” the Crackers, “who came into Florida from the fag ends of 

Georgia and the Carolinas during the revolutionary war,” ensured their own degeneration 

by failing to grow crops or attend to physicians’ advice.  Crackers “planted but little corn 
                                                
36 Du Lac also blamed New Orleans’ yellow fever outbreaks on officials’ failure to enforce public 
sanitation.  Perrin Du Lac, Travels Through the Two Louisiana (London: Printed for Richard Phillips, 
1807), 89–90. 
37 The New Orleans cabildo did, as Du Lac claimed, briefly forbid the relatively dangerous procedure of 
inoculation with the smallpox virus in 1802.  Yet they did so in the hope of procuring, and enforcing 
inoculation with, the safer cowpox-based vaccine.  The Cabildo sent envoys to bring the vaccine to New 
Orleans from the Mississippi Territory and, more dramatically, encouraged physician Santiago Livaudais to 
experiment with a homemade vaccine derived from local cows.  Livaudais tested this vaccine on eight 
slaves, five of whom contracted smallpox.  Records and Deliberations of the Cabildo, Vol. 4, No. 4, Sept. 
19, 1800 to July 17, 1802, trans. Joaquin Barcenas, vol. 4 (1938), New Orleans Public Library, City 
Archives. 
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and made up the deficiency with whortle berries, black berries, plumbs, and starvation 

[…] and they had a ‘mighty hatred of doctor’s stuff made out of dead peoples’ bones.’”38  

It was a peoples’ degree of “civilization,” not their inherent ethnic traits, that made them 

fit to inhabit and develop Florida. 

 Berquin-Duvallon held incompetent medical practitioners—and the ignorant 

Creoles who believed in the efficacy of their quackery—responsible for the Gulf South’s 

poor health.  He insisted that Louisiana’s climate was “far more healthy than is 

commonly supposed” and that the Creole inhabitants were naturally vigorous.  But 

yellow fever outbreaks in New Orleans were particularly devastating because they 

“baffle[d] the science of the physicians of that place [though] this is not to be wondered 

at, for the gentlemen of the faculty are a disgrace to the profession.”  New Orleans 

physicians nevertheless enjoyed an excellent reputation within the province, and Berquin-

Duvallon described how planters from the rest of Lower Louisiana all descended on the 

city to consult its doctors.  “Hence no profession is more lucrative at New Orleans as that 

of a physician.  But a physician there is also a surgeon, apothecary, and man-midwife.”  

This was an unfortunate combination of duties, since “whether [from] the ignorance of 

the surgeons or the humidity […], together with the little care the women take of 

themselves before and after delivery, there is no place where lying in is more fatal than in 

the town of New Orleans.”  Medical practitioners living among the plantations were no 

better.  They were “content with a few books on the science of medicine [and] at the first 

                                                
38 [Clarke], “A penny weight of preventative is worth a pound of remedy, concluded,” East Florida Herald, 
vol. 2, no. 14, 29 Nov 1823, Library of Congress Newspapers. 
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symptom of sickness, they hold the book in one hand, and mix up medicines with the 

other.”  While this dependence on book learning was a handicap, it was better than these 

country doctors’ version of experimenting, which consisted of “making an apothecary’s 

shop in the throat of the patient” and thus turning a minor complaint into a “serious 

malady.”39  Whether one blamed ignorant officials, ignorant white settlers, or ignorant 

physicians, contemporary observers doubted that Creoles in Spain’s Gulf South colonies 

would be able to stay healthy enough to develop their region. 

 While French and Spanish writers’ characterizations that Gulf South Creoles and 

Spanish officials were scientifically backward reached Anglo-Americans through 

published texts and, most likely, word of mouth, the circulation of such perspectives can 

sometimes be traced through particular manuscripts.  The Chevalier D’Annemours, a 

former French consul to Maryland and Virginia who had settled a plantation in Louisiana, 

authored an 1803 report to inform French officials about the region before its anticipated 

retrocession.  D’Annemours did share his own and various Creoles’ local knowledge 

about the colony, but he also analyzed Creoles’ and the Spanish government’s capacity to 

know and develop it.  He scorned Creole hunters’ geographical knowledge because it was 

not compatible with scientific efforts to map Louisiana: “I asked [a hunter] the distance 

between a place on the river and another place on the same bank.  He answered me very 

naively, ‘it depends whether you are going upstream or down.’”  Moreover, the sheer 

strangeness and immensity of Louisiana’s landscape could “fill the imagination of the 

ignorant with marvels and bizarre pictures, […] hence the fabulous stories that hunters 

                                                
39 Berquin-Duvallon, Travels in Louisiana and the Floridas, 42–6, 112–120. 
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are eager to tell about the country.”  And while D’Annemours considered most tales of 

Louisiana’s potential mineral wealth to be fabrications resulting from “the superficial and 

careless glance” of ignorant Creoles, he nevertheless denounced the Spanish government 

for failing to offer “the most basic help” toward exploring Louisiana’s resources.40  

D’Annemours had intended to inform French officials about the Ouachita district, but his 

report ended up in the hands of President Thomas Jefferson who, in turn, sent it to the 

American Philosophical Society.  The eastern Anglo-Americans most eager to justify 

their own capacity to govern, know, and exploit the nature of Louisiana thus received a 

valuable—and, according to Jefferson, authoritative—description of the backwardness 

and ignorance of Louisiana’s Spanish government and Creole inhabitants.41  Anglo-

Americans’ perceptions of Gulf South Creoles’ ignorance were, at least in part, products 

of local knowledge and the inter-imperial circulation of ideas.   

Ethnography, Education, and Scientific Ability 

Studying the manners and customs of non-Anglo whites was a common pursuit 

for scientifically minded Anglo-Americans in the Gulf South.  For example, U.S. Army 

lieutenant George McCall was interested in the geography, diseases, and natural history 

of Florida, but he also “had ample opportunity to see daily, and study hourly, the strange 

commixture of manners and habits of these descendants of the Spaniard, the Frenchman, 

and the Englishman, who make up the population.”  He found that most of Pensacola’s 

                                                
40 Le Chevalier D’Annemours, “Mémoire sur le district du Ouachita dans la province de la Louisianne,” 
1803, trans. Robert H. Cain (1973), APS. 
41 Jefferson emphasized D’Annemours’s credibility when he sent this Mémoire to the American 
Philosophical Society, calling him “a man of science, good sense, & truth, [who] may be relied on in 
whatever facts he states.”  Thomas Jefferson to John Vaughan, Washington, 5 May 1805, Thomas Jefferson 
Papers, APS.  
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white inhabitants, “who are termed ‘Creoles’,” had little interest in politics and “no love 

for knowledge.”42  Most Anglo-Americans who wrote ethnographic analyses of Gulf 

South Creoles during the early decades of the nineteenth century agreed that they seemed 

less prone to scientific excellence than themselves.  But these authors rarely agreed as to 

why this was the case.  As one army officer noted, “several publications” have addressed 

“the character of the Creoles,” but these were “as different in their conclusions from each 

other, as from the genuine character of the people of Louisiana.”43  The primary schools 

of thought on the subject were that Creoles’ scientific deficiencies could be attributed to 

social circumstances, environmental influences, or lack of education.   

Connecticut-born Major Amos Stoddard, for one, suggested that Creoles’ social 

situation was the taproot of their scientific backwardness.  He argued that “the extremes 

of climate […] have less effect on the intellectual powers than some are disposed to 

believe,” so he looked to social influences to explain why “the Creole French are at least 

a century behind other civilized nations in the arts and sciences.”  These influences 

included the illiteracy of Louisiana’s original French settlers, the French and Spanish 

governments’ indifference toward cultivating learning or establishing scientific 

institutions, and Louisiana’s isolation “from the rest of the world; the inhabitants seldom 

mixed with strangers.”44  In his own biased way, Stoddard analyzed Creoles’ social 

                                                
42 George McCall to H., Cantonment Clinch [Pensacola], 8 Nov 1822, in George A McCall, Letters from 
the Frontiers, ed. John K. Mahon (Gainesville: University Presses of Florida, 1974), 13–15, emphasis in 
original.   
43 Amos Stoddard, Sketches, Historical and Descriptive, of Louisiana (Philadelphia: Mathew Carey, 1812), 
319.   
44 Ibid., 320, 329.  Shannon Lee Dawdy has argued the opposite for each of these three persistent views of 
colonial Louisiana.  Dawdy, Building the Devil’s Empire, chap. 1.  British traveler Francis Baily was even 
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interactions as performances, but he couldn’t resist mocking them when they tried to 

perform scientific competence.  He chuckled at how “many of the most opulent planters” 

would “debate on complicated machines, the utility or defects of which cannot be 

determined without a knowledge of mechanics, and propose substitutes and experiments 

with as much apparent judgment as if they were complete masters of the principles of the 

art.”45  In Stoddard’s eyes, Creoles tried to act like an experimenting people but it was a 

pathetic display.   

 Other Anglo-American observers suggested that the hot and humid climate of the 

Gulf South decreased its inhabitants’ intellectual potential, a peril that threatened Creoles 

and Anglo-American migrants alike.46  A New Englander who moved to Louisiana to 

practice law told a friend back home that “the climate has relaxed every fiber of 

industry—Indolence is common with us all, & it will be a phenomenon indeed if this 

state ever produces a man of genius or learning.  The Mind with the Body is 

                                                                                                                                            
more pessimistic that Lower Louisiana’s society could engender science.  He claimed Louisiana was “filled 
with adventurers [who] look upon the spot where they happen to reside as a mere place of passage, where 
they hope to realize a fortune, […] in such a state of society, then, we are not to look for any improvement 
in the arts or sciences […].  It will be sufficient if they preserve those [arts and sciences] which they 
brought from their own country, and do not degenerate instead of advancing.”  Francis Baily, Journal of a 
Tour in Unsettled Parts of North America in 1796 & 1797, ed. John F. W Herschel and Augustus De 
Morgan (London: Baily brothers, 1856), 307–8, emphasis in original.  Some authors claimed that similar 
social causes explained Anglo-Americans’ own relative scientific and literary backwardness vis-à-vis 
Europe.  Translator’s footnote in Berquin-Duvallon, Travels in Louisiana and the Floridas, 32; Andrew 
Ellicott, The Journal of Andrew Ellicott (Philadelphia: Budd and Bartram, 1803), v.  
45 Stoddard admitted that “some of the Creoles possess real intelligence, and are well instructed in several 
branches of useful learning, though their number is too limited to afford, in this respect, a very favorable 
reputation of the country.”  Stoddard, Sketches, Historical and Descriptive, of Louisiana, 320–1.   
46 Anglo-American migrants to Florida during the 1820s and 30s feared that exposing themselves to the 
territory’s semi-tropical climate and supposedly backward frontier living conditions could cause them to 
degenerate to an inferior stage of civilization.  Edward E. Baptist, Creating an Old South: Middle Florida’s 
Plantation Frontier before the Civil War (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002), 27. 
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weakened.”47  Massachusetts clergyman Timothy Flint—who “amused [him]self in 

observing [the] simple race of ignorant Creoles” in Louisiana—argued that the Gulf 

Coast climate gave Creole minds different propensities than those of people born in the 

North.  Not only did human bodies develop more quickly in hot climates, but in southern-

raised minds “the apprehension is quicker, the imitative arts more easily acquired, and the 

faculties unfold earlier.  Children born in the North […] attain greater combination of 

thought, and think more profoundly.  But the Creole learns more easily to write a fair 

hand, to sketch a drawing, to copy a rose.”48  Anglo-American men often considered the 

detail-oriented observational skills and steady hands useful for botany to be particularly 

pronounced in women, and effeminacy was a common charge that Anglo-Americans 

leveled at French and Spanish Creoles.49  Flint’s Creoles were precocious, but their 

gendered scientific talents limited higher thinking.50   

 Geographer William Darby, unlike many of his peers, presented Louisiana’s 

Creoles as both the descendants of scientific forbearers and, through the civilizing 
                                                
47 John Windship to William Plumer, Jr., Rapide, 15 June 1814, in Everett S. Brown, ed., “Letters From 
Louisiana, 1813-1814,” The Mississippi Valley Historical Review 11, no. 4 (March 1925): 577. 
48 Timothy Flint, Recollections of the Last Ten Years, Passed in Occasional Residences and Journeyings in 
the Valley of the Mississippi, from Pittsburg and the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico, and from Florida to 
the Spanish Frontier (Boston: Cummings, Hilliard, and company, 1826), 338, 370. 
49 Susan Scott Parrish, American Curiosity: Cultures of Natural History in the Colonial British Atlantic 
World (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2006), 189–200.  Even Amos Stoddard, who 
generally discounted the effect of the environment on intellectual capacity, suggested that Gulf South 
whites’ “faculties arrive to maturity much sooner than in [northerners]: the passions are much stronger; 
they are less under the control of reason; and the opportunities for indulgence much more frequent.  Hence 
impure connections are early formed, which necessarily superinduce effeminacy both of body and mind.”  
Stoddard, Sketches, Historical and Descriptive, of Louisiana, 329. 
50 The distinctions that Flint drew between northern American and Creole minds bore an analytical 
resemblance to his ethnographic descriptions of the mental capacities of Louisiana’s black slaves.  
Enslaved blacks too had their special talents—“they learn easily to read, to sing, and scrape the fiddle”—
but Flint thought “it would be difficult to teach them arithmetic, or combination of ideas or abstract 
thinking of any kind.”  He was undecided whether “the modern principles of craniology” could explain 
these varying scientific capacities.  Flint, Recollections, 345. 
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influence of the United States, destined to rise to scientific greatness again.  With one eye 

on the former British colonies of the Atlantic seaboard, Darby exclaimed that “no subject 

can be more interesting than the juvenile struggles of a rising colony: its history is the 

recital of the gradations from weakness, ignorance, and want, to power, science, and 

abundance.”  Despite its frequent “change of sovereigns,” Louisiana had the good fortune 

of starting out on the right foot, as “the germ of the population was Frenchmen of the 

reign of Louis XIV; consequently many individuals, eminent for their talents, virtues, and 

scientific acquirements, composed part of the original establishment, and whose genius 

contributed to give many features in character to the people.”51  Yet Darby praised 

Creoles’ scientific potential at the expense of American Indians.  He saw no doubt that 

“the frontier men of the United States, the pastoral creole of Louisiana, and the horsemen 

of the Spanish internal provinces, are in a much greater degree superior to the aboriginal 

savages of America, in point of improvement, than they are inferior in mental 

endowments to the most polished society in Philadelphia, New-York, London, Paris, 

Rome, or Berlin.”52  Darby established a clear hierarchy of intellectual “improvement” in 

which eastern Anglo-Americans were equal to Europeans, noticeably better than 

borderland Creoles, and incomparably superior to Indians.  This perspective justified U.S. 

expansionism by identifying Anglo-Americans as a people who, like European Britons 

and Frenchmen, were capable of employing science to improve the environments and 

individuals that came under their aegis.   
                                                
51 William Darby, A Geographical Description of the State of Louisiana […] With an Account of the 
Character and Manners of the Inhabitants (Philadelphia: J. Bioren, Printer, 1816), vi. 
52 William Darby, Emigrant’s Guide to the Western and Southwestern States and Territories (New York: 
Kirk & Mercein, 1818), 62. 
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Many Anglo-Americans argued that Creoles’ ignorance stemmed from their lack 

of education, a lack that they blamed on the Spanish Empire.  Based on the observations 

of Anglo-Louisianans, President Jefferson informed Congress that Creoles were 

“endowed with a good natural genius, and an uncommon facility of learning” yet, 

because the Spanish government had failed to establish schools, most of the inhabitants 

were illiterate.53  New Englander Amos Stoddard pondered possible reasons why “the 

Spanish authorities afforded but little encouragement to learning.”  It may have been that 

the Spanish government simply lacked the financial resources to build and staff a school, 

but he also considered it possible that “it was their policy to keep men bound down in 

chains of ignorance.”  The reasons why Spanish administrators would encourage such 

ignorance seemed clear: “It is certain […] that the Spaniards were extremely solicitous to 

maintain the Catholic faith.  No doubt the prevalence of knowledge had a tendency to 

expose the absurdity of some of their religious creeds.”54  For Stoddard, Spanish 

Catholicism had precluded any “prevalence of knowledge” in Louisiana.     

Geographer William Darby added that the lack of educational opportunities under 

the Spanish and territorial governments had also led to the purported intellectual 

                                                
53 An Account of Louisiana: Being an Abstract of Documents, in the Offices of the Departments of State, 
and of the Treasury (Philadelphia: William Duane, 1803), 36.  Jefferson’s description of Creole illiteracy 
was based almost verbatim on New Orleans merchant Daniel Clark’s responses to his questionnaire.  
Daniel Clark to the Secretary of State, New Orleans, 8 Sept 1803, in Clarence Edwin Carter, The Territory 
of Orleans, 1803-1812, vol. IX, The Territorial Papers of the United States (Washington, D.C.: 
Government Printing Office, 1940), 38. 
54 Stoddard added, “The people of Louisiana are not to be censured for the want of more literature among 
them.  Their natural capacities are good, and they learn whatever they undertake with remarkable facility.  
We here speak of the French and Spaniards, who were born and educated in the country […] The want of a 
more general diffusion of knowledge must be partly attributed to the inattention of the government.”  He 
also accused the U.S. government of neglecting the education of “The English Americans in that country, 
who […] are still more deficient in schools.”  Stoddard, Sketches, Historical and Descriptive, of Louisiana, 
307–9. 
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weakness of Creole women.  “If the women of Louisiana are found deficient in mental 

endowment,” he argued, “the reason is obvious: want of the means of acquirement.”  

More importantly, Darby hinted that Creole women were naturally prone to be exemplars 

of republican motherhood.  “As wives, sisters, or mothers,” he wrote, “the Creole women 

hold a rank far above their apparent means of education.”  They were more chaste, more 

frugal, and “more under the guidance of reason” than their male counterparts, and “the 

minds of the Creole women, remarkably active and tenacious, are much less ignorant 

than is generally supposed.”  With a little education, “their rank in the scale of 

intelligence will be respectable, if not exalted,” and their civilizing influence over their 

husbands and sons would likely increase.55 

Governor William C.C. Claiborne believed that science, virtue, and republican 

citizenship were closely interconnected.  Shortly after his appointment as governor of the 

Mississippi Territory, he incorporated these themes into a plea for the inhabitants’ 

allegiance to the United States: “While we feel and manifest our attachment to the Union, 

with the Mother States, let us impress the advantages of that Union, upon the minds of 

our children, and by rearing them up in the paths of Virtue and Science, enable them the 

better to appreciate the excellencies of free government, and to become useful to 

themselves and Country.”56  Promoting science and education became more pressing for 

                                                
55 Darby, A Geographical Description of the State of Louisiana, 269. 
56 “An Address from the Governor of the Mississippi Territory to the two Houses of Assembly,” Natchez, 
2 Dec 1801, in Official Letter Books of W.C.C. Claiborne, 1801-1816, ed. Dunbar Rowland, vol. 1 (New 
York: AMS Press Inc., 1971), 18–19.  In a later address to the same legislative bodies, Claiborne claimed 
that “the very preservation of a Republican Government in its genuine purity and energy, depends upon a 
diffusion of knowledge,” and he advocated the establishment of “A Seminary of Learning” in the Territory 
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Claiborne after he became governor of the Orleans Territory.  “The Credulity” of 

Louisiana’s Creoles “convinced [him] of their unfitness for a representative government” 

because they were too easily swayed by “the Machinations of a few base individuals.”57  

This credulity stemmed from the Spanish government’s failure to cultivate the sciences—

and thus the powers of discernment and reason—through education.  As Claiborne told 

President Jefferson, the Creoles “are uninformed, indolent, luxurious—in a word, illy 

[sic] fit to be useful citizens of a Republic.  Under the Spanish Government education 

was discouraged and little respectability attached to science.  Wealth alone gave respect 

and influence, and hence it has happened that ignorance and wealth so generally pervade 

this part of Louisiana.”58   

Claiborne viewed the challenge of turning Gulf South Creoles into republican 

citizens as a civilizing experiment, one that would determine whether Creoles and Anglo-

American could be united into a single—virtuous and scientific—American people.  He 

wrote to Jefferson that “Our new fellow Citizens” in Louisiana “are indeed involved in 

great ignorance,” and that “Mental Ignorance” pervades the entire Territory.  Claiborne 

thus feared that the Creoles would be incapable of adjusting to a republican government: 

“Sudden and total reformation is best calculated for enlightened minds;--the experiment 
                                                                                                                                            
as “a fruitful Nursery of Science and Virtue.”  Claiborne to the Two Houses of Assembly, Washington 
[M.T.], 4 May 1802, in Ibid., 1:100–1. 
57 Claiborne to James Madison, New Orleans, 10 Jan 1804, in Official Letter Books of W.C.C. Claiborne, 
1801-1816, ed. Dunbar Rowland, vol. 3 (New York: AMS Press Inc., 1971), 329. 
58 Claiborne added, “The promoting of education and general information in this Province, ought to be one 
of the first objects of Government.  I fear that if education be left entirely to the patronage of the 
inhabitants, it will continue to be neglected; for they are not sufficiently informed to appreciate its value.  
There are some respectable characters in and near New-Orleans, who were educated in France, that have 
pretension to science, but they are unacquainted with our language and Government, and I fear they will 
not become useful citizens for some time.”  Claiborne to Jefferson, New Orleans, 16 Jan 1804, in Carter, 
The Territory of Orleans, 1803-1812, IX, 161–2. 
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may prove hazardous with Creole ignorance.”59  Despite the seeming risks, Claiborne 

embraced this experiment.  In a circular letter to the multinational commandants 

throughout the Territory, he ordered “you will impress upon the inhabitants, the propriety 

of educating their Children.”  He stressed that education engendered “Industry” and 

“virtue,” and that U.S. governance would ensure that “commerce and agriculture [would 

be] promoted, and the arts and Sciences in Louisiana particularly cherished.”60  U.S. 

astronomer Andrew Ellicott reached similar conclusions in his own observations of 

Lower Mississippi Valley Creoles.  He wrote that these were “a sprightly people, and 

appear to have a natural turn for mechanics, painting, music, and the polite 

accomplishments, but their system of education is so extremely defective, that little real 

science is to be met with among them.”  For these Creoles—and, indeed, all Americans—

to become “useful citizens,” Ellicott claimed that “it is certainly a truth, as well 

established as any mathematical deduction, that the arts, sciences, and literature are the 

pillars of civilization.”61  Although historians of republican citizenship in the early United 

States have paid far less attention to science than issues of virtue, gender, and race, 

science was interconnected with these other criteria and, according to officials and men 

of science alike, an important component of being a true citizen of the American 

Republic.    

 

 
                                                
59 Claiborne to Jefferson, Near Natchez, 29 Sept 1803, in ibid., IX, 60. 
60 Claiborne to Commandants of Districts, Circular [1804], in Official Letter Books of W.C.C. Claiborne, 
1801-1816, ed. Dunbar Rowland, vol. 2 (New York: AMS Press Inc., 1971), 74. 
61 Ellicott, Journal, 135, 284. 
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Cultivating Americans 

 Anglo-Americans benefited enormously from Creoles’ local agricultural 

knowledge as they set up plantations in the former Spanish territories of the Gulf South.  

Nowhere was this clearer than in the case of sugarcane.  Creole planter Jean Étienne de 

Boré established the first viable sugar plantation in Lower Louisiana in 1795 with the 

help of white and black experts fleeing Saint Domingue.  As Anglo-Americans became 

increasingly interested in the Gulf South, they looked to Boré to provide them with 

information on how Louisiana Creoles grew and processed sugar.  Indeed, Boré began 

circulating Louisiana Creoles’ agricultural knowledge to U.S. officials and men of 

science before the Louisiana Purchase.  In 1799, he told U.S. astronomer Andrew Ellicott 

that “I will do all in my power to satisfy your desire to have a notion on the manner that 

we observe in the culture of canes of sugar,” and Ellicott forwarded Boré’s detailed 

account to Thomas Jefferson.62  By sharing the results of his experiments with Anglo-

Americans and other Creoles, Boré played a central role in making sugar a domestic 

product in the United States and in wedding Louisiana’s economy and society to slavery. 

Nevertheless, Anglo-Americans were also formulating a different sort of 

knowledge about agriculture in the Gulf South, that despite the region’s seemingly 

                                                
62 Jean Étienne de Boré to Andrew Ellicott, N. Orleans, 25 Feb 1799, Thomas Jefferson Papers (TJP), Ser. 
1, General Correspondence, 1651-1827, LOC, http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/collections/jefferson_papers.  
See also Nathalie Dessens, From Saint-Domingue to New Orleans: Migration and Influences (Gainesville: 
University Press of Florida, 2007), 79; Gayarré, History of Louisiana: Spanish Domination, III: 346–9; 
Collot, A Journey in North America, 2:171–5; Hammond, Slavery, Freedom, and Expansion, chap. 3; J. 
Carlyle Sitterson, Sugar Country: The Cane Industry in the South, 1753-1950 (University of Kentucky 
Press, 1953), 4–13, 119; William Dunbar, “Description of the River Mississippi and Its Delta,” 
Transactions of the American Philosophical Society 6, no. 1 (1809), 181; William C.C. Claiborne to 
Thomas Jefferson, 24 miles from N.O., 10 July 1806, in Official Letter Books of W.C.C. Claiborne, vol. 3, 
361–4. 
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limitless agricultural potential, the ignorance of Creole farmers and the backwardness of 

the Spanish Empire had prevented the region from thriving.63  By contrasting themselves 

with Gulf South Creoles, Anglo-Americans honed an identity as an experimenting people 

whose agronomic innovation and discipline would unlock the promise of the region’s 

soils and climate.  This identity was, in part, an extension of earlier Anglo-Atlantic 

developments, particularly the rise of agricultural “improvement” as a rationale for 

British imperium and a sense among planters in the British American colonies, especially 

South Carolina, that being an innovative agriculturalist marked them as civilized despite 

their distance from centers of British society.64  Yet during the early decades of the 

nineteenth century, Anglo-Americans in the Gulf South reconfigured how and why they 

emphasized their identity as experimental agriculturalists: instead of performing 

agricultural innovativeness to prove that they too were viable members of Anglo-Atlantic 

society, they increasingly asserted their own exceptionalism as experimental 

agriculturalists within North America and, thus, their own fitness to cultivate, improve, 

and dominate the continent.  Territorial expansion and experimentation were closely 

interconnected in the minds of many Anglo-American planters and officials; indeed, 

                                                
63 As British traveler and engineer Charles Vignoles wrote: “In a commercial, in a maritime, in an 
agricultural point of view, [the Floridas] open vast fields of profitable speculation to the merchant, the ship 
builder, and the planter.  Industry and perseverance will find here the mines of wealth, which indolence and 
unsteadiness hid from the view of its late owners.”  Charles Vignoles, “Brief Account, &c. of Richard S. 
Hackley’s Lands,” in Documents in Proof of the Climate and Soil of Florida Particularly the Southern 
Section (New York: Peter Van Pelt, 1832), 6.  
64 On agricultural improvement and British imperialism, see Richard Harry Drayton, Nature’s 
Government: Science, Imperial Britain, and the “Improvement” of the World (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 2000), esp. 59-67.  On how South Carolinian planters developed identities centered around their 
agricultural expertise and plantation management skills, see S. Max Edelson, Plantation Enterprise in 
Colonial South Carolina (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2006), 166-76; Joyce E Chaplin, An 
Anxious Pursuit: Agricultural Innovation and Modernity in the Lower South, 1730-1815 (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1993). 
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some even argued that agronomic experimenting in the Gulf South both proved and 

promoted the rise of science in the United States on the whole.  

 Some Anglo-Americans claimed that a large part of why French and Spanish 

colonial ventures in the Gulf South had failed to prosper was that the inhabitants were not 

prone to agricultural experimentation.  Amos Stoddard opined that French Louisiana had 

never thrived because its initial colonizers and their Creole descendants “appeared wholly 

ignorant, that their own grounds were calculated for the growth of the very articles they 

imported, or they were too indolent to try experiments in agriculture.”  Stoddard 

highlighted the agronomic failings of Gulf South Creoles by contrasting them with the 

British who, during their twenty-year rule of the Floridas, had come close to raising local 

Spaniards and Spanish Creoles to agronomic modernity.  He wrote that “The English, 

when they took possession of the Floridas, endeavored to infuse an agricultural spirits in 

the minds of the people.”  They had “found the Spaniards without agriculture, and 

without energy of character sufficient to stimulate it,” but the English colonizers 

“awakened” these Creoles and “surprised them with the advantages of manual industry.”  

However, “these renovated beings, on the departure of the English, resumed their ancient 

habits, and sunk again into inaction.”65  This historical precedent seemed to suggest that 

Anglo influence could civilize the land and people of the Gulf South, and that Anglo-

                                                
65 Stoddard, Sketches, Historical and Descriptive, of Louisiana, 25, 130, 295.  John Lee William echoed 
this perspective: “Very great improvements were made by the English, […] they encouraged agriculture, 
[and] the culture of the sugar cane, and the manufacture of sugar and rum in East Florida, was nearly as far 
advanced as it is at present.”  Yet “the re-cession of the country to Spain operated as a blight over the 
whole land [and] in the space of forty years, the once flourishing settlements of Florida, dwindled down to 
two dirty towns [St. Augustine and Pensacola].”  John Lee Williams, The Territory of Florida (New York: 
A.T. Goodrich, 1837), 191.    
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Americans could, with ample time, realize the promise that their English forbearers had 

begun to tap. 

 Other writers were confident that U.S. expansion would bring sophisticated 

agriculture to the Gulf territories but regretted the effect that Anglo-American agronomy 

would have on Creoles’ virtues.  In an 1806 letter to Thomas Jefferson, the Republican 

governor William Claiborne described the “Spaniards from the Canary Islands” who had 

settled the bayous of the Terre aux Boeufs as “an uninformed, inoffensive humble 

people.”  For Claiborne, these Canarios were model yeoman farmers—the ideal populace 

of Jefferson’s empire of liberty—and he feared that the influx of slave-owning planters 

threatened their virtuous self-sufficiency.  Thus instead of steady yeomen who would 

help defend the United States from foreign and domestic dangers, Claiborne predicted 

that planters would introduce a mass of black slaves and, with them, the threat of 

“insurrection on the part of that unfortunate race of men.”66  Writing thirteen years later, 

engineer Benjamin Henry Latrobe observed that “the French society [of New Orleans] is 

not exactly what it was, at the change of government, and the American is not strictly 

what it is in the Atlantic cities.”  While the Anglo-Americans had brought “opportunities 

of growing rich by more active, extensive, and intelligent modes of agriculture,” these 

same advantages had “diminished the hospitality, destroyed the leisure, and added more 

selfishness to the character of the Creoles.”67  In the eyes of some observers, contact with 

Anglo-American planters caused Creoles to lose some of the independence and virtue 

                                                
66 Claiborne to Jefferson, N.O., 5 July 1806, in Official Letter Books of W.C.C. Claiborne, vol. 3, 350–1. 
67 The Journals of Benjamin Henry Latrobe, 1799-1820: From Philadelphia to New Orleans, ed. Edward 
Carlos Carter, John C Van Horne, and Lee W Formwalt (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1980), 182. 
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that Anglo-Americans, at their most idealistic, considered quintessentially American 

traits.         

One of the Anglo-Americans’ most consistent critiques of Creole planters was 

that they improperly managed their slaves.  Latrobe claimed that “the Creole French have 

the reputation of working their slaves very hard, and feeding them very badly, the 

Americans are said to treat and feed them well.”68  Amos Stoddard remarked that “the 

French and Spanish planters, in particular, treat their slaves with great rigor” and, 

moreover, that they were “extremely ignorant of agricultural pursuits, and of the quantum 

of labor in the power of a slave to perform in a given time.”  Since “experience has long 

since convinced the more intelligent planters, that the profits they derive from the labor 

of their slaves is in proportion to the good or bad treatment of them,” he contrasted how 

Louisiana Creoles managed their slaves with the supposedly enlightened practices of 

Anglo-American planters.  Stoddard boasted that one “well fed negro” nurtured by an 

Anglo-American master could perform as much labor as three of the malnourished blacks 

on a Creole’s plantation.  Although Stoddard was a New Englander, he seemed well 

aware that one of the most profitable innovations in how Anglo-American planters 

managed their slaves was the development of new ways to make them perform a greater 

“quantum of labor […] in a given time.”  He thus did not criticize the technologies or 

agronomic methods Creoles used to grow or process plantation commodities; rather, 

Creoles were “ignorant of agricultural pursuits” because, supposedly, they were not as 
                                                
68 Latrobe believed that Creole women were particularly cruel to slaves. The Journals of Benjamin Henry 
Latrobe, 165, 207–9; Tregle, “Creoles and Americans,” 150.  Contemporary authors who thought that Gulf 
South Creoles treated their slaves kindly included Flint, Recollections, 347; William H. Simmons, Notices 
of East Florida (Charleston: A.E. Miller, 1822), 42. 
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good as Anglo-Americans at compelling, cajoling, or—by providing more ample food 

and clothing—enabling their slaves to work harder and make more money for their 

masters.69     

This reproach was most apparent in Anglo-Americans’ claims that Creole planters 

could not even keep their slaves alive.  In a medical topography of the Lower Mississippi 

Valley, Physician Garrett Elliott Pendergrast blamed the improper management 

techniques of Creole slave owners for the shocking prevalence of neonatal tetanus, a fatal 

form of lockjaw in newborns, among Louisiana’s slaves.  He estimated that, on the 

plantations south of Baton Rouge, “at least five eighths of all [enslaved blacks] that are 

born die of this complaint within the first two weeks after birth.”  He thought it “curious” 

that “the children of this part of the country should be so subject to the disease while 

those of Natches [sic] […] are free from it,” and argued that the cause of this drastic 

discrepancy was “the greater inhumanity [that] the Spanish and French planters exercised 

over the parents of these unfortunate children.”70  Creole planters’ excessive cruelty and 

dearth of reason limited their capacity to produce slaves and cash crops alike.71    

                                                
69 Stoddard went so far as to claim that “in no part of the world are slaves better treated than in the 
Mississippi Territory.” Stoddard, Sketches, Historical and Descriptive, of Louisiana, 332–3. On some 
Anglo-American techniques for extracting more profitability from a slave’s labor in the colonial 
Chesapeake and antebellum Louisiana, respectively, see Walsh, Motives of Honor, 613-23; Richard J. 
Follett, The Sugar Masters: Planters and Slaves in Louisiana’s Cane World, 1820-1860 (Baton Rouge: 
Louisiana State University Press, 2005), 151-94.  
70 Garrett Elliott Pendergrast, A Physical and Topographical Sketch of the Mississippi Territory, Lower 
Louisiana, and a Part of West Florida (Philadelphia: Printed at the Office of the Gazette of the United 
States, 1803), 33–4.  Neonatal tetanus was also the leading cause of death among black infants in Jamaica.  
Vincent Brown, The Reaper’s Garden: Death and Power in the World of Atlantic Slavery (Cambridge, 
Mass: Harvard University Press, 2008), 54. 
71 Gulf South Creoles probably viewed Anglo-Americans’ zeal for slave management in a less flattering 
light.  According to J.A. Peniere, a French-born U.S. Indian agent, Spanish Floridians feared that “when the 
Americans become more numerous in the Floridas, they (themselves) will be treated as slaves.”  Instead of 
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Plantation management techniques—and their role in bolstering qualitative claims 

about the efficiency, profitability, and even morality of slavery—did not develop in 

isolation.  Rather, planters throughout the Americas paid close attention to how whites in 

neighboring empires managed their slaves.  They did this with one acquisitive eye on the 

lookout for techniques that might benefit their own plantations and with one comparative 

eye that used the differences between plantation practices to either praise or condemn 

some aspect of their own society’s plantation system.  Historians have long debated the 

relative severity of slavery in the Spanish, French, and Anglo-ruled territories of the 

Americas, yet examining the Gulf South borderlands suggests that this was a 

contemporary debate as well, one that went beyond legal protections for enslaved and 

free blacks to the living conditions and relative productivity of blacks laboring on 

plantations.  Most Anglo-Americans in the early nineteenth-century Gulf South would 

have scoffed at the idea that, on the whole, blacks with Spanish or French masters were 

better off than those with Anglo-American ones.72   

                                                                                                                                            
attributing this fear to Anglo-American planters’ greed and lust for slaves, Peniere reasoned that the 
Spaniards were simply “very ignorant.”  Ironically, Peniere suggested dealing with Florida’s Spaniards the 
same way that many Anglo-Americans proposed ridding the country of inassimilable—yet unenslavable—
others: forcing them to migrate elsewhere.  He considered it “possible to have them received at St. 
Domingo.” J.A. Peniere, “St. John’s River and its Border,” Picolata, 15 July 1821, in Jedidiah Morse, A 
Report to the Secretary of War of the United States, on Indian Affairs (New-Haven: Printed by S. Converse, 
1822), 150. 
72 On the notion that blacks in Anglo-American territories had fewer legal advantages than those in French 
and, especially, Spanish America, see Frank Tannenbaum, Slave and Citizen: The Negro in the Americas 
(New York: Vintage Books, 1946).  Most of the scholarship debating the merits of the Tannenbaum thesis 
in the Gulf South has focused on free blacks or blacks in exceptional places, particularly New Orleans.  
Writings that support Tannenbaum include Jane Landers, Black Society in Spanish Florida (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 1999); Kimberly S Hanger, Bounded Lives, Bounded Places: Free Black 
Society in Colonial New Orleans, 1769-1803 (Durham: Duke University Press, 1997).  A work that seeks to 
challenge of the validity of the Tannenbaum thesis in the Gulf South is Thomas N. Ingersoll, Mammon and 
Manon in Early New Orleans: The First Slave Society in the Deep South, 1718-1819 (Knoxville: 
University of Tennessee Press, 1999).       
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The comparisons that Anglo-Americans drew between their own and Creoles’ 

plantation management practices help explain some of the contradictions inherent in the 

minds and lives of the Anglo-American master class, particularly the tension between 

embracing both a modern capitalist ethos that stressed incorporating scientific techniques 

that promoted profit while also self-identifying as benevolent paternalists who defined 

themselves against northern industrialists.73  Part of the reason why scholars have been so 

keen to see these approaches to plantation slavery as incompatible is that they have 

tended to focus on how southern planters compared themselves with northern Anglo-

Americans.  Othering northerners was of course a key aspect of how Anglo-American 

planters understood themselves, but so was othering the Creole planters they encountered 

throughout the Gulf South.  While Anglo-American planters might view themselves as 

paternal and benignly pre-modern in contrast to northerners, they could simultaneously 

boast about their own modernity when comparing themselves with what they perceived to 

be Gulf South Creoles’ overly harsh and, thus, backward and inefficient, approach to 

slave management.  

There were, of course, varying opinions on the quality of the Gulf South’s 

farmlands and Creoles’ agricultural skills, but these counterpoints reveal the extent to 
                                                
73 This is an oversimplification of a huge literature.  On how capitalism was inextricable from slavery in 
the Gulf South, see especially Walter Johnson, River of Dark Dreams: Slavery and Empire in the Cotton 
Kingdom (Cambridge, Mass: Belknap Press, 2013).  The classic work on paternalism and slavery in the 
United States is Eugene D. Genovese, Roll, Jordan, Roll; the World the Slaves Made (New York: Pantheon 
Books, 1974).  A detailed study of how antebellum Louisianan sugar planters, though mostly Anglo-
American ones, sought to balance the contradictions between slavery as industrial capitalism and slavery as 
paternalism in the management of their slaves is Follett, The Sugar Masters, esp. 90–194.  At least by the 
antebellum era, and probably much earlier, Creole planters in Louisiana approached slave management 
through the same matrix of ideology and profitability as their Anglo-American counterparts.  See Craig A. 
Bauer, Creole Genesis: The Bringier Family and Antebellum Plantation Life in Louisiana (Lafayette: 
University of Louisiana at Lafayette Press, 2011), 76–83. 
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which Anglo-Americans looked to Creoles and their lands to emphasize their own 

enlightenment.  One traveler equated the Floridas’ supposedly undevelopable soils with 

its undeveloped Creoles: “a most miserable, barren, Sandy Soil,—alone calculated for the 

former Proprietors, the ignorant, bigoted, indolent, and inactive Spaniards.”74  In this 

pessimistic appraisal, Spaniards and the Floridas were made for each other.  On the other 

hand, surveyor John Landreth thought Louisiana’s excellent soils were best suited for 

Anglo-Americans because, ironically, Louisianan Creoles were too obsessed with 

plantation agriculture.  He wrote that Creoles “have but little chance to get information, 

and of course care but little about it.  Money Negroes Sugar and Cotton and land seems to 

engross all their time and attention but I believe [that] once a majority of Real Americans 

[are] here it would soon be very different.”  Despite Creoles’ ostensibly un-American 

single-minded pursuit of slave-grown wealth, Landreth nevertheless suggested that “they 

have generally left intirely [sic] uncultivated their minds and their soil,” a significant 

character flaw considering that “from the great fertility of the soil they are inabled [sic] to 

keep a continual feast for their minds were they only disposed to read.”  He was clear, 

however, that “this disposition is only referring to what I call the natives of the place the 

criols [sic] descendent of the French and Spanish and doesn’t apply at all to the new 

American emigrants.”  For Landreth, being a “Real American” planter meant taking 

                                                
74 William Read to William Meredith, with a description of Florida, 22 Jan 1823, PKY. 
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advantage of the leisure and wealth afforded by advanced agricultural methods to 

cultivate oneself as an enlightened gentleman.75  

 Anglo-American critics of Gulf South agriculture also predicted that, unlike 

Spanish imperial rule, U.S. governance would promote the region’s development.  James 

G. Forbes, for example, looked beyond Florida’s supposed stagnation “while a neglected 

Province of Spain” and used the British period as proof that a government that actively 

promoted agriculture could make the province blossom.76  The Agricultural Society of 

Florida’s report “upon the agricultural capabilities and prospects of the Territory” 

claimed that the peninsula would produce cotton, sugar, indigo, citrus, and olives, and 

concluded that “a country so valuable […] should attract the attention of a wise 

administration, and demands a policy very different from that which has hitherto been 

pursued toward it.”77  More basically, some Anglo-Americans argued that the United 

States would take pains to develop Gulf South agriculture because, as the only 

semitropical region in the nation, it was far more valuable to the U.S. than it had been to 

the Spanish, whose empire included extensive tropical plantation lands in the Caribbean 

and South America.78     

                                                
75 John Landreth, “Journal of John Landreth on an Expedition to the Gulf Coast,” (1818-19), 26, 123, 
National Archives, microfilm at PKY.  
76 James G Forbes, Sketches, Historical and Topographical, of the Floridas (New-York: C.S. Van Winkle, 
1821), v. 
77 East Florida Herald, 3 July 1824, vol. 2, no. 45.   
78 Darby, A Geographical Description of the State of Louisiana, 158, 161; James Gadsden, Oration 
Delivered to the Florida Institute of Agriculture, Antiquities and Science, at Its First Public Anniversary 
(Tallahassee: Printed at the office of the Florida intelligencer, 1827), 9.  On how Anglo-American migrants 
to Florida dreamed of cultivating sugar and, thus, achieving fabulous Caribbean-style wealth during the 
1820s and 30s, see Baptist, Creating an Old South, 18-21. 
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 In contrast to Gulf South Creoles who, Anglo-Americans believed, had neither the 

mental energy nor encouragement from Spain to test the region’s true agricultural 

potential, Anglo-Americans defined themselves as a people who understood the power of 

agronomic experimentation.  This was most true in Florida, a territory that many Anglo-

Americans considered to be a vast agricultural laboratory just waiting for experimenters.  

William Darby, who had written extensively on the peoples and soils of Louisiana, wrote 

that the acquisition of Florida “opens a wide field of enterprise and philosophical 

experiments to our citizens.”79  James G. Forbes suggested that southern planters, “whose 

experiments with cotton have met with such success in neighboring states,” were ideally 

suited to extend Anglo-America’s experimental spirit into Florida “for the purpose of 

raising sugar, improving the vine, and of attempting the cultivation of tea, coffee, and 

cocoa.”  Unlike Spanish rule, which stunted agriculture through “odious monopolies” and 

other restrictive commercial measures, “our liberal and enlightened government [was] 

devoted to the happiness of its citizens” and, he hoped, would foster agricultural 

enterprise.80  Even authors who were pessimistic about the actual potential of Florida to 

live up to its ballooning expectations promoted it as an experimental space.  As U.S. 

Army engineer John Eatton Le Conte put it, “Florida has been overvalued; it therefore 

becomes our duty to lay aside the expectations of an El Dorado or a fountain of 

immortality, and by a diligent scrutiny [and] practical experiments […] strive to discover 

                                                
79 William Darby, Memoir on the Geography, and Natural and Civil History of Florida (Philadelphia: T.H. 
Palmer, 1821), viii. 
80 Forbes, Sketches, Historical and Topographical, of the Floridas, 91.  “Odious monopolies” is in An 
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Topography (Newbern [N.C.]: Franklin & Garrow, 1804), 83. 
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the best uses to which our newly acquired territory can be applied.”81  And many Anglo-

Americans did just that: projectors formed companies to test the viability of growing 

coffee in southern Florida, the Florida Institute of Agriculture experimented with grapes 

and sent their results to would-be Swiss migrants, individual planters tested various 

tropical crops, and, with the help of a government land grant, Henry Perrine established 

an experimental plantation on Indian Key to test the viability of introducing Mexican and 

Caribbean plants into U.S. territory.82  

 Florida’s developing role as an agronomic laboratory even promised to bolster 

U.S. science on the whole.  In “An Oration delivered to the Florida Institute for 

Agriculture, Antiquities, and Science,” Colonel James Gadsden heaped praise upon the 

many benefits of “the application of science as guides to agricultural operations, a spirit 

of theorising and testing theory by experiment, or reasoning on premises and pursuing 

them to their practical results.”  He claimed that sugar, rice, tobacco, and many tropical 

fruits would thrive in Florida: “Am I extravagant! let experiment decide—will you 

condemn me for speculating?—test the reality.”  Indeed, agronomic experimenting would 

determine the entire future of Florida and its place within the United States, for “it is 

[through] successful experiment alone that the resources of Florida can be developed, her 

policy pointed out, and her destinies scanned.”  Yet Gadsden pushed the potential 
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benefits of Floridian experimentation much farther, arguing that experimental agriculture 

would cultivate both the wealth needed for, and the proclivity to perform, experiments in 

the basic sciences.   

It is given to but a few great minds […] to make brilliant discoveries, and 
comparatively few persons in Europe and still fewer in this country, have the 
means or facilities of prosecuting any branch of experimental science that they 
desire.  It is important therefore that those who have abundant means should 
contract a taste for such arts and sciences, as are most conducive to the morality 
of the people—chymistry and mechanical philosophy, when made objects of 
pursuit and interest to the less informed classes of mankind, cannot but 
powerfully conduce to benefit the morals and to enlighten and strengthen the 
understanding.  In their elementary principles and still more advanced state, aided 
by the countenance and influence of the wealthy, the physical sciences must 
always help in extending and improving the mental energies of the people and be 
made a source of amusement, happiness, and profitable exertion. 
 

Florida planters’ wealth, free time, and taste for experiment made them natural leaders of 

the United States’ scientific community and cultivators of good crops and good citizens 

alike.  As Gadsden put it, “to stimulate a spirit of research […] and a concert of action in 

the boundless field of science, will operate no less beneficially on the character of our 

citizens, than the introduction of an improved system of agriculture will upon our 

wealth.”83  Florida not only evinced that Anglo-Americans were an experimenting 

people; its planters would lead their fellow Americans to becoming more scientific, 

moral, and free. 

Civilizing Health 

 In his Physical Observation, and Medical Tracts and Researches, on the 

Topography and Diseases of Louisiana (1817), Anglo-American physician Jabez Heustis 
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agreed with planters’ assessments about the region’s “advantage of climate and happiness 

of situation, with respect to the acquisition of wealth.”  Yet he reminded his readers that 

these benefits were “counterbalanced by the tax which nature imposes upon the health 

and lives of the inhabitants.”84  While many Anglo-Americans believed that Creoles’ 

bodies were peculiarly well adapted to thrive in the Gulf South’s climate, Anglo-

American emigrants lived—and died—in dread of the region’s epidemic diseases.85  The 

high mortality rates were, potentially, a major impediment to Anglo-American 

settlement, and some Anglo-Americans were less than confident that either local medical 

practitioners or the public health measures instated by the Spanish Government could 

keep emigrant bodies healthy.86  As the United States incorporated Louisiana and Florida, 

many Anglo-American writers derided Creole medical practitioners and Spanish public 

health policies to emphasize the scientific health care that, they thought, the U.S. brought 

to the region.87  Anglo-American officials and men of science identified themselves as 

                                                
84 Jabez W. Heustis, Physical Observations, and Medical Tracts and Researches, on the Topography and 
Diseases of Louisiana (New York: T. and J. Swords, 1817), 13, 39. 
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medical experimenters who not only made the region healthier but also, through the act 

of experimenting, strengthened the United States’ right to rule.       

 Newly arrived Anglo-Americans, especially doctors, tended to look down on 

Creole medical practitioners in Louisiana.  One Dr. Thomas Barnwell, a member of the 

American Philosophical Society who wrote a medical topography of New Orleans, 

suggested that “the Country born or Creoles are seldom affected with violent fevers,” but 

Anglo-Americans and even “Creoles from the West India Islands are very susceptible to 

the fevers of the Country.”  He found that many recent emigrants from Saint Domingue 

died of New Orleans’ fevers, but added that it was not from “want of, at least, nominal 

Medical Men, for near every tenth person assumed the title.”  To give his readers some 

“Idea of the French Practice of Medicine” among the city’s so-called doctors, he 

prompted that “you should know what is meant by curing diseases by expectation,” a 

practice tantamount to giving patients placebos, waiting for nature to cure them, and then 

taking credit for treating the ailment.88  Anglo-American physicians, on the other hand, 

preferred heroic treatments like mercury, bleeding, and purging, and they belittled Creole 

                                                                                                                                            
administration in Louisiana—dealt with yellow fever.  See “Minutes of the Medical Society of South 
Carolina, From Dec 24, 1789 through June 5, 1810,” p. 197, South Caroliniana Library; James Speed, “An 
Account of the Yellow Fever,” The Medical Repository 3, no. 3, 2nd Hexade (1806); “Review: 
Medicaments, Et Precis de La Methode de Mr. Masdevall,” The Medical Repository 1, no. 2 (1797).   
88 William Barnwell, Observations on the Climate of New Orleans, 1817, p. 403, APS Archives, III: 
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vanities of the Profession.”  Gideon Harvey, The  Art of Curing Diseases by Expectation (London: James 
Partridge, 1689), 2–3. 
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and French doctors—and the Creole residents who preferred their more cautious 

measures—as timid and unmanly.  When combined with Creoles’ fears that Anglo-

Americans were using their political power to monopolize the leading medical positions 

in Louisiana, the differences in their medical practices exacerbated ethnic tensions within 

the medical community and larger public.89 

The situation was different in Florida.  Instead of encountering an ethnically 

distinct class of seemingly ineffectual doctors as in Louisiana, Anglo-Americans in 

Florida found few doctors at all.  The territorial Governor of Florida praised the Creole 

residents of Pensacola because, in the absence of trained doctors, they did “all in their 

power to relieve the sick Americans” who had overrun their city.  Yet he did so in a 

gendered way, emphasizing that the notoriously effeminate Spanish Floridians merely 

“nursed” the emigrants to health instead of curing them through learned, active, and 

masculine doctoring.90  Other writers attributed the shortage of qualified doctors in 

Florida to the Creoles’ supposedly exceptional health and adaption to the climate.  As one 

Anglo-Floridian put it, “we have ever had but little call for the doctor, the apothecary or 

the gravedigger.”91  James G. Forbes praised “the general salubrity” of Florida’s climate 

and claimed that doctors’ “professional talents were [so] seldom required” that there were 

only ten medical men in Florida during the British period “and, under the present 
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[Spanish] government, there is only one physician who practices.”92  If, as Joyce Chaplin 

has argued, English colonists saw Indians’ supposed bodily weakness and consequent 

overemphasis on maintaining their own health as evidence that Englishmen were best 

suited to settle North America, the logic worked out differently in Florida.  There, 

Creoles’ supposed bodily health had lessened the need to develop the medical arts, and 

Anglo-Americans may have read their own more sophisticated medical practices as proof 

of their superior scientific abilities and fitness to rule.93     

 Anglo-American observers usually viewed the Gulf South’s cities as filthy hubs 

of disease and, often, blamed these conditions on Spanish governance and/or Creole 

indolence.  Despite the fact that Spanish officials had enacted rigorous sanitation 

measures in New Orleans, Anglo-Americans railed against the noxious state in which 

they found the city and, at least during the first few years of U.S. rule, enthusiastically 

promoted public health and formed boards, committees, and offices charged with 

cleaning up the city and preventing the importation of disease.  Yet public and official 

interest in sanitation quickly waned, and New Orleans seems to have grown even filthier 

and more pestilent as the city’s size and population boomed during the early 1800s.94  

Anglo-Americans also bemoaned the miasmatic conditions they encountered in St. 
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94 Duffy, The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in Louisiana, 382–406. 
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Augustine, where many emigrants died of yellow fever in 1821.  In a report on this 

“epidemic,” Dr. J.P.C. McMahon derided both Spanish and U.S. sanitation measures, 

writing that “cleanliness has never been accounted a cardinal virtue, by the Spaniards—

hence the filth, and dirt, or nearly a century, have been suffered to accumulate, in every 

[…] enclosure.  The American authorities, thro respect, perhaps, for its Castilian origin, 

have neglected to remove it and it still remains, a stinking monument, of the laziness of 

the former government, and the marked carelessness and neglect, of the present.”95  Dr. 

William H. Simmons, however, had a more nuanced understanding of St. Augustine’s 

sanitary conditions and was more optimistic that U.S. governance would bring 

appropriate public health measures to St. Augustine.  He suggested that Anglo-Americans 

themselves had conditioned the insalubriousness they encountered in Florida: news of the 

United States’ acquisition of Florida meant that the Spaniards had “contemplated quitting 

it as soon as the event took place, [and thus] had neglected most of the precautions of 

cleanliness they usually adopt.”  Yet Simmons nevertheless believed that Americanizing 

public health was key to civilizing St. Augustine.  By importing the supposedly “strict 

attention to cleanliness in Philadelphia and New York,” the city could be “secured against 

any further visitations of yellow fever,” become “a great summer resort, both for health 

and pleasure,” and even develop into a center of learning. 96 
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 Anglo-Americans could not always impose their purportedly more modern 

medical plans unilaterally.  This was particularly true in New Orleans, where clashes 

between Anglo-American and Creole approaches to healthcare often revolved around 

issues of race and gender.  The New Orleans Charity Hospital offers a case in point.  The 

hospital’s founder, Spanish nobleman Andrés Almonester y Roxas, designated in 1793 

that enslaved blacks would be in charge of cultivating its botanical garden and that a 

mulatto “instructed in surgery” would act as phlebotomist.97  In 1804, however, health 

commissioners from the city council—some Anglo-American, some European French—

criticized the Charity Hospital because it was filthy and employed a black man to dress 

wounds.  The French physician in charge of the hospital replied that this black medical 

practitioner was more capable than the United States’ health commissioners who, 

nevertheless, removed both of these men from their duties.98  The hospital did continue to 

purchase and employ slaves in the decades after the transfer to U.S. rule, but these were 

usually confined to non-medical labors like cooking and laundering.99  Soon after the 

transfer to U.S. rule, the city’s medical commissioners also took issue with the fact that 

the Charity Hospital’s patroness was a woman, the French Creole Louise Castillon, 

widow of the hospital’s founder.  As one late nineteenth-century historian put it, the 

health commissioners considered the hospital’s supposed disrepair, dirtiness, and 

despicable doctoring to be “the disastrous results of a petticoat administration” and, 

                                                
97 Constituciones para el Nuevo Hospital de Caridad (Madrid: Imprenta de la Viuda de Ibarra, 1793), xxvi. 
98 Duffy, The Rudolph Matas History of Medicine in Louisiana, 421–2. 
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through a combination of legal attacks and extralegal strong-arming, the all male 

commissioners eventually ousted Castillon—and her daughter, who was in line to inherit 

the honor of patroness—from the hospital’s management.100  As historians have argued, 

the society of Spanish New Orleans had been comparatively open in allowing property 

rights and positions of responsibility to blacks and women.101  In the medical vein, as in 

many other aspects of life, these opportunities became far more limited as the United 

States brought its own brand of civilization to the Gulf South.  

 Anglo-American medical practitioners portrayed themselves as active 

experimentalists who, unlike passive and effeminate Creoles, would uncover the keys to 

health in the Gulf South.  Some Anglo-American doctors sought to test purported local 

cures—on themselves when necessary—to figure out if Creole knowledge and medicines 

were valid.  Dr. William Barnwell wrote that “tho’ any Creole or Spaniard would point 

out on the borders of the swamps at least 20 plants in the course of as many yards, each 

of which is by his account a specifick [sic] for at least one or more diseases, yet as I never 

was myself convinced of these virtues, even when tried on myself, I cannot say much in 

their favour.”102  In 1804, the University of Pennsylvania-trained physician Joseph 
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Macrery performed chemical experiments on the mineral waters at the Washita hot 

springs that, Creole hunters and Indians had assured him, cured all sorts of diseases.  He 

employed the combined weights of this local knowledge and his own “careful analysis” 

to argue in support of the Louisiana Purchase: “the great relief experienced by persons 

who have visited these springs, the healthfulness of the climate, and the security derived 

from the American government, will render them, in time, a valuable acquisition to our 

citizens.”103  Dr. George Hunter and William Dunbar, the leaders of a federally-funded 

scientific expedition to the Washita hot springs later that same year, also hoped to turn 

the springs into a site of experiment.  Hunter, a chemist, analyzed the springs’ medical 

and mineral properties while Dunbar, a planter, envisioned using their geothermal heat to 

establish a hot house “where at a small expense all the tropical fruits may be 

propagated.”104      

Astronomer Andrew Ellicott found that medicines developed in Philadelphian 

laboratories protected newly arrived Anglo-Americans from local fevers.  While noting 

that Creoles were “much less subject” to pestilential fevers than Anglo-Americans, he 

claimed that “during the prevalence of those fevers my own health was remarkably good, 

which in part I attributed to the use of some pills given to me by Dr. [Benjamin] Rush 

when I left Philadelphia.”  Anglo-Americans thus did not need dubious local herbs; they 

could rely on the civilized physic developed by experimenting physicians.  More 
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strikingly, Ellicott suggested that these heroic Anglo-American cures would not work on 

non-Anglo bodies.  A local physician told him that these drugs “had but little or no 

effect” on Spaniards suffering from dysentery in the Gulf South and, based on the 

observations of “some intelligent Spanish gentlemen,” he wrote that this “was thought to 

be owing to the profuse use of stimulants, such as Cayenne pepper […] which by its 

inordinate use destroyed the tone of the intestines, and rendered them insensible for 

active medicine.”105  While these bodily differences stemmed from habit instead of 

biology, Ellicott doubted whether the “active” medicines that saved Anglo-Americans in 

the Gulf South would do the region’s other peoples much good.   

 Anglo-Americans also imported cutting-edge preventative healthcare measures 

into the Gulf South, particularly the cowpox virus that, as English physician Edward 

Jenner had recently discovered, could be a safer means of preventing smallpox than 

inoculation with the dread virus itself.  Seemingly unaware of the contemporary 

experiments with testing—and even creating—a cowpox vaccine in Spanish New 

Orleans, Anglo-Americans in the Mississippi Territory tried their own hands at 

preventing the spread of this disease.  Polymath planter William Dunbar may have been 

the first resident in the Lower Mississippi Valley to import and test the cowpox virus: 

John Vaughan, the treasurer of the American Philosophical Society, sent Dunbar “in a 

quill some virus” in late 1801 and explained that eminent easterners, including Thomas 
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Jefferson, had already successfully tried it on hundreds of black and white subjects.106  

Dunbar thanked him for vaccine matter, planned to test it on himself and his children, 

and, during a virulent outbreak of smallpox in the summer of 1802, boasted that “many 

experiments” with vaccination “had a full and efficacious protection against that 

scourge.”107   

The importation of the cowpox vaccine was, in the minds of at least some Anglo-

Americans, closely tied with contemporary efforts to develop the region’s plantation 

economy and secure U.S. rule.  During the 1802 outbreak, Mississippi Governor William 

Claiborne enforced strict—though not always effective—quarantine measures, but 

lamented that a recent experiment with the cowpox had failed, either because the virus 

was not “genuine, or [had] lost its virtue from age.”  He thus pressed the Territorial 

assemblies to approve the more dangerous procedure of inoculating with smallpox itself, 

for while smallpox was always “distressing,” it was far more so “at this season of the 

year, when the People are so generally and necessarily engaged in agricultural 

pursuits.”108  Indeed, Anglo-American physicians praised Claiborne’s bold and active 

                                                
106 John Vaughan to William Dunbar, Philadelphia, 10 Dec 1801, John Vaughan Papers, APS.  Dunbar 
would also ask an emigrating Philadelphian physician “to bring some scabs of the vaccine” with him to 
Natchez, as well as “the seed of the plant which is said to cure Canine madness, also the Digitalis or any 
other, curious or useful in medecine [sic].”  Dunbar to Dr. Garrett Elliott Pendergrast, Natchez, 13 March 
1803, Violetta Delafield-Benjamin Smith Barton Collection, APS. 
107 Dunbar to Vaughan, 21 March 1802, Extracts from the Letter Book of William Dunbar of the Forest, 
from 18 June 1775 to 24 March 1802, ed. B.L.C. Wailes, LOC; Dunbar to [Vaughan], Natchez, 22 Oct 
1802, Letterbook, 1802-5, William Dunbar Papers, MDAH. 
108 Claiborne to the two Houses of Assembly, Washington [M.T.], 4 May 1802, in Official Letter Books of 
W.C.C. Claiborne, vol. 1, 99, emphasis in original.  On the quarantine—which included a camp “in the 
woods” without adequate shelter to keep off “the sun, and the Dews & Rains”—and individuals who 
entered Natchez illegally after contracting smallpox in New Orleans, see Claiborne to William McCormick, 
Town of Washington, 1 May 1802; Claiborne to Samuel Postlethwait, Washington, 16 April 1802; 
Claiborne to James Scurlock, all in ibid., 82, 95, 119.  
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public health measure for saving the United States’ still germinal efforts to occupy a post 

in the Lower Mississippi Valley.  The doctors Lattimore, two recently arrived brothers, 

exalted “the well known exertions which your Excellency, used to preserve this Territory, 

from the small pox, and the influence you have exercised in favor of vaccination […]; it 

is not easy to say what might have been the fate of this menaced country, without the 

advantage of this invaluable preventative; but it would seem as if, its opportune arrival 

among us was somewhat providential.”109  God and Anglo-American enterprise 

combined to face down a disease that, they congratulated themselves, would have 

wreaked havoc without the intercession of U.S. officials and physicians. 

 Prominent Anglo-American officials went beyond experimenting with medicines: 

they viewed the newly incorporated spaces of the Gulf South as testing grounds for large-

scale experiments in promoting health through urban design.110  These efforts—early 

manifestations of what historian Paul A. Kramer has termed “U.S. imperial urbanism”—

began almost immediately after the acquisition of Lower Louisiana.111  In 1804, President 

                                                
109 Drs. D. & W. Lattimore to Claiborne, Natchez, 1 Oct. 1802, in ibid., 200. 
110 This process was interconnected with planters’ agricultural experiments in the same region.  As James 
G. Forbes claimed, “the cultivation of [Florida], which is looked to as an early consequence of its cession to 
the United States, will have the effect of clearing it from the stagnated air in the woods, and from the 
exhalations arising from ponds and fresh water marshes, which are the most propitious to the culture of rice 
and indigo; but are said to be injurious to the health of those engaged in them.  This, of course, merits the 
consideration of those who prefer health to wealth.”  Forbes, Sketches, Historical and Topographical, of the 
Floridas, 64–5.  However, the expansion of Anglo-American plantation agriculture into Florida may have 
actually made its environment more conducive to mosquito-borne diseases.  Baptist, Creating an Old 
South, 76.  On the interconnections between agriculture and health in the western United States, see On 
Anglo-Americans’ engagement with western environments and diseases, see Conevery Bolton Valenčius, 
The Health of the Country: How American Settlers Understood Themselves and Their Land (New York: 
Basic Books, 2002).     
111 Kramer identified “U.S. imperial urbanism”—which included imposing new “hygienic regimes” and 
“American-style built environments”—as a twentieth-century development.  Paul A. Kramer, “Power and 
Connection: Imperial Histories of the United States in the World,” American Historical Review 116, no. 5 
(Dec. 2011), 1356.   
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Jefferson told Louisiana Governor William Claiborne that, due to its agricultural potential 

and prime location for commerce, “the position of New Orleans certainly destines it to be 

the greatest city the world has ever seen.”  But the prevalence of yellow fever threatened 

this seemingly manifest destiny.  Since Jefferson believed that people usually contracted 

yellow fever within densely populated parts of town, he recommended “that we ought not 

to contend with the laws of nature” and, instead, design “thin-built” cities.  Jefferson sent 

Claiborne his own plan for New Orleans—a checkerboard pattern in which empty blocks 

alternated with inhabited ones to decrease miasmas and the interpersonal communication 

of disease—and he encouraged the governor to experiment with this model as the city 

expanded.  Jefferson hoped that, once proven in New Orleans, this enlightened mode of 

urban design would be co-opted by other U.S. cities.112       

 Congress too floated plans for ways to turn the cities of the Lower Mississippi 

Valley into large-scale experiments in public health.  In 1804, a congressional committee 

charged with deciding the fate of lands in Natchez that the Spanish governor had granted 

to William Dunbar proposed using these tracts for an experiment that would make 

Natchez healthier and protect commerce.  The Mississippi River, the committee 

suggested, was the “highway” for spreading Anglo-Americans’ civilization and 

experimental energy into the West: “The diffusion of American principles and American 

arts through all the wide space [the river] embraces; the occupancy of this whole fertile 

surface by American citizens, is now insured beyond all risk.  The immense wealth which 

                                                
112 Quoted in Charles Gayarré, History of Louisiana: The American Domination, vol. 4 (New York: 
William J. Widdleton, 1866), 36–7.   
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will be produced by the industry and ingenuity of those citizens, with the aid of soils 

superior to all, and climates inferior to none of the earth must […] be carried for the 

purpose of exchanging along this highway.”  Yet yellow fever threatened this grand 

vision.  Based on “scientific observation and melancholy experience in the great maritime 

cities of the United States,” the committee maintained that the disease thrived “in the 

dense and stagnant air of those streets and buildings which be nearest to the water.”  They 

thus advocated leaving large tracts of empty space between the warehouses along the 

river and the city proper so that any fevers present on the riverbanks would not spread to 

the rest of the town and threaten U.S. power or commerce.  They conceived of this as a 

grand experiment, one that was no less valuable to the nation for being conducted on its 

southwestern fringe:   

An occasion offers itself to the government of the United States to make this 
important experiment in the city of Natchez at this time.  Nor ought the extreme 
distance of the result to produce an indifference toward the experiment, since it 
embraces such a serious national object as the probable prevention, in once 
chance at least, of the greatest physical ill which can befall this nation, pestilential 
contagion.  The day cannot be very distant in which, if pestilence arise in 
Natchez, it may ramify itself with the wide-spread arms of the Mississippi 
through the vitals of the union.  To provide for this experiment nothing is wanting 
but to grant this stripe [sic] of land to the city of Natchez.113 
 

For eastern U.S. officials, the former Spanish colonies of the Gulf South were 

simultaneously spaces in which they hoped to impose the “ingenuity and industry” of 

U.S. civilization and sites in which Anglo-Americans could actualize their experimental 

urges.  In public health as much as in agriculture, Anglo-American officials and men of 

                                                
113 “Report Presented on the 26th of January to the House of Representatives,” The National Intelligencer 
and Washington Advertiser, May 28, 1804. 
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science found that the Spanish Empire and local Creoles had failed to develop the 

region’s potential.  Although lack of funding stymied the federal government’s attempts 

to use Gulf South lands as experimental space, these plans nevertheless suggest that at 

least some U.S. officials were eager to incorporate large-scale experimentation into an 

imperial program.  

Conclusion 

 Many Anglo-American officials and Gulf South Creoles eventually supported 

political attachment with each other in a multinational—but exclusively white-

dominated—American nation.114  But the political incorporation of Creoles did not dispel 

Anglo-American perceptions that Gulf South Creoles were less intellectually competent 

than themselves.115  Analyzing the ways that Anglo-Americans men of science wrote 

about Creole ignorance does much to explain why generations of Anglo-American 

historians echoed, elaborated, and entrenched their views.  For nineteenth-century 

historians like Francis Parkman and even Frederick Jackson Turner, portraying French 

and Spanish Americans as simple-minded and ill-prepared for republican citizenship 

helped make Anglo-American expansion seem like a natural and positive development.116  

Yet this was not necessarily a cynical interpretation on the part of these historians, nor 

                                                
114 As Peter J. Kastor has argued for Louisiana, the political attachment that developed between Creoles 
and Anglo-Americans was predicated on their shared commitment to ensuring white supremacy, enslaving 
blacks, and displacing Indians.  Kastor, The Nation’s Crucible.    
115 Tregle, “Creoles and Americans,” 159-62. 
116 On the key role that Parkman, Turner, and other nineteenth-century Anglo-American historians played 
in defining Creoles’ place in national histories of the United States, see Daniel Usner, “Between Creoles 
and Yankees: The Discursive Representation of Colonial Louisiana in American History,” in French 
Colonial Louisiana and the Atlantic World, ed. Bradley G Bond (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University 
Press, 2005), 1–21; Gitlin, Bourgeois Frontier, 2-10, 158-61. 
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one that simply stemmed from their own biases.  For nineteenth-century historians, 

portraying Creoles as ignorant probably seemed founded in good science; these historians 

were, after all, building off decades of ethnographic writings by seemingly credible and 

scientifically-minded European and Anglo-American observers.  At one level, the view 

that these Anglo-American observers were in fact credible men of science was itself 

partly a product of their early nineteenth-century ethnographic writings about Creoles, 

writings that stressed Anglo-Americans own qualities as a scientific people.  At a more 

historiographical level, some scholars have continued to accept that ignorance was an 

important aspect of Creole history, and even historians who reject this notion have had to 

frame arguments about Creole history around it.117  Early nineteenth-century 

ethnographic writings about Creoles not only helped contemporary Anglo-Americans 

justify their own expansion into the Gulf South, but have offered historians a means of 

either praising the merits of, or critiquing the ethnocentric and imperial assumptions 

underlying, Anglo-American expansion itself.  Local science mattered to U.S. expansion 

in the Gulf South, both when Anglo-Americans incorporated Creoles’ knowledge and 

when they rejected Creoles as scientifically incompetent.  

Ethnographic descriptions of Creole ignorance helped Anglo-Americans define 

their own place in global scientific hierarchies.  Most Anglo-Americans held that Gulf 
                                                
117 Historians have debated whether or not Gulf South Creoles, particularly Louisianans, were as anti-
intellectual as contemporary Anglo-American and European observers suggested.  The debate has revolved 
around literacy, education, and employment in the professions.  For histories that view early nineteenth-
century Creoles as intellectually underdeveloped—though not inferior to Anglo-Americans for that 
reason—see Tregle,  “Creoles and Americans,” 141–3; John G. Clark, “The Antebellum Gulf Coast: A 
Study of World Views, Traditionalism and Backwardness,” in The Americanization of the Gulf Coast, 
1803-1850, ed. Lucius F. Ellsworth (Pensacola: Historic Pensacola Preservation Board, 1972), 1–19.  For 
scholarship that defends the intellectual achievements of Creole society, see Dawdy, Building the Devil’s 
Empire, chap. 1; Gitlin, The Bourgeois Frontier, 9, 160; Lachance, “The Foreign French,” 122–3.  
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South Creoles were intellectually superior to Indians and blacks but less scientifically 

accomplished than “Real Americans.”118  This was, in part, a way of structuring and 

defining the boundaries of the national scientific community.  While historians of science 

have devoted a lot of time toward differentiating scientific practitioners in the early 

United States—professionals/amateurs; Northern/Southern; central/peripheral—the 

ethnic distinctions within the national scientific community have been obscured by 

scholarship focusing on eastern cities and Anglo-Atlantic networks.  Ethnographic 

characterizations of Creole ignorance were a way for Anglo-Americans to justify 

excluding Creoles from the highest echelons of U.S. science while nevertheless 

incorporating them and their knowledge—and as subjects of Anglo-American discourse, 

their bodies and minds—into the national scientific community.  Moreover, Creoles’ 

supposed intellectual underdevelopment enabled Anglo-Americans to more convincingly 

promote themselves as the scientific equals of Europeans.  Few European savants would 

have been impressed by Anglo-American boasts of intellectual superiority to Indians or 

blacks; most white peoples would have agreed that this was a pretty low bar to clear.  But 

Anglo-American claims to being more scientific than other white Americans may have 

done more to raise European eyebrows.  Ethnographic descriptions of Creole ignorance 

encouraged Anglo-Americans view their own national character, their own degree of 

civilization, and their own fitness to rule an empire as equivalent to those of the most 

scientific Europeans. 

 

                                                
118 Quote from Landreth, “Journal,” 26.  
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Chapter 5:  Slavery and Geology in the Cotton South 

In the decades before Charles Darwin’s 1859 On the Origin of Species, geology 

was the science that most challenged how Euro-Americans understood the relationship 

between God, living things, and the increasingly deep history of the planet.1  Yet 

contemporary social relationships could determine how individuals developed and 

understood geological knowledge and, in the antebellum Gulf South, these relationships 

centered on slavery.  Plantation slavery—and the labor, patronage, and networks it 

provided—enabled collections and observations that defined the Gulf South’s geohistory 

while, on the other hand, emerging geotheories engendered new ways of justifying and 

furthering slavery.       

Individual men of science and government officials alike developed a profound 

interest in geology during the 1820s and 1830s.  The geological surveys that several 

states sponsored during this period were among the first collaborations between 

naturalists and government in the United States and thus, as Andrew J. Lewis and George 

Daniels have argued, represented a defining moment in the history of U.S. science.2  Yet 

                                                
1 On the geological revolution in late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century Europe, see Martin J.S. 
Rudwick, Bursting the Limits of Time: The Reconstruction of Geohistory in the Age of Revolution 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005); Rudwick, Worlds Before Adam: The Reconstruction of 
Geohistory in the Age of Reform (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008); Ralph O’Connor, The 
Earth on Show: Fossils and the Poetics of Popular Science, 1802-1856 (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 2007); Charles Coulston Gillispie, Genesis and Geology: A Study in the Relations of 
Scientific Thought, Natural Theology, and Social Opinion in Great Britain, 1790-1850 (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1951).   
2 Andrew J. Lewis, A Democracy of Facts: Natural History in the Early Republic (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 2011), chap. 5; George H Daniels, Science in American Society; a Social History 
(New York: Knopf, 1971), chap. 8; Walter B. Hendrickson, “Nineteenth-Century State Geological Surveys: 
Early Government Support of Science,” Isis 52, no. 3 (September 1961): 357–371.  Despite Mott. T. 
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geological knowledge about the Gulf South did not develop in concert with officials’ 

interest in profitable information on their states’ soils and mineral resources.3  Rather, 

slave-owning planters filled the role that governments and scientific institutions played in 

other parts of the country by taking the lead in promoting and patronizing geological 

investigations of their region.  The chapter’s first section focuses on how Alabama 

planter Charles Tait, his wife, and their slaves collaborated with Philadelphian geologists 

to define the Gulf South’s geohistory, particularly its Tertiary formations.  Plantation 

slavery generated resources, labor, and networks that supported scientific work in ways 

that the federal and state governments would not for years to come.  Slavery-endowed 

science was not a mere sidelight to an American science aligned with government and 

centered in the northeast.  It was a viable and equally American alternative that did more 

to increase national knowledge of Gulf South nature than any government initiative of the 

antebellum era.4          

The second section of this chapter examines the Theory of the Earth envisioned 

by Rush Nutt, a Mississippi planter who incorporated geological perspectives into his 

natural philosophy to defend slavery and suggested ways that planters could reengineer 

                                                                                                                                            
Greene’s 1985 call for more scholarship on the geological sciences in America, the literature on its 
formative period remains underdeveloped. Mott T. Greene, “History of Geology,” Osiris 1 (1985): 97–116. 
3 While some southern states, particularly the Carolinas, were among the first to enact official geological 
surveys in the 1820s, the Gulf States—Alabama (1848), Mississippi (1850), Louisiana (1864), and Florida 
(1907)—were slow to follow their lead.  An overview of geology in the South is James X. Corgan, ed., The 
Geological Sciences in the Antebellum South (University, Ala: University of Alabama Press, 1982).  
4 Histories of southern science have focused on determining the absolute or relative progress of science in 
the “Old South.”  While such studies rightly emphasize that sectional differences mattered, they have 
perpetuated the erroneous view that northern science was somehow more “American” than that of the slave 
states. Thomas Cary Johnson, Scientific Interests in the Old South (New York: D. Appleton-Century 
Company, 1936); Ronald L. Numbers and Janet S. Numbers, “Science in the Old South: A Reappraisal,” in 
Science and Medicine in the Old South (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1989), 9–35. 
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the Gulf South’s topography to make its environment better suited for plantation 

agriculture.  Nutt believed that plantation slavery was at the center of American—not just 

southern—modernity and science.5  Geotheory provided Nutt with intellectual weapons 

against religious northerners who, he thought, sought to destroy slavery, science, and 

freedom in order to pave the way for ignorance, theocracy, and disunion.  Historians of 

U.S. geology have focused on northern naturalists, especially Benjamin Silliman and 

Edward Hitchcock, and claimed that science and religion not only coexisted peacefully in 

the antebellum United States, but that the harmony between them was crucial to the 

development of American science.6  According to at least one Gulf South planter, 

however, the ways that northern Christians studied nature was neither American nor 

scientific.  This chapter argues that slavery, perhaps even more so than Christianity, 

influenced how geological knowledge was generated and applied in the 1830s Gulf 

South.   

 

                                                
5 As histories of the Caribbean and Brazil have demonstrated, enslaved blacks and the institution of slavery 
could both support and challenge European science at the imperial level.  Londa L Schiebinger, Plants and 
Empire: Colonial Bioprospecting in the Atlantic World (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 
2004); James H Sweet, Domingos Álvares, African Healing, and the Intellectual History of the Atlantic 
World (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2011).  Scholarship on slavery and science in the 
United States has been more limited, focusing primarily on how scientific practices influenced health and 
agriculture on plantations or southerners’ views of race.  Sharla M. Fett, Working Cures: Healing, Health, 
and Power on Southern Slave Plantations (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002); Ronald 
L. Numbers and Todd Lee Savitt, eds., Science and Medicine in the Old South.  The sectional emphasis of 
antebellum historiography and persistent associations between free labor, science, and modernity have, it 
seems, discouraged historians from drawing connections between slavery and national science in the 
United States. 
6 Lewis, A Democracy of Facts, chap. 4; Herbert Hovenkamp, Science and Religion in America, 1800-1860 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1978), chap. 7; Daniels, Science in American Society, 
chap. 9; Daniel Walker Howe, What Hath God Wrought: The Transformation of America, 1815-1848 (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 3. 
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Plantation Patronage, Patriotic Conchology, and North America’s Tertiary 
Formation 
 
 Judge Charles Tait (1768-1835), his fellow Alabama planters, and their slaves 

made it possible for Philadelphian geologists to observe and analyze the fossils and 

geological structures that defined North America’s Tertiary formation.  Born in Virginia, 

Tait embarked on a political career after resettling in the Georgia Piedmont: he became a 

state senator, a judge, and a U.S. senator, a position from which he advocated the 

interests of the Gulf South.  He argued forcefully for Louisiana, Mississippi, and 

Alabama to be given statehood and, during the Missouri Crisis of 1819, viewed the 

policies of the federal government as a threat to slavery that would push “the 

slaveholding states [to] form a separate Confederacy.”  Tait moved to Alabama in 1819, 

settled a plantation near Claiborne, and took a position as a federal judge.  Tait, his 

family, and the roughly sixty slaves they brought with them were among hundreds of 

thousands of migrants from the Atlantic states to cotton lands of the “Old Southwest” 

during the Antebellum era.  By the time of his death sixteen years later, Tait had almost 

doubled his slave holdings to 115, making him one of the wealthiest men in the state.7   

Tait—like many other Alabamans—developed a keen interest in geology, 

conchology, and paleontology.8  He studied the fossil shells embedded in the bluffs near 

the town of Claiborne and, while visiting Philadelphia in 1826, attended geological 

lectures and befriended some of the city’s leading naturalists, including Isaac Lea, 
                                                
7 Charles Hill Moffat, “The Life of Charles Tait” (Ph.D. Dissertation, Vanderbilt University, 1946), 225; 
James David Miller, South by Southwest: Planter Emigration and Identity in the Slave South 
(Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2002), esp. 4-10. 
8 On the extent of geological interests in the South, especially Alabama and Mississippi, see Johnson, 
Scientific Interests in the Old South, 57–83. 
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Samuel George Morton, and Solomon Conrad (father of Timothy Abbott Conrad).  Tait 

was elected to the American Philosophical Society before returning to Alabama, where 

he set to collecting fossil shells in earnest and, in 1829, began sending them to Isaac Lea 

at the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia (ANSP).9 

 Lea recognized that the collection and circulation of these specimens relied on 

enslaved blacks.  In February 1829, Lea asked Tait for “land & river shells, bivalves & 

univalves” of both living and extinct species, writing that “I am exceeding anxious to get 

those which inhabit your part of the state […] many which must be new & these would 

be a treasure to me.”  He added that Tait’s “servants” could easily make these collections 

“in a few leisure hours” and offered his suggestions for how these slaves should pack the 

shells in boxes stuffed with Tait’s own cotton to ensure safe shipment to Philadelphia.10  

It seems that Tait—who had only one leg and probably could not have braved the shell-

rich bluffs himself—employed at least one of his slaves as a conchological specialist, 

though Lea had a low opinion of this enslaved individual’s abilities.  After thanking Tait 

for a “valuable present” of shells and requesting another shipment, Lea noted that “it will 

be very difficult for your servant to select the rarer species” and suggested that this slave 

collect a wide variety of potentially valuable specimens on the chance that some of these 

would prove new.11  Although the identity of this enslaved shell collector is not clear, 

                                                
9 Moffat, “Charles Tait, Planter, Politician, and Scientist of the Old South,” The Journal of Southern 
History 14, no. 2 (May 1948): 206–233, quote from 220.  Samuel George Morton specialized in geology 
during the 1820s and 30s, though he would later become more famous for his craniological work (see 
chapter 6).     
10 Isaac Lea to Charles Tait, Philadelphia, 19 Feb 1829, Honorable Charles Tait Papers, Coll. 359: 
Correspondence (Tait Papers), Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia Archives (ANSP).   
11 Lea to Tait, Philadelphia, 22 June 1830, Tait Papers, ANSP. 
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several of Tait’s slaves had received a rudimentary education and a few—including 

Hezekiah, a carpenter in charge of Tait’s gins—were technological specialists.12      

While Lea recognized Tait’s shells as valuable additions to the ANSP’s 

collections, he did not initially realize their importance as Tertiary fossils.  The Tertiary 

period began after the extinction of the dinosaurs, now believed to have occurred about 

sixty-five million years ago.  The French natural philosopher George Cuvier recognized 

that a fundamental change in the history of life on earth had occurred when strata 

preserving evidence of an ancient age of giant reptiles—the Secondary—gave way to the 

age mammals—the Tertiary—in which mankind continued to live.13  Cuvier and other 

naturalists studied the shift between the Secondary and Tertiary for mineral and fossil 

evidence that might better explain this awe-inspiring revolution.14  Moreover, as Charles 

Lyell argued in the early 1830s, researching the Tertiary could reveal mysteries about 

why and how the earth itself changed over time.  For Lyell, the Tertiary was the test case 

for uniformitarianism, the theory that presently observable causes—erosion or the slow 

accumulation of sediment, for example—could account for the striking geological 

changes throughout the earth’s history.15  Tertiary strata also facilitated geological 

comparisons across the globe.  Geologists since Cuvier had compared fossil species from 
                                                
12 Moffat, “Charles Tait,” 229–31.  I have found no evidence that any distinct African American 
knowledge tradition influenced the information produced by Tait’s slaves.  However, “native Africans” 
enslaved in colonial South Carolina had assured Mark Catesby that some of the large fossils they had 
unearthed were “the grinders of an Elephant.”  Mark Catesby, The Natural History of Carolina, Florida, 
and the Bahama Islands, vol. 2 (London: C. Marsh, 1754), vii; emphasis in original.   
13 Modern-day geologists have established a more recent stratum—the Holocene, or quaternary—to 
describe the era following the earliest evolution of humans, but in nearly all respect the quaternary is a 
continuation of the Tertiary.  The Tertiary is also now known as the Cenozoic. 
14 Rudwick, Bursting the Limits of Time, 543. 
15 As strata still being formed, Tertiary formations presented a chance to test if “actual causes”—the 
observable forces of geological change—could in fact be applied to the Secondary and Primary formations.   
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sites across Europe to provide relative dates for strata; after Lyell, they began comparing 

the ratio of extant to extinct species in a given stratum in order to make temporal 

comparisons without discounting regional differences in species.16   

North America’s Tertiary formations gave American naturalists an opportunity to 

study the beginning of life as we know it in the New World.  Americans’ interest in 

geology was peaking in the 1820s and 30s, and the complex skills and knowledge needed 

to date strata contributed to the increased specialization of geologists, paleontologists, 

and conchologists.17  William Maclure, one of the first geological experts in the U.S., 

recognized only the Primary and Secondary formations in his 1817 overview of U.S. 

geology; analyses of the North American Tertiary as such only began in the 1820s.18  By 

1828, Samuel George Morton had identified Tertiary deposits near the Atlantic coast 

from New Jersey to Virginia but could only gesture to vague reports about analogous 

formations in Georgia, Florida, and Alabama.  He did stress, however, that Tertiary 

fossils were “totally different” from those of the Secondary and were thus signposts with 

which to gauge the relative age of the major New World strata.  Morton also suggested 

that since about 150 new shell species had been found in one small Tertiary deposit in 

                                                
16 Rudwick, Worlds Before Adam, 379–389. 
17 George H Daniels, American Science in the Age of Jackson (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1968), 30, 38. 
18 William Maclure, Observations on the Geology of the United States of America (Philadelphia: Printed 
for the author by A. Small, 1817); George P. Merrill, The First One Hundred Years of American Geology 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1924), 93, 117. 
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Maryland, an astounding number of unknown Tertiary species probably remained to be 

identified throughout the southern states.19   

Isaac Lea would not get around to studying the Alabaman shells that Tait had sent 

him until 1833, and this brief period of conchological neglect allowed the young Timothy 

Abbott Conrad to emerge as the nation’s leading expert on the Tertiary.  Although 

Conrad had no college education, the New Jersey native became close to the emerging 

community of geologists that cohered around Samuel George Morton at the ANSP.  The 

publication of the first two numbers of Conrad’s Fossil Shells of the Tertiary Formations 

of North America in 1832 marked “the beginnings of systematic research” into the 

nation’s Tertiary and established him as the leading figure in this field.20  While the 1832 

numbers of this work dealt largely with the Atlantic states, Conrad did describe some 

specimens he had received from the Gulf South, including shells that a New York 

physician had collected near Claiborne and fossils sent by the geologically-minded 

planter Henry Bry of Louisiana.21           

                                                
19 Samuel George Morton, “Geological Observations on the Secondary, Tertiary, and Alluvial Formations 
of the Atlantic Coast of the United States of America,” Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences 6 
(1829): 67. 
20 Gilbert Dennison Harris, “Introduction,” Republication of Conrad’s Fossil Shells of the Tertiary 
Formations of North America, ed. Gilbert Dennison Harris (R. H. Darby, printer, 1893), 5. 
21 Harry Edgar Wheeler, “Timothy Abbott Conrad, with Particular Reference to His Work in Alabama One 
Hundred Years Ago,” Bulletins of American Paleontology XXIII, no. 77 (September 2, 1935), 9–10; 
William Healey Dall, “Determination of the Dates of Publication of Conrad’s ‘Fossils of the Tertiary 
Formation’ and ‘Medial Tertiary’,” Bulletin of the Philosophical Society of Washington 12 (1895), 216; 
Timothy Abbott Conrad, “Fossil Shells of the Tertiary Formations of North America, No. 2 (1832),” in 
Republication of Conrad’s Fossil Shells, 42.  Henry Bry contributed fossils and minerals from Louisiana to 
the American Philosophical Society and the Transactions published some of his geological writings.  
Richard Harlan, “Notice of Fossil Bones Found in the Tertiary Formation of the State of Louisiana,” 
Transactions of the American Philosophical Society 4, New Series (1834): 397–408; “Donations to the 
Cabinet,” in ibid., 494. 
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Although Conrad’s most important work would appear after his 1833-4 

expedition to Alabama, the 1832 editions of his Fossil Shells suggested the scientific and 

nationalistic significance that American naturalists attached to shells and Tertiary 

deposits.  For one, the “vast abundance of fossil shells which characterize the Tertiary 

formations throughout the world” made them ideal specimens with which to compare 

geographically distant strata.  Yet Conrad seemed more enthusiastic about the patriotic 

aspects of conchology, a science that could “awaken in this country [a] laudable zeal for 

extending the boundaries of scientific inquiry.”  While the “beauty” of “our Tertiary 

fossils” would be enough to “recommend them to the notice of the mere Conchologist,” 

Conrad stressed that their “connexion [sic] with Geological phenomena” and 

geographically vast beds made them “even more important than the most celebrated 

contemporaneous deposits in Europe.”  Tertiary shell deposits were the “scientific 

treasures” of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts; although the garish shells of extant species 

living in foreign seas “adorn the cabinets of the curious,” Conrad argued that “the science 

of Geology has given to the more homely fossils” a more significant role as “mute 

interpreters of those strange revolutions, of which the memory of man has preserved not a 

solitary trace.”22 Thus Tertiary conchology was a key to both the future rise of American 

science and the past “revolutions” that long anteceded that which created the nation.     

Conrad was not the only American to promote conchology as a patriotic science 

in 1832.  One anonymous reviewer in the American Journal of Science grudgingly 
                                                
22 Conrad, “Fossil Shells of the Tertiary Formations of North America, No. 1 (1832),” in Republication of 
Conrad’s Fossil Shells, 15–6.  Conrad was as yet unaware of Lyell’s quantitative method of comparison; in 
1832 he advocated Cuvier’s method of comparing types of fossil species as well as Cuvier’s Catastrophist 
theory of geological change over time.   
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acknowledged that “even the conchologist is forced to summon both his philosophy and 

patriotism, ere he can admit the pale Purpura, the homely Venus, and the uncolored 

Pecten to take their respective places in the cabinet by the side of their gaudy congeners 

from foreign seas.”  Yet if the shells of America’s oceans were unimpressive, “it is far 

otherwise with the shelly inhabitants of our inland seas, and fresh water rivers, where the 

family of Naiades revel in a profusion of beauty unsurpassed in the known world.”  

Inland shells were not just pretty: they inspired the ruder sorts of people settling the West 

to develop scientific interests and contribute to national knowledge and collections.  

“These shells,” according to the reviewer, “attract the curiosity of the uneducated” in the 

western states and, “what is more important, they have in numerous instances been the 

occasion of awakening a taste for conchology, and have become the basis of scientific 

collections in natural history.”  While the Charles Tait was well educated, he was among 

the “friends, resident at the west” who supplied Philadelphian naturalists like Lea and 

Morton with their specimens.  As this reviewer would have hoped, Tait’s residence near 

remarkable inland shells did inspire him to devote his retirement to pursuing and 

patronizing science.23 

The specimens, observations, and patronage that Charles Tait offered from his 

Alabama plantation inspired T.A. Conrad’s geological expedition to the Gulf South.  

Along with the 250 or so specimens that his slaves had collected, Tait had sent Lea a 

description of the geological deposit that “passes through the whole of South Alabama, 

                                                
23 “Conchology -- Mr. Lea on the Naiades, in the Transactions of the American Philosophical Society,” 
The American Journal of Science, 22, no. 1 (1832), 169-70.   
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called the Shell Limestone Country.”  Tait, who had recently been named a 

corresponding member of the ANSP, suggested this was part of the same geological 

formation that stretched from western Louisiana “through South Carolina, Georgia and 

Florida, parallel to the sea coasts.”24  More importantly, he encouraged Lea and Morton 

to send “an agent of the Academy […] to this region for the purposes of Geological 

investigation,” adding that it would be “a duty, as well as a pleasure” to help fund the 

expedition and give the agent “a home in my house.”25  Morton was eager to comply 

since, as he told Tait, he believed that a better knowledge of the Claiborne deposits was 

essential to “developing the Geology of this country.”26  Lea, however, warned Tait to be 

“exceedingly careful to whom [you] extend your very liberal offer, for there are often 

pretenders & quacks in natural sciences as well as in the med. science.”  Lea was thus 

relieved to assure Tait that “T.A. Conrad, a member of the Academy, a zealous cultivator 

of Science and a gentleman of the most estimable Character” had agreed to undertake the 

expedition.27   

In December 1832, Conrad became the latest in a long line of Philadelphian 

naturalists—including William Bartram and William Maclure—to embark on an 

expedition to the Gulf South.  The first few months of Conrad’s journey took him through 

the Carolinas and Georgia, but he would spend most of the year between February 1833 

and February 1834 examining the bluff’s near Claiborne, Alabama, and enjoying the 
                                                
24 Tait to Lea, Claiborne, 20 July 1831, in Isaac Lea, Contributions to Geology (Philadelphia: Carey, Lea 
and Blanchard, 1833), 21.  Moffat, “The Life of Charles Tait,” 215.   
25 Tait to Morton, Claiborne, Ala., 16 Oct 1832, ANSP Official Correspondence, Coll. 564, ANSP. 
26 Morton to Tait, Philadelphia, 16 April 1832, Tait Papers, ANSP, emphasis in original. 
27 Lea to Tait, Philadelphia, 11 Dec 1831, Official Correspondence, ANS; Morton to Tait, Philadelphia, 
Tait Papers, ANSP. 
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hospitality of Tait and his wife.28  Soon after arriving in Alabama, Conrad found he had 

“stumbled on the land of promise, a perfect El dorado of fossils.”29  Not only were these 

fossil deposits rich and spread out over a “vast track” of the state, they were also older, 

more unique, and more significant than Conrad had imagined.  After a month residing 

with Tait, Conrad realized that the shell species he had collected from a stratum halfway 

down the bluff were not, as he had suspected, from the Middle Tertiary, but Eocene 

deposits that, as the oldest of the Tertiary strata, hearkened back to the “dawn” of the age 

of mammals.30  The Eocene stratum exposed on the bluff was directly above a 

recognizably Secondary formation and the strata above the Eocene represented nearly all 

of the more recent Tertiary eras.31  The Claiborne bluff was nothing less than a timeline 

of North American geohistory, and Conrad—who had a pronounced romantic streak—

eulogized the site’s significance in the lyrics of a song, “Claiborne,” which he shared 

with Morton in April, 1833: 

Thou great magician Science, who cannot tell 
The love of other worlds, thy wand advance 
And lo! in earth what mute historians dwell,  
That give to Truth the halo of Romance. 

 
Cuvier, like Prospero, hath peopled earth 
With forms restored from ages which have been 
A populous world, ere human joys had birth, 

                                                
28 For an overview of Conrad’s travels across the South and within Alabama, see Wheeler, “Timothy 
Abbott Conrad,” 24–56. 
29 T.A. Conrad to S.G. Morton, Claiborne, 20 April 1833, Samuel George Morton Papers, Ser. 1 (Morton 
Papers), American Philosophical Society Archives (APS).   
30 Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, 3 April 1833, Morton Papers, APS.  Conrad initially identified this stratum 
as “London Clay” but, as he explained in 1834, the London Clay had “since [been] happily termed Eocene 
by [Charles] Lyell.”  Conrad, “Observations on the Tertiary and More Recent Formations of a Portion of 
the Southern States,” Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences 7, no. 1 (1834), 116.   
31 Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, 25 Sept 1833, Morton Papers, APS.   
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Ere lovely woman came to light the scene!32 
 
Not only would these fossils redefine America’s geological past, they would bolster 

national scientific pride.  As Conrad told Morton, “I shall collect such a mass of facts as 

render your Synopsis [Morton’s geological text-in-progress] a match for any in Europe, 

in copiousness of detail and geological interest.”33   

Like other geological specialists of the period, Conrad studied fossils as part of a 

wider interest in natural history.  He wrote at length about Alabama’s martens, frog 

songs, and a “Talleyrand lizard” that “possesses the most impertinent curiosity of any 

animal I know, womankind excepted.”34  Along with shells, Conrad was also keen to 

provide his patron Morton with information on larger remains.  He thus searched for and 

sent Morton some “saurien [sic]” bones recently unearthed at a nearby plantation, a 

deposit of enormous Secondary fossils that would, Conrad hoped, “constitute a new 

Golgotha, for geological devotees.”  Conrad knew that Morton, a specialist in the 

Secondary, would value these giant fossils because they could demonstrate that the 

Secondary deposits of Alabama were “synonymous” with those of western Louisiana, 

from which another cotton planter—Henry Bry—had previously supplied Morton with 

                                                
32 Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, 20 April 1833, Morton Papers, APS.  In a prose description of these same 
sentiments, Conrad observed that “Claiborne is a most interesting spot to the geologist.  No where will he 
find in greater profusion those mute historians of the ancient revolutions of our globe, who seem as if by 
the wand of a magician to come forth from the eternity of the past.”  T.A. Conrad, “Claiborne, Alabama: 
From the Note Book of a Traveller,” The Advocate of Science, and Annals of Natural History 1, no. 1 
(August 1834): 29.  
33 Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, 3 April 1833, Morton Papers, APS. 
34 Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, 20 April 1833, Morton Papers, APS.  Conrad named this Lizard after 
Talleyrand because of its changeability.  
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dinosaur bones.35  Conrad even tried to procure Morton some Native American skulls, the 

organic specimens that increasingly dominated Morton’s scientific interests.  Yet, as 

Conrad resignedly informed him, “Judge Tait assures me that it would scarce be possible 

to get Indian skulls; as the Indians will not allow their bury places to be ransacked.”36     

 Conrad proved ambivalent about southerners and racial slavery.  After a month in 

Claiborne, he described the “delightful Climate […] of the South, but what a barbarous 

race of people, and yet better than I expected.  In illustrating the beauties of Slavery, I 

will observe that within 14 months, four women have been murdered by their slaves in 

the vicinity and a lady at present is ill in Claiborne, having been poisoned by one of her 

servants.”  The many ambiguities in this description are telling: it is unclear whether he 

means whites, blacks, or all southerners as the “barbarous race,” and though his 

observations about the murderous “beauties of slavery” were probably tongue in cheek, 

he certainly had a low opinion of the “little black devils” he met throughout his travels.37   

Conrad approached Alabama and the slave south on the whole as a foreign land, 

yet he relished the chance to live like a planter.  While Tait and his wife were away 

visiting their son’s plantation, Conrad remained at their home with “an uncommonly 

interesting girl, not 12 years of age, and,” as he told Morton, “we are master and mistress 

pro temps; I doubt whether any lady could do the honours of the table more gracefully 

than this little niece of Mrs. Tait’s.”  Conrad even came to look the part: after returning 

from a geological foray “all rags and tatters,” Tait was so “ashamed of my condition” that 
                                                
35 Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, 6 Dec 1833, Morton Papers, APS.  
36 Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, 28 Dec 1833, Morton Papers, APS. 
37 Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, 3 April 1833; Conrad to Morton, near the Santee Canal, 30 Jan 1833, 
Morton Papers, APS. 
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he “made me lose no time in changing my dress.”38  Conrad also began to eat and drink 

like Tait, dining “every day on Butter (but have as ever a religious abhorrence of 

quadrupeds) and the Judge and I drink to each others’ healths every day in a bumper of 

the best Madeira.”39  While several aspects of Alabama’s white elite culture led Conrad 

to daydream about settling “permanently at Mobile,” none was more powerful than the 

chance to shirk responsibility and live like a privileged youth.  He told Morton that he 

spent much of his time with “young girls, […] I rome [sic] with them, paint with them, 

joke with them, and in short, as I am a favourite with the little misses enjoy myself in 

their society; I like nothing on earth so much as being a child.”40  For Conrad, the Deep 

South was an exotic realm where he could revel in some of the more eccentric aspects of 

his personality.               

Neither the scientific discoveries nor lifestyle that Conrad enjoyed in Alabama 

would have been possible without the wealth, laborers, and networks that local cotton 

planters and cotton traders had at their command.  Conrad had intended to fund much of 

his expedition with subscriptions from his friends at the ANSP that he would repay with 

specimens and by selling sets of Claiborne fossils.41  Yet the moneys at his disposal 

proved woefully inadequate to cover his needs in Alabama, and Conrad soon came to 

“spunge [sic] upon the planters” for cash, food, and board.42  And rich southerners gave 

                                                
38 Conrad to Morton, 25 Aug 1833, Morton Papers, APS. 
39 Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, 3 April 1833, Morton Papers, APS. 
40 Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, [ND] Nov 1833, Morton Papers, APS. 
41 Conrad planned to see the collections for $15 each and it seems that Morton had offered him 50 cents for 
each fossil contributed to the Academy’s collections.  Wheeler, “Timothy Abbott Conrad,” 24; Conrad to 
Morton, Claiborne, 3 April 1833, Morton Papers, APS. 
42 Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, 20 April 1833, Morton Papers, APS. 
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generously.  Tait palmed Conrad money with no expectation of reimbursement as “a 

contribution to science” and the Mobile cotton merchant J.B. Toulmin gave Conrad “25 

dollars, towards collecting fossils for the Academy.”  Toulmin also offered “to make his 

house my home whenever I visit Mobile,” largesse that Conrad interpreted as Toulmin’s 

“uncommon view of the concessions due to Science.”43  Despite Conrad’s diet of 

“oranges and champagne,” the seeming eagerness of the planter class to feed, house, and 

fund the geologist made his expenses “trifling.”44  Moreover, Tait’s patronage allowed 

Conrad to remain in Alabama far longer than he had expected, since “[Tait] is convinced 

that no part of the United States offers so interesting a field for geological discovery as 

South Alabama, and that to do it justice I must remain at least one year.”45   

Conrad’s new planter friends made it possible for his geological work to span a 

large swath of the state by providing him with free transportation.  “Judge Tait and Mr. 

Toulmin,” he told Morton, “have procured me the freedom of nearly all the steam boats 

on the Alabama and Tombechbee [sic] rivers, so that I can now stop anywhere between 

Mobile and Tuscaloosa, and Mobile and Montgomery, a great part of which extensive 

country is covered with […] fossils.”  In the acknowledgements of an 1834 publication, 

in which he recognized Tait, Toulmin, and other Alabamans whose wealth stemmed from 

cotton, Conrad also thanks A.H. Gazzam, the owner of a steamship, for “offering me, as a 

missionary in the cause of science, a free passage in steamboats on the waters of 
                                                
43 Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, 11 Sept 1833; Conrad to Morton, Near Erie, Greene Co. [Alabama], [date 
illegible] June 1833, Morton Papers, APS; Conrad to Hon. C. Tait, Greene Co., 18 May 1833, Tait Papers, 
ANS. 
44 Conrad to Morton, Mobile, 8 May 1833, Morton Papers, APS.  
45 Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, 3 April 1833, Morton Papers, APS; emphasis in original.  H.E. Wheeler 
also referred to Tait as “a patron of science.”  Wheeler, “Timothy Abbott Conrad,” 10. 
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Alabama, a privilege which has never been extended for a similar purpose to an 

individual in any other state in the Union.”46  Conrad also needed to roam the 

countryside, and he relied on rich southerners like the scientific planter Dr. Robert 

Walker Withers for horses “to traverse the prairie countries which are fairly covered with 

organic remains.”47  In sum, Conrad was surprised that “In this new country Science 

meets with more indulgence by far than I anticipated” and, perhaps, he saw this frontier 

interest in the sciences as a nationally-progressive byproduct of the southwesterners’ 

fascination with America’s shells.  Amazed that Alabama’s elites gave “so much for 

science,” Conrad dreamed about “its future honours when its importance is duly 

appreciated by the mass.”48  

 Conrad’s geological efforts in Alabama—like those of Tait and other planters—

relied on slave labor but, like other Euro-American men of science, Conrad effaced 

blacks’ contributions from most of his scientific writings.49  The only instance I have 

found in which he mentioned benefiting from local blacks was a September 1833 letter 

that noted how “In company with a servant of Judge Tait’s, I paddled a canoe 50 miles 

down the Alabama River” in search of shell deposits.  This “servant” may have been the 

same individual to whom Lea was indebted for his boxes of Claiborne fossils, but Conrad 

                                                
46 Conrad, New Fresh Water Shells of the United States (Philadelphia: Judah Dobson, 1834), 23. 
47 Conrad to Morton, Mobile, 8 May 1833, Morton Papers, APS; Conrad to Tait, Greene Co., 18 May 
1833, Tait Papers, ANSP. 
48 Conrad to Morton, Mobile, 8 May 1833, Morton Papers, APS, emphasis in original. 
49 Neil Safier, Measuring the New World: Enlightenment Science and South America (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 2008).  Enslaved naturalists were also essential to Benjamin Wailes state geological 
survey of Mississippi in the early 1850s.  Christopher Morris, The Big Muddy: An Environmental History 
of the Mississippi and Its Peoples, from Hernando De Soto to Hurricane Katrina (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2012), 206–8. 
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made no further mention of him.  More ambiguously, Conrad described how some fossils 

“were collected under my supervision,” a passively-voiced acknowledgement that others 

did much of the actual labor of unearthing fossils.50  Instead of recognizing the 

contributions of these (probably black) collectors, Conrad gave credit to Tait and other 

whites.51     

The planters’ networks were also essential to the success of Conrad’s expedition.  

For one, Tait’s personal connections acquainted Conrad with military officers, 

physicians, and clergy living throughout the state who, in turn, directed Conrad to new 

fossil deposits.52  More importantly, the success of plantation slavery itself relied on the 

flow of information and commodities across global markets, and these networks enabled 

the national and international circulation of geological knowledge generated in Alabama.  

Conrad and Tait sent boxes of specimens to Morton on the same ships that carried cotton 

and plantation goods between Mobile, Philadelphia, and New York.53  The cotton trader 

J.B. Toulmin even drew on his cotton-based prosperity and trans-Atlantic mercantile 

connections to offer Conrad “free passage in a fine ship to France” so that he might sell 

Claiborne fossils in Europe and “get French fossils in exchange.”54  Geologists in Europe 

                                                
50 Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, 11 Sept 1833, Morton Papers, APS. 
51 Conrad “acknowledge[d] the assistance I have received in prosecuting my researches, from the kindness 
and liberality of several gentlemen in Alabama, […] a state probably the richest in the Union in organic 
remains.” The “gentlemen” included Charles Tait of Claiborne, J.B. Toulmin and A.H. Gazzam of Mobile, 
Robert Withers of Greene County, Major Chamberlain and Judge Harris of St. Stephens. Conrad, New 
Fresh Water Shells of the United States, 22–3.   
52 Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, 20 April 1833; Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, 3 April 1833, Morton 
Papers, APS; Moffat, “The Life of Charles Tait,” 218. 
53 Conrad believed that few ships travelled from Mobile to Philadelphia and, thus, told Morton that he 
would be shipping his fossils to New York, from whence they would be directed to the Academy.  Conrad 
to Morton, Claiborne, 3 April 1833, Morton Papers, APS; Moffat, “The Life of Charles Tait,” 218. 
54 Conrad to Morton, Mobile, 8 May 1833, Morton Papers, APS.  Conrad did not go on this trip to Europe. 
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were well aware that slavery undergirded Gulf South fossil specimens and that the cotton 

trade circulated them.  British geologist John Finch, an expert on the Tertiary, wrote to 

Tait in 1834 that “I have seen Mr. Lea’s description of the shells which you sent him 

from Alabama, and I wish to possess the shells themselves. […] [A]s you are on the spot, 

and have laborers to command, I presume you could easily have a small barrel collected.”  

Moreover, since “there are always ships for Liverpool, and London” sailing from New 

Orleans and Mobile, Finch figured “it would not be much trouble” for Tait to forward 

specimens that “would be extremely useful” for the geological lectures Finch gave in 

London.55            

 Conrad’s and Lea’s work on the Tertiary fossils from Claiborne reveal that 

frontier planters and Philadelphian naturalists experienced something of a role reversal, 

or at least balancing out, of the usual patron/client and center/periphery relationships that 

metropolitan men of science promoted as key to disciplined knowledge production.56  

According to historian Andrew J. Lewis, the geological surveys sponsored by state 

governments in the 1820s-30s were key to increasing the authority of naturalists in the 

United States.57  Yet Conrad’s and Lea’s relationships to Tait suggest that Philadelphian 

naturalists could also derive their own authority from earning the patronage of an 

individual Gulf South planter.  The value of Tait’s patronage was apparent during the so-

                                                
55 John Finch to Tait, London, 14 May 1834, Tait Papers, ANS.  Finch had explored Tertiary deposits in 
New Jersey in the 1820s and had been one of the naturalists who instructed Tait in geology during the 
planter’s stay in Philadelphia in 1826.  On Finch’s work on the American Tertiary, see Merrill, The First 
One Hundred Years of American Geology, 93. 
56 Tait even offered to finance further expeditions from the Academy of Natural Sciences to Alabama, and 
hoped that Morton could recommend an intrepid botanist to study the “rare or new [plant] species” near 
Claiborne.  Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, 11 Sept 1833, Morton Papers, APS. 
57 Lewis, A Democracy of Facts, chap. 5. 
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called Conrad-Lea controversy, when both geologists deferentially played up their own 

reliance on him.  The controversy began in 1833 when Lea, after learning that Conrad 

had identified the Claiborne shells as new Tertiary specimens, rushed to classify the 

Claiborne shells himself in his Contributions to Geology.  Conrad was outraged, and 

Morton helped him fight back.58  Morton dashed off two new numbers of Conrad’s 

Tertiary Fossils, in which he offered his own names for Claiborne species.  While the 

two conchological nomenclatures that emerged from these 1833 publications remained a 

source of consternation for naturalists for decades, both geologists competed for Tait’s 

approval by naming new species after him.  Lea identified one shell as “Taitianus” while 

Conrad presented Cassis Taitti: “I dedicate this beautiful species to my kind friend Judge 

Tait, of Claiborne, whose love of science first brought into notice the rich deposits of 

fossils near the town in which he resides.”59  

 Conrad and Lea addressed Tait with the kind of deference that learned 

Philadelphians like themselves usually expected to receive from curious men on the 

nation’s periphery.  Conrad flattered Tait by emphasizing the Alabaman’s identity as a 

legitimate geologist: “I fear some new trouble on the plantation may have served to 

disquiet you,” he wrote Tait in 1834, “and to divert your mind from the pursuit of the 

Geologist, and his pleasing dreams of remote antiquity; Daily do I recall your kind and 

benevolent manners, your love of knowledge, and your indefatigable industry in pursuit 

                                                
58 After hearing about the publication of Lea’s Contributions, Conrad bemoaned his fate to Morton: “Mr. 
Lea talks about his labours for 4 years past in collecting the fossils & geological information in relation to 
them from Claiborne—Good God! his labours indeed!!!”  Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, 25 Sept 1833, 
Morton Papers, APS.  “Won’t Mr. Lea hang himself?,” Conrad added hopefully.   
59 Conrad, “Observations on the Tertiary and More Recent Formations of a Portion of the Southern States,” 
146. 
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of it.”  Tait was thus no lazy planter, but an industrious naturalist whose contributions 

were known “to the Geological Society in London” and who had made Claiborne “a 

classic spot to the Geologists.”60  Lea too made every effort to spell out his deference in 

two separate dedications to Tait in his Contributions in which he emphasized that his own 

work on “the Tertiary Formation of Alabama [was] owing to [Tait’s] kindness” and that 

Tait had “a strong claim upon me.”  It was not just Lea who was in Tait’s debt: “to you 

science owes the great obligation of having first brought [these fossils] to light.”61  

Conrad’s publications outdid Lea’s, however, by emphasizing his personal bond with the 

Taits, “whom I must always remember with feelings akin to filial attachment.”  Being a 

poet helped too, and Lea offered no dedication quite as attuned to the sublime as 

Conrad’s wish that “May the evening of [Tait’s] life be calm and serene, and, as the 

meridian was passed in exertions honourable to himself and useful to his country, my 

friend needs no eulogium from a humble votary of Natural Science.”62  Tait, when 

portrayed by Conrad’s pen, was the ideal American patriot-naturalist.    

Whereas Lea, a rich man living in Philadelphia, could bring his own resources 

and those of the scientific metropole to bear in the controversy, Conrad—who was still in 

Alabama when the controversy began—struggled to make himself relevant to America’s 

                                                
60 Conrad to Tait, Philadelphia, 14 Nov 1834, Tait Papers, ANSP. 
61 Lea, Contributions to Geology, ii, 27–8.  Prior to the controversy, Lea was less effusive in his epistolary 
praise than Conrad, but he too wrote to Tait like a supplicant, apologizing for “my too frequent drafts on 
your obliging kindness” and expressing his “hope that I do not wear you out entirely with my solicitations.”  
Lea to Tait, Philadelphia, 16 Feb 1832, Tait Papers, ANSP.   
62 Conrad, New Fresh Water Shells of the United States, 23. 
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new found interest in Alabaman geology.63   Yet being in Alabama did present Conrad 

with one key advantage: he could solicit the patronage of Tait and, perhaps more 

importantly, Tait’s wife from the comfort of their own living room.  The Taits retained 

significant control over the fossils that slaves and geologists continued to unearth near 

Claiborne, and Conrad convinced Sarah Tait (Charles’ second wife) that he, and not Lea, 

should receive these specimens.  Soon after learning about “the nefarious conduct of Mr. 

Lea” in a letter from Morton, Conrad replied that “I read your letter to Mrs. T and it did 

my heart good to hear her express so much admiration at your conduct, whilst at the same 

time, she lost all interest in Mr. Lea, and insisted that I should select from among the 

shells she had ordered to be collected for him, all such as I had any wish to have, and I 

did as; therefore our friend will in future get no more unios from here.”64  This revealing 

letter not only suggests that Sarah controlled access to Claiborne fossils, but also that 

“she” had ordered their collection in the first place.  While Charles Tait has received the 

historical credit for making Claiborne’s fossils known to science, Sarah probably 

collaborated closely in his geological work.  

Conrad valued Sarah’s patronage, and he was just as florid in expressing 

deference to her as to her husband.  After his return to Philadelphia, Conrad wrote that “I 

need not assure Mrs. Tait of my gratitude to her; her kindness nothing but Death can 

                                                
63 By the end of 1833, Conrad seemed to accept that he could not beat Lea in a publishing contest; Lea, 
after all, was part owner of his own press.  He asked Morton to remove an overtly caustic “note relating to 
Lea” in the next number of his Fossil Shells, “for I do not wish to have personal squabbles in print; I shall 
be, I find, amply revenged, in the new fresh water shells, new species of which I frequently find.”  Conrad 
to Morton, Claiborne, [ND] Nov 1833, Morton Papers, APS.  Conrad did, however, buy his own 
lithographic press after returning to Philadelphia so that he could publish illustrations of Claiborne shells. 
64 Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, 11 Sept 1833, Morton Papers, APS, emphasis in original. 
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obliterate from my daily remembrance.”65  The patronage networks that characterized 

American science in the 1830s did not always flow towards officials and learned men in 

Philadelphia or other eastern centers of science.  Plantation masters and mistresses in the 

cotton South also supported scientific work, enabled naturalists’ access to specimens, and 

legitimized an individual’s place in the national scientific community.   

 The knowledge that the Taits and their slaves made available was integral to how 

Lea and Conrad elaborated the geohistory of North America.  Since Lea never visited 

Claiborne, his efforts to situate the Gulf South’s Tertiary relied on Tait’s depictions of the 

visible strata of the Claiborne bluff and on the fossil shells that Tait and his wife had 

ordered their slaves to collect and send to Philadelphia.  In his Contributions, Lea wrote 

that “we look to the Tertiary Formation with peculiar interest, as its lower deposit or 

period contains the incipient state, or as Mr Lyell says, ‘the dawn of the existing state of 

the animate creation.’”  Lea followed Lyell’s method of dating strata based on percentage 

of extant species among its fossils, thus, even though he was “not satisfied that a single 

species is strictly analogous to those from the Eocene period of Europe, […] I had no 

hesitation in referring [the Claiborne shells] to the same period.”  The quantitative 

analysis of fossils needed for Lyell’s system of dating required a large number of 

specimens, the kind of mass collection that slave labor facilitated enormously.  The rarity 

of Eocene deposits increased their value all the more since, as in Europe, America’s 

                                                
65 Conrad to Tait, Philadelphia, 14 April 1834, in Wheeler, “Timothy Abbott Conrad,” 117.  See also 
Conrad’s letters to Tait from 7 June 1833, 16 Dec 1833, 14 Jan 1834, all in Ibid, 117. 
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Tertiary groups “have detached and isolated positions, while the Secondary period 

extends over great areas.”66   

 While Lea was relatively modest in his interpretations—he mostly settled for 

applying Lyell’s Principles to the Gulf South—Conrad was more eager to speculate 

about the causes that made the region an almost geologically unique part of North 

America.  This could be a highly imaginative exercise for, as Conrad wrote to Morton, 

“Nature will not conform to our theories [so] we must contrive one to suit her sportive 

and eccentric ladyship.”67  In a series of published essays, he noted that “I am acquainted 

with no theory which satisfactorily accounts for the manner in which strata of organic 

remains like those of Claiborne have been deposited; but it seems evident that they have 

been forced up from the bottom of the sea.”68  Following the tenets of Huttonian 

vulcanism, Conrad initially forwarded the catastrophist interpretation that “this line of 

coast was upheaved by volcanic activity.”69  Sometime in 1834, however, Conrad 

changed his tune.  As he told Tait, “Geology has been completely revolutionized of late, 

by Lyell, and all our poetic dreams of catastrophes, and violent revolutions, so far at 

least, as relates to newer secondary and tertiary formations, are like the passing visions of 

slumber […] Lyell proves that all these changes were referable to causes similar to those 

                                                
66 Lea, Contributions to Geology, 13, 14, 18, 19. Lea had initially thought Tait’s fossils were “of secondary 
origin” until Tait him some “valuable notes and observations from his pen” in 1831.  Ibid., 27. 
67 Conrad to Morton, Claiborne, 6 Dec 1833, Morton Papers, APS.  On how geology encouraged a new 
willingness to theorize among American men of science during the 1820s and 30s, see Daniels, American 
Science in the Age of Jackson, 30–1; Lewis, A Democracy of Facts, 121-4.   
68 Conrad, “Claiborne, Alabama: From the Note Book of a Traveller,” 29–30. 
69 Conrad, “Mobile, Alabama: From the Note Book of a Traveller,” The Advocate of Science, and Annals 
of Natural History 1, no. 2 (September 1834): 59. 
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now in operation.”70  Conrad adopted Lyell’s mode of determining the ages of strata by 

“the proportion of recent species to those exclusively fossil,” Lyell’s nomenclature for 

the Eocene, and converted to a uniformitarian “Theory of elevation” instead of a 

catastrophist one.  The Claiborne fossils, he now argued, had become embedded in the 

mud flowing into the Gulf from the Mississippi River and “the formation of each Tertiary 

division was, therefore, a very gradual operation […] and having no connexion [sic] with 

violent movements of the earth’s surface.”71     

 Conrad drew on onsite observations, the knowledge of planters, and his 

understanding of the region’s human history to construct the Gulf South as a geologically 

coherent and unique part of the planet.72  His fossil hunting revealed that, unlike in 

Europe, there was greater difference between the shell species of the Eocene and Pliocene 

(the youngest strata of the Tertiary) than between the Eocene and the Secondary, an 

observation that suggested a different periodization for mass extinctions in the New and 

Old Worlds.73  Indeed, he claimed that the fossils he found in Claiborne “prove doubtless 

that the Eocene [in America] is older than that of Europe,” a patriotic claim that 

challenged Buffon’s Neptunian perspective that the New World was younger than the 

                                                
70 Conrad to Tait, [ND] 1834, in Wheeler, “Timothy Abbott Conrad,” 84. 
71 Conrad, “Sketches from the Note Book of a Traveller,” The Advocate of Science, and Annals of Natural 
History 1, no. 4 (November 1834): 160; Conrad, “Observations on the Tertiary and More Recent 
Formations of a Portion of the Southern States,” 116. 
72 Conrad also established the connections between the Tertiaries of the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts.  
Wheeler, “Timothy Abbott Conrad,” 121. 
73 Conrad, “Fossil Shells of the Tertiary Formations of North America, No. 3 (1835): Eocene Fossils of 
Claiborne,” in Republication of Conrad’s Fossil Shells, 80–4. 
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Old.74  Conrad also compared information derived from the daily workings of plantations 

across the region to argue that much of the Gulf Coast from Florida to Louisiana was one 

extended Tertiary bed.  He learned about southern Georgia’s Eocene oyster shells 

because they were “extensively quarried by Indigo planters, who convert them into 

lime.”75  Conrad also compared late Secondary and early Tertiary limestone deposits in 

Florida with those of Alabama based on the descriptions planters sent him of agricultural 

technologies and building materials.  One H.B. Croom informed Conrad about two 

different kinds of limestone near his Tallahassee plantation, a hard siliceous variety used 

for millstones and “a rock so soft as to be easily sawed or cut into blocks for building 

houses and chimneys, to which purpose it is in some places applied.”  Conrad argued that 

“With regard to the siliceous rock which Mr. Croom alludes to, I cannot doubt its identity 

with the Eocene of Alabama, where it is likewise used for millstones.”76  Without visiting 

Tallahassee, Conrad used the quotidian practices of the region’s planters to reconstruct its 

geology.  Thanks largely to Conrad’s labors and interpretations, American naturalists 

were coming to see the Deep South as a geologically, and not just climatically and 

politically, distinct section of the union.   

                                                
74 His patriotic geology was also apparent in that he hoped that Americans would continue to investigate 
the nation’s Eocene “with a zeal worthy of its interest and importance” and, despite his bitterness with 
Lea’s pre-emption and “the fatigues and privations of my journey,” he would be satisfied “if I shall be able 
to advance one step a knowledge of the geology of our country.”  Conrad, “Observations on the Tertiary 
and More Recent Formations of a Portion of the Southern States,” 123, 121. 
75 Conrad, “Fossil Shells of the Tertiary Formations of North America, No. 3 (1835): Eocene Fossils of 
Claiborne,” 79. 
76 He added that “The limestone in Alabama is applied to the same uses, and worked in the same manner as 
that of Florida; and I infer from observations I have made in south Alabama, that the whole of West Florida 
is composed of the newer cretaceous [Secondary] strata, capped in places with patches of the Eocene.”  
Conrad, “Notices of the Geology of West Florida,” The Advocate of Science, and Annals of Natural History 
1, no. 8 (March 1835): 351–2. 
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 For Conrad, the Gulf South’s geohistory was not simply esoteric scientific 

knowledge; it was interwoven with the region’s human history.  In “Mobile, Alabama,” 

an 1834 essay, Conrad imagines the deep history of the city from the most ancient past to 

the present.  Mobile was once beneath “the waves of a fathomless ocean,” but as time 

marched on and the seafloor rose, “succeeding ages witnessed, in place of the dark waste 

of interminable waters, the calm surface of a shallow bay.”  The Gulf Coast became terra 

firma “after the elevation of the land had forced the waters to retire, and the flower, the 

bird, and the insect, soon added beauty and animation to the scene.”  “Then,” as millennia 

passed, “came the giant inhabitants of woods and savannahs, the Mastodon, Megalonyx, 

Megatherium […], whose giant forms […] furnish the mind with […] many a strange 

vision of the mysterious and mutable past.”  After another “change came over the earth,” 

the next being to enter the scene was “the savage, in all the wildest features of 

uncultivated nature.”  While the land around the Indians continued to change, they 

remained untouched by the passage of time.  “Over the savage supremacy the arts of 

civilization exalted the European,” Conrad boasted, “and the Indian was subdued; he 

became more degraded, and although he concealed the stubborn energy of his 

unconquerable passions, his nature remained the same.”  Since Euro-Americans, in step 

with the progressive history of Mobilian earth itself, had come to dominate the region, the 

unchanging Native had no other option than to leave the scene forever.  “And now,” 

Conrad concluded, “a city is built which is rapidly rising in wealth and population, and 

the products of a vast extent of country are by the agency of steam propelled along the 

bosoms of noble rivers; the native is gradually retiring from a scene so uncongenial to his 
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spirit, and erelong he will disappear altogether from this region, like the bison, and at last 

even from the cognizance of the civilized man.”77  The disappearance of the Indians and 

the ascendance of a higher stratum of civilization was, for Conrad, as natural and 

inevitable as the extinction of Eocene oysters.   

Conrad’s historical vision was, in part, a unique formulation, but it also suggests 

that historians have failed to acknowledge key aspects of geology’s place in early 

American society.  Conrad’s narrative was steeped in a vision of American—not 

Biblical—history, specifically a whiggish version of Anglo-America’s manifest destiny 

to expand across and improve a continent that was, according to his own account of Gulf 

South geology, itself steadily expanding.78  Conrad’s vision of deep time was different 

than Rush Nutt’s, but both based their geohistorical interpretations on an imagined past 

that was more American than it was Mosaic.  

Skepticism, Race, and Rush Nutt’s Theory of the Earth 

 Historians have argued that religion was fundamental to how Americans 

understood both geology and slavery in the antebellum United States.79  Dr. Rush Nutt, 

                                                
77 Conrad realized this was a flight of fancy, but also thought that imaginative speculation could be 
valuable when contemplating deep history.  “The changes which have been effected by time and the secret 
operations of nature; the origin and destination of man, as well as of all the various tribes of animated 
beings, are speculations which wing the spirit with etherial [sic] pinions, and then bear it away into a fairy 
realm of imagination, where, haply, it may sometimes sport on the confines of truth.”  Conrad, “Mobile, 
Alabama: From the Note Book of a Traveler,” 59–60. 
78 Conrad and other contemporary geologists believed that the Gulf Coast was steadily expanding into the 
Gulf of Mexico as the continent’s rivers deposited sediments that slowly rose the seabed above sea level. 
Conrad, Tertiary Formations of the United States (Philadelphia: J. Dobson, 1838), xii.   
79 Colin Kidd, The Forging of Races: Race and Scripture in the Protestant Atlantic World, 1600-2000 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 121–147; Elizabeth Fox-Genovese and Eugene D. 
Genovese, The Mind of the Master Class: History and Faith in the Southern Slaveholders’ Worldview 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005); Hovenkamp, Science and Religion in America, chap. 7; 
Lewis, A Democracy of Facts, chap. 4. 
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however, used geology to praise slavery and heap scorn on religion, particularly that of 

the northern Presbyterians whose ignorance and wickedness, he argued, threatened to 

destroy the institutions of slavery and science in the United States.80  Several southern 

planters were interested in geology because it yielded new knowledge about soils and 

mineral fertilizers that promised to make agriculture more profitable.81  Nutt went much 

farther: he proposed geo-engineering projects that would expand plantation agriculture 

and he expounded a geology-based natural philosophy to argue that plantation slavery 

was a natural, enlightened, and patriotic institution.    

 Like Charles Tait, Rush Nutt (1781-1837) was among the many Virginians who 

migrated to the Gulf South to establish cotton plantations.  He had received his M.D. at 

the University of Pennsylvania studying under Benjamin Rush, in whose honor he 

shortened his given name of Rushworth.  Nutt moved to southwestern Mississippi in 

1805 and briefly ran a medical practice before marrying Eliza Kerr, a scion of one of the 

territory’s leading families, and established a plantation near Rodney, MS.  Over the next 

three decades, Nutt served as a militia surgeon and justice of the peace and, in 1830, was 

among the co-founders of Oakland College in Lorman, MS.  In 1833-4, Rush and his son, 

Rittenhouse, set off on a grand tour of Europe, Egypt, and the Holy Land “on purposes 

                                                
80 Of course, not all southern geologists shared this perspective, and some southern clergy argued that 
geology supported Christian truths.  E. Brooks Holifield, “Science and Theology in the Old South,” in 
Science and Medicine in the Old South, 79–102. 
81 William K. Scarborough, “Science on the Plantation,” in Science and Medicine in the Old South, 79–
102; Richard Sheridan, “Mineral Fertilizers in Southern Agriculture,” in The Geological Sciences in the 
Antebellum South, 73–82. 
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connected with science.”82  Nutt was also involved with the United States’ internal slave 

trade and, in 1817, travelled back to Virginia to purchase slaves for himself, his wife, and 

his fellow Mississippi planters.83  Nutt’s role as a slave trader, like that of Bartholomé 

Lafon around this same time, drives home the fact that some of the most learned whites 

in the region not only owned slaves but dealt them for profit.    

As one of the earlier Virginian migrants to the Gulf South, Nutt experienced the 

region as a borderland.  He engaged in business deals and conducted scientific 

observations in Spanish Florida and wrote a detailed ethnography of the Chickasaws (part 

of a longer but mostly lost travel diary from 1805) that prefigured many of the theories of 

human nature that would prove central to his natural philosophy during the 1830s.84   For 

one, he belittled the Chickasaw’s religious practices as “superstitions” in much the same 

way that he would harangue the rituals of Christian priestcraft.  He was glad that the 

Chickasaws accepted divorce and polygamy, both of which he later endorsed, and noted 

how racial mixing—in this case among Indians and whites—created biologically-

improved offspring, a theme he reiterated in his writings on race.  Moreover, Nutt was 

among the first Anglos to disinter human remains in search of evidence about the 

Mississippi Valley’s Native past.  After taking up “at least 35 or more human sculls [sic] 
                                                
82 Quote is from George Robbins to Allen Robbins, 7 May 1833, Papers of Rush and Haller Nutt, 
Huntington Library (Nutt Papers), box 3, nu 262; see also Rittenhouse Nutt to Haller Nutt, Malta, 30 Aug 
1834, Nutt Papers, box 3, nu 256.  
83 Rush Nutt to Eliza Nutt, Northumberland County, Va., 7 Nov 1817; Rush Nutt to Eliza Nutt, Wicconicco 
Church, Virginia, 28 Nov 1817, Nutt Papers, Box 1, nu 261.  By the 1820s, however, Nutt was purchasing 
his slaves from the New Orleans market.  John Kerr to Rush Nutt, Natchez, 17 Jan 1824, Nutt Papers, Box 
2, nu 172. 
84 Enrique Grand-Pre, “Enrique De Grand-Pre Letter,” May 4, 1821, Kislak Collection, ms 218, Library of 
Congress Rare Books and Special Collections; James Cowden to Rush Nutt, Deserted Castle, 19 May 1821, 
Nutt Papers, Box 1, nu 70; Rush Nutt, “Geological Remarks upon Caves and Sink-holes,” Nutt Papers, box 
8, nu 363. 
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& a vast number of bones” in Tennessee, Nutt concluded that “the [former] inhabitants 

were in the habit of interring the dead in the same manner as the Chickasaw do at present, 

which is in their houses under the Cabins.”85  

 While scholars have ignored Nutt’s voluminous writings about geological and 

human history, they have rightly identified him as scientific planter.86  Through seed 

selection, Nutt developed a new variety of cotton that came to dominate the region’s 

plantations, the petit gulf strain, and he designed an improved gin that ran on steam 

power.87   Yet Nutt and his family were also integrated into regional, national, and 

international knowledge networks.  Nearby planters looked to Rush to vet their designs 

for new cotton technologies and a Massachusetts gentleman even sought the “instruction 

& patronage” that Rush could give his son, who had moved to Mississippi and hoped to 

become a physician.  This was, as with Tait’s relationship to Conrad, another example of 

how a Gulf planter could patronize the scientific work of northeasterners.  In exchange, 

this New Englander offered to send Nutt “any book of med. which I can procure in 

Boston which you may want.”88   

                                                
85 Rush Nutt, “A View of the Chickasaw Nation,” in Diary of a Tour through the Western and Southern 
Parts of the United States (1805), Mississippi Department of Archives and History, 12, 15, 29. 
86 One historian noted succinctly that “Nutt’s chief claim to fame is an important improvement in the 
cotton gin.  Few people realize he also had geological interests.”  Martha Coleman Bray, “Southern 
Influences on the Career of Joseph Nicollet,” in The Geological Sciences in the Antebellum South, 116. 
87 William K. Scarborough, “Science on the Plantation,” in Science and Medicine in the Old South, 80; 
John F.H. Claiborne, Mississippi, as a Province, Territory, and State (Jackson, MS: Power & Barksdale, 
1880), 141; John Hebron Moore, Agriculture in Ante-Bellum Mississippi (New York: Bookman Associates, 
1958), 49–50. 
88 J.R. Bedford to Rush Nutt, New Orleans, 22 Feb 1822, nu 23; John Ker to Rush Nutt, Natchez, 26 Feb 
1822, nu 170; and quotes from Ezekial Savage to Rush Nutt, Salem, Mass, 27 March 1822, nu 303; all in 
Nutt Papers, box 2.  
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Nutt’s wives sent and received specimens independently of their husband.  One 

male correspondent told Eliza—Rush’s second wife—that “I have sent you such slips & 

Roots as I thought it Possible you might wish to have” and acknowledged that the “Fig 

slips or roots you sent me I prize very highly.”89  Too, Eliza took charge of administering 

physic on the plantation, including dosing her children with the dangerous vermifuge 

pinkroot, while the doctor was off leading slave coffles back from Virginia.90  After 

Eliza’s death, Rush and his third wife exchanged specimens with French geologist Joseph 

Nicollet, who had befriended the Nutts during his expedition to Mississippi and 

Arkansas.  Nicollet sent Rush some minerals from “Sioux Country” and enclosed some 

“curiosités sauvages pour Madame Nutt” in the parcel.91  Although Nicollet probably 

intended these Indian curiosities as a sidelight to the geological specimens he sent Rush, 

the polite gesture of sending gifts to a plantation mistress actualized the circulation of 

ethnographic artifacts.       

Rush Nutt considered himself more than a mere scientific planter, geological 

collector, or ethnographic observer.  He aspired to be a genuine natural philosopher and, 

starting in the early 1830s, began drafting his Theory of the Earth, a text in which he 

formulated a grand vision of natural and human history.  Nutt began this project around 

the same time that Lyell published his Principles, a work that explicitly sought to develop 

a new geotheory that explained the earth’s history as a whole.  While geotheory was an 

old genre in Europe, serious natural philosophers like Cuvier had given up the seemingly 
                                                
89 James Cowdon to Eliza Nutt, 10 March 1823, Nutt Papers, box 2, nu 71. 
90 Eliza Nutt to Rush Nutt, 25 July 1817, Nutt Papers, box 1, nu 226. 
91 J.N. Nicollet to Rush Nutt, St. Peter River, upper Mississippi, Sioux Country, 15 Nov 1836, J.N. Nicollet 
Papers, box 1, fol. 2, Library of Congress Manuscript Division, emphasis in original.   
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impossible quest to construct an all encompassing Theory of the Earth and, instead, 

focused on investigating discrete aspects of the deep past.  But Lyell’s volumes revived 

interest in geotheory, and it seems that Principles and the theory he espoused in it—

uniformitarianism—structured Nutt’s approach.92  Nutt never completed the manuscript 

of his Theory, though he did publish two articles “extracted and abridged from 

unpublished MSS. on a theory of the Earth” in the American Journal of Science in 

1833.93  Nutt divided his manuscript into several chapters on a vast array of topics, but 

geology, and a uniformitarian historical perspective based on it, were the primary lenses 

through which Nutt interpreted the world and everything in it.    

Nutt’s hostility to religion was apparent throughout his Theory of Earth, and his 

skepticism stood in stark contrast to the writings of leading northern geologists.  

Benjamin Silliman and Edward Hitchcock—northern naturalists who historians 

considered exemplars of American geology in the 1820s and 30s—studied the earth’s 

formations to better appreciate God’s creation.94  Historian Theodore Dwight Bozeman 

called this a “doxological” approach to nature, one that lauded empiricism but considered 

                                                
92 Rudwick, Worlds Before Adam, 297–314. 
93 Rush Nutt, “On the Origin, Extension and Continuance of Prairies; Extracted and Abridged from 
Unpublished MSS. on a Theory of the Earth,” The American Journal of Science 23, no. 1 (1833): 40–45; 
Nutt, “Miscellaneous Geological Topics Relating to the Lower Part of the Vale of the Mississippi […] 
From Unpublished MSS. on the Theory of the Earth,” The American Journal of Science 23, no. 1 (1833): 
49–65.  The longer manuscript is at the Huntington Library, Nutt Papers, box 8, nu 363 
94 Few devout geologists accepted a strict reading of the Bible; they reconciled scripture with geological 
evidence by workarounds like insisting that the six days of creation were actually metaphors for much 
longer periods of time.  Hovenkamp, Science and Religion in America, chap. 7; John C. Greene, “Science 
and Religion,” in The Rise of Adventism; Religion and Society in Mid-nineteenth-century America, ed. 
Edwin S. Gaustad (New York: Harper & Row, 1974), 57–60; Daniels, Science in American Society; a 
Social History, chap. 9.         
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man’s knowledge too limited to develop any geotheory that contradicted the Word.95  

Nutt, on the other hand, was a deist and freethinker who intended his Theory as an heroic 

assault on ignorance and priestcraft, both of which he associated with the North.96  Yet 

Nutt too promoted empiricism—as opposed to a “fire-side geological survey of the 

globe”—as the basis of American epistemology.97  According to Nutt, “Our distinguished 

and engenious [sic] country-men, [David] Rittenhouse and [Eli] Whitney, were 

philosophers of the very first order and were indebted to their father’s plantation and 

workshops for their greatness.”  He added that he had “never met with more than five or 

six men who were scholars, that had more than ten or twelve well arranged ideas.  

Farmers, mechanics, and merchants have more.  No man can be a philosopher unless he 

acquires knowledge from the storehouse of nature herself.”98  The book of nature, read 

without religious bias, fostered American genius. 

Nutt based his Theory on his own observations in North America and throughout 

the world, but he also drew on the knowledge of current and former French, Anglo, and 

                                                
95 Theodore Dwight Bozeman, Protestants in an Age of Science: The Baconian Ideal and Ante-bellum 
American Religious Thought (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1977), 75–9.  Andrew Lewis 
has argued that Christian geologists, particularly Hitchcock, were actually more open to “system making” 
than Bozeman suggested because, they believed, studying the systems by which different parts of nature 
were interconnected encouraged an even more profound appreciation of God’s hand in nature.  Lewis, A 
Democracy of Facts, 108.   
96 There was a popular resurgence of freethought in the second quarter of the nineteenth century, but Nutt’s 
skepticism was rooted in the same intellectual milieu as that of Thomas Jefferson and other Virginian 
deists; indeed, the South was a stronghold of freethought in America until the late 1830s, when Christianity 
became a more pronounced mark of gentleness for planters.  Henry Farnham May, The Enlightenment in 
America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1976), chap. 3, 5; Michael O’Brien, Conjectures of Order: 
Intellectual Life and the American South, 1810-1860, vol. 1 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 2004), 11; Albert Post, Popular Freethought in America, 1825-1850 (New York, London: Columbia 
University Press, 1943), 226–232. 
97 Nutt, “Miscellaneous Geological Topics,” 60. 
98 Nutt, [Incomplete manuscripts], Nutt Papers, nu 363 (28). 
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Spanish residents of the Gulf South.  He substantiated his claim that the deposition of 

soils from America’s rivers drove North America’s terrestrial expansion into the Gulf of 

Mexico with information from “the pilots of the Balise,” William Dunbar, “Spanish and 

French tradition,” Alabaman steamboat operators, and Antoine-Simon Le Page du Pratz.  

He also looked to “the records of French settlers on the Red River” and the writings of 

early Natchitoches pioneer John Sibley for information on the trans-Mississippi West.99  

Nutt rarely hesitated to formulate grand theories, but he did ground them on his own 

observations and those of credible witnesses.   

 Uniformitarianism informed how Nutt understood geohistory and human 

history.100  For example, he applied uniformitarian geotheory to local geological research 

to reveal “that the land of the [Natchez] district has been gradually formed by the slow 

and uniform action of the rains, in bringing down the earth from the higher places.”101  

Yet Nutt was most keen on uniformitarian geotheory because it offered powerful 

evidence against Biblical miracles like the Noachic flood.  He wrote that “All the 

attempts to account for Noah’s flood, upon natural principles have proved abortive,” a jab 
                                                
99 Nutt, “Miscellaneous Geological Topics,” 60; “Further inqueries into the Geological History of the river 
Mississippi,” 10, 12; “Geological remarks upon the appearance, position, and decomposition of granite and 
quartz, with their many varieties, as observed on a tour through a part of Georgia, Alabama, Arkansaw, 
Louisiana, and Mississippi,” 13, 27; “Geological remarks upon the Valley of the Red River,” 4; “Remarks 
on the Hibernation of the Bear, with objections to the opinion of a similar habit in the raccoon,” 1; all in 
Nutt Papers, box 8, nu 363.  
100 This uniformitarian approach to history shared some attributes with the view that history was cyclical, a 
notion that many southern literati had gleaned from the Classics.  Nutt, however, emphasized that actual 
causes—processes observable in the present—were the engine that drove man’s and earth’s history alike.  
See Fox-Genovese and Genovese, The Mind of the Master Class, 7, 152.  European historians had been 
incorporating geology into their arguments about the origin and character various societies since at least the 
early eighteenth century, yet they generally did so through catastrophist geotheories.  Jorge Cañizares-
Esguerra, How to Write the History of the New World: Histories, Epistemologies, and Identities in the 
Eighteenth-Century Atlantic World (Stanford, Calif: Stanford University Press, 2001), 44–8.   
101 Nutt based this argument on “inquiries [he] made of persons employed in the sinking of wells for 
water.”  Nutt, “Miscellaneous General Topics,” 53. 
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at religious geologists like Hitchcock and Silliman who looked to Neptunist geotheory as 

proof of the Deluge.  Instead, “the mountains have obtained their present altitude by slow 

and imperceptible means [and] to suppose [they] have been covered with water since they 

have obtained their present elevation, is contrary to all the known laws of nature, and the 

assertion stands in opposition to all geological phenomena.”102  Nutt also mustered the 

seemingly armor clad evidence of empirical observation to ridicule the notion that Noah’s 

flood could explain the ethnic varieties of human beings.  “We have no knowledge that is 

not the result of our experience and if we compare the past with the present condition of 

mankind, it will be found that the reasons assigned for the dispersion of Noah’s 

descendents are very unsatisfactory.”103  A uniformitarian perspective, in Nutt’s view, 

demolished both geological and ethnological arguments based on the supposed miracles 

of Genesis.   

As for the history of life, Nutt wavered about whether or not species changed over 

time.  He did argue that “no time will or can change” the organic structure of particular 

species.  “If species were subjected to change,” he proposed, “we should be able to detect 

the individuals of the transforming tribes among the innumerable relics of animals 

remains that now constitute a considerable part of the sedimentary rocks.  But the truth is 

that no such transforming species appear and consequently the fact may be considered as 

established, that species are governed by fixed laws and never change.”104  Yet this 

conclusion contradicted his own observation that the size and pattern of Mississippi’s 

                                                
102 Nutt, “Remarks upon Some of the Prophecies and Miracles,” 9, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (20). 
103 Nutt, “Criticisms and Explanations of many passages of the Bible,” 9, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (5). 
104 Nutt, “Remarks upon Some of the Prophecies and Miracles,” 8, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (20). 
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fossil snail shells changed across strata.105  Perhaps Nutt’s deism limited how far he 

pursued the idea of biological evolution.  He marshaled his own “geological 

investigation” to belittle spontaneous generation as a “dubious theory” that “not only 

exposes the naturalist to the chances of error, but betrays inattention and want of 

extensive research in the science.”  In its place, Nutt offered a cautious vision of 

evolution.  “Life is an indivisible something,” he mused, “common to all organized 

bodies, & if it is anything apart from matter, it is an imponderable substance,--possibly 

electricity.”  All forms of life—“elephants, horses, fish, worms, & trees”—developed out 

of other organized bodies, such as seeds and embryos, which also had organic origins.  

Although Nutt reached no conclusion about evolution, he believed that his reasoning did 

offer evidence for deism.  “Life appears to be the same substance in all living bodies, & 

the organized form is due to the cause of causes.  He ordered it, & it was done.”106  

Unlike doxological natural history, which paid homage to God’s presence in nature, the 

only place for God in Nutt’s view of nature was as First Mover. 

While uniformitarian understandings of geohistory were typical of the 1830s, Nutt 

applied this same principle—that presently observable processes could help make sense 

of bygone eras—to human history.  Historian Martin J.S. Rudwick credited late 

eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century geologists, particularly Cuvier, with 

historicizing geology, using the language and perspective of human history to analyze the 

                                                
105 Nutt, “Further inqueries into the Geological History of the river Mississippi,” 20-1, Nutt Papers, nu 363 
(6). 
106 Nutt, “Remarks on the Preservation of Seeds, with Objections to the Theory of Spontaneous 
Generation,” 6, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (18). 
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deep past.107  Nutt, on the other hand, geologized history.  “The laws by which we are 

governed are universal and immutable,” Nutt argued deterministically, “and are as 

invariable to men and animals, as to the vegetable and mineral kingdoms.  Man is the 

same now as in the beginning.”108  Nutt, of course, was eager to apply this method to 

demonstrate the absurdity of divine interventions in nature and mock the doctrine of 

priests.109  Yet he also believed that a uniformitarian approach to history was the only 

method for getting at the truth of past events because priests had, in their wickedness, 

obliterated the historical record.  “Derived of all knowledge of the first inhabitants of the 

earth,” Nutt proclaimed, “from that wretched policy of ancient conjurors in destroying the 

records upon subduing a country, we are left to judge the past by the present.”  This was 

not merely an issue of acquiring a better knowledge of the past: uniformitarianism would 

allow humans to identify and recover social practices like polygamy that, according to 

Nutt, were natural to the species but had been suppressed by the clergy in the distant 

past.110     

                                                
107 Rudwick, Bursting the Limits of Time. 
108 Nutt, “The Consideration of Man and His Destiny,” p 6, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (5). 
109 For example, he wrote that “History and daily experience gives the lie to every tale of blessing which is 
supposed to be effected by a change of the usual course of nature […] all the philosophy of the world, and 
all the religious theories, however numerous, will never be able to carry us beyond the usual course of 
experience or give us measures of conduct or behavior different from those which are furnished by 
reflection on common life.”  Nutt, “Origin of Priestcraft,” 40, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (15). 
110 Nutt’s observations on contemporary humans around the world, including the Chickasaws, led him to 
suggest that polygamy was “natural to the human species.”  Although the “fireside dreams of philosophers” 
led some to blame polygamous inclinations on tropical climates, Nutt found that men the world over were 
“equally endowed by nature for the propagation of the species and equally desirous for a plurality of 
wives.”  Moreover, polygamy was a social good, for it enabled one man to support several women who 
might otherwise be destitute and, thus, driven to seduction and prostitution.  Nutt, “Polygamy Supposed to 
be a Primitive Practice and Natural to the Human Species,” 1, 4, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (16).  Nutt’s views of 
polygamy differed from those of southern intellectuals who condemned it as a barbaric practice that made 
slaves out of white women and, by negating their positive influence over males, inhibited social progress.  
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Nutt applied this uniformitarian lens to his favorite subjects—the absurdities of 

religion and the evils of priestcraft—to show that just as most religious beliefs were false 

and most clergy wicked in his own day, so too had they always been.  Religion, 

especially “the belief in a future state of existence and of future rewards and punishments 

is common to all people, and at all times, and originates in our selfishness and vanity.”  

Although this was part of human nature, he blamed priests for exacerbating this problem 

by promoting self-serving superstitions.  “The multitude of absurdities palmed upon the 

world as supernatural gifts or revelations from God are the efforts of ignorant and 

designing men, whose minds are most depraved, and whose object is to impose upon the 

credulous, to live by the fruits of their craft.”111  Nutt believed in fixed laws of nature that 

characterized entire species and, during a discussion of the power of rattlesnakes to 

fascinate their prey, Nutt could not resist comparing the nature of these serpents to that of 

priests.  The “fascinating powers” of clergy enabled them to “prey upon ninety nine in a 

hundred, of all the men, women, and children who have ever come into the world, or may 

ever exist in the future.  Thus the priest ever pregnant in treachery […] will continue to 

practice their damnable tricks, so long as the snake shall retain his organization.”112  Nutt 

did not consider culture-specific explanations for religious credulity necessary.  Whether 

                                                                                                                                            
Fox-Genovese and Genovese, The Mind of the Master Class, 513–4; O’Brien, Conjectures of Order, vol. 2, 
608. 
111 Nutt, “The Consideration of Man and His Destiny,” 6, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (5).  The processes through 
which dogma itself changed over time were also uniform.  “The religious theories of Asia and Africa, like 
the many revolutions of their empires, have risen and fallen successively and the new doctrines are ever 
incorporated with the wreck of the fallen.”  Nutt, “An Attempt to Show that the Bible was not writtin in 
Palestine: Nor by Persons Acquainted with the Country in Which the Transactions are Said to Have Taken 
Place,” 16, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (1). 
112 Nutt, “Remarks upon the fascinating power of the snake,” 11-12, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (22). 
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looking at “the Eastern world,” North America, or “the brotherhood in Europe,” Nutt’s 

natural history of the clergy expounded that “man in the capacity of a priest, aided by 

power, is the most detestable being on earth.”113      

Much of the reason why priests had such enduring power over human beings was 

that predisposition to religion was a biological disease.  Nutt argued that all people were 

more of less prone to this “malady,” but susceptibility could “differ in degree and in 

proportion to the peculiarities of organic development.  Religious ideas then proceed 

from a want of equilibrium or loss of balance in the power of the mind.”  And no religion 

offered “clearer evidence of diseased manifestations of the mind” than Christianity, “a 

money making and power making machine which has spilt more blood and made more 

money than half the religions in the world.”114  Yet mankind was not initially weak 

enough to succumb to this disease; it was not until “the first nations of the earth had 

greatly degenerated […] that the people were ready to hear, to surmise and to believe the 

pretended revelations of the author of nature.”115  Historians have suggested that the 

notion of a great conflict between science and religion in the nineteenth century is 

anachronistic.116  Yet this conflict was very real to Nutt.  “Science and priest-craft never 

                                                
113 Nutt, “Origin of Priestcraft,” 2, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (15). 
114 Nutt, “Remarks upon the Religious Manifestations of the Mind and the Causes which give rise to 
them,” 1, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (24); Nutt, “An Attempt to Show that the Bible was not writtin in Palestine,” 
16, nu 363 (1). 
115 Nutt, “Origin of Priestcraft,” 1, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (15). 
116 Numbers, “Science and Religion,” 65–8; Rudwick, Worlds Before Adam, 564–5; Bozeman, Protestants 
in an Age of Science, 72–95. 
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shake hands,” he insisted, because the clergy have “ever [been] opposed to the cultivation 

of the sciences and aim particularly to deceive and to keep the people in ignorance.”117          

Worse, the clergy were “now with a deadly hand marching westward,” bringing 

the malady of Christianity to the United States.  This was, in part, beyond anyone’s 

control, for more people in America were “constitutionally disposed to religion than in 

Europe.”  As a measure of public health, he hoped that “some event” would lead to the 

expulsion of all priests from the United States.  “Then,” he prophesied, “may we hope 

that many thousand valuable citizens who annually fall victims to disease from priest-

craft, will be preserved to usefulness, and their off-spring rescued from idiocy.”118   

Destroying American knowledge was the clergy’s goal and, Nutt reckoned, they 

waged a campaign to subdue all the institutions of learning and science in America and 

supplant the experiential knowledge that bolstered American liberty with the credulous 

ignorance that paved the way for theocracy.  Nutt put the question to his readers: “Are 

[priests] not the most indolent part of the community, and the most ignorant in practical 

and useful knowledge? […] Are they not employed in pulling down every temple of 

science in America? Would they not still have been employed in hanging witches and 

Quakers, but for the preventive laws of the land, which are based upon humanity and the 

little science we have? […] Is there not less knowledge in the United States than in any 

                                                
117 Nutt, “Origin of Priestcraft,” 41-2, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (15).  In an optimistic definition, Nutt added that 
“science is but a correct notion of things” and, thus, “science and priest-craft occupy extreme points; the 
one claims your reason, the other your faith.  Science elicits truth, while priest-craft is nourished by 
falsehood.” Nutt, “An Attempt to Show that the Bible was not writtin in Palestine,” 16, Nutt Papers, nu 363 
(1). 
118 Nutt, “Remarks upon the Religious Manifestations of the Mind and the Causes which give rise to 
them,” 9-10, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (24). 
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part of civilized Europe?”119  Priests, particularly those who educated America’s youth, 

intentionally perpetuated the relative backwardness of the nation, and thus “the renouned 

[sic] temples of science, so long the pride of America are almost silenced and may soon 

be found without their ornaments and without their glory.”120 

Worst of all, priests were spreading the disease of American Christianity from its 

epicenter in New England into the South, infiltrating the last remnant of Enlightenment in 

America.121  Nutt warned that Northern priests attacked slavery and fomented 

sectionalism in order to destroy the Union and, thus, eliminate the democratic 

government that restricted the power of church over state.122  “The sovereignty of the 

priests over the northern states, must be acknowledged by all, and it is to this, we owe the 

hatred which exists between the north and the south.  It is the slave states that have 

preserved the representative form of government and prevented the union of church and 

state.”  Nutt thought that Northern priests and abolitionists actually cared little about 

slavery per se, but had made it an issue with the purpose of instigating disunion and 

dissolving democracy.  “Twenty years ago,” according to Nutt, northerners “considered 

                                                
119 Nutt, “Remarks upon Education,” 6, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (19). 
120 Nutt, “Origin of Priestcraft,” 37, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (15). 
121 Elizabeth Fox-Genovese and Eugene Genovese have suggested that while the South was not anti-
modern, southerners did fear the implications of the North’s free labor centered version of modernity, one 
that they deemed contrary to Christianity and pernicious to society.  For Nutt, on the other hand, northern 
reactionaries were hostile to modernity and science, both of which were inextricable from the progressive 
institution of slavery.  Fox-Genovese and Genovese, The Mind of the Master Class, 3.  On how planters in 
colonial South Carolina approached slavery as conducive to modernity, see Joyce E Chaplin, An Anxious 
Pursuit: Agricultural Innovation and Modernity in the Lower South, 1730-1815 (Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 1993); S. Max Edelson, Plantation Enterprise in Colonial South Carolina 
(Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2006).   
122 Nutt’s equation of slavery with true Americanness was a skeptical variant of “proslavery nationalism,” 
which Robert Bonner has identified as a fundamental strain in antebellum southern intellectual life.  Robert 
E Bonner, Mastering America: Southern Slaveholders and the Crisis of American Nationhood (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2009). 
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slavery perfectly in accordance with all their books of craft and a condition of human 

nature which grew out of circumstances emanating from the law of nature.”  Yet once 

they realized that “the slave states were likely to prove an everlasting bar to the blessed 

union, when the fathers of the church could make laws for the children of the country 

[and] dispense curses on the heads of the men and blessings on the lovely persons of the 

women […] they suddenly denounced slavery as a sin and have become very solicitous 

for emancipation.  Their efforts have been so far successful as to distract the union, which 

must very soon terminate in a division of the northern and southern states.”123  For Nutt, 

it was a northern conspiracy of Priest Power, not the Slave Power plotting of elite 

southerners like himself, that had made slavery the central issue threatening the Union’s 

integrity.  “I say of the priests, what David said of his enemies: ‘Oh Lord I do hate them 

with perfect hatred.’”124   

And Nutt particularly hated Presbyterians.  For one, as historians have noted, 

northern Presbyterians did launch an attack against freethought and deism during the 

1820s and 30s, and they achieved remarkable success in taking over the main educational 

institutions in the country.125  Butt Nutt’s anti-Presbyterian views also related to 

contemporary debates in American geology.  He was familiar with the writings of 

Thomas Cooper, another geologist living in the South who had attacked Presbyterians for 

                                                
123 Nutt, “Origin of Priestcraft,” 34-5, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (15).  David Brion Davis suggested a similar 
timeline for northerners shift towards an antislavery position.  David Brion Davis, Slavery and Human 
Progress (New York: Oxford University Press, 1984), 81–2.  Nutt’s view that Christianity was at odds with 
slavery stands in contrast to Elizabeth Fox-Genovese’s claim that “religion became the sine qua non of the 
South’s defense of slavery” around this time.  Fox-Genovese and Genovese, The Mind of the Master Class, 
473.   
124 Nutt, “Remarks upon Education,” 6, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (19). 
125 May, The Enlightenment in America, chap. 5; Post, Popular Freethought in America, 1825-1850, 233. 
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seeking political power and had savaged Benjamin Silliman’s geological writings as 

unscientific apologies for Christianity.126  Indeed, the clergy had tried to oust Cooper 

from his position as president of South Carolina College, largely because his lectures on 

geology excluded or mocked the Old Testament.127  Although Nutt never published his 

rants and, thus, did not achieve Cooper’s notoriety, he did use Cooper’s career as a case 

study to illustrate how Presbyterians were squashing American science, particularly in its 

southern strongholds.  “Thus,” through the clergy’s campaign against Cooper, “have we 

been deprived of the virtues and talents of the most learned and scientific man of our 

country.”  The priests had not stopped with South Carolina College, however; they 

wanted to infiltrate all of the South’s temples of science.  “These enemies of science” 

were currently plotting against “that splendid establishment of Virginia University” while 

“a priest ridden monster was lately employed to bring a false accusation against the 

College of Tuscolusa [sic].”128 

As a materialist, however, Nutt found himself agreeing with the Presbyterians in 

one key doctrine: predestination.  He admitted that Calvinists who espoused 

predestination “have on their side the present improved state of science; inasmuch as we 

most clearly detect in the human species a striking difference in the organic development 

                                                
126 Thomas Cooper, On the Connection Between Geology and the Pentateuch, in a Letter to Professor 
Silliman (Boston: Abner Kneeland, 1837). 
127 Dumas Malone, The Public Life of Thomas Cooper, 1783-1839 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1926), 337–352; Hovenkamp, Science and Religion in America, 125–136.  The clergy did not actually 
succeed in having Cooper removed from his position as president of the college, but he retired soon after.  
128 Nutt, “Origin of Priestcraft,” 37, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (15).  Nutt turned the black legend-inspired notion 
of Catholics’ scientific backwardness on its head. Unlike “French and Italian priests,” who were “most 
distinguished for their knowledge and improvement of the sciences,” Nutt found that “not one of the priests 
of what is called the reformed church, whether in England, Scotland, or America, have ever cultivated or 
contributed in the least degree to the arts and science.” Ibid., 43.  
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of the brain, by which it may be seen that one man is endowed with a greater degree of 

mental capacity, than another.”129  In an argument that included several long quotes from 

phrenological pioneer Franz Joseph Gall, Nutt suggested that people were born with 

specific material organizations of the brain that limited their actions during life.  

However, this only “establishes the truth, that God has revealed himself to man in no 

other way than what has stamped upon his nature in the beginning,--and this law is self 

preservation.”130    

Nutt argued that the environment—not polygenesis—accounted for contemporary 

variations in human stature, complexion, and intelligence.  He did, in this sense, have 

more in common with Enlightenment-era thinkers than the harder racial theorists 

emerging in the 1830s.  “Like the animal and vegetable creations,” Nutt reasoned, “the 

perfection of [man’s] organs depend upon circumstances beyond his control.  His stature 

and muscular powers are influenced by climate, nay more, his mental capacity is 

contracted or expanded in proportion as temperature of heat, moisture or dryness of the 

atmosphere with vicissitudes of climate and constrained habits, influence the 

development of his brain.”131  Despite all their supposed corporal and mental differences, 

Nutt believed that “there is nevertheless an intermediate shade of sameness, which would 

appear to blend us & favor the idea that all the races are but varieties proceeding from 

causes long continued.”132   

                                                
129 Nutt, “Origin of Priestcraft,” 38, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (15). 
130 Nutt, “The Consideration of Man and His Destiny,” 5, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (5). 
131 Nutt, “Remarks upon the diffusion of the human species, and causes of their many complexions and 
other peculiarities of organization,” 1, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (21). 
132 Nutt, “Remarks upon the diffusion of the human species,” 2, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (21). 
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Still, Nutt held that there was, at his particular moment in history, a clear 

hierarchy of races.133  Based largely on his own observations in North Africa, Nutt 

contrasted the “fine organic development” of Europeans with “the defects in the bony 

structure, the want of muscular power, and the deficiency in the mental organs of the 

brain of some of the inhabitants of Africa.”134  Over the long term, however, the 

hierarchies that differentiated ascendant from degenerate nations shifted.135  All nations 

had, and continued to, migrate and intermarry, so the mental and physical traits of a given 

group improved or declined based on the environment in which they lived and the 

populations with which they intermarried during a given period.  Europeans were not 

inherently or permanently superior to Africans; they only happened to be so at the 

moment.  Nutt was convinced that the history of the rise and decline of nations could 

only be approximated by the same uniformitarian approach that made sense of the earth’s 

deep history.  “How many of these revolutions have occurred to man we known not, but 

the wide spread of his species, with the numberless varieties of color and other diversity 

of properties, considered in connection with the relics of his antiquity […] serve to show 

that all history, all tradition, touching the time of man’s sojourn on this earth, is but a 

                                                
133 Nutt shared this view of race with other skeptical geologists in the South, including Thomas Cooper.  
O’Brien, Conjectures of Order, 1:236. 
134 Nutt’s travels in Africa did, it seem, cause Nutt to question monogenesis.  During his own travels in 
North Africa, Nutt claimed that some natives “presented to the writer so frightful a spectacle, that at first 
sight, he was undetermined whether he beheld a new species of animal, or that the object of his 
astonishment, was allied, in species to himself.” Nutt, “The Consideration of Man and His Destiny,” 1, Nutt 
Papers, nu 363 (5).   
135 Nutt, “The Consideration of Man and His Destiny,” 1, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (5).  The notion that humans 
improved and degenerated biologically over the longue-durée was an extreme version of the stadial theory 
(or “conjectural history”) of the Scottish Enlightenment, which proposed a model for how human societies 
could progress or revert to different stages of civilization.  On how British and creole planters in the 
colonial Deep South understood their own modernity through stadial theory, see Chaplin, An Anxious 
Pursuit, 33–54.  
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fable and that of the most absurd kind.”136  Nutt’s historical method amounted to 

upstreaming gone mad.     

 Unlike southerners who looked to Christianity or polygenesis to legitimize the 

enslavement of blacks, Nutt considered the cycle of human degenerations and the 

political revolutions that accompanied them to be the root cause of, and justification for, 

slavery.137  “Nations degenerate from natural causes, though this law of our nature is 

hastened or protracted by physical means and during such a state of degeneracy and 

depopulation of countries, a train of evil propensities accumulate, which in numerous 

instances, give rise to the necessity of enslaving or extirpating them.”138  Just as in Nutt’s 

present, people who looked different had prejudices against each other that, when 

combined with the advantages that some groups enjoyed, led supposedly superior peoples 

to conquer and enslave lesser ones.  “A difference of complexion as well as a superior or 

inferior development of the organs of the body, would give rise to a difference of feelings 

towards each other and those who were of superior mental and bodily endowment would 

quickly claim prerogative, and subject the inferior to bondage or extermination.”139  In 

Nutt’s worldview, bondage was a humane alternative to genocide.     

                                                
136 Nutt, “Remarks upon the diffusion of the human species,” 4, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (21). 
137 The religious and polygenetic justifications of slavery were quite different, and Christians often argued 
strongly against polygenesis because, like geology, it challenged the Mosaic account of creation.  Kidd, The 
Forging of Races, 81–147; O’Brien, Conjectures of Order, chaps. 5, 18, 29. 
138 Nutt, “Origin of Priestcraft,” 1, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (15). 
139 Nutt, “Remarks upon the diffusion of the human species,” 5, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (21).  Blacks were 
not, for Nutt, the only contemporary group whose current state of degeneration warranted enslavement.  He 
put Jews in this category too.  Despite admitting the fact that Jews lived in all climates and had intermarried 
with several ethnic groups, Nutt characterized “the Jews collectively [as] the most filthy people in the 
world.”  “I conceive them to be a nuisance in every country and both humanity and the best interests of 
nations require that they should be made slaves to the cultivation of the soil.  Such a measure is sanctioned 
by usage, as it has been a dernier resort with all eastern nations from time immemorial and will necessarily 
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 Like his mentor Benjamin Rush, Nutt suggested that disease caused the national 

degenerations that produced blackness.  Unlike Benjamin Rush, who used this theory to 

promote abolitionism, Nutt argued that these degenerative diseases had made Africans’ 

enslavement a historical inevitability.140  This was particularly true of blacks in tropical 

Africa, for its harsh disease environment gave its inhabitants “marks of the greatest 

degeneracy, we shall consider them as a race whose black skin, crisped hair and deficient 

development of many of the organs of the body, --to proceed principally from disease and 

this train of morbid associations to originate in their country alone.”141  Blackness was 

one manifestation of diseases peculiar to Africa that reduced Africans into historically 

inevitable—though not necessarily natural—slaves. 

According to Nutt, Africa’s environment infected Africans with a degenerating 

disease, and slavery in America was its cure.  This was evident in the case of sodomy, 

which Nutt considered to be one of the manifestations of Africa syndrome.  Sodomy, like 

blackness and a propensity for religion, was “a constitutional disease.  I say disease, 

because it is a deviation from the natural fitness of things, and contrary to nature.  It 

consists of a morbid train of associated motions, and is generally accompanied with all 

other evil and unnatural propensities, such as lying, stealing, murder, and religious 

notions.”  Nutt thought there was only one “remedy for this disease,” a “change of 

                                                                                                                                            
occur to all countries so long as the human species shall exist.”  Nutt, “Remarks upon the original 
complexion of the Jews and an attempt to show that they are not, at this day, the lineal descendants of the 
Israelites,” 13, Nutt Paper, nu 363 (21). 
140 Nutt, “The Influence of Climate in Modifying Disease and with reflections on the Theory of Specific 
Contagion of the Plague,” 1, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (13).  On Benjamin Rush and blackness as a disease, see 
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141 Nutt, “Remarks upon the diffusion of the human species,” 7, 10, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (21).     
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climate, and change of national habits and pursuits.  The negroes when brought to the U. 

States were addicted to this vice until they passed the 3rd or 4th generation, when it began 

to decline, and [they became] as free from such morbid feelings in the 8th generation as 

nations least inclined to degeneracy.”142  More generally, Nutt found evidence that 

blacks’ bodies and minds improved by their “eighth generation in the United States.”  

Their skins became lighter “independent of a cross with the white or red man.”  Their 

skulls changed as well, as “the forehead is raised and the cerebral hemispheres enlarged, 

the cheek-bone lower and less prominent, [and] the nose elevated and thinner,” all of 

which craniologists associated with superior (white male) brains.143  It took several 

generations, but enslavement in America did ameliorate the worst effects of Africans’ 

endemic illness.   

While blacks were undergoing “improvements” in the United States, the opposite 

was true for whites.  Siding with Buffon against his fellow Virginian Thomas Jefferson, 

Nutt observed that “we might also refer to the changes that have taken place in the 

European settlers for the same space of time [eight generations], whose organic 

development has materially diminished and deterioration of the species follows in every 

succeeding generation.”  White supremacy was not a given and, although Nutt did not 

spell it out, he seemed to predict a trajectory in which the light-skinned descendants of 

Africans enslaved the degenerated offspring of their former masters.144  Even during the 

                                                
142 Nutt, “An Attempt to Show that the Bible was not writtin in Palestine,” 5-6, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (1). 
143 Nutt, “Remarks upon the diffusion of the human species,” 11-12, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (21).   
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1830s, when Anglo-American domination finally seemed secure in the southeast 

borderlands, Nutt recognized that white power was transient.     

  Racialized slavery was not only a natural part of the rise of fall of nations; it was, 

from Nutt’s deep historical perspective, a positive good because it saved blacks—and 

humankind on the whole—from degeneration and depopulation.  “Nation rises after 

nation,” Nutt wrote, “and in succession fill their period, when they degenerate, and are 

absorbed into other nations, or become extinct.  No matter what country—what climate—

this fatality attends us, over which we can exercise no permanent control, as it is a law of 

our nature.”145  Agricultural and pastoral nations alike lost their vigor if left to 

themselves, “but we will produce an instance of a people who from compulsory habits 

have become more prolific and populous,” Nutt revealed triumphantly.  “It is the case of 

slavery in the United States of America.”  The climate, severe work regimen, and 

supposedly hearty food that accompanied enslavement improved blacks’ fecundity so 

much that, according to Nutt’s calculation, the enslaved population grew faster than that 

of whites.  “It would appear that the multiplication of the species of depopulating 

countries […] can only be effected by coersion [sic] and this too in the way we have 

                                                                                                                                            
flocks we have noticed more than a third of the number to be black, whereas ten years before there was not 
one on the plantation or in the neighborhood.  Suppose a flock is retained on a farm until all become black 
and then taken to other regions where they would improve in size and condition, would they return to their 
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145 Nutt, “The Consideration of Man and His Destiny,” 1, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (5).  This perspective, that 
slavery was fundamental to societies throughout history and, thus, natural, was common among 
Enlightenment-era apologists for slavery.  Fox-Genovese and Genovese, The Mind of the Master Class, 
152, 201–2. 
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described as common with the Americans.”146  This conclusion—that slavery was a 

humane institution that prevented blacks’ extinction—was no doubt a convenient, though 

not necessarily cynical, perspective for Nutt and other plantation masters. 

 Enslaving degenerate peoples also helped reinvigorate the human species as a 

whole because it encouraged the production of mixed-race children.  Although all 

“nations degenerate and their countries depopulate from natural causes,” Nutt believed 

that this eventuality could be forestalled by “occasional removals from country to country 

and frequent marriages of the people of one country with another.”  Racial mixing was 

essential to the survival of human beings.  “Will a drop of blood betwixt nations 

contribute to perpetuate or prolong the period of a nation’s energy? We think it does, but 

it seems to depend on the people with whom the cross takes place.”  The offspring of 

Spaniards and American Indians, for example, “appears not to have renovated either,” 

while intermarriage among European ethnic groups had positive results.147  Nutt admitted 

though that there was a “serious difficulty attending this happy procession of nature in the 

improvement of our organization, and the only means by which we can arrest 

degeneracy:--it is avarice and pride.”  Nutt lamented that the prejudices of Euro-

Americans often prevented such intermixing.  But he understood their feelings: “who of 

us is willing to inter-marry with the degenerated African or Asiatic?”148  Although he did 

                                                
146 On the other hand, the “free negro population, who are numerous in the lower parts of Virginia, has 
decreased for the last twenty years,” a situation that Nutt attributed to their lack of forced labor, not their 
poverty, emigration, or re-enslavement.  Nutt, “Depopulation of Countries,” 13-15, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (5). 
147 Nutt, “Depopulation of Countries,” 15, 20, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (5).  Nutt wrote nothing about the 
relative quality of the offspring of Anglos and blacks. 
148 Nutt, “Remarks upon Education,” 13, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (19). 
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not go so far as to suggest that whites sleep with their slaves, he may well have 

considered it a way to improve the declining white population of America.   

While North America’s environment altered humans’ organic structure, Nut also 

found that humans had had an enormous effect on the continent in the not too distant 

past.  He suggested, for example, that the combined agency of man and nature had 

created prairies through ongoing and observable processes.  “There is no fact that can be 

better established than that prairies are formed, and are now forming, by the operation of 

wind and fire.  Very abundant proof was exhibited to the writer, more than twenty-eight 

years ago, when making a pedestrian journey through the distant and extensive regions of 

the west.  He has seen the prairie in all its stages.”  Nature produced the requisite wind; 

fire was brought by “the tyranny of man.  He destroys vegetables and animals, to produce 

others in their stead, and thus maintains a constant warfare with animated nature.”  For 

Nutt, the battles of this prairie-producing war coincided with the main phases of Anglo-

American expansion across the continent.  The first stage, he figured, was led by cattle, 

whose weight compressed the earth and prevented fires from destroying the shoots of 

prairie grass.  More importantly, “such circumstances favor the introduction of trees, 

which then immediately appear, and as they obtain sufficient size to shade the land, the 

grass itself is driven out; the cattle are thus driven a greater distance from the plantations 

in some new direction, where they soon crop the grass, and place it beyond the reach of 

fire.”  The productive struggles between vegetable, animal, and human nature pulled 

white men westward.  “As the cattle recede,” Nutt elaborated, “they are followed by the 

forest; and so soon as a farm can be enclosed by the young trees, the farmer, for the 
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convenience of his stock, moves nearer to the prairie […].  In this way, the prairies of 

Kentucky have disappeared; and those to the Ohio and Mississippi, retreat as the 

settlements approach them.”149          

 White men were not the only humans who changed North America: Indians had 

created the Mississippi River.  “When the Indians arrived,” Nutt wrote, “they must have 

found no small difficulty in penetrating the cane-brakes.  To make their journey the more 

readily, they doubtless adopted the plan of burning the cane every autumn, which […] 

would sometimes destroy, for the moment, the vegetation of immense regions, burning 

every tree to the top and leaving none alive.”  As the Indian population increased so did 

the extent of burning, and the cane, trees, and grass struggled against each other “to take 

possession [of the land] and contend for the mastery.”  Animal, human, and vegetable life 

combined to cause waters that had hitherto been contained in nearby lakes to flow 

together and form a primitive stream.  “The water began to show itself, and make its way 

slowly, through the thick-cane brake, until taking advantage of the paths, made along the 

ravine by the beasts of the forest, it at length excavated a distinct channel.”  Nutt thought 

that “the Indians passed out of Asia into America” between the second and fifth centuries 

C.E.; the Mississippi River was no older than that.150   

Indians had helped create the Mississippi’s channel, but the river “probably 

existed [only] in a very inconsiderable degree, at the time when the white man appeared.”  

Nutt quoted William Dunbar, who himself drew on the observations of earlier French 

                                                
149 Nutt, “On the Origin, Extension and Continuance of Prairies,” 41, 43. 
150 Nutt, “Miscellaneous Geological Topics,” 57–9. 
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settlers, to argue that the Mississippi was still a modest river that never overflowed its 

banks during the eighteenth century, but “since that period, from year to year, the river 

has continued to rise higher and higher.”  In his “Prospective View” on this subject, Nutt 

worried that Euro-Americans’ ever-increasing manipulation of the environment would 

lead to disastrous flooding.  “When the surface of the great country, whose waters pour 

into the Mississippi, shall be compacted by time, with the aid of more scant spontaneous 

vegetation, and of a more extended cultivation, the quantity of water which will then be 

borne through the channel of the river, will be incomparably greater than at present.  

Heavy and repeated rains […] will then produce such an overflow, as will inundate the 

vales and destroy the crops.”151  Nutt reached this conclusion through different logic than 

present-day ecologists and had different worries about its consequences, but he did 

predict the floods that have wreaked havoc on the Mississippi Valley. 152 

 Nutt worried that human-instigated flooding might ruin the plantations of the 

Lower Mississippi Valley, but he also suggested how environmental engineering could 

make the region even more suited to exploitation.  In his published articles of 1833, Nutt 

promised that the Mississippi River would soon “be perfectly subdued, and its vale 

brought within the control of man.”  Instead of vain efforts to prevent flooding with 

levees, he proposed cutting canals that would carry the river’s water and, more 

importantly, sediment to the cypress swamps on the outskirts of plantations.  The 

sediment would eventually settle in the swamps and “all the lakes will be filled up, with 

                                                
151 Ibid, 59. 
152 See Morris, Big Muddy, esp. ch. 6. 
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the accumulation of earthy matter [and] all the immense region of cypress forest, the 

most valuable timber in the world, will be reclaimed and brought within the reach of 

commerce and the arts of life.”153  If planters followed Nutt’s plan, he assured them, their 

power to profit from nature would expand.  

Nutt pushed his vision of reengineering Gulf South topography further in his 

book-length Theory of the Earth.  He began by emphasizing that the “high lands of 

Louisiana and Mississippi” consisted of clay that had “recently emerged from the gulf of 

Mexico” and was “deficient in the oxide of iron and destitute of vegetable matter, and is 

consequently sterile and devoid of nutritive properties.”  Between these loam-less clay 

tracts and the low-lying swamplands, Nutt estimated that “not one fiftieth of the land [in 

the Lower Mississippi Valley] can be cultivated, either on account of its liability to 

inundation, or from natural sterility.”  Luckily, both of these problems shared a common 

solution: direct the fertile alluvial soils carried by the Mississippi River onto the land.  

Based in part on his observation of irrigation systems along the Nile, Nutt suggested 

creating canals that would ensure that “while the river is up, the object will be to keep a 

steady current passing over the low lands, by which to leave a greater deposit and more 

speedily to elevate the plains.”  As things currently stood, Nutt regretted, “the very 

material, of which the few plantations are composed is suffered to pass the doors of the 

planter on the Red River and Mississippi and to be conveyed to the Gulf of Mexico, when 

at the same time, two thirds of almost every plantation consists of swamp land.”  He 

sought to “impose a stratum upon this extensive region of swamp land” by having every 

                                                
153 Ibid., 63–4. 
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planter cut sluices from the river across their lands and, thus, “a quantity of arable land 

would be raised upon the sterile clay [and be] most productive in quality.”154  In time, 

Nutt believed this practice would allow the plantation society of the Lower Mississippi 

Valley to expand across an enormous swath of the Gulf South.  “Thus the work, of 

creating a superincumbent stratum, will go on, one planter settling behind another 

[further from the river], and continuing to extend the canal […] until, lakes and swamps, 

reptiles and carnivorous beasts, shall disappear, and this vast region now so frightful and 

deleterious in its effects, will become one continuous cultivated field, possessing a 

greatly improved climate and affording the most valuable and productive cotton land, in 

all the known world.”155  Instead of alligators, swamps, forests, and disease, Nutt 

dreamed of turning the entire Gulf South into one big field of slave-picked cotton. 

 The process of effecting this terrestrial transmutation would also have the 

beneficial side effect of warming the region and making it more fit for sugar production.  

Nutt lamented that frosts often destroyed sugar crops in even the warmest parts of Lower 

Louisiana and, worse, feared “that our climate becomes more and more unfriendly to the 

growth of sugar” as the average temperature steadily fell.156  Happily, Nutt’s terrestrial 

engineering scheme promised to expand the scope of American sugar production 

immensely.  Directing river-borne sediment into the “plains would produce a wonderful 

                                                
154 Remarks upon the swamp land of the Mississippi and the practicability of improvement and profitable 
cultivation,” 1-6, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (25). 
155 Nutt, “Remarks upon the swamp land of the Mississippi and the practicability of improvement and 
profitable cultivation,” 1-6, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (25). 
156 Nutt considered sugar to be both the most nutritious of vegetables and an invaluable national 
commodity and thus encouraged federal intervention—in the form of tariffs against foreign sugar—to 
support its production.  Nutt, “Further inqueries into the Geological History of the river Mississippi,” 18-
19, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (6). 
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effect upon the climate of the region.  The atmosphere would be much drier, and not only 

would it exert a friendly influence upon the health of the inhabitants […] but it would 

obviate, in great part, the effects of early frosts, so that, instead of making one full crop of 

sugar, in every five years, (as appears to be a common calculation), it would be almost 

certain to reverse the rate of calculation.”157  

Effecting these environmental changes would forward Nutt’s vision of America.  

“The fertilizing material [of the Red and Mississippi rivers] is too precious to be lost for 

so many centuries, on the shores of the Mexican Gulf […].  And the certain acquisition of 

great wealth, and imperishable value to the country, would, in the eye of a practical man, 

weigh down all consideration of the precious tenures, attached to banks, rail-roads and 

gold mines, a canker and a curse in all countries, when prompted by avarice.”  Nutt 

thought his slavery-expanding terraforming project promoted a rational, humane, and 

progressive alternative to the ignorance, theocracy, and backwardness that northern 

priests were then imposing on America.  Gold, banks, and trains were, Nutt insisted, 

“poetry in place of philosophy, priest-craft in place of common sense and the revelations 

of nature.”158  Unlike sources of wealth that were not the products of slavery, plantation 

agriculture was patriotic, a social good, and grounded in the laws of nature.  

Conclusion 

 Charles Tait, T.A. Conrad, and Rush Nutt all considered their geological work to 

be national, if not global, in scope and significance.  They were contributing to, and 
                                                
157 Nutt, “Remarks upon the swamp land of the Mississippi and the practicability of improvement and 
profitable cultivation,” 8, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (25).  
158 Nutt, “Remarks upon the swamp land of the Mississippi and the practicability of improvement and 
profitable cultivation,” 8, Nutt Papers, nu 363 (25). 
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theorizing about, the deep history of the Earth in a way that only made sense on a 

continental scale, and they all believed that their work promoted national—not just 

southern—interests.  They did, of course, recognize that southernness mattered at their 

moment in history: Conrad was acutely aware that the South was environmentally, 

geologically, and socially distinct from the Northeast, and Nutt and Tait both saw 

secession looming on the horizon.   Historians have made two main cases for the national 

significance of geology in the antebellum United States: that governmental patronage for 

geologists paved the way for later collaborations between science and state, and that 

geology and religion were mutually supportive rather than in conflict with each other.  

Both of these arguments have developed out of the historical fallacy of equating 

Northeastern science with American science.  The history of geology in 1830s Alabama 

and Mississippi calls these claims into question.  The case of Tait and Conrad shows that 

plantation-based patronage could fund scientific work at least as well as state or federal 

governments and offered naturalists an alternative source of legitimacy and recognition 

within the national scientific community.  On the other hand, Nutt stressed that 

Christianity—particularly that of leading northern geologists—was a threat to the nation 

and its intellectual future, and he marshaled geology against religion in a patriotic defense 

of American science. 

  Slavery enabled and motivated these interventions in national science.  Conrad 

and the Taits relied on enslaved laborers to excavate and package the mass of fossils 

needed to characterize the Gulf South’s geohistory, slave-grown wealth funded Conrad’s 

expedition, and networks built around the cotton trade circulated geological knowledge 
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and specimens from the Gulf states to the eastern U.S. and Europe.  Nutt believed that 

slavery was benevolent, inevitable, and quintessentially American, and he employed 

uniformitarianism and advocated geo-engineering as means of securing and advancing it.  

Slavery and science supported each other in the Gulf South, and the geological 

knowledge and perspectives they generated influenced how American men of science 

understood the deep history, present, and future of their nation.     
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Chapter 6: Violence, Ethnicity, and Human Remains during the Second 
Seminole War 

 “In that place of skulls,” as one disenchanted correspondent described Florida 

during the Second Seminole War (1835-1842), surgeons and officers in the U.S. Army 

collected Indian crania in the names of science and revenge, interpreted them through 

phrenology and craniology, and sent them off to nationally renowned metropolitan 

collectors.1  Florida’s Seminoles also cut off and collected a great number of white scalps 

during this conflict and, just like Euro-American skull collectors, delivered these remains 

to elite medicine men in their own centers of ritual and knowledge.  Seminoles and 

whites decapitated, scalped, and disinterred each other’s bodies, and both groups saw 

such desecrations as profane offenses that warranted equally brutal reprisals.2  Yet 

violence, even violence against the enemy dead, was not simply destructive.  By 

collecting, circulating, and analyzing the remains of each other’s dead, Seminoles and 

whites both developed new knowledge about the Seminoles as a unique ethnic group.3   

                                                
1 “The Florida War,” Army and Navy Chronicle, vol. 8 (Washington, D.C.: B. Homans, 1839), 222.    
2 My approach draws on anthropologist Ricardo Roque’s argument that the collection of human remains in 
colonial settings needs to be studied in the contexts of entanglements between imperial and indigenous 
cultures, the material and social meanings of human remains within both cultures, and the violence that 
produced these remains and gave them meaning.  Ricardo Roque, Headhunting and Colonialism: 
Anthropology and the Circulation of Human Skulls in the Portuguese Empire, 1870-1930 (Basingstoke, 
England: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010).   
3 Violence and death were integral to Europeans’ analyses of nature and peoples in the Americas since the 
earliest centuries of European overseas expansion.  Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra, “Crusading and Chivalric 
Epistemologies: Iberian Influences on Early Modern Imperial Science,” in Beyond the Black Legend: Spain 
and the Scientific Revolution, ed. William Eamon (Valencia: Instituto de Historia de la Ciencia y 
Documentación Lopez Piñero, 2007), 213-224; Joyce E. Chaplin, Subject Matter: Technology, the Body, 
and Science on the Anglo-American Frontier, 1500-1676 (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 
2001).  Indian and white uses and understandings of violence against both the living and the dead had been 
intertwined since the earliest years of European exploration and settlement in the southeast.  See Matthew 
Jennings, New Worlds of Violence: Cultures and Conquests in the Early American Southeast (Knoxville: 
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This chapter uses violence as “an interpretive concept” to explore the 

interconnected histories of knowledge production, imperial expansion, and identity 

formation in the American borderlands.4  The Second Seminole War was, to a great 

extent, fought over and against the bodies of the dead: spiritual, social, and political 

associations with human remains were inextricable from its cause, course, and outcomes.5  

Many Florida Natives opted to wage war because removal from Florida and the 

defilement of their ancestor’s graves threatened the bonds that connected living Indians to 

dead kin and Floridian space.  They also disinterred and mutilated the remains of white 

Americans during the war, attacks that limited whites’ own trans-generational ties to 

Florida.  White Americans, on the other hand, disputed Natives’ right to inhabit Florida 

as they dug-up and decapitated the Indian dead: U.S. officials argued that the Native 

remains found in ancient burial mounds undercut the Seminoles’ assertions about 

ancestral claims to the peninsula while phrenologists found evidence in the skulls of 

recently killed Natives that the Seminoles were an inherently self-destructive and violent 

                                                                                                                                            
University of Tennessee Press, 2011); Erik R Seeman, Death in the New World: Cross-Cultural 
Encounters, 1492-1800 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010), chaps. 2 and 3. 
4 Ned Blackhawk, Violence Over the Land: Indians and Empires in the Early American West (Cambridge, 
Mass: Harvard University Press, 2006), 5.  Recent scholarship has demonstrated that borderlands violence 
had social, political, and historiographical consequences that reached well beyond supposedly remote 
frontiers.  Brian DeLay, War of a Thousand Deserts: Indian Raids and the U.S.-Mexican War (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2008); Karl Jacoby, Shadows at Dawn: A Borderlands Massacre and the Violence of 
History (New York: Penguin Press, 2008).   
5 Scholars have studied some of the ways that death and human remains mattered to the social and political 
actions of the living.  Vincent Brown has defined “mortuary politics” as the ways in which humans 
“derived profound social meaning from the beliefs and practices associated with death [and] employed 
those meanings—charged with cosmic importance—in struggles toward particular ends.”  Vincent Brown, 
The Reaper’s Garden: Death and Power in the World of Atlantic Slavery (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard 
University Press, 2008), 5; Katherine Verdery, The Political Lives of Dead Bodies: Reburial and 
Postsocialist Change (New York: Columbia University Press, 1999). 
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people.6  Although the war caused deep suffering for Florida Natives, one of its 

productive results—the development of a Seminole ethnic identity with enduring ties to 

Floridian territory—also involved the remains of their dead white foes.   

Incorporating the dead enriches—rather than contradicts—current scholarship on 

Seminole ethnogenesis and, more broadly, the ways in which violence and revenge could 

engender new knowledge and identities.7  In the mid eighteenth-century, ethnically 

diverse Creeks migrated from what is now southwestern Georgia to Florida and 

established towns that became politically independent of the Creek Confederacy.  By the 

1760s, Euro-Americans were calling these Indians Seminoles.8  Florida Natives became 

                                                
6 On nineteenth-century skull collecting and its role in generating and reifying scientific perspectives on 
ethnic and racial difference, see William Ragan Stanton, The Leopard’s Spots: Scientific Attitudes Toward 
Race in America, 1815-59 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966); Robert E. Bieder, Science 
Encounters the Indian, 1820-1880: The Early Years of American Ethnology (Norman: University of 
Oklahoma Press, 1986); Ann Fabian, The Skull Collectors: Race, Science, and America’s Unburied Dead 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010).  Studies of skull collecting that focus on colonial wars 
include Simon J. Harrison, “Skulls and Scientific Collecting in the Victorian Military: Keeping the Enemy 
Dead in British Frontier Warfare,” Comparative Studies in Society and History 50, no. 1 (2008): 285–303; 
Elise Juzda, “Skulls, Science, and the Spoils of War: Craniological Studies at the United States Army 
Medical Museum, 1868–1900,” Studies in History and Philosophy of Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
40, no. 3 (Sept. 2009), 156–167.  Scholarship on skull collecting during the Second Seminole War has 
focused almost exclusively on Osceola, the Seminole leader whose head was embalmed and displayed in a 
New York museum.  See May McNeer Ward, “The Disappearance of the Head of Osceola,” The Florida 
Historical Quarterly 33, no. 3 (Jan. 1955); Patricia R Wickman, Osceola’s Legacy (Tuscaloosa: University 
of Alabama Press, 2006). 
7 Violence contributed to the formation of new communities throughout North America, including the 
“American” nation on the whole. Peter Silver, Our Savage Neighbors: How Indian War Transformed Early 
America (New York: Norton, 2008); Gregory Evans Dowd, A Spirited Resistance: The North American 
Indian Struggle for Unity, 1745-1815 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992); chap. 6; Daniel 
K. Richter, Facing East from Indian Country: A Native History of Early America (Cambridge, Mass: 
Harvard University Press, 2001), chap. 6; Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, This Violent Empire: The Birth of an 
American National Identity (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2010); Blackhawk, Violence 
Over the Land. 
8 The word “Seminole” probably derived from the Spanish cimarron and meant “wild” or “runaway.”  The 
politically-allied Seminoles of the early nineteenth century consisted of several ethnic groups. For example, 
contemporary writers often referred to the “Mikasukis,” a large group of Florida Indians that may or may 
not be the historical ancestors of the Miccosukees living in Florida today.  William C. Sturtevant, “Creek 
into Seminole,” in North American Indians in Historical Perspective, ed. Eleanor Burke Leacock and 
Nancy Oestreich Lurie (New York: Random House, 1971), 92-108; Richard A. Sattler, “Remnants, 
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increasingly unified politically in the early 1800s, but they had not yet developed a 

collective cultural identity.  The Second Seminole War was the defining moment of the 

Florida Seminoles’ ethnogenesis, the period when individuals within the political entity 

known as Seminoles came to see themselves as part of a coherent ethnicity with its own 

culture, historical consciousness, and communal attachments to Floridian land.9  As with 

many other groups in America’s borderlands and the wider world, imperial violence was 

a driving force underlying the Seminoles’ ethnogenesis.10  Yet Natives also shaped their 

identities through their own violent deeds, including scalping the enemy dead.  I suggest 

that the removal, circulation, and ritual uses of white scalps encouraged the Seminoles’ 

ethnogenesis by enabling the coherence of new communities that included both living 

and dead Florida Indians.  Integrating the literatures on borderlands violence, racial 

science, and ethnogenesis, this chapter argues that violence against the enemy dead 

during the Second Seminole War—particularly scalping and skull collecting—promoted 

new ideas about ethnic difference that reached far beyond the battlefields of Florida. 

                                                                                                                                            
Renegades, and Runaways: Seminole Ethnogenesis Reconsidered,” in History, Power, and Identity: 
Ethnogenesis in the Americas, 1492-1992, ed. Jonathan David Hill (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 
1996), 36–69.       
9 Brent R. Weisman, Unconquered People: Florida’s Seminole and Miccosukee Indians (Gainesville: 
University Press of Florida, 1999), 26–7.  I am focusing on Native Seminoles in this discussion, not 
Florida’s Black Seminoles, a group that developed its own ethnic identity in the early nineteenth century.  
Kevin Mulroy, “Ethnogenesis and Ethnohistory of the Seminole Maroons,” Journal of World History 4, no. 
2 (Fall 1993), 287–305. 
10 Brent R. Weisman, “Nativism, Resistance, and Ethnogenesis of the Florida Seminole Indian Identity,” 
Historical Archaeology 41, no. 4 (Jan, 2007);” R. Brian Ferguson and Neil L. Whitehead, “The Violent 
Edge of Empire,” in War in the Tribal Zone: Expanding States and Indigenous Warfare, ed. Ferguson and 
Whitehead (Sante Fe: School of American Research Press 1992), 1–30.  For an overview of early modern 
ethnogenesis, see James Sidbury and Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra, “Mapping Ethnogenesis in the Early 
Modern Atlantic,” The William and Mary Quarterly 68, no. 2 (April 2011), 181–208.  Responses to this 
article emphasized that historians must pay greater attention to the role of violence against Indians and 
blacks in studies of ethnogenesis among these groups.  See Pekka Hämäläinen, “Lost in Transitions: 
Suffering, Survival, and Belonging in the Early Modern Atlantic World;” ibid., 219–223; James H. Sweet, 
“The Quiet Violence of Ethnogenesis,” ibid., 209–214.  
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Violence and Society in the Southeast 

The Second Seminole War lasted from December 1835 to August 1842 and was, 

at least for the United States, the longest and most expensive of all U.S./Indian wars.  

U.S. officials and planters wanted all of Florida open to white settlement and could not 

tolerate that Indian lands in Florida remained a refuge for runaway slaves.  They thus 

instigated the war to force the removal of the approximately 5,000 Natives who had 

chosen to stay in Florida to defend their lands and communities.  The war began in 

earnest after the Seminole war-leader Osceola killed U.S. Indian Agent Wiley Thompson 

and Charley Emathla, an Indian leader who promoted acquiescence to U.S. demands.  

There were pitched battles early in the war but the Seminoles gradually retreated to 

southern Florida to fight with guerilla tactics.  Despite the army’s search and destroy 

campaign, about 300 Seminoles remained in the peninsula when, in 1842, U.S. officials 

finally decided that the unpopular war had cost too many lives and too much money.  

Neither side won, but parts of Florida did remain Native ground.11 

During the decades leading up to the war, violence against ethnically different 

others and the capacity to revenge injuries to oneself and one’s kin had become 

increasingly important components of white and Native societies in the Southeast.  For 

Southeastern whites, slights of honor led to duels and gouging matches, an obsession 

with all things military pervaded elite society, and brutality against blacks, Indians, and 

                                                
11 Surveys of the military and political history of the Second Seminole War include J. T. Sprague, The 
Origin, Progress, and Conclusion of the Florida War (New York: D. Appleton & co., 1848); John K. 
Mahon, History of the Second Seminole War, 1835-1842 (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1967); 
John Missall and Mary Lou Missall, The Seminole Wars: America’s Longest Indian Conflict (Gainesville: 
University Press of Florida, 2004). 
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other whites were paths to social advancement.12  Fighting was a particularly significant 

aspect of the plantation societies emerging in northern territorial Florida, where even 

fights between white men could reinforce social hierarchies and the capacity of white 

males to dominate slaves and women.13  Collecting Indian body parts was, in part, an 

extension of violent competitions among white males.  For instance, a lieutenant who 

flaunted two Native scalps he had collected during the Second Seminole War explained 

that “I like to carry home some tangible ividence [sic] of my valor, so […] I can support 

my reputation in the neighborhood of being of sheer meat axe disposition!”14  Moreover, 

as historian J.M. Opal has argued, early nineteenth-century Anglo-Americans 

increasingly identified individual acts of vengeance—as opposed to state-sponsored 

punishment—as a legitimate means of responding to perceived offenses, particularly 

those of outsiders like Indians.15       

The military in Florida also had its own institutional culture of violence.  About 

40,000 whites fought in the U.S. Army and state militias during the Second Seminole 

War, and while many of these were northerners or immigrants from Europe, most were 

from the South.  These soldiers drank heavily, fought each other, and fought the white 

                                                
12 Elliott J. Gorn, “‘Gouge and Bite, Pull Hair and Scratch’: The Social Significance of Fighting in the 
Southern Backcountry,” The American Historical Review 90, no. 1 (Feb. 1985), 18–43; Bruce Dickson D. 
Bruce, Violence and Culture in the Antebellum South (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1979); John Hope 
Franklin, The Militant South, 1800-1861 (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1956). 
13 Edward E Baptist, Creating an Old South: Middle Florida’s Plantation Frontier Before the Civil War 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002), 88-132 
14 “Extracts from the Journal of a Private,” New-Hampshire Gazette, 15 May 1837, vol. 82, no. 26 
(Portsmouth, NH); emphasis in original.   
15 On how Anglo-Americans and U.S. officials shifted their attitudes “from an eighteenth-century emphasis 
on balance and restraint to a nineteenth-century idiom of domination and vengeance,” J.M. Opal, 
“Vengeance and Civility: A New Look at Early American Statecraft,” Journal of the Historical Society 8, 
no. 1 (2008), 76-7.   
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settlers in Florida.16  As in other wars throughout U.S. history, groups of soldiers in 

Florida developed their own standards of acceptable violence that often went beyond 

those of white American society on the whole.17    

Misery, death, and disenchantment were the stuff of daily life for white soldiers in 

Florida.  About 14% of all whites who served in the Second Seminole War died from 

disease, and only 328 of the war’s 1466 military dead were killed in action.18  The 

soldiers and officers were depressed: instead of realizing dreams of martial glory, they 

were “sent to die, like dogs, in the swamps of Florida, in the ignoble pursuit of vagrant 

Indians and runaway negroes.”19  They ate horses, drowned, went insane, and committed 

suicide.20  They spent more time burying their friends than charging their foes.  “Summer 

will be at hand,” one fighter wrote, “and it will require all healthy soldiers to attend to the 

sick and bury the dead.  And this is warfare! glorious, noble, chivalrous warfare!”21  “A 

Subaltern” summed up many troops’ view on this conflict when he wrote “I say ‘war’ but 

                                                
16 James M. Denham, “‘Some Prefer the Seminoles’: Violence and Disorder Among Soldiers and Settlers 
in the Second Seminole War, 1835-1842,” The Florida Historical Quarterly 70, no. 1 (July 1991), 39–47. 
17 On troop-specific cultures of violence in the military, see Clifton D Bryant, Khaki-Collar Crime: 
Deviant Behavior in the Military Context (New York: Free Press, 1979), 290–94. 
18 Mahon, History of the Second Seminole War, 325. 
19 “The Florida War,” Army and Navy Chronicle, 8:222.  Swamps and death were constant themes in 
soldiers’ literary productions, and many soldiers would have related to the haunting refrain of one officer’s 
poem:  
 For the watery swamp our palace is, 
 Our heritage the grave; 
  Our heritage the grave, 
   For the, &c. (Repeat). 
Corporal Geo. Morse, “Okee-Chobee—A Parody,” Army and Navy Chronicle, 8:252. 
20 James Barr, A Correct and Authentic Narrative of the Indian War in Florida (New York: J. Narine, 
1836), 17.  For details on the cause of soldiers’ deaths in Florida, see “Statement, Exhibiting, by 
Regiments, the names of the Officers, non-commissioned Officers, Musicians, Artificers, and Privates of 
the United States Army, who were killed in action, or died of wounds received, or diseases contracted, 
during the late hostilities with the Florida Indians,” in Sprague, Origin, 526–548. 
21 “Florida War,” no. 3, Tampa Bay, E.F. 24 Jan 1839, Army and Navy Chronicle, 8:124. 
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there is no war […] There is but one thing in which it at all resembles a war, and that is, 

in its loathsomeness.”22  It was an equally loathsome post for surgeons, and those lucky 

enough to have influential friends pulled whatever strings they could to avoid serving in 

Florida.23  

Racialized Indian-hating also motivated white violence, and the most virulent 

Indian-haters in Florida proposed ethnic cleansing.  In 1837, one commentator argued 

that “nothing short of extermination—righteous extermination, will ever rid the country 

of those demons […] They should be hunted down with blood hounds, destroyed like 

venomous reptiles, and never be left until the last vestige of the savage, piratical, 

perfidious, and murderous race was extinct from the face of the earth.”24  This was, of 

course, not a universal perspective among whites, many of whom regretted—yet accepted 

the inevitability of—Indians’ extinction.  As one preacher in Florida mused, “no doubt 

the Indians were malignant & cruel, yet they fought as did our sires for home & country, 

they loved as did our fathers the scenes of childhood & the graves of their fathers.  When 

will the cupidity & cruelty of white men cease.  Never, no never till the last lone Indian 

has gone to the spirit land.”25   

                                                
22 “Florida War,” no. 4, Tampa, 26 Feb 1839, ibid., 8:219. 
23 Nuc-Suc-Hadjo, “The Medical Staff of the Army,” Florida, 10 Aug 1839, Army and Navy Chronicle, 
9:171. 
24 “The Indian War Resumed,” Tampa Bay, 5 June 1837, Army and Navy Chronicle, 4:393.  Even in the 
first months of the war in Florida, one newspaper correspondent noted that the Seminoles “have invariably 
scalped such of the settlers they have killed,” and that instead of supporting the removal of the Seminoles, 
Floridians cried out for “extermination—give them no quarter.”  “From Florida,” New-Bedford Mercury, 12 
Feb 1836, vol. 24, no. 32 (New Bedford, Mass.); emphasis in original. 
25 Henry Benjamin Whipple, Bishop Whipple’s Southern Diary, 1843-1844, ed. Lester Burrell Shippee 
(Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota Press, 1937), 20. 
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Florida Natives incorporated warfare into their social and spiritual lives, and 

socially prescribed martial prowess—much of which derived from their Creek 

forbearers—may have been essential to the Seminoles’ ability to endure their “Hundred 

Years’ War” with the United States.26  Writing in 1791, Caleb Swan described how acts 

of war were a sine qua non of social standing for male Creeks, for “Young men remain in 

a kind of disgrace until they have performed some warlike exploit that may procure them 

a war name.”  Without a war-name, young men were “old women” or simply “Este dogo, 

you are nobody.”27  Collecting a scalp was the usual proof needed to earn prestige as a 

fighter: as with white Americans, social pressures from within Natives’ own communities 

did much to promote violence against the enemy dead.28   

Seminoles and Creeks also looked to rituals and sacred objects to empower their 

military activities.  In an 1822 ethnography of the Seminoles, Florida-born naturalist 

George J.F. Clarke noted that “the ceremonies of drinking the cacina [black drink], 

washing, painting, and working the physic bag, are invariably performed at the 

commencement of all war expeditions.”  Creeks also employed physic bags—which 

Clarke described as “small leather pouch[es] [with] a few roots, bones, and other 

                                                
26 W. Stephen Belko, ed., America’s Hundred Years’ War: U.S. Expansion to the Gulf Coast and the Fate 
of the Seminole, 1763-1858 (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2011).  The wars of the early 
nineteenth century included the Patriot War (1812), the First Seminole War (1817-1818), and a tense period 
of “cold war”—which included skirmishes with settlers and slave raiders—that lasted from 1818 to the 
outbreak of total war in 1835.  Virginia Bergman Peters, The Florida Wars (Hamden, Conn.: Archon 
Books, 1979).   
27 Caleb Swan, “Report to Henry Knox on Creek Indians”, 2 May 1791, 35–6, Violetta Delafield-Benjamin 
Smith Barton Collection 1783-1817. Series III, American Philosophical Society, emphasis in original. 
28 French adventurer Louis LeClerk de Milford noted that “A young Creek who, having been at war, did 
not bring back at least one scalp, always bore the name of his mother, and he was not able to get a wife.”  
Quoted in John Reed Swanton, Social Organization and Social Usages of the Indians of the Creek 
Confederacy (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Bureau of American Ethnology, 1928), 434.  Weisman, 
Unconquered People, 49.  
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trifles”—in their war rituals.29  Writing for a scientific audience in 1807, Indian Agent 

Benjamin Hawkins described how Creek warriors would “carry in their shot-bags a 

charm, like Obi, a protection against all ills, called the ‘war-physic’” that included pieces 

of horn and bone from extranatural animals.30  It seems that “Obi” was Hawkins’s way of 

referring to the conjure bags that Low Country blacks—many of whom encountered 

Native societies as slaves, spouses, or allies—employed to heal the sick, harm enemies, 

defend against witchcraft, and endure and resist their enslavement.31  Hawkins 

comparison of Creek war-physic to “Obi” suggests that physic bags, as items of widely-

acknowledge spiritual power, may have facilitated the convergence of black and Indian 

war powers against Euro-American domination.    

The understandings and uses of violence that developed among Florida Indians 

were based largely on Redstick nativism, a movement that emerged among Creeks and 

other southeastern Native groups after the Shawnee warrior Tecumseh brought his call 

for Pan-Indian revival to Creek Country in 1811.  Redsticks rejected the influence of 

white American society and practiced rituals, particularly dances, that reinvigorated a 

                                                
29 “From the MS of the Late George I.F. Clarke, July 1st 1822,” no. 6, Florida Herald and Southern 
Democrat (St. Augustine, Nov. 15, 1838), Vol. 4, no. 24; emphasis in original.   
30 Benjamin Hawkins, “A Concise Description of the Creek Country, with some remarkable Customs 
practised among the Native Inhabitants […] communicated to Dr. Mitchill, December 14, 1805,” in 
Medical Repository, 2nd Hexade, vol. 4, no. 1 (1807), 41-43.   
31 “Obi” was most likely Obeah, a catchall term for Afro-Atlantic spiritual/medical practices that could be 
used for healing and harming as well as a specific term for physical charms.  See Brown, Reaper’s Garden, 
145; Laura de Mello e Souza, The Devil and the Land of the Holy Cross: Witchcraft, Slavery, and Popular 
Religion in Colonial Brazil (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2003), 141.  On African ritual life and 
resistance in Georgia and South Carolina, see Jason R Young, Rituals of Resistance: African Atlantic 
Religion in Kongo and the Lowcountry South in the Era of Slavery (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State 
University Press, 2007), esp. 119, 184.  On the social interactions between Creeks—including Redsticks—
and southern blacks in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, see Gary Zellar, African Creeks: 
Estelvste and the Creek Nation (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2007), 7–20. 
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self-consciously Native identity and spirituality.  During the Creek War (1813-14), Creek 

Redsticks forwarded this vision of renewal through acts of destruction against Anglo-

Americans and those Creeks who supported U.S. officials’ vision of civilization.  The 

Redsticks lost this war, and roughly 2000 Redstick Creek refugees—including the young 

Osceola—migrated to Florida.32     

Creek Redsticks found that many Florida Natives were sympathetic to their views, 

and Florida became the nucleus of nativism in the Southeast.  Florida Indians practiced 

Redstick-inspired rituals and fought spiritually charged campaigns against Anglo-

American expansion during the First and Second Seminole Wars.33  The rituals and 

sacred objects that Seminoles developed during the total war of 1835 to 1842 suggest that 

violence had become more central to their cosmology.  Wartime Seminoles collected 

sacred objects meant to harm foes, heal wounds, or escape detection, and these war-

oriented objects were evident in the content of the three “medicine bundles” that became 

the ritual centerpieces of each of the three Seminole societies that emerged in Florida 

after 1842.34   Moreover, some warriors considered the capacity to kill essential to a 

happy afterlife.  One army officer who asked a group of “Mickasukies” about their 

religious beliefs learned that “when death lays them below the ground, they say a sort of 

                                                
32 Joel W. Martin, Sacred Revolt: The Muskogees’ Struggle for a New World (Boston, 1991), chap. 6; 
Sturtevant, “Creek into Seminole,” 106.  On eighteenth and early nineteenth-century nativism more 
broadly, see Dowd, Spirited Resistance.  
33 Weisman, “Nativism, Resistance, and Ethnogenesis.” 198, 202-6. 
34 Louis Capron, “The Medicine Bundles of the Florida Seminole and the Green Corn Dance,” in A 
Seminole Source Book, ed. William C Sturtevant, North American Indian (New York: Garland, 1987), 162. 
As Richard Weisman has argued, “the bundles form a direct physical and spiritual link between the 
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of the Seminoles and the existence of the medicine bundles are bound together inseparably.” Weisman, 
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corporeal being like their former selves, (they cannot conceive of a spirit,) goes to that 

part of the world where the sun goes down; there he hunts, fishes, and enjoys himself; if 

he has been a good warrior, he finds plenty of game, if not, none.”35   

Native Seminoles and blacks were often close allies in the wars of the early 

nineteenth century, and the specific form of nativism that took root in Florida was infused 

with African elements.36  For example, the Florida Redsticks who fought against Andrew 

Jackson in 1817 heeded the visions of both Creek and black prophets.  As Captain Hugh 

Young noted, “[Josiah] Francis (Hillishaya) and a negro girl were the only prophets 

among the lower tribes.  The girl always commences the process of divination by 

wrapping herself in a blanket, in which she made a singular whistling sound for several 

minutes.  She said an invisible being then communicated a view of future events.”37  The 

ways Afro-Atlantic prophets and healers used esoteric knowledge—much of which 

centered on mortuary rites—to defy the destruction of their social groups and form new 

communities probably had much resonance with nineteenth-century Florida Indians.38 

Doing Science in a Borderland War  

In 1835, despite fourteen years of U.S. rule in the Territory of Florida and the 

expeditions of several famed naturalists, the natural history and geography of central and 

                                                
35 “Copy of a letter from a young officer of the army […] Fort Lauderdale, E.F., June 20 1839,” Army and 
Navy Chronicle, 9:94.   
36 On the alliance of black and Indian Seminoles during the Second Seminole War, see Jane Landers, 
Atlantic Creoles in the Age of Revolutions (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2010), chap. 5.. 
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southern Florida remained remarkably unknown to white men of science.39  State-

sanctioned violence during the Second Seminole War enabled surgeons and amateur 

naturalists serving in the U.S. Army and state militias to produce a vast new body of 

knowledge about Florida’s plants, animals, and land.  Yet wartime Florida was hardly a 

safe place to conduct scientific fieldwork.  The context of violence shaped how 

naturalists wrote about the territory while the threat and reality of Seminole attack often 

dictated how and where natural knowledge could be produced. 

The Second Seminole War, and the men, money, and media attention it directed 

toward Florida, sparked a wide-ranging effort to explore the peninsula and fully 

incorporate this borderland into the United States.40  The military expedition to remove 

the Seminoles was also a scientific expedition: the army’s topographical engineers, 

surgeons, and officer-naturalists explored, mapped, and described Florida and sent this 

information to officials, scholars, and scientific publications.  In an American Journal of 

Science article, Major Henry Whiting argued that Americans knew so little about Florida 

because “much local information was […] withdrawn” when many of the territory’s 

learned Spanish residents departed in 1821.  However, Whiting told his scientific 

audience that “the war which has lately been carried on with the Florida Indians has 

opened the country generally to observations, and its character will hereafter be better, if 

                                                
39 Mahon, History of the Second Seminole War, 129.    
40 On how public interest in the war led newspaper publishers to search for and publish any information 
they could find on Florida, see E. Ashby Hammond, ed., “Dr. Strobel Reports on Southeast Florida, 1836,” 
Tequesta, no. 21 (1961), 65. 
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not well understood.”41  Major General Thomas Jessup, then the commanding officer in 

Florida, told the Secretary of War that when the war began “the greater portion of 

[Florida] was an unexplored wilderness, of the interior of which we were as ignorant as 

of the interior of China.  We exhibit in our present contest, the first instance […] of a 

nation employing an army to explore a country.”42  In the 1837 first edition of his 

Territory of Florida, John Lee Williams complained that Florida’s interior was “wholly 

unexplored by white men,” and he “hoped that our government will cause this part of the 

Territory to be carefully explored.”43  By the time Williams penned the unpublished 

second edition (1844-53)—a work replete with geographic details learned from army 

personnel—he acknowledged that “this war not withstanding all the evils which have 

resulted from it, has occasioned a general exploration […] of our peninsula, and has in a 

great degree developed the resources of the country.”44   

An army of amateur naturalists overran Florida between 1835 and 1842.  Some of 

these were West Point-educated officers who pursued natural history as a refined hobby 

that set them apart from the rank and file while distracting them from hunger, disease, 

and boredom.  One officer described the “small pocket herbarium that I had brought with 

me, expecting to relieve the tedium of the march […] in collecting a few treasures from 

                                                
41 Maj. Henry Whiting, U.S. Army, “Cursory Remarks upon East Florida, in 1838,” in American Journal of 
Science, vol. 35, no. 1 (1839), 47-8.  
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Sprague, Origin, 200. 
43 John Lee Williams, The Territory of Florida (New York: A.T. Goodrich, 1837), iv.  
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this chosen region of Flora.”45  A surgeon with a unit of Creek auxiliaries observed how 

“a very few of the officers devoted themselves to the acquisition of Botany, Ontology, 

and Geology.  Every animal, plant or mineral […] became a subject of close scrutiny.”46  

State militia officers like the Charleston lawyer M.M. Cohen also collected plants and 

animals during their campaigns.  Cohen, for one, planned to have his notes on Floridian 

“Topography, Philology, Geology, Zoology, and other ologies” read at Charleston’s 

Literary and Philosophical Society.47  The most ubiquitous naturalists in Florida were 

army surgeons who conducted research to satisfy their own curiosity and advance 

national knowledge.  The medical staff was so prolific in its scientific work that the 

Secretary of War reported that “the disposition they manifest to avail themselves of every 

opportunity to collect facts which may afford useful contributions to science, is justly 

appreciated by the Department, and will be encouraged.”48   

These officers and surgeons had diverse scientific interests, including botany, 

zoology, geology, meteorology, and geography.  Some pursued these interests in an 

official or semi-official capacity, such as the topographical engineers who mapped much 

of the interior and surgeons like Dr. Samuel Forry who submitted a meteorological diary 

and observations on Florida’s medical topography to the Surgeon General’s Office.49  

                                                
45 William W. Smith, Sketch of the Seminole War, and Sketches During a Campaign, by a Lieutenant of the 
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emphasis in original. 
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Most of these naturalists worked for their own amusement, and some planned to publish 

their findings.  M.M. Cohen explained that he would not spare “any pains to collect all 

the rare and beauteous products of this country; and then let the world tremble, as it 

anticipates a botanic disquisition, stamens, pistils, classes, orders, sex, habits, history, and 

all that Linnaeus or Jussieu could desire.”50  Some naturalists complained that their 

military duties kept them from scientific work, such as an officer who was annoyed at the 

lack of time “to pick a flower, shoot a rare bird, or notice any thing [sic] uncommon.  I 

had to attend to the duties of my command […] and my business was to look for Indians 

and not for flowers.”51  Even those officers more interested in hunting Indians than birds 

made noteworthy contributions to science.  Col. William Harney, who led brutal search 

and destroy campaigns in the everglades, “made some geographical discoveries” and shot 

two manatees, “animals heretofore considered fabulous.”52  Such discoveries prompted 

more learned men to speculate about valuable new resources, including a plan to harvest 

manatees for their oil and ivory-like bones.53     

Hatred, fear, and both the performance and threat of violence cast a long shadow 

over how individuals observed and interpreted the world during the war.  A soldier 

employed in the army’s search and destroy campaign, for example, observed that “a life 

                                                                                                                                            
National Archives, Washington, D.C.  On the scientific activities of topographical engineers, see Army and 
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spent in the wilderness […] with scarcely any subject of moving interest on which to 

employ the faculties, but this single one of pursuing or avoiding the Indian, superinduces 

a train of influences which cannot but operate unfavorably on the mind and character of 

the individual.”  Hunting and hiding from Seminoles stimulated such “rancorous hate,” 

he argued, that “even the range of intellectual vision becomes circumscribed.  The mental 

powers are ‘cribbed, cabined, confined;’ and the moral faculties […] are in danger of 

becoming impaired and debased by the absorbing prevalence of the one feeling and the 

single aim of hating and killing the Seminole.”54 

Doing science in wartime Florida could be deadly work, and the threat of getting 

scalped circumscribed army naturalists’ research.  One Charlestonian militia officer noted 

that “the pleasure of [botanical] excursions was very much damped, by the thought that 

an Indian might be lurking in every bush [and] while I was stooping to pick a flower, one 

of the sneaking villains might pick off my scalp.”  He added that “I saw little therefore of 

the surrounding country, and the observations I have to make are consequently limited.”55  

The specter of scalping even dissuaded some of the United States’ most intrepid 

naturalists from exploring Florida.  In 1836, Charleston naturalist John Bachman told 

ornithologist John J. Audubon that “with regard to Florida nothing will be done by 

naturalists for at least two years.  Your Indian friends, the cutthroats, have scalped almost 

every woman and child south of St. Augustine.”  He warned Audubon that even after the 

main force of Seminoles was eventually defeated “there will, undoubtedly, remain many 
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small predatory bands that would make no bones of scalping an ornithologist, secundum 

artem, and would ask no questions whether he was the friend or enemy of William 

Penn.”56   

Some experts who did explore Florida during the war should have heeded such 

warnings.  Dr. Frederick Leitner, a German-born Charleston-based naturalist who, with 

the help of an Indian guide, had conducted extensive natural history research in Florida in 

the early 1830s, was killed in battle in 1838.57  He was considered one of the world’s 

leading experts on Floridian nature and, as one surgeon wrote, Leitner had been “anxious 

to pursue his researches, and denied the privilege of doing so alone, by the hostility of the 

natives,” had joined an army expedition to South Florida “in the capacity of acting 

surgeon […] and guide through this ‘terra incognita.’”58  One newspaper correspondent 

thought Leitner’s role as a physician made him a target for Seminole riflemen, as “it 

could hardly have been a stray bullet that struck him, for we learn ‘that his hospital 

steward was shot down beside him.’”59  A rumor held that Seminoles had taken him alive 
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“in order to avail themselves of his professional services,” but “a young Indian, who had 

lost a brother” exacted his revenge on Leitner, and shot him dead.60   

After Leitner’s death, naturalists and army officials alike “fear[ed] that the fruit of 

his researches will be lost,” thus depriving both the scientific community and the military 

of valuable natural and geographic knowledge.61  Leitner had been preparing for press a 

work on the botany and “topography of that hitherto terra incognita, when it has pleased 

a mysterious providence to deprive mankind and the cause of the science of the further 

benefit of his labors.  He had, we believe, also collected a large and choice herbarium.”62  

Leitner had carried the 300-page manuscript draft of his “account of the natural 

productions of Florida” with him on the campaign and planned to publish it upon his 

return to Charleston.  The recovery of this work was considered important enough that 

the Secretary of War asked “the officers of the army [and] citizens of the Territory” to do 

everything in their power to locate and recover it.63  Like Leitner’s body, the manuscript 

was never found.  The death of Dr. Leitner and the loss of his hard-won knowledge 

caused some whites to wonder whether Florida could ever be known to science or 

subdued by the army: “it would seem as if Providence had willed, that not only Mars, but 
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science itself, should be frustrated in all attempts to penetrate […] that wayward 

peninsula.”64   

Advanced technology and scientific institutions may also have been specific 

objects of Indian violence during the war.  Seminoles often destroyed the machines on 

sugar plantations, attacks that followed nativist traditions of targeting the material 

symbols of white civilization.  The razing of sugar technology was even incorporated into 

Seminole rituals of warfare, such as when one plantation’s “sugar works […] were 

destroyed by Indians by fire, who danced about and around like demons.”65   

The so-called “Spanish Indians” also danced as they torched Dr. Henry Perrine’s 

tropical plant research center in 1840.66  An agronomist and botanist, Perrine had 

collected plants from throughout the circum-Caribbean and, while serving as the U.S. 

consul in Campeche, developed a plan to introduce Cuban and Mexican plants into the 

southern United States.  The federal government granted Perrine land on Indian Key in 

the hope that his experiments would develop new staple crops for southern planters.67  
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Sturtevant, “Chakaika and the ‘Spanish Indians’: Documentary Sources Compared with Seminole 
Tradition,” Tequesta 13 (1953): 35–73 
67 Nelson Klose, “Dr. Henry Perrine, Tropical Plant Enthusiast,” The Florida Historical Quarterly 27, no. 
2 (Oct. 1948), 189–201. 
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The Spanish Indians who raided the island may simply have been in search of food and 

supplies, but it is nonetheless true that Perrine’s work would have facilitated the 

establishment of plantation society in a region where the Spanish Indians had remained 

secure for 100 years.  As with Dr. Leitner, Perrine’s death and the burning of his 

scientific institution led U.S. officials and men of science to rue the destruction of his 

research.  “Science is fobbed of a bright ornament,” read one obituary, “his voluminous 

and valued notes have all been lost; and with the martyrdom of Perrine, have also 

perished his labors.”68  Despite the extensive knowledge that army naturalists generated 

about Florida’s nature, the resistance of Florida’s Indians significantly impeded white 

Americans’ efforts to know and rule the peninsula. 

Fighting over the Dead  

 Indians, blacks, and whites all directed violence against enemy bodies during the 

Second Seminole War, atrocities that perpetuated an ongoing cycle of revenge that one 

poet termed “a whirlpool of wrath.”69  This cycle had begun even before the war 

officially commenced: in August 1835, General Duncan L. Clinch reported that six 

                                                
68 “The Late Dr. Perrine,” Army and Navy Chronicle, 11:155. 
69 Thomas Richard Whitney, The Ambuscade: An Historical Poem (J. S. Redfield, 1845), 9. 

“Too long has [Florida’s] soil drunk the blood of the brave, 
Fresh shed by the hand of a treacherous foe, 
While the bones of the victims, disdaining a grave, 
Lie bleachen, bestrewed in the summer-heat’s glow;  
A blemish art thou on the ’scutcheon of fame,  
An altar of sacrifice reeking with gore! 
A whirlpool of wrath, whose deep vortex of shame, 
Is fed with a counterfeit semblance of war!” 
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Natives scalped a mail carrier to “revenge the death of a relative of theirs.”70  During the 

war’s first major conflict in December 1835, Native and black Seminoles annihilated 

Major Francis Dade’s company of 110 men and mutilated their remains.71  Throughout 

the seven years war that followed, Seminoles decapitated white officers, dug out the eyes 

of mail carriers, and scalped dead soldiers in full view of fortified U.S. troops.72  Many of 

the most graphic reports of Seminole atrocities involved white women, attacks that Euro-

American men believed demanded vengeance.73  A captured soldier related that a young 

female co-captive “was compelled to see the scalps of her murdered parent tanned before 

her eyes, by their inhuman murderers,” and army captain and historian John T. Sprague 

claimed that “the lives of mothers were spared that they might see their children cut to 

pieces, and their limbs used as weapons to assail the living.”74  If true, this account 

suggests that Seminoles recognized that mutilating the dead could symbolically and 

directly harm surviving kin.   

Whites committed equally brutal attacks against dead Indians, and some soldiers 

scalped fallen Seminoles as part of the military tradition of trophy-taking.75  Such 

mutilations were so common that one colonel was shocked to find that he could watch his 
                                                
70 Clinch to Generals in Chief, St Augustine, 1 Sept. 1835, Duncan Clinch Letterbook, 1834-1836, Records 
of Ante-bellum Southern Plantations, Series C, pt. 2, reel 1 (Frederick: University Publications of America, 
1986); Missall and Missall, The Seminole Wars, 90-2. 
71 Some sources suggest that only the black warriors mutilated dead whites after this battle.  Smith, Sketch 
of the Seminole War, 37; Williams, Territory of Florida, 218; Sprague, Origin, 91.   
72 Army and Navy Chronicle, 11:332; 6:300; 2:42. 
73 Army and Navy Chronicle, 13:154. 
74 Ransom Clark, Narrative of Ransom Clark (Garland Pub., 1839), 11; Sprague, Origin, 106. 
75 Individuals in the U.S. military had mutilated both European and Indian enemies in previous wars and 
have continued to take human body parts as trophies in the Civil War, World War II, and at least as 
recently as the Vietnam War.  Richard J Chacon and David H Dye, “Introduction to Human Trophy 
Taking: An Ancient and Widespread Practice,” in The Taking and Displaying of Human Body Parts as 
Trophies by Amerindians, ed. Richard J. Chacon and David H. Dye (New York: Springer, 2007), 19–21.   
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men remove the scalps and ears of eight Natives “without a mingled feeling…what is this 

my wife?”76  White fighters often needed no excuse to abuse the Indian dead, yet they 

also mutilated Seminoles to revenge particular acts of postmortem violence against 

whites.  When U.S. troops discovered the “baked” head of an express rider in 1841, “the 

devilish attempt to burn the head […] so incensed the captain that he vowed [the 

Indians’] skins should pay the penalty of the deeds.”  After tracking down and killing 

Waxehadjo, one of the Indians who had supposedly killed the express rider, the soldiers 

took his “ornaments” (which, the author noted, “would have set up a respectable Jew-

shop”) and removed “the ornament most precious to an Indian’s heart, and upon the 

preservation of which depends his eternal life in the ‘happy hunting grounds’—his top-

knot and the soil that produced it.”  The officer who penned this account after the war 

recognized the significance of scalps within Seminole cosmology and scalped Waxehadjo 

as an act of vindictiveness.  As a final insult, he noted that “if it would be a consolation to 

any of the surviving members of his illustrious family who may now inhabit the Seminole 

Reservation on the sunset side of the Mississippi to gaze upon the relic, they can do so by 

making a pilgrimage to Washington, the city of the Great Father, and applying for the 

indulgence at the Smithsonian Institute.”77  The officer’s revenge impulse made this 

addition to the Smithsonian’s ethnographic collection possible.   

                                                
76 William Foster to Betty Foster, Fort Fraser, 2 Jan 1838, in This Miserable Pride of a Soldier: The Letters 
and Journals of Col. William S. Foster in the Second Seminole War, ed. John Missall and Mary Lou 
Missall (Tampa: University of Tampa Press, 2005), 128.   
77 Col. A.T. Lee, “Personal Recollections—A Scout with Ben Beall,” in From Everglade to Canyon with 
the Second Dragoons, ed. Theophilus Francis Rodenbough, (New York: D. Van Nostrand, 1875), 49, 52.  
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Mutilation, scalping, and trophy taking were effective attacks because all 

combatants in the war attached cosmological, social, and personal significances to human 

remains.78  As anthropologist Katherine Verdery has argued, burials and reburials 

translated these attachments into political claims to particular lands.  Kinship networks 

and the larger communities based on them, including nations, consisted of the living, the 

dead, and the not yet born, and “proper burial”—which, for many human communities, 

meant that “our ‘sons’ must be buried on ‘our’ soil”—was necessary to establish and 

maintain connections across these generations.79  For Indians and whites alike, protecting 

and repossessing the remains of their dead enabled proper burials and grounded each 

group’s assertions that Florida was their nation’s land, a place in which social bonds 

between the deceased and their community could be perpetuated.  It was, therefore, 

imperative for fighters on both sides to recover the corpses of their fallen comrades.80  

According to one white observer, Seminoles pulled their casualties from the field during 

heavy fighting “evidently rather to save the scalp than the life of the wounded.”81  A 

militia officer wrote that “the practice of the Indians, not to abandon their slain, is 

founded solely on superstition.  For they believe that the scalped cannot enter the 

                                                
78 Cara Krmpotich, Joost Fontein, and John Harries, “The Substance of Bones: The Emotive Materiality 
and Affective Presence of Human Remains,” Journal of Material Culture 15, no. 4 (Dec, 2010), 371–384. 
79 Verdery, Political Lives of Dead Bodies, 47, emphasis in original. 
80 Native, British, and French fighters all recovered the bodies of their battlefield dead during the Seven 
Years War, see Seeman, Death in the New World, 266–269.  
81 “Andrew Atkinson Humphreys’ Seminole War Field Journal,” ed. Matthew T. Pearcy, FHQ,  85, no. 2 
(Oct. 2006), 226.  See also “Recollections of a Campaign in Florida,” 79; Jacob Rhett Motte, Journey into 
Wilderness: An Army Surgeon’s Account of Life in Camp and Field During the Creek and Seminole Wars, 
1836-1838, ed. James F. Sunderman (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1953), 195. 
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hereafter hunting grounds, which constitute their notion of Heaven.”82  Despite 

portraying the Seminoles efforts to recover cadavers as irrational, whites also took great 

risks to pull their dead from combat and properly bury mutilated remains.83  One 

lieutenant was so “highly exasperated by seeing the scalps of his fellow officers gracing 

their lodges” that he took off alone after a group of recently departed Natives.  Failing to 

catch them, he settled for gathering “all the scalps he could find, which he carefully 

committed to the earth.”84   

The buried dead were a focal point of white soldiers’ duties, Native fighters’ 

tactics, and the emotional experience of combatants and non-combatants alike.  U.S. 

soldiers reburied disinterred comrades and developed new burial techniques to protect 

against exhumation.85  An army detachment in the everglades, for example, staked their 

dead to the bottom of deep pools “to keep the bodies down [so] in case the Indians did 

come back they could not find them and mutilate the bodies.”86  Florida Natives seem to 

have targeted white graves and, on at least one occasion, Seminoles and U.S. troops 

literally fought over the burial of white American bodies.  A volunteer from New Orleans 

described how “while burying some of [the army’s] dead who had been disinterred and 

                                                
82 Cohen, Notices of Florida, 219. 
83 Army and Navy Chronicle, 9:203, 310. 
84 Rowles, “Incidents and Observations in Florida in 1836,” 116-117. 
85 One officer described finding four bodies that “had been disinterred and scalped by the Indians” and how 
“every precaution was adopted to conceal” their new grave.  Woodburne Potter, The War in Florida 
(Baltimore: Lewis and Coleman, 1836), 143–4.  Soldiers sometimes interred bodies far from their place of 
death for “had they been buried within 5 miles of the battleground, it is probable that they would have been 
exhumed.”  John W. Phelps, “Letters of Lieutenant John W. Phelps, U. S. A., 1837-1838,” Florida 
Historical Society Quarterly (FHSQ), 6, no. 2 (Oct., 1927), 75–6. 
86 James D. Elderkin, Biographical Sketches and Anecdotes of a Soldier of Three Wars (Detroit, 1899), 22. 
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abused by the savages, the left wing was attacked.”87  The emotional and social stress of 

concealing white burial sites was also evident in poems like “The Burial of an Infant in 

Florida”:   

They sprinkled the dust from the oak’s old rind, 
 And scattered the palm leaf’s fan— 
Or friend or foe, that none might find   
 That grave of scarce a span […]. 
 
That thou art buried ’neath this spot 
 They say I may not tell, 
Not even to yon little bird 

Which sings so wild and well. 
Nor to the rustling leaf, nor stream 

Which murmurs by thy head— 
Lest they should prate, and forms of hate 
 Defile thy hallowed bed […]. 
 
They’ve left no little sign for me 
 To tell where thou art cast, 
On Earth there’s not a trace of thee, 
 My dearest and my last; 
The tawny foe may trail the doe 
 But not thy covert wild— 
I lay thee here—my sinless one— 
 I leave thee here, my child.88 
 

The poet’s emphasis that the living must “leave” this infant and never speak of its burial 

suggests how deeply the threat and reality of disinterment could disrupt the interpersonal 

bonds between living and dead relatives.89         

                                                
87 Barr, Correct and Authentic Narrative, 15. 
88 The editor who published this poem explained that “the Indian custom of violating new made graves, has 
compelled the troops in Florida to have recourse to every expedient to conceal the spot where a comrade 
has been buried.  The usual method consists in burning a large fire over the spot, which destroys all 
indication of the earth’s having been dug up.”  “The Burial of an Infant in Florida,” Army and Navy 
Chronicle, 11:216; emphasis in original.       
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Even after the war, white Americans’ sense of detachment from the remains of 

whites buried in the Florida interior led to some extraordinary efforts to recover soldiers’ 

bones and transport them safer resting places.90  As Ricardo Roque has argued, the 

recovery of white remains from imperial frontiers was, like the collection of Native 

skulls, a form of “colonial collecting,” one that reinforced imperial power and national 

cohesion.91  The most large-scale example of this was the exhumation of Major Dade’s 

troops and their reburial at an impressive shrine in St. Augustine, a measure funded 

through the donations of officers and soldiers in other regiments.92  The case of General 

Wiley Thompson was more intimate.  Osceola had scalped Thompson at the start of the 

war and, after its conclusion, Thompson’s wife hired a contractor to find, exhume, and 

return his bones to her home in Savannah.  Mrs. Thompson measured each of the bones 

to be sure they were her husband’s and then kept them under her bed for a year before she 

could finally bring herself to bury them.93  Such reburials suggest that, despite seven 

years of war, white Americans did not yet feel like the Florida interior was a place where 

they could properly bury, and maintain national and personal ties with, dead kin.94  

                                                                                                                                            
89 For other poems about fear of disinterment by Florida’s Indians, see Capt. J.R.B. Gardenier, “To the 
Memory of the Late Capt. E.G. Mitchell, U.S.A.,” Army and Navy Chronicle, 9:278; M., “The Last 
Request,” Washington, 25 Dec. 1839, Army and Navy Chronicle, 10:79. 
90 The collection of soldiers’ remains during the Civil War caused similar traumas to social and personal 
bonds between the living and the dead.  Simon Harrison, “Bones in the Rebel Lady’s Boudoir: Ethnology, 
Race and Trophy-hunting in the American Civil War,” Journal of Material Culture 15, no. 4 (Dec., 2010): 
385–401.  For overviews on death and burial in the early United States, see Gary Laderman, The Sacred 
Remains: American Attitudes Toward Death, 1799-1883 (New Haven, 1996); Nancy Isenberg and Andrew 
Burstein, eds., Mortal Remains: Death in Early America (Philadelphia, 2003).  
91 Roque, Headhunting and Colonialism, 183–212. 
92 Rodenbough, From Everglade to Canyon, 75. 
93 Frank Laumer, Dade’s Last Command (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1995), 229–230. 
94 See Verdery, Political Lives of Dead Bodies, esp. chap. 3. 
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Native violence against the white dead was an enduring means of resisting white 

Americans’ national expansion. 

Like Euro-Americans, Florida’s Indians had deep connections with their dead.  

The propinquity of the living to the deceased and the intactness of human remains—

particularly the head—were especially important to perpetuating these bonds.  According 

to historian Susan A. Miller, nineteenth-century Seminoles believed that the spirits of the 

dead resided at their burial places and, as long as the community of living Seminoles 

remained nearby, the dead could continue to interact with them and preside over religious 

ceremonies.  Since the remains of the dead were tied to the landscape, the living had to 

reside near their relations’ graves to sustain the community in its entirety.95  Moreover, 

anthropologist Patricia R. Wickman argued that the Seminoles thought the spirit was 

located in the head, and the spirits of headless corpses were fated to wander away from 

the community or become malevolent ghosts that could harm the living.96  In 1839, an 

army officer who talked with a young Florida Native about ghosts found that “he 

believed in them, and had seen one; he had been hunting, and saw, during the night, his 

uncle, who had been dead eight days before, with a head as large as his body; he was 

frightened nearly to death, was sick for two days.”  Upon returning to the grave, the 

young man “found a white crane standing there; most conclusive proof, he thought, of the 

existence of the ghost.  He was silenced at last by one of the old men who said he was 

                                                
95 Susan A. Miller, Coacoochee’s Bones: A Seminole Saga (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 2003), 
1–2, 31.   
96 Wickman, Osceola’s Legacy, xvi.  Natives in seventeenth-century New England also believed human 
souls resided in the head.  Jill Lepore, The Name of War: King Philip’s War and the Origins of American 
Identity (New York: Vintage Books, 1998), 180. 
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talking foolishness.”97  Although this understanding of ghosts might not have been shared 

by all Florida Indians, this ghost’s continued presence at its grave and interaction with its 

nephew reflected connections between the land, the dead, and the living while its huge 

head may have indicated the relationship between the spirit and the cranium.   

Removal from Florida and violence against the Indian dead—particularly scalping 

and decapitation—thus posed existential challenges to Florida’s Indians, and they fought 

the Second Seminole War largely to remain near and protect the remains of their kin.  

One army surgeon who blamed Anglo-American expansionism for causing the war 

thought that “when the territory was ceded to the United States, a flood of emigrants 

poured in upon them, which threatened soon to consign to the ruthless ploughshare their 

green hunting grounds and even the sacred resting places of their dead.  Alarmed at this, 

they took up arms.”98  The officer and historian John T. Sprague argued that “the most 

zealous and intelligent, believing in the sacredness of the soil […] and reverencing with 

an idolatrous fanaticism the graves of their men, women, and children, whose spirits they 

believed hovered around them in their festivals, pertiniciously [sic] refused all intercourse 

with the whites.”99  Another observer drew a direct link between the Seminole’s desire to 

protect the remains of their dead and their acts of scalping: “The graves and bones of 

their forefathers have a stronger hold upon their affections than even life itself, and while 

the means of propagating their race are secured to them, they will wield the bloody 
                                                
97 “Copy of a letter from a young officer […] Fort Lauderdale, E.F., June 20 1839,” Army and Navy 
Chronicle, 9:94. 
98 “Recollections of a Campaign in Florida,” 72. 
99 Sprague, Origin, 251.  The Seminole leaders Cloud and Osceola apparently “declared their 
determination to die on the soil that has for centuries furnished places of sepulture for the bones of their 
fathers.”  Army and Navy Chronicle, 8:154.   
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tomahawk and scalping knife in haughty defiance, in defence [sic] of those relics of by-

gone days.”100   

Abandoning Florida would mean losing contact and conversation with the dead, 

and this was a deep regret for those Indians who died abroad or submitted to removal.  

Before dying in a South Carolina military prison in 1838, Osceola asked the white 

physician Dr. Frederick Weedon to take his bones to Florida and bury them where “they 

would not be disturbed.”  Osceola may have hoped that interment in Florida would make 

him an enduring part of the communities and lands he had fought to secure.  Weedon, 

however, decapitated Osceola, pickled his head, and buried his body in South Carolina.101  

After surrendering and agreeing to removal, the Seminole leader Coacoochee was quoted 

as saying “In going from Florida, I leave behind me the spirits of the Seminoles, with 

which I have had many interviews.  Their spirits have taken care of me all my life.”102  

The war did not just disrupt and injure the community of living Seminoles; it threatened 

to destroy the bonds uniting Florida Natives with their dead and their land that made their 

communities complete.   

Ethnology and Skull Collecting 

While many scientific pursuits in wartime Florida relied on—and were shaped 

and challenged by—violence, ethnology often depended directly on violence against the 

dead.  This was, of course, most apparent in the collection and analysis of Native 

remains.  Like before the war, one way that collectors obtained Native American remains 
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was by digging into the burial mounds of Florida’s pre-Seminole Indians.  That poems 

like “The Disinterred Warrior” denounced whites for disturbing these mounds suggests 

how common this practice was: 

 Gather to his grave again, 
  And solemnly and softly lay 
 Beneath the verdure of the plain 
  The warrior’s scattered bones away. 
 Pay the deep reverence of old,  
  The homage of man’s heart to death, 
 Not to trifle even the mould 
  Once quickened by the Almighty’s breath […]. 
 That soul hath hallowed every part 
  That remnant of a martial brow, 
 Those ribs that held the mighty heart,  
  That strong arm, ah! ’tis strengthless now […]. 
 A noble race! But they are gone, 
  With their old forests wide and deep, 
 And we have built our homes upon 
  Fields where their generations sleep; 
 Their fountains slake our thirst at noon, 
  Upon their hills our harvest waves, 
 Our lovers woo beneath their moon, 
  Ah! let us spare at least their graves!103 

This poet emphasized the heroic features of the bones in Florida’s mounds in order to 

rebuke skull collectors, yet this same fantasy—that mounds housed the crania of Homeric 

warrior-elites from a bygone age—also inspired army personnel to excavate tumuli.  The 

surgeon Jacob Motte, for one, imagined that “the parts of a skull” he took from a mound 

had been “owned by some warrior ‘great in battle as in council wise,’—perchance the 

                                                
103 W.C. Bryant, “The Disinterred Warrior,” Army and Navy Chronicle, 11:350. 
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remnant of a royal head.  Of whosever knowledge box in once formed a part, it must have 

done him service under hard knocks, for a thicker skull I never saw.”104    

Some Euro-Americans believed these mounds provided evidence that legitimized 

the Seminoles’ removal.  At least one military ethnographer viewed mounds as proof that 

Florida’s ancient Indians cared more about their dead than the Seminoles did for theirs, 

and it was therefore no great crime to rob contemporary Seminole graves or force them to 

move away from their peoples’ remains.  Jacob Motte wrote that mounds were “relics of 

greater power than now exists among the Indian tribes; and proofs of the superstitious 

veneration with which once the red man regarded the resting place of his ancestor’s 

bones, a veneration which now exists but in history.”105  Mound diggers in Florida 

searched specifically for the skulls and artifacts of groups like the Calussas, Apalachees, 

and Yamassees who, many whites believed, had been more civilized than the Seminoles 

and had no biological ties to them.106  James Gadsden, the officer appointed to negotiate 

the Seminoles’ removal, argued that “the sympathies manifested by many for the red men 

of Florida as being inhumanly exiled from a country whitened by the bones of their 

ancestors through successive generations, is altogether misplaced.  The aborigines of 

Florida have long since disappeared.”107  Even the most ancient bones in Florida had 

political value.  Native military and spiritual leaders recognized this as well: they built 

                                                
104 Motte, Journey into Wilderness, 157.   
105 Motte, Journey into Wilderness, 157.   
106 The classic study of how constructed histories about Indian mounds legitimized the violent removal of 
North American Indians is Robert Silverberg, Mound Builders of Ancient America: The Archaeology of a 
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new towns near ancient mounds and used at least some mounds to bury Indians who died 

during the war.108  While white Americans stressed that Seminoles had no connection 

with the remains of long-dead Natives in mounds and that their claims to the peninsula 

were groundless, living Florida Indians intensified their associations with these remains 

and, thus, their attachment to the land.   

The phrenological and craniological analyses of Indian skulls done in Florida 

during the early years of the war did not simply lump all of Florida’s Indian groups 

together as a “Seminole” ethnicity.  Charlestonian surgeons and officer-naturalists were 

the most active skull collectors in the first year of the war and were particularly interested 

in the crania of well-known Indians because they hoped to draw correlations between the 

particular ethnicity, known character, and cranial formation of these individuals.  The two 

most famous Indian skulls they collected in the first year of the war were those of Ya-Ha 

Hadjo, or Mad Wolf, and a man then believed to be Billy Hicks, or Yuchi Billy.  M.M. 

Cohen, a Charlestonian militia officer, described Mad Wolf as “the Chief of the 

Ocklawahaw tribe, numbering about fifty, and bears in the darkness of his complexion 

the evidence of his people’s descent from the Yemasses.”109  Cohen was interested in 

Mad Wolf’s skull because it hinted at ethnic connections with Florida’s pre-Seminole 

past, not because it reflected “Seminole” ethnic traits. 
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The emphasis on ethnic difference was more pronounced in the phrenological 

analysis of the man supposed to be Yuchi Billy.  William W. Smith, another militia 

officer from Charleston, described how Billy’s “head was preserved in the Dr’s. cabinet, 

and afforded a fine subject for the speculations of the phrenologists, of whom there were 

not a few in Camp.”  These phrenologists were “rather particular in describing this 

Indian, as he was one of a tribe [the Yuchis], noted as being the most savage and ill 

disposed of our Southern Indians.”  It is thus not surprising that Smith and the other 

phrenologists reading this cranium emphasized Billy’s violent nature, finding that “the 

sconce of the unconscious and condemned Uchee was thumbed and kneaded into one 

leavened mass of destructiveness, and […] every other bad quality appertaining thereto 

found an equal room in it, and merged all difficulties about Bumps; while the moral and 

intellectual organs were supposed too insignificant to merit attention.”  All of the 

company’s phrenologists agreed with this analysis because it coincided with what they 

thought they knew about Billy as barbarous war leader and the Yuchis as a violence-

prone ethnicity.  Indeed, as Smith remarked, “if in other instances the followers of the 

science agreed as happily in their results as they did in this, Phrenology would not have 

to contend against so many opponents.”110   

                                                
110 Smith, Sketch of the Seminole War, 249–50; emphasis in original.  Smith’s phrenological conclusions 
were, of course, problematic in several respects, not least of which was that this cranium was not actually 
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Service, 1833-48,” Journal of the Military Service Institution of the United States xxxix (1906), 277; L.N. 
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The peninsula-wide context of violence against the dead influenced how white 

men fighting in Florida collected and evaluated Native skulls.  M.M. Cohen, who 

conducted and published phrenological analyses of Yuchi Billy and Mad Wolf, described 

how he had first observed Mad Wolf’s corpse lying dead among “forty or fifty scalps.  

How complex the emotions wherewith I gaze[d] upon my handful of small pine sticks, 

each having at its termination a natural tassel, and a portion of the human scalp cut into 

flag forms.”  Evidence of violence against the white dead literally surrounded Mad 

Wolf’s body, and Cohen’s complex emotions—probably sadness, disgust, and the urge 

for vengeance—no doubt influenced his phrenological analysis, that destructiveness, 

combativeness, and acquisitiveness were Mad Wolf’s most pronounced faculties.111  

William W. Smith was more explicit about why he felt that turning the body of the man 

supposed to be Yuchi Billy into an object of study was justifiable: “When it is considered 

that savages are looked upon by some, as little better than wild beasts, that the feelings of 

our men were excited at the recent loss and injury we had sustained [and for which] we 

had no revenge, the triumph which some indulged in over this slain Indian […] may be 

excused perhaps.  He was scalped, his body stretched naked upon a pole, and brought into 

camp for the curious to look at.”  Revenge, particularly against mutilations of the white 

dead, could shape and motivate the study of Native remains.112                  

                                                
111 Beyond decapitating Mad Wolf and studying his head, Cohen’s and his comrades’ urge to revenge these 
scalps was manifested against the rest of Mad Wolf’s corpse, for the soldiers “abandoned him to the awful 
fate he has merited […] to be hawked by the kites, his flesh gnawed by wolves, and his bones cranched 
[sic] by the bears.” Cohen, Notices of Florida, 168-70.      
112 Smith, Sketch of the Seminole War, 247–8.     
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M.M. Cohen planned to share his phrenological specimens and observations with 

the scientific community in Charleston, so he tried to tease out how his own “deliberate 

examination” of Mad Wolf’s and pseudo-Yuchi Billy’s crania were valuable to ethnology 

on the whole.  The challenge was to use his observations on these crania to intervene in 

international debates about racial difference, yet Cohen acknowledged that “it would be 

difficult from the examination of only two specimens, to assign to the race their station.”  

But he was willing to try.  Cohen combined phrenological analysis of prominences with 

craniological measurements of the skulls’ size and facial angle, comparing his results 

with those of some of the leading European thinkers about race.  He weighed the merits 

of the racial taxonomies of “[Julien-Joseph] Virey, who has divided the human species 

into two classes” and “[George] Cuvier, who has established three races of the human 

species.”  Cohen eschewed Cuvier’s method because it was based on superficial features 

like “the colour of their skins and hair” in favor of Virey’s, which drew on cranial 

measurements and observations of character.  Cohen thus supported the notion that 

Indians, like blacks, were part of the lesser of two species of mankind.  Yet Cohen also 

argued that Indians “may be subdivided into many tribes, each distinguished by 

characteristic traits.”113  As with other scientifically-minded Charlestonians, Cohen was 

deeply interested in matters of race and the question of polygenesis, but his phrenological 

                                                
113 Cohen, Notices of Florida, 169–171.  On Virey and Cuvier, see Pietro Corsi, The Age of Lamarck: 
Evolutionary Theories in France, 1790-1830 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988). 
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studies suggest that he also tried to untangle the “whirling confusion of nations” that 

complicated how ethnologists wrote about Indians as a race.114    

Analyses of Floridian crania were not limited to men of science within the 

peninsula and, since the earliest days of the war, army officers and surgeons had exported 

Indian skulls to nationally-recognized phrenologists and craniologists.115  This was, in 

part, a response to requests from prominent collectors, particularly Samuel George 

Morton, the Philadelphia physician whose detailed craniological measurements added 

supposedly empirical evidence to theories of polygenesis and racial inequality.116  As 

corresponding secretary of Philadelphia’s Academy of Natural Sciences, Morton drew on 

a network of local skull collectors, particularly army surgeons stationed near Indian 

groups, to collect hundreds of Indian crania during the 1820s and 1830s.117  By 1840, 

collectors in Florida had presented Morton with thirteen “Seminole” crania and at least 

                                                
114 Quote is from An Officer of the Medical Staff, “Sketch,” 138.  On racial science in Charleston, see 
Lester D. Stephens, Science, Race, and Religion in the American South: John Bachman and the Charleston 
Circle of Naturalists, 1815-1895 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2000). 
115 In 1836, for example, an army captain serving under Dr. Thomas Lawson, “the senior surgeon of the 
United States Army,” wrote that his division had met with the remains of “a large, fierce looking” Seminole 
who had been killed while trying to escape imprisonment.  The captain informed his readers that the 
Seminole’s “head has been secured and submitted to skilful craniologists.”  Barr, Correct and Authentic 
Narrative, 26, 6. 
116 Morton measured skulls from each of the “five races”—Caucasian, Ethiopian, Mongolian, Malay, and 
American—and averaged out the results by race.  For Morton and his followers, a group known as the 
American School of ethnology, the most significant of these measurements was internal capacity because it 
suggested that bigger brains equaled smarter people.  Morton’s data seemed to show that whites had the 
biggest brains (87 in3), blacks the smallest (78 in3), and American Indian brains were in the middle (82 in3).  
For Morton’s summary of his own methods and results, see Samuel George Morton, Crania Americana 
(Philadelphia: J. Dobson, 1839), 249–61.  On polygenesis and the American School of ethnology, see 
Bruce R. Dain, A Hideous Monster of the Mind: American Race Theory in the Early Republic (Cambridge, 
Mass: Harvard University Press, 2002), 197–206; Fabian, The Skull Collectors, 83; Bieder, Science 
Encounters the Indian, 68.     
117 Stanton, The Leopard’s Spots, 28. 
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one skull excavated from an ancient mound.118  Yet the cycle of violence against the dead 

during borderland wars probably did at least as much to motivate the collection of Indian 

crania as Morton’s appeals: only a few of the officers and surgeons who collected Indian 

skulls in Florida opted to send their hard-won trophies to Morton.   

Morton was thus particularly indebted to one man, army surgeon Dr. E.H. Abadie, 

for his collection of Florida Indian skulls.  In 1838, Abadie sent Morton eight crania, and 

it is possible that his own experiences with Seminole violence against the remains of his 

dead friends—including the “mournful duty” of reburying “our comrades whose remains 

we found scattered and bleaching in the sun”—may have contributed to his zeal for 

collecting Native skulls.  These included three children’s skulls and “3 specimens in fine 

order of female heads, one of which evidently of distinction from the elaborate 

workmanship of her tomb and the many trinkets buried with her.”119  This woman would 

be recorded in Morton’s catalogue as “Seminole woman of rank,” but I have found no 

stories to explain the entry for another of Abadie’s specimens, a “Seminole warrior of 

Florida: Woman.”  Morton’s 1849 catalogue simply noted that the woman warrior was 30 

years old, had a cranial capacity of 91 cubic inches, and a facial angle of 73 degrees.120     

                                                
118 Samuel George Morton, Catalogue of Skulls of Man, and the Inferior Animals (Philadelphia: Turner & 
Fisher, 1840); Dr. Samuel Forry to Samuel George Morton, Washington, 27 June 1839, Morton Papers, 
series IV, microfilm, American Philosophical Society.    
119 Abadie to Morton, Camp 3 miles from Lake Okee Chobee, 3 Feb 1838, Morton Papers, Ser. 1, APS. 
120 Samuel George Morton, Catalogue of Skulls of Man and the Inferior Animals, in the Collection of 
Samuel George Morton (Philadelphia: Merrihew & Thompson, 1849), skulls # 726 and 708. She may have 
been listed as a warrior because Abadie collected her skull after a battle, perhaps one of the “two fine sculls 
[sic]” he found after the Battle of Okeechobee. Abadie to Morton, Camp 3 miles from Lake Okee Chobee, 
3 Feb 1838, Morton Papers, APS. 
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From Morton’s perspective, the most useful crania that Abadie sent him were 

accompanied with identity-creating stories about the decapitated individuals. 121  Yet 

Abadie’s stories could include misleading information and Morton sometimes obscured 

Abadie’s local knowledge and imposed his own system for identifying particular Indians.  

Abadie told Morton that one child’s skull belonged “to the tribe of the Black Dirt (Hola-

TepEmathla),” another was from a young girl of “the Fuke-luste-Hadjo-tribe,” and, most 

remarkably, that he had collected the cranium of a boy from “the party of Seminoles 

headed by John Cavollo [sic] or Cow-a-gee.”122  John Cavallo, also known as Gopher 

John or John Horse, was the leader of a group of black Seminoles, but Abadie never 

mentioned this in his description and Morton catalogued this cranium as “Seminole 

boy.”123  This boy was most likely black, but since his skull was—and probably still is—

classified as an Indian skull, Morton could incorporate its measurements into 

craniological data about the Seminoles as an ethnic group and Indians as a race.  Even 

when Abadie’s ethnic descriptions were more precise, Morton used “Seminole” as the 

default ethnic classification for all of the Native remains that Abadie collected in Florida, 

even when he did note their tribal differences.  Although there was nothing new in using 

Seminole as a catchall term for Florida Indians, Morton added scientific legitimacy to this 

                                                
121 On how Morton benefited from detailed descriptions of the individuals whose skulls he collected, see 
Bieder, Science Encounters the Indian, 67; Fabian, The Skull Collectors, 36–43.     
122 Abadie to Morton, Camp 3 miles from Lake Okee Chobee, 3 Feb 1838, Morton Papers, Ser. 1, 
American Philosophical Society; Morton, Catalogue, 22. 
123 Morton, Catalogue (1840), 22.  Black Seminoles, including the slaves of Native Seminoles, usually 
lived in separate communities with their own leaders.  On black Seminoles and the remarkable career of 
John Cavallo, see Kevin Mulroy, Freedom on the Border: The Seminole Maroons in Florida, the Indian 
territory, Coahuila, and Texas (Lubbock, 1993), esp. 30. 
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ethnographic category by assigning this ethnically-disparate alliance of Indians a single 

cranial characterization, turning Seminole into a biologically determinative trait. 

The stories that skull collectors in Florida sent to Morton along with various 

crania reflected the perspectives of the whites that recorded them and associated 

violence—particularly violence against the white dead—with the Seminoles as an 

ethnicity.  In Crania Americana (1839), Morton published the account of why one of the 

Seminole skulls illustrated in the text had a bullet hole. The story emphasized the heroism 

of Captain Justin Dimmick who, after having his horse shot out from underneath him, 

succeeded in dispatching two Indian fighters.  The author was careful to note that the 

Seminoles “rushed towards [Dimmick] to scalp him” but the captain was able to recover 

just in time to shoot them down before his own mutilation.124  This was the only episode 

from a Seminole’s life that Morton described in any detail and both the text and image 

reinforced the message that the Seminoles were a violent people who would irrationally 

sacrifice themselves in their lust for scalps.  This was one of at least two Seminole skulls 

with bullet holes in Anglo-American craniological collections, and the visible evidence of 

marksmanship written on these crania suggest that they were initially collected as 

personal trophies before being appropriated as scientific relics.125   

Phrenologists who examined the three detailed lithographs of Seminole skulls in 

Crania Americana perceived evidence that the Seminoles were inherently violent.  Based 

on an analysis of these images, one anonymous phrenologist argued in 1841 that 

                                                
124 Morton, Crania Americana, 166-7.       
125 On the other such cranium, see J.S. Wright, “Some Measurements of Skulls and Heads,” Johnston’s 
Dental Miscellany, VI (1879), 182–3.   
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Seminole crania evinced an “animality” that was equal only to the Caribs, who were 

“beyond all other tribes, wild and indomitable, ferocious and sanguinary […], rather than 

submit to conquest and slavery, or to any form of civil restraint, they covet 

extermination.”  The Caribs—a Caribbean Native group that Anglo-Americans thought 

had been completely wiped out—set the biological and historical precedent for the 

Seminoles: “with an organization and development of the brain, and a condition of the 

mind not dissimilar [to the Caribs], the Seminoles are pursuing at present course of 

warfare, which, if not abandoned, must lead in the end to a like result.”   In contrast, 

“possessed of brains, as appears from their skulls, more liberally supplied with moral, 

religious, and intellectual organs, the Creeks, Choctaws, and Cherokees, though brave, 

warlike, and proverbially artful, have shown themselves less inexorably cruel, and less 

brutally devoted to havoc and blood” than the Seminoles.126  The skulls of Creeks 

somehow portrayed their capacity for civilization and survival while those of 

Seminoles—who, like the Creeks, were an amalgam of multiple southeastern ethnic 

groups—were an ethnicity made to disappear.     

Military invasion made such phrenological analyses possible while the war’s 

cycle of atrocities against the dead justified and shaped these studies.  White officials and 

phrenologists looked to the remains of Florida Indians for proof that the Seminoles were 

a unified ethnic group, one that lacked meaningful attachments to Florida and whose 

brains were so geared toward violence that their extermination seemed inevitable.  Yet 

                                                
126 “Remarks on the Cerebral Organisation of the American Indians and Ancient Peruvians,” The American 
Phrenological Journal and Miscellany 3, no. 5 (Feb, 1841), 209–210.   
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the Seminoles did endure, largely because they too developed a new sense of their own 

ethnic coherence during the war.  The collection of white scalps advanced and reinforced 

this process.   

Seminole Ethnogenesis and the “Science of Scalping” 

The process of becoming Seminole began when the so-called proto-Seminoles—

primarily Hitchiti-speaking minority groups within the Creek Confederacy—migrated to 

Florida in the mid eighteenth century.127  They established independent, ethnically 

diverse towns that became increasingly unified politically in response to the First 

Seminole War and U.S. efforts to enforce removal—first to a Floridian reservation and 

then west of the Mississippi—in the 1820s and 30s.  The cosmologies and social 

organization of these Florida Natives had some important continuities with older Creek 

traditions.128  During the Second Seminole War, violence—both against and by Florida 

Indians—and the influence of nativism encouraged Seminoles to see themselves as a 

coherent ethnicity with a unique culture and shared history.129   

                                                
127 The first waves of these migrants may have arrived as early as the 1720s.  Sturtevant, “Creek into 
Seminole,” 101-5.  Based on an admittedly limited study of Native bodily remains, Christopher M. 
Stojanowski has suggested that “proto-Seminoles were in many cases the very same ethnic groups that had 
lived in Florida during the 17th century [like Apalachees, Timucuas, and Guales], and as such, Seminole 
ethnogenesis should be viewed as a conscious return [from Creek Country] to ancestral lands by peoples 
whose identities were replaced in the colonial record but preserved in the physical remains of their bodies.”  
Christopher M Stojanowski, Bioarchaeology of Ethnogenesis in the Colonial Southeast (Gainesville: 
University Press of Florida, 2010), 10, 131.  
128 The ethnic flexibility that made the Seminoles’ ethnogenesis possible was itself part of a deeper pattern 
by which southeastern Natives realigned their identities to reflect novel political arrangements.  Sattler, 
“Remnants, Renegades, and Runaways.”  Seminoles also maintained core aspects of older Creek beliefs 
but, by the 1840s, had developed new rituals and sacred objects around which they based their religious 
practices.  Sturtevant, “Creek into Seminole,” 105-117 
129 Anthropologist Brent R. Weisman has argued convincingly that Seminole ethnogenesis was a “‘creative 
adaptation’ to violent change” during the Second Seminole War.  Archaeological evidence suggests that the 
circulation of Euro-American clothing as war trophies and the placement of gifts in Native graves furthered 
this emerging sense of Seminole identity.  Seminoles may have collected trophy clothing—items that are 
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I build on these insights by exploring how the collection, circulation, and ritual 

uses of scalps contributed to the Florida Seminoles’ ethnogenesis during the Second 

Seminole War.  As gory trophies of victory, collecting and displaying scalps symbolized 

the Seminole’s pride in resistance and their nativist rejection of white people and culture.  

The circulation of scalps also brought Florida’s Indians together in rituals that made the 

fusion of hitherto disparate bands possible. 130  Most importantly, the presentation of 

scalps to ritual leaders appeased the dead of the various groups of Florida Indians and, 

through the continued presence of living Seminoles in Florida, enabled the perpetuation 

of bonds between the ethnically diverse dead and the germinal Seminole nation.  Burial 

rites—and the connections between the dead, the living, and the land that they 

engendered—have contributed to the cohesion of many national groups, including new 

ethnicities consisting of individuals whose primary communities had been shattered by 

death and displacement.131  Such mortuary rites typically involved the remains of a 

group’s own dead; the knowledge and ritual practices that promoted Seminole 

ethnogenesis, however, also depended largely on the remains of the enemy dead. 

                                                                                                                                            
more visible in the archaeological record than scalps—as part of the broader southeastern warrior trophy 
complex, a set of practices that included scalping.  Weisman’s analysis of wartime gravesites suggests that 
the interment of grave goods with Seminole bodies, particularly those of children, helped strengthen the 
kinship bonds that united various Seminole clans.  Weisman, “Nativism, Resistance, and Ethnogenesis,” 
199, 202, 205-7; and Unconquered People, 43-65. 
130 The circulation of enemy remains between the leaders of different Native and Euro-American groups 
sometimes reinforced strategic and political alliances between them.  Andrew Lipman, “‘A Meanes to Knitt 
Them Togeather’: The Exchange of Body Parts in the Pequot War,” William and Mary Quarterly 65, no. 1 
(Jan. 2008), 13-4.        
131 Brown, Reaper’s Garden; Verdery, Political Lives of Dead Bodies; Patricia Kay Galloway, Choctaw 
Genesis, 1500-1700 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1995), 290-303; Weisman, “Nativism, 
Resistance, and Ethnogenesis,” 207. 
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The social and spiritual significances of scalps made them the most highly prized 

of all war trophies.  This was nothing new: scalps and severed heads had been important 

aspects of southeastern warfare and religious ceremonies for centuries and Florida 

Indians had been scalping European intruders since at least 1540.132  Like craniology and 

phrenology, “the science of scalping” also followed established methods to achieve 

specific goals, and the ways that Seminoles processed and used scalps hearkened back to 

older Creek practices and ends.133  The physical removal and preservation of scalps 

required skill, and Indian trader James Adair described eighteenth-century Creeks as 

“barbarous artists” who could remove scalps in two minutes.  They then stretched “their 

speaking trophies of blood in a small hoop, to preserve it from putrefaction, and paint[ed] 

the interior part of the scalp, and the hoop, all around with red, their flourishing 

emblematical colour of blood.”134  It is not clear why Adair referred to scalps as 

“speaking,” but animals and natural objects could be active agents in the worldviews of 

southeastern Indians, and it seems likely that scalps—which were associated with human 

spirits—would continue to have extranatural agency after death and, perhaps, even speak 

to religious experts.135   

                                                
132 James A. Brown and David H. Dye, “Severed Heads and Sacred Scalplocks: Mississippi Iconographic 
Trophies,” in The Taking and Displaying of Human Body Parts as Trophies by Amerindians, 278–298; 
Keith P. Jacobi, “Disabling the Dead: Human Trophy Taking in the Prehistoric Southeast,” in ibid., 299–
338; James Axtell and William C. Sturtevant, “The Unkindest Cut, or Who Invented Scalping,” William 
and Mary Quarterly 37, no. 3 (July 1980), 451–472. 
133 Quote is from “Extracts from the Journal of a Private,” New Hampshire Gazette, 15 May 1837, v. 82, n. 
26 (Portsmouth, NH).   
134 Adair, quoted in Swanton, Social Organization, 415; Axtell and Sturtevant, “The Unkindest Cut,” 461. 
135 Adair, quoted in Swanton, Social Organization, 415.  On the agency of natural objects, see Clara Sue 
Kidwell, “Native American Systems of Knowledge,” in A Companion to American Indian History, ed. 
Philip Joseph Deloria and Neal Salisbury (Malden, Mass: Blackwell, 2002), 87–102.  While my 
interpretation of “speaking” scalps is conjectural, it fits well with recent scholarly views of human remains 
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One of the ritual purposes of scalping—placating the souls of the dead—was 

particularly significant during the Second Seminole War.136  As white troops and 

surgeons mutilated the bodies and took the scalps and skulls of recently killed and long-

buried Indians and, by enforcing removal, drove many Seminoles to abandon the graves 

of their kin, the need for Florida’s Indians to appease the spirits of their dead was greater 

than ever.  Euro-American expansion posed such a threat to the Natives’ spiritual and 

social worlds that one army officer was all too correct in claiming that the Seminoles 

were fighting against “vampyre-like pioneers of civilization.”137  Many southeastern 

Natives considered the physical intactness of the body to be crucial to the spirit’s 

persistence in the afterlife, and scalps taken in war may have transferred the spiritual 

powers of scalped victims to the triumphant warrior and his relations.138  It is possible 

that the nativist spiritual and military leaders in Florida saw scalping as a way of 

garnering the attachment of their own dead while also causing psychological, social, and 

spiritual harm to living and dead whites.  Considering how deeply many whites 

experienced the disinterment and mutilation of their dead comrades and family members, 

they were probably right.  Scalping was a multivalent act of resistance to the destruction 

of bonds between the living, the dead, and Floridian space caused by the threat of 

removal and Euro-American acts of skull collecting and scalping.   

                                                                                                                                            
as both subjects and objects that impact the world of the living. Krmpotich, Fontein, and Harries, “The 
Substance of Bones.”   
136 Swanton, Social Organization, 405, 424, 438; Weisman, Like Beads on a String, 110. 
137 “Letters of Lieutenant John W. Phelps,” 68. 
138 Robert P. Mensforth, “Human Trophy Taking in Eastern North America During the Archaic Period: 
The Relationship to Warfare and Social Complexity,” in The Taking and Displaying of Human Body Parts 
as Trophies by Amerindians, 224; Jacobi, “Disabling the Dead,” 312. 
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Taking, preserving, and displaying scalps seems to have been part of Creek and 

Seminole rituals for appeasing their dead.  One late eighteenth-century traveler described 

the Creeks’ belief in “the Ghosts of their departed Heroes who have either unfortunately 

lost their Scalps, or remain unburied.”  These ghosts were sentenced to haunting the 

wilderness “until the Indignity shall be retaliated on the Enemy, by some of his surviving 

Friends.”139  Similarly, James Adair detailed how the Creeks “cut the scalps into several 

pieces, fix them on different twigs of the green leaved pine, and place them on the […] 

houses of their deceased relations—whose deaths (if by the hands of an enemy) they 

esteem not revenged till then, and thus their ghosts are enabled to go to their 

intermediate, but unknown place of rest, till, after a certain time, they return again to live 

forever in that tract of land which pleased them best, when in their former state.”  After 

properly preserving and displaying the scalps, the Creeks would “dance for three days 

and nights, rejoicing before the divine presence, for their victory; and the happiness of 

sending the spirits of their killed relations from the eaves of their houses which they have 

haunted.”140  Revenge motivated these acts of scalping, yet Adair made it clear that the 

purpose of this revenge was to allow the spirits of the dead to reside near the “land which 

pleased them best,” presumably the same locales where their communities and relatives 

continued to live.  Revenge through scalping made it possible to maintain relationships 

with the dead that would not have been possible if southeastern Indians left their lands or 

                                                
139 John Pope, A Tour Through the Southern and Western Territories of the United States of North-
America (New York: Charles L. Woodward, 1888 [1792]), 63–4. 
140 Adair, quoted in Swanton, Social Organization, 419.   
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let the killings and postmortem mutilations of people in their communities go 

unavenged.141    

During the Second Seminole War, Florida’s Indians participated in scalp rituals 

that were probably meant to fulfill these same spiritual and social functions of revenging 

and appeasing the dead.  Although no accounts of scalp rituals during the war were as 

explicit as Adair’s, the glimpses we have of these ceremonies suggest striking 

similarities.  After discovering the stretched and preserved scalps in Mad Wolf’s village, 

M.M. Cohen mentioned that “these tassled sticks from which the scalps depend, are 

triumphantly flourished by the Indians in their dances, and at feasts!”142  In another vague 

sketch, surgeon W.P. Rowles observed in a deserted Indian town “a large quantity of the 

herb from which they decoct their black drink: A number of recent scalps, and other 

appendages of a great dance.”143  A young officer provided a more detailed description of 

these rituals by drawing on the knowledge of Toney, a black translator who had 

previously lived among Florida’s Indians.  The officer wrote that his troops “received an 

invitation from Sam Jones to attend the green corn dance to-morrow, although Toney 

(our interpreter) says we had better not go.  From what I can learn it is nearly as follows: 

On the first day they fast, separating themselves from one another, and, as Toney 

expresses it, only ‘study.’  Every man thinks over the affairs of the nation [and] counts up 

                                                
141 Rituals and protocols of revenge promoted political and military alliances among southwestern Indian 
groups.  DeLay, War of a Thousand Deserts, 123-38.   
142 Cohen, Notices of Florida, 169; emphasis in original. 
143 Rowles, “Incidents and Observations,” 116.          
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his scalps and all his exploits of daring in war.”144  White phrenologists were not the only 

people in Florida to “study” human remains in the context of interethnic violence.  

While individual warriors studied the scalps they collected, they also circulated 

them to prominent medicine men in centers of ritual and knowledge.  A few days after 

the start of the war, a group of Florida Indians held a ceremony to celebrate their victory 

over Major Dade’s company and Osceola’s killing and mutilation of General Wiley 

Thompson.  According to the officer and historian John T. Sprague: 

Osceola returned on the night of the 28th of December [1835] to the Wahoo 
Swamp.  His party were loaded with all kinds of goods, and their bodies decorated 
with some trophy, to make known their atrocious acts.  Scalps were suspended 
from their girdles, the warm blood still dripping; others hung them on their heads 
and necks, besmearing their persons with blood […].  The night was spent in a 
boisterous and joyful manner.  The scalps were given up to the great medicine-
chief, Illis-higher-Hadjo, who arranged them upon a pole ten feet in height, 
around which they exultingly danced till daylight, accompanying their frantic 
mirth by songs, ridiculing and defying the white men […] Speeches were made by 
the most humorous of the company to the scalp of General Thompson, imitating 
his gestures and manner of talking to them in council.145         
         

Although Sprague may have been right to consider the “speeches” made to and through 

Thompson’s scalp as parody, it is also possible that this performance hearkened back to 

the “speaking” scalps mentioned by Adair.  More importantly, we see that scalps were 

central to Osceola’s killings and the ritual that followed it, and that he and his men gave 

all of their scalps to “the great medicine-chief” for processing and display.  The parallels 

with white skull collecting are clear: fighters collected remains and presented them to 

                                                
144 “Copy of a letter from a young officer […], dated Fort Lauderdale, E.F., June 20 1839,” Army and Navy 
Chronicle, 9:93; emphasis in original.    
145 Sprague, Origin, 91. 
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leading medicine men who displayed them in centers of knowledge and ritual and gave 

them meaning.  

The intellectual, spiritual, and military leaders who interpreted and displayed 

scalps during the war drew on both Creek traditions and Redstick nativism.146  This was 

most evident in the person of “Illis-higher-Hadjo” (now written as hillis haya hadjo), the 

ritual leader to whom Osceola and his men presented their scalps in 1835.  Hillis haya 

was a Muskogee title for a “medicine maker” who healed with herbs and sacred objects, 

led rituals and dances, and, though not formally a prophet, interceded between the natural 

and extranatural worlds.  Hadjo—translated as “visionary” or “crazy/furious in battle”—

was one of four titles that young men who earned a war-name could chose for 

themselves.  Florida Indians had delivered the scalps they collected to Redstick hillis 

hayas during the Creek War and First Seminole War, and it is likely that the material 

circulation and interpreted significance of scalps would have been similar during the 

Second Seminole War.147   

The same men who incorporated white scalps into rituals were also the spiritual 

and military leaders of the small but diverse communities of Indians that formed within 

                                                
146 On how Redstick nativism motivated the Seminoles’ resistance and shaped their ethnic identity, see 
Weisman, “Nativism, Resistance, and Ethnogenesis,” 205. 
147 Martin, Sacred Revolt, 123–4; Lee Irwin, Coming down from Above: Prophecy, Resistance, and 
Renewal in Native American Religions (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2008), 195; Wright, 
Creeks & Seminoles, 30, 200, 263.  The scalp rituals and war dances of Florida Indians during the Second 
Seminole War contained echoes of the Shawnee and Redstick rituals performed during the Creek and First 
Seminole Wars, dances in which scalping and the recitation of one’s war-deeds were central.  See Martin, 
Sacred Revolt, 146–8; Claudio Saunt, A New Order of Things: Property, Power, and the Transformation of 
the Creek Indians, 1733-1816 (Cambridge: University of Cambridge Press, 1999), 243–4. While there was 
significant persistence between Shawnee, Redstick, and Seminole scalp dances, the constant fighting of the 
war years may have engendered new Seminole rituals associated with violence, including the “gun dance” 
and “scalp dance.”  Weisman, Like Beads on a String, 110. 
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Florida’s swamps and other redoubts during the Second Seminole War.  The most well 

known of these leaders, the hillis haya Sam Jones and “the Prophet” Otulka Thakko, both 

had Redstick roots.148  John T. Sprague related how “this Prophet recited to his listeners 

his exploits in the Creek war of 1836, […] inducing them to believe that the Great Spirit 

came to him, in the form of an Indian, […] He was told to flee to Florida, and enjoined to 

revenge the wrongs of those who had suffered in his own land.”  Otulka Thakko incited 

and united Florida’s Indians “by midnight fires, by dances, songs, and the use of roots as 

medicine,” and though Sprague was not explicit about it, these rituals often involved 

scalps, and there would probably have been a collection of preserved scalps at the 

Prophet’s ritual ground.149  Sam Jones’ band of about 200 warriors would remain in 

Florida after the Second and Third Seminole Wars and became “the cultural and 

biological Mayflower for the Seminoles and Miccosukees of today.”150 

Scalp collecting encouraged the fusion process that made both living and dead 

Florida Indians into Seminoles.  This was most noticeable among the diverse “Seminoles, 

Creeks, and Mickasukies” that coalesced around Sam Jones, the war leader Billy 

Bowlegs, and Otulka Thakko in the Big Cypress Swamp.  Based on the testimony of an 

Indian spy, Sprague wrote that “here were concentrated the desperate characters of all the 

tribes once inhabiting Georgia and the neighboring states, with whom the government 

had, from time to time, been at war for thirty years past.”  Their desire for vengeance and 

to conciliate the spirits of their dead had brought these peoples together: “sympathy with 

                                                
148 On Sam Jones as a hillis haya, see Wright, Creeks & Seminoles, 254, 263.        
149 Sprague, Origin, 295–6, 270.  
150 Weisman, Unconquered People, 59. 
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each other in the wrongs they had conceived had been inflicted upon them and their 

ancestors, caused a concert of action, excited by revenge, and emboldened by the most 

wild and fanatical superstitions.”151  These were the same goals to which Creek medicine 

men had long devoted their scalp rituals, and it is likely that their “fanatical superstitions” 

incorporated scalps.  Ritual centers like the Big Cypress Swamp camp brought disparate 

Indians together because they offered individuals the opportunity to appease their dead 

and, thus, perpetuate personal and social bonds with them.  In the process, living Indians 

forged new connections with each other and assimilated their dead relations as integral 

members of the small communities that remained in the peninsula.  The presence of their 

collective dead in Florida’s soil grounded the Seminole nation’s social and spiritual 

attachments with Florida and political claim to it.152 

Overall, I concur with anthropologist Brent R. Weismann’s argument that the 

war’s multiple stresses made it “the catalyst for Seminole ethnogenesis” as the 

approximately 5,000 Seminoles in Florida before the war were fused into a group of 

300.153  Yet I push this analysis to include the entire Seminole community, a group that 

Florida Indians would have considered to include both living Seminoles and their dead 

relations.  The remains of both kin and enemies helped motivate and galvanize the 

cohesion of peoples for whom nearness to and contact with the dead was essential to a 

viable community. 
                                                
151 Sprague, Origin, 295.   
152 For an anthropological perspective on how human remains and burial practices contributed to the 
reconfiguration of ancestral networks and spatial and temporal perspectives that delimited national 
groups—and their lands and histories—in new ways during periods of social upheaval, see Verdery, 
Political Lives of Dead Bodies, chap. 3.   
153 Weisman, “Nativism, Resistance, and Ethnogenesis,” 198. 
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Conclusion  

Death and violence produced knowledge and identities among both Euro-

Americans and the Native peoples they sought to rule or displace.  Military force 

facilitated the interconnected efforts of white Americans to conquer the Florida interior 

and study its nature.  Euro-Americans also looked to Native remains, particularly skulls, 

to add scientific legitimacy to assertions that the Seminoles were a coherent ethnic group 

whose supposed predisposition for violence and lack of ancestral bonds to Florida’s pre-

Seminole ethnicities justified their removal.  The Territory of Florida was the last 

remaining borderland in the southeastern United States, and it took seven years of bloody 

warfare against living and dead Seminoles to make the peninsula part of the increasingly 

sectional South.  Prior to the war, the production of Euro-American scientific knowledge 

could not be guaranteed in this borderland region.  I suggest that the production and 

application of knowledge in imperial contexts was thoroughly interconnected with the 

violence against individuals, communities, and environments that typified and enabled 

imperial expansion.  This was most obvious in times of war, but merits investigation 

during more peaceful periods as well.154    

For Florida Natives during the Second Seminole War, killing and scalping whites, 

and the rituals associated with these practices, may have filled some of the social and 

emotions functions that captive-taking had satisfied during the seventeenth and 

                                                
154 On the whole, anthropologists have been more eager than historians to interrogate the roles that 
violence played in knowledge production, particularly their own knowledge of indigenous peoples.  See, 
for example, the debate surrounding Napoleon A. Chagnon, Y̦anomamö, the Fierce People (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, 1968); especially Patrick Tierney, Darkness in El Dorado: How Scientists and 
Journalists Devastated the Amazon (New York: Norton, 2000).  
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eighteenth centuries.  The ritualized incorporation of captives had helped some eastern 

Native groups cope with the grief, broken kinship bonds, and drastic population loss 

prompted by Euro-American expansion while, at the same time, promoting the 

development of ethnically diverse Indian nations.155  However, nineteenth-century 

Florida Indians, who were influenced by Redstick nativism and had lived through 

decades of war with Euro-Americans, no longer viewed their white neighbors as people 

whose captivity and assimilation could fill the void left by a killed community member.  

During the Second Seminole War, incorporating the remains of white enemies—rather 

than living adoptees—may have eased Florida Indians’ social and emotional suffering.  

Yet whereas living captives could sometimes broker peace between their birth-nations 

and their adoptive ones, human remains drove a cycle of vengeance.  More importantly, 

the collection and circulation of white scalps strengthened the Seminoles’ sense of ethnic 

and cultural identity and allowed them to rebuild complete communities—ones that 

integrated the multiethnic dead, the living, and Floridian land—despite the extreme 

trauma of the war.  This new identity helped the Florida Seminoles continue resisting 

U.S. imperialism through the nineteenth century and beyond. 

Natives and white Americans generated and reified knowledge about political and 

ethnic boundaries as they buried, harmed, and analyzed human remains.  For many 

Anglo-American men of science, bodies and skulls seemed to prove that whites were the 

people most fit to rule North America and dominate the Indians and blacks living within 

                                                
155 Daniel K. Richter, “War and Culture: The Iroquois Experience,” William and Mary Quarterly 40, no. 4 
(Oct. 1983), 528–559; Christina Snyder, Slavery in Indian Country: The Changing Face of Captivity in 
Early America (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2010), chaps. 4 & 8. 
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their national territorial claims.156  Native ethnogenesis, however, was also a process of 

knowledge production: Florida Seminoles redefined “us” and “our land” across 

generations of the dead, the living, and the not yet born through methods of gathering and 

interpreting knowledge that were shaped by a long history of Euro-American violence but 

also involved killing and mutilating whites.  Florida Indians had—like European and 

American whites—developed cosmologies and epistemologies through which their own 

ethnic distinctiveness and right to occupy territory could be grounded in the bodies of 

other peoples.    

                                                
156 Stanton, The Leopard’s Spots.  On how seventeenth-century English colonists developed knowledge 
about their own fitness to dominate North America through Native bodies, see Chaplin, Subject Matter. 
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Coda: Toward an Epic of Greater American Science 

 This dissertation has examined the connections between knowledge, power, and 

identities during the first era of the United States’ continental expansion.  It has argued 

that science in the multinational southeast borderlands was inextricable from, and shaped 

the development of, science and imperialism in the United States.  In this sense, the 

dissertation has told a national story, but it has also stressed that this American history 

was thoroughly interconnected with continental history.  

 A borderlands perspective casts the history of U.S. science in a new light; it can 

also reconfigure historical understandings of knowledge production in the Americas on 

the whole.  Histories of science in borderlands throughout the western hemisphere can, 

collectively, develop into what historian Herbert Eugene Bolton may have called the Epic 

of Greater American Science.  In 1933, Bolton presented his call for an “Epic of Greater 

America” that stressed hemispheric developments over national ones because “each 

national history is but a thread out of a larger strand.”  He advocated investigating a 

variety of interconnections across national and ethnic boundaries in the Americas, 

emphasizing that “cultural and intellectual relations [were] quite as close and fully as 

important as political, territorial, and economic contacts.”  He even listed “art, 

architecture, literature, or science” as topics meriting attention on a hemispheric scale.1  

Like so much of Bolton’s epic vision, however, a hemispheric history of science remains 

an unfulfilled, and seemingly little desired, goal. 

                                                
1 Herbert E. Bolton, “The Epic of Greater America,” The American Historical Review 38, no. 3 (April 
1933), 449, 473-4. 
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Borderlands history—Bolton’s far more successful historiographical brainchild—

may present a means of developing this hemispheric vision.  It would enable new 

histories of science in colonized spaces throughout the hemisphere and offer a lens for 

studying the knowledge generated through Native and European encounters and its 

continental and Atlantic itineraries.  A borderlands history of science would also 

encourage further studies of the production, circulation, and application of knowledge in 

adjacent colonial spaces, such as the Amazonian borderlands separating and blurring 

Spanish, Portuguese, and Native South America, the abutting French, Native, and British 

claims in Canada, and the Southwestern spaces where Natives, Mexicans, and Anglo-

Americans competed for land, resources, and geopolitical ascendancy.  Regional nature, 

indigenous traditions, interethnic violence, human migrations, and geopolitical power 

relations would have shaped scientific ideas and practices in all these regions in ways 

both similar to and, probably, strikingly different from those in the Gulf South 

borderlands.   

As Bolton suggested, one of the main reasons why a hemispheric perspective 

matters is that it casts national histories as part of continental—not just colonial, Atlantic, 

postcolonial, and national—stories.  Perhaps more importantly, a hemispheric approach 

to knowledge can challenge broad claims about the history of science in either national or 

global contexts.  Science, like empires and nations, had blurry and unstable boundaries, 

and the permeability and fragility of these boundaries were most apparent in borderlands.  

If American knowledge was something that was common to, sometimes circulated 

between, but not necessarily the same among Native, Anglo, Spanish, French, and 
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African Americans, the idea of a shared hemispheric history of science following a 

coherent narrative—particularly a whiggish narrative of progress—soon collapses.  

Rather, it is in the very persistence of conflict, creative misunderstandings, 

interpenetration, and occasional irreconcilability—themes that have long characterized 

borderlands history—that we will find the unifying threads of the hemispheric history of 

science and, most likely, the Epic of Greater America.  
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Appendix: Chronology of non-Native Territorial Claims to the 
Southeast Borderlands, 1763-1845 

1763 Louisiana is transferred from France to Spain; Florida is transferred from Spain to 
Great Britain, which divides it into the provinces of East and West Florida 
 
1776 Thirteen British colonies declare independence from Great Britain; become the 
United States of America 
 
1783 East and West Florida are transferred from Great Britain to Spain 
 
1795 Boundary between Spanish and U.S. possessions east of the Mississippi River is 
settled at the thirty-first parallel 
 
1798 United States forms Mississippi Territory 
 
1803 Louisiana is transferred from Spain to France and then from France to the United 
States 
 
1804 Louisiana Purchase lands divided at 33rd parallel into Louisiana Territory (northern 
part) and Orleans Territory (southern part) 
 
1810 Western part of West Florida becomes an independent republic; it is annexed by the 
United States and incorporated into Orleans Territory 
 
1812 Orleans Territory becomes state of Louisiana 
 
1812 Mobile District of West Florida annexed by the United States and incorporated into 
the Mississippi Territory 
 
1817 Western part of Mississippi Territory becomes state of Mississippi; eastern part 
becomes Alabama Territory 
 
1819 Alabama Territory becomes state of Alabama 
 
1821 East and West Florida are transferred from Spain to the United States 
 
1822 East and West Florida are integrated into Florida Territory  
 
1845 Florida Territory becomes state of Florida 
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AEP: Andrew Ellicott Papers, LOC 

AGI: Archivo General de Indias 
AHN: Papeles de estado in the Archivo Histórico Nacional of Spain, 1748-1846 

AMN: Archivo de Museo Naval 
ANC: Archivo Nacional de Cuba 

ANSP: Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia 
APS: American Philosophical Society 

EFP: East Florida Papers, PKY and LOC 
“Extracts”: “Extracts from the Letter Book of William Dunbar, from 18 June 1775 to 24 

March 1802,” ed. B.L.C. Wailes, Misc. Manuscript Collections, LOC, 
HNOC: Historic New Orleans Collection 

IHS: Indiana Historical Society, http://images.indianahistory.org 
LOC: Library of Congress 

LSM: Louisiana State Museum 
LSU: Louisiana State University Special Collections Library 

LLMVC: Louisiana and Lower Mississippi Valley Collection, LSU 
MDAH: Mississippi Department of Archives and History 
Morton Papers: Samuel George Morton Papers, APS 

MPA, SD: Mississippi Provincial Archives, Spanish Dominion 
NARA: National Archives and Records Administration, Washington, D.C. 

Nutt Papers: Papers of Rush and Haller Nutt, Huntington Library 
NTC: Northwest Territory Collection, IHS  

PC: Papeles de Cuba, AGI 
PCL: Perry-Castañeda Library, University of Texas at Austin 

PKY: P.K. Yonge Library, University of Florida Libraries 
Tait Papers: Honorable Charles Tait Papers, ANSP 
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